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Abstract 

There are few enterprise models that 1) explicitly describe the generic concepts of enterprise 

quality; 2) are constmcted using formally defined terminology such that the model can be 

interpreted precisely; 3) are constmcted using generic and re-useable terrninology; and 4) 

prescribe improvement s to enterprise qualit y by automathg the task of evaluat ing ISO 9000 

compliance of enterprises. These characteristics are very important in order to represent and 

reason about quaüty. Therefore, the following thesis is stated: There exist genenc, formal, and re- 

useable representations of quality that describe concepts that underlie most quality applications, 

such that an enterprise model can be constructed fiom these representations; and ISO 9000 

cornpliance of enterprises can be prescribed by reasoning about quality using this enterprise 

model. To support the thesis, generic quality concepts are represented as formally-defmed 

terminology and axioms in the Ontologies for Quality Modeliing. Then, the ISO 9000 Micro- 

Theory is constnicted by building upon these representations. The micro- theory and the 

ontologies are encapsulated into the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor, a software tool for evaluating 

ISO 9000 compliance of organizations. The design, analysis, and prototypical irnplementations of 

Ontologies for Quality Modelling, ISO 9000 Micro-Theory, and the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 

provide strong support of the thesis. It is concluded then that the ontologies, micro-theory, and 

advisor, collectively, comprise a unique model-with substantial practical application potentid- 

that is formal, re-useable, and describes and prescribes ~nterprise quaîity. 
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Primer on First-Order Logic 

FOL.1 Introduction 

In this dissertation, first-order predicate logicl is used as the mathematical language with which 

an entexprise is modelled. This chapter is provided to offer the dissertation reader a bnef primer 

for understanding the ternis and concepts represented in first-order logic. This primer is excerpted 

£iom [Cawsey 971. 

Predicate logic allows us to represent fairly complex facts about the world, and to derive new 

facts in a way that guarantees that, if the initial facts were tnie then so are the conclusions. It is a 

well understood forma1 language, with well-defined syntax, semantics and rules of inference. 

FOL.2 Propositional Logic 

Predicate logic is a development ofpropositional logic. In proposition logic a fact such as "Alison 

likes waffles" would be represented as a simple atomic proposition. Lets cal1 it P. We can build up 

more complex expressions (sentences) by combining atomic propositions with the logical 

connectives A (and), v (or), 7 (not), 3 (if ... then), and = (if and only if). So, if we had the 

proposition Q representing the faci "Ahon eats waffles," we could have the facts: 

"Al ison likes waffles and A1 ison eats waffles." 

"Alison iikes waffles pr Alison eats waffles." 

"Alison does net eat waffies." 
"If Alison likes waffles then Alison eats waffles." 

"Alison likes waffles i f ; y i d A l i s o n  eats waffles." That is, "if Alison likes waflles then 
Alison eats waffies, and if Alison eats waffles then Alison likes waffles." 

In general, if X and Y are sentences in propositional logic, then so are XnY, XVY, 4, XxY, and 

X=Y. So the following are valid sentences in the logic: 

P v 74. 
P A ( P ~ Q ) .  

1. in this dissertation, the ternis "first-order logic," "fintader predicate logic," "predicate logic," and 
"predicate calculus" are used interchangeably. 

xii 



Chapter Section: Predicate Logic: Syntax 

Propositions can be true or false in the world. An intepretation function assigns, to each 

proposition, a truth value (i.e., true or false). This inteipretation function says what is true in the 

world. We can detemine the truth value of arbitrary sentences using tmth tables which define the 

tmth values of sentences with logical connectives in terms of the tnith values of their component 

sentences. The tmth tables provide a simple semantics for expressions in propositional logic. As 

sentences can only be tme or false, truth tables are very simple, for example: 

will define which inference niles are universally valid. One usefbl inference rule is the following 

(called modus ponens) but many others are possible: 

The above rule just says that if m b  is m e ,  and a is true, then b is necessarily me. We could prove 

that this rule is valid using truth tables. 

Predicate Logic: Syntax 

The trouble with propositional logic is that it is not possible to writz general statements in it, such 

as "Alison eats everything that she likes." We'd have to have lots of niles, for every different thing 

that Alison liked. Predicate logic makes such general statements possible. 

Sentences in predicate logic are built up fkom atomic sentences, which consist of a predicate name 

followed by a nurnber of arguments. These arguments may be any term. Tems may be: 

Chapter : Primer on First-ûrder Logic xiii 



Chapter Section: Predicate Logic: Semantics 

Constant symbols, such as 'alison.' 
Variable symbols, such as 'X.' 
Function expressions, such as 'father(alison).' 

So, atomic sentences in predicate logic include the following: 

fiiends(alison, richard). 
fiiends(father(fied), fatherCjoe)). 
likesw, richard). 

Sentences in predicate logic are constructed (much as in propositional logic) by combining atornic 

sentences with logical connectives, as in the following: 

friends(alison, richard) 3 likes(alison, richard). 
likes(alison, richard) v Iikes(alison, waffles). 
((likes(alison, richard) v likes(alison, watnes)) A -4ikes(alison, wafnes)) 3 likes(alison, richard). 

Sentences can also be formed using quantifiers to indicate how any variables in the sentence are 

to be treated. The two quantifiers in predicate logic are V (for all) and 3 (there exists), so the 

following are valid sentences: 

3X bird(X) A Tflies(X). "There exists some bird that doesn't fly." 
VX (person(X) =i 3Yloves(X,Y)). "Every person has something they love." 

A sentence should have ail its variables quantified. So strictly, an expression like "VX loves(X, 

Y)," though a well formed formula of predicate logic, is not a sentence because Y is not 

quantified. 

FOL.4 Predicate Logic: Semantics 
- -- - -- 

The semantics of predicate logic is defined (as in propositional logic) in ternis of the huth values 

of sentences. Like in propositional logic, we can determine the tmth value of any sentence in 

predicate logic if we know the tmth values of the basic components of that sentence. An 

inierpretation function defines the basic meanings/truth values of the basic components, given 

some domain of objects that we are concerned with. 
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Chapter Section: Proving Thinga in Predicate Logic 

In propositional logic we saw that this interpretation function was very simple, just assigning truth 

values to propositions. However, in predicate calculus we have to deal with predicates, variables 

and quantifiers, so things get much more cornplex. 

Predicates are dealt with in the following way. If we have, Say, a predicate P wiîh 2 arguments, 

then the meaning of that predicate is defined in terms of a mapping from al1 possible pairs of 

objects in the domain to a truth value. So, suppose we have a domain with just three objects in: 

'fked,' 'jim,' and 'joe.' We can defme the meaning of the predicate 'father' in terms of al1 the 

pairs of objects for which the 'father3 relationship is true -Say 'fred' and 'jim.' 

The meanings of V and 3 are defined in terrns of the set of objects in the domain. "VX S." means 

that for every object X in the domain, S is true. "3X S." means that for some object X in the 

domain, S is true. So, "VX father(fied,X).", given our world (domain) of 3 objects ('fied,' 'jim,' 

'joe'), would only be true if "father(fied,X)" was true for each object; that is, 'fied' is the 'father' 

of al1 objects in the domain. In our interpretation of the 'father' relation this only holds for 

"X=jim," so the whole quantified expression will be false in this interpretation. 

The term "kt-order" refers to the scope of quantification. In a fust-order predicate logic 

sentence, only variables are quantified. In a "higher-order" predicate logic sentence, the 

predicates themselves are quantified. 

FOL5 Proving Things in Predicate Logic 
- --- - -- -- - 

To prove things in predicate logic we need two things. First we need to know what inference rules 

are valid-we can't keep going back to the forma1 semantics when trying to draw a simple 

inference! Second we need to know a good proof procedure that will allow us to prove things with 

the inference rules in an efficient manner. 
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Chapter Section: Examples 

When discussing propositional logic we noted that a much used inference mle was modus ponens. 

This rule is a sound rule of inference for predicate logic. Given the semantics of the logic, if the 

premises are true then the conclusions are guaranteed to be true. Other sound inference rules 

Uiclude modus tollens (if "A is tme then B is tme" is tme and B is faise, then conclude that A is 

false), and-elirnination (if h B  is true then conclude both A is true and B is me), and lots more. 

In predicate logic we need to consider how to apply these rules if the expressions involved have 

variables. For example we would like to be able to use the facts "VX (man(X) 3 rnortal(X))." and 

"man(socrates)." and conclude "mortal(socrates)." To do this we can use modus ponens, but allow 

universally quantified sentences to be matched with other sentences. So, if we have a sentence 

"VX A 3 B." and a sentence C then if A and C can be matched or unified (matching or unification 

means that A is equivalent to C for some X, as in if A=man(X) and C=mortal(socrates), then A=C 

for X=socrates) and then we can apply modus ponens. 

The best known generai proof procedure for predicate calculus is resolution. Resolution is a 

sound proof procedure for proving things by refutation-if you can derive a contradiction fiom 

-iP then P must be true. Rules for resolution are applied to create a systematic proof procedure. 

So, under certain conditions, it is possible to automatically prove the truth of a given sentence. 

The Prolog programming language includes such a proof procedure. 

FOL.6 Examples 

These are some example £kt-order predicate logic sentences. 

3X tables00 A -munberofleges(X,4). "There is some table that doesn't have 4 legs." 
V X (macintoshQC) 3 +ealcomputer(X)). 'No macintosh is a real computer," or "If something is a 

macintosh then it is not a real computer." 
V X glaswegian(X) 2 (supports(X,rangers) v supports(X,celtic)). "Al1 Glaswegians support either 

Celtic or Rangers." 
3 X smallOC) A on(X,table). "There is something srna11 on the table." 

4 X  brusselsprouts(X) A tasty(X). "There are no tasty brussel sprouts." 

-- - -- -- - - 
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List of Symbols and Conventions 

Sym.1 List of Conventions 

Figure Sym.1 Exptanation of Agent Constraint Representations - 
holds(agent-constraint(&QQ),s = @(A& 

Tt 
filst-order logic sentence 

a situation 
an entity to for which this 
constraint is to be satisfied 

name of the constraint 

Figure Sym.2 Data Modelling Conventions used throughout this thesis 

3EL O10 m m  + $  

0 a is a relation fiom A to B x:y is the cardinality of the 
is the inverse relation to a a relation; y:x is the cardinality 

These are obiects f! is a relation fiom B to A of the 8 relation. 
x:y can be: If x= (O, l), there can 
one-to-one [x=l , y=1] be at most one instance of the 
one-to-many [x= 1, y=*] relation a between A and B. if 
many-to-one [x=*,y= 1] x=(O,*), then there can be none 
rnany-to-many [x=*,y*] or any number of instances of 

the relation a between A and B. 

unless explicitly stated otherwise. All terms dehed  in al1 ontology sections are fluents. So 
for example Axiom 3.12 activity(A) is actually defined as holdr(activity(A),s). 

Please note the following conventions which hold throughout al1 ontology and micro-theory 
chapters : Words that appear in italics denote assump tions, terminology, or axioms for an 
ontology or micro-theory, where the ontology or micro-theory is the subject of that chapter. 
A term that is i n / , q )  iralics denotes a term for which its assumptions, definition and 
statements of constraint are provided in another chapter. 

Termhology and axiorns of an ontology or micro-theory are wotated using the following 
convention: 

ONT TYPE: SUBTYPE-#. 
ONT denotes the ontology or micro-theory. These c m  be: Core (Core Ontologies), Meas 

(Measurement Ontology), Trace (Traceability Ontology), QMS (Quality Management 
System Ontology), and 1S0 9K(ISO 9000 Micro-Theory). 

TYPE: denotes type of representation. This is either Tenn (Terminology) or Axioms. 
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SUBTYPE: denotes the specific type of terminology or axioms. For terminology, this is Red 
(predicate). For axioms, this is one of PT (Primitive Terni), Defn (Definition), or Cons 
(Constraining Axiom) . 

#: This denotes the cuvent number of representations with that ONT, WPE, and SUBTYPE 

When terminology, not axioms, are introduced-e.g. Meas Term: Pred-3- it can be 
interpreted in two different ways: 

The term and an informal definition for it is introduced, and will later be formally defined. 
The terni is introduced as a predicate and will not be fonnally defined; for brevity, and 
because the tenn's significance in the discussion of an gntology or micro-theory is not 
germane, the formal definition of the tenn is omitîed. 

Sym.2 List of Syrnbols 

Sym.2.1 Parameters (typing) of Definitions 

objectoriented modelling 
Atr: any attribute of an object 
V: object's value for Atr 

situation calculus 
s : extant or hypothetical situation 
F fluent 

general ontology classes 

X: entity- activity, resource, tru, or organization agent 
1: information- goal, policy, or orgaaizational constraint 
St: state 

from the measurement ontology 
At: measured attnbute; subclass of  Atr 

Mu: standard value for At 
SL: set of values of conforming quality for At 
Sp: sampling plan for At 
Sz: sample sizing for At 

Mp: measurement point 
Q: conformance point 

- - - 
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T : tirne period 
Tp: time point 
U: unit of measurement 
UName: descnber for the unit of measurement (e.g. capacity) 

from the traceability ontology 
A: activity 

Rc: resource or a tru 
R : resource 
Rt, Rx, Ry:tru 

Qu: resource point of Rt 

from the quality management system ontology 

Oa: organization agent 
O: enterprise 
M: employee 

Ro : role 
Y: policy 
G: goal 
C: organizational constraint 
Qr: quality requirernent; subclass of C 
L: communication or authority link ID 

E : objective evidence 
D: document resource 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Executive Summary 

In this world of global cornpetition, importance of quality is well-acknowledged, and quality has 

even become a corporate cliché. As well, advances in information technology continue to enhance 

an enterprise's capability to manage quality. One such advance is the use of information systems- 

based enterprise models to represent and reason about quality. Enterprise models support making 

better, more informed decisions based upon information integrated fiom different parts of the 

enterprise. 

An enterprise model of quality can be used to answer questions about the quality of the products 

and processes of an enterprise. It c m  also be used to identify quality improvement opportunities 

and suggest means to make improvements. An internationally accepted prescription for 

improving an organization's capability to consistently ensure the quality of its products, the ISO 

9000 Standards for Quality Management, is certainly an important prescnption that ought to be 

supported. So, in this thesis, a software tool that automatically evaluates ISO 9000 compliance of 

an organization and is used to analyze quality of products and processes is prototyped. This tool is 

called the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor. There are two enterprise models that underlie this software: 

A model that describes quality within an enterpnse, called the Ontologies for Quality Modelling; 

and a model that prescnbes ISO 9000 compliance of an organization, called the ISO 9000 Micro- 

Theory. 

The Ontologies for Quality Modelling and the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory are constmcted so that 

there is precision in understanding the state of a particular modelled enterprise. This precision is 

the result of carefully identifjmg and defining business ternis (tenninologv) and d e s  (axioms). 

This leads to the capability to automatically deduce implicit truths and new insights, a powefil 

capability in analyzing an enterpnse. This capability is called the competency of the model. The 

models are also consûucted so that its parts are re-useable. Parts of the Ontologies for Quality 

Modelling are the building blocks for constmcting the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory. As weli, through a 
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technique called reducbility, it is demonstrated that parts of the ontologies and micro-theory can 

be re-used to construct application software for quality that are sUni1a.r to ones that exist in the 

market today. 

Results of the literaîure survey show that there is a lack of enterprise models of quality that have 

al1 the usefbl characteristics of the Ontologies for Quality Modelling and the ISO 9000 Micro- 

Theory, and so construction of these models addresses a need in literature and practice. 

A systematic approach called the Ontological Engineering Methodology is used to construct the 

ontologies and micro-theory. The methodology entails identifjmg the business issues of a specfic 

enterprise (Motivating Scenurio); stating questions about an enterprise that an ontology or micro- 

theory must be used to answer (Competency Questions); identifying, classiQing, and 

unarnbiguously defming terminology and axioms (Ontology or Micro-Theory Representations); 

and deducing answers and insights (Answering Competency Questions). 

As well as the Motivating Scenarios of collaborating enterprises-BHP Steel and deHavilland 

Manufacturing-the need to construct the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory, using the OntoZogies for 

Quality Modelling representations as building blocks, serves as an important motivation for the 

design of these models. The table below highlights key aspects of the design. 

Figure 1.1 Key Aspects of ISO 9000 Micro-Theory 

Micro-Theory 
represents: 

ISO 9000 inspection and 
testing requirements 

Motivates 
development 

of: 
Rationale for Micro- 
Theory development 

Quality control through 
inspection is a basic form of 
ensuring product quality, so it 
shouId be represented in the 
micro-theory 

Measurernent 
Ontology 

Micro-Theory represents 
the following as being 

key for ISO 9000 
corn pliance: 

Quaiity procedures and 
evidence must constrain 
inspection and testing 
activities. 
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Figure 1.1 Key Aspects of ISO 9000 Micro-Theory 

Motivates 
development 

of: 
Micro-Theory 
represents: 

ISO 9000 ûaceability 
requirement 

ISO 9000 management 
responsibility and 
documentation 
requirements 

Traceability 
Ontology 

Quality 
Management 
System 
Ontology 

Rationale for Micro- 
Theory development 

The requirement is 
straightforwarci, terse, and 
hence easier to prototype 

These requirements are 
considered to be most 
important, because they 
highlight organization's 
cornmitment to achieving ISO 
9000 cornpliance. 

Figure 1.2 Key Aspects of Ontologies for Quality Mqdelling 

Micro-Theory representa 
the following as being 

key for ISO 9000 
corn pliance: 

Must demonstrate accurate 
material traceability. 

Quality requirements, policy, 
procedures, and evidence must 
be rigorously defuied and 
documented. 

Ontologies Rationale for 
for Quality 
Modelling development 

Measurement 
OntoIogy 

-- 

First step in 
representing and 
reasoning about quality 
is to rneasure quality. 

Traceability 
Ontology 

When rneasurement 
points to a problem, 
traceability is the 
primitive analysis 
capability required to 
solve the problem 

Quality 
Management 
Sy stem 
Ontology 

in order to consistently 
ensure that quality 
problems are properly 
measured, traced, and 
analyzed, there mut be 
a quality management 
system in place. 

Ontology 
objective 

- ---- 

a rneasure quality 

reason about 
measurement 

support micro- 
theory construction 

precisely represent 
matenal flow 

reason about 
iraceability 

support micro- 
theory construction 

represent and 
reason about the 
state of an 
enterprise's quality 
management 
system. 

OntoIogy key concepts 
- - - -  

O There must be systems for describing what 
should be measured, what needs to be 
known before measurements talce place, 
and how rneasurements should occur. 

Quality is an evaluation of an entity as 
being of conforming or nonconforming 
quality. A quality evaluation is made by 
composing rneasurement values, according 
to rules for 'what is quality?' that are 
dictated by the enterprise. 

Special consideration must be given to 
splitting and merging of sets of resources. 

Material flow trace is a composed by 
repeatedly tracing how one activity 
consumed one set of resources to produce 
another. 

Roles of an organization's quality 
management system are defmed in order to 
satis& customer quality requirements. 

Tbese roles must be rigourously 
documented; so must the evidence of 
whether these roles are properly 
performed. 
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The ISO 9000 Qualis> Advisor is used to prototypically demonstrate how the ontologies and 

micro-theory cm be used to analyze quality within an enterprise, including use for evaluating ISO 

9000 cornpliance. The advisor is also a prototypical tool for designing ontologies and micro- 

theories. It is useful to either an enterprise analyst or an ontology builder, and enables the 

pefomance of each of the steps of the Ontological Engineering methodology. 

Collaboration with industrial partners to develop the ontologies, micro-theory, and advisor 

yielded the following results: 

1 Consmicted mode1 of parnier enterprise using Ontologies for Quality Modelling I X 

It can be concluded then that the Ontologies for Quality Modelling, ISO 9000 Micro-Theory, and 

the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor collectively comprise a unique contribution. Not only can these 

models be used to represent and reason about quality using enterprise models, but they can also be 

used to improve the quality of the products of an enterprise. 

Reasoned about quality within partner enterprise mode1 

Demonstrated proof-of-concept of engineering ontology-based enterprise rnodels 

Tested ISO 9000 Micro-Theory by using partner enterprise mode1 as testbed 

Incorporated user requirements for prototyping ISO 9 0  Qualiw Advisor 

Discussion 

x x 

x 

x x 

x 

- -  - 

In this world of global cornpetition, importance of quality is weli-acknowledged, and quality has 

even become a corporate cliché. According to Godfiey [93], the capability to manage quality will 

continue to be enhanced, due to advances in information technology. Organizations that leverage 
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information technology to access extemal information about quality, and share quality 

information intemally, better than their cornpetitors can then gain a substantial advantage. One 

way to effectively access and share information about quality of products, processes, and systems 

of an enterprise is to represent and reason about quality using information systems-based 

enterprise models. 

To represent and reason about quality using an enterpnse model, the model should be descriptive; 

that is, it should represent the key entities, structures, and concepts needed to describe quality 

within an enterprise such as an organization's activities, resources, organizational structures, 

information flows, and products. 

The model should also be pmscriptive. It should be possible to improve the quality of the products 

and processes of an enterprise using this model. The ISO 9000 Standards for Quality Management 

is a suitable quality prescription because: 

It prescribes quality management practices that give confidenze to an organization's 
customers that they are receiving products that satisq their quality expectations. 

It addresses quality for the whole enterpnse. 

It is one of the most important, widely publicized, and globally applied quality initiatives. 

The conventional wisdom is that application of ISO 9000 to an enterprise is more of a craft 
than a systematic application of a repeatable methodology [Saarelainen 961. 

As a result of the conventional wisdom, there are not many information systems models that 

specify a systematic prescription for achieving ISO 9000 cornpliance; the model developed in this 

thesis is intended to be such a prescription. 

The model should be re-useable: it should be possible to re-use portions of the enterpnse model 

to support different tasks than the tasks for which the model was initially developed. A model that 

re-uses portions of other models cm be developed more quickly and cheapiy than modeis 

developed fiom "fust principles." 
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Finally, the model should be formal, where forma1 refers to a data model expressed using a logic 

language, not an analytical model expressed in mathematics. Like an equation written in 

mathematics, and unlike most English sentences, an expression written in a logic language can be 

interpreted unambiguously, as long as the terms that comprise the expression are precisely 

defined. In a mathematical model, the value of a dependent variable c m  be calculated eom values 

of independent variables because the equation that relates the independent variables to the 

dependent variable has been defined. Similarly, in a forma1 model, additional facts can be 

deduced kom existing facts because the expression that relates existing facts to a new fact has 

been defmed. Inasmuch as calculators automate mathematical calculations, computers c m  

automate this deduction. 

The vocabulary of the formai model is called its teminology; the meanings of terms that comprise 

the terminology are the model's sernantics; the grammar for composing expression is the model's 

syntax; and the expressions, written in the logic language, that precisely defme and constrain 

these meanings are called formalizations. The formalizations, as well as the informal 

descriptions-expressed in English-of teminology and semantics constitute the representations 

of a model. In extending representations that model product, process, and system quality, a formal 

model is used to represent quality. By deducing new facts using the formalizations, a forma1 

model is used to reason-that is, perform deduction-about quality. If the deductive capability of 

the logic language is a feature in a programming language, and the termiaology and semantics of 

the mode1 is composed using the syntax of the programming language-as a computer-based 

implementation of the formal model-then it is possible to use computers to automate deduction. 

If a cornputer-based enterprise model is constructed using a formal model of quality, and supports 

automatic deduction, then it is used to represent and reason about quality. 

Precision in interpretation is inherent in a forma1 model. Because of this, it is especially 

appropnate to apply a formal model for ISO 9000 cornpliance prescription. Why? Since ISO 9000 

requirements are interpreted differently by registrars, who audit and certiQ an organization for 
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ISO 9000 compliance, precise and unambiguous descriptions for applying the ISO 9000 to an 

organization are not provided. A formal model for ISO 9000 compliance could be a precise and 

unambiguous description. Moreover, this model can be implemented as an information system 

that automatically evaluates the ISO 9000 compliance of an organization which is represented as a 

cornputer-based enterprise model. Tite thesis of this dissertation, then, is: Quality within an 

orgunization c m  k described by representing it in an enterprise mode!, and ISO 9000 

compliance of an organization can be objectiveiy prescribed by reasoning about quality using 

the model. 

The thesis is supported 6y the development of the foflowing models: 

a forma4 re-useable, descriptive model of enterprise quality, called an ontology of 
e n t e m e  quulity 

o formal, re-useable, prescriptive model of lSO 9000 compliance, called a micro-theory 
of ISO 9000 compfiance 

This thesis research is part of a broader enterprise modelling effort, the TOVE (Toronto V h a l  

Enterprise) project, whose goals are to ([Fox et. al. 93a], pg. 2): 

Provide a shared teminology. . 

Define precise and unambiguous semantics for the enterprise in first-oder logic- 
First-order logic is used because it is a forma1 language with restrictive syntax and 
semantics. It is used for representing tenninology and axioms, where axioms defme and 
constmin the interpretation of the terminology. Given initial propositional truths, 
additional truths are deduced by applying axioms upon existing propositions. 

Implement the semantics in a set of Prolog axioms that will enable TOVE to automatically 
deduce the answers to many "common sense" questions about the enterprise- 

Prolog is a programrning language irnplementation of fmt-order logic and its deductive 
capability. A cornmon-sense model represents funciamenta, of'ten-implicit concepts in a 
domain. For example, it is "common-sense" in organizations that if Al worh for Bill, and 
Bill works for Carrie, then Al worksfor Carie. By representing these relations as facts, 
and representing the transitivity of the worh-jior relation as an axiom, the proposition that 
Al works for Came can be automatically deduced. The questions that initiate the 
deductions are called queries. 

The enterprise modelling approach of the TOVE project is adopted for this thesis. 
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The TOVE project's approach is to re-use and extend pre-existing models. Ontologies provide the 

means to constmct specialized knowledge-based systems that are assembled fkom components of 

pre-existing systems [Patil et. al. 921. "An ontology is a forma1 description of entities and their 

properties; it forms a shared terminology for objects of interest in the domain, along with 

definition for the meaning of each of the terms." ([Gruninger & Fox 95a], pg. 1). The TOVE 

ontologies at the Enterprise Integration Laboratory currently represent core knowledge about the 

enterprise such as activity [Gminger & Pinto 951, time, causality, resource [Fadel et. al. 941, and 

organization [Fox et. al. 951. These ontologies collectively are called the Core Ontologies. An 

objective of this thesis iS to design, analyte, and construct a prototypical implementation of the 

Ontologies for Quality Modelling by re-using and extending representations from these core 

ontologies to descnbe generic, "cornmon-sense" quality entities, structures, and concepts. 

A second objective is to re-use rhese ontologies to design, analyze, and construct a prototypical 

implementation of the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory, a forma1 mode1 of ISO 9000 Cornpliance. A 

micmtheory is a a contextually-bounded forma1 mode1 of knowledge that is often task-oriented. 

The ISO 9000 Micro-Theory is an ISO 9000-cornpliance perspective of quality within the 

enterprise, constructed fi-om representations that descnbe a generic perspective of quality (the 

Ontologies for Quality Modelling). The micro-theory is detailed enough to solve the difficult task 

of automating ISO 9000 compliance evaluation. 

The Ontologies for Quality Modelling and the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory have the potential to be 

used for practical applications. The information system implementation with wbich a decision- 

maker uses these representations to perfom tasks is importaxr~t to support the thesis; that is, the 

ontology and micro-theory representations should be integrated into a software tool that supports 

the enterprise engineering fùnction of exploring alternative organization models [EE 961. So, the 

final objective of this thesis is tu design, analyze, and construct a prototypical implernentation 

of the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor software package that uses the Ontologies for Quality 

- - - - -  - - 
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Modelling and the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory to analyze the re-engineering of the enterprise 

towards ISO 9000 cornpliance. 

Two evaluation criteria of the TOVE project are used to evaluate the ontologies and micro-theory 

(Fox & Gruninger 961, pg. 15-6). 

Competency 
Can the forma1 mode1 

represent the information necessary for a function to perform its task? 

Re-useability 
. To what degree are the representations of the formal mode1 shared 

between diverse activities such as design and troubleshooting, or design and marketing? 
1s the formal model specific to a sector, such as manufachiring, or applicable to other 
sectors, such as retailing, finance, etc.? 

Quenes answerable with a populated model (a forma1 model populated [or instantiated] with facts 

about a specific enterprise) determine a model's competency. If such quenes, called competency 

questions, are sufficient to support a problem task, then the model is cornpetent vis-a-vis that task. 

Using a model in different functions and in different sectors is one way of demonstrating re- 

useability. A stronger demonstration is reducibility: that competency questions of another model- 

where this model is competent in another function or sector than the evaluated model-can be 

reasonably translated (reduced) to competency questions answerable using representations of the 

evaluated model. This demonstrates that the evaluated model is general enough to be used as basis 

to construct models with different cornpetencies. A general model is re-useable since components 

of the model cm be re-used to construct other models. 

Ontologies for Quality Modelling, ISO 9000 Micro-Theory, and 
ISO 9000 Quality Advisor: Precepts 

In order to engineer a competent and re-useable, quality-related ontology or micro-theory, the 

main competency question to ask is: What is the quality of a product, process, or system of the 
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enterprise? This question should be decomposed to competency questions that are narrower in 

scope. These questions in tum detemine the competency of the ontology or micro-theory. 

The officia1 de finition of quality, stated by the international standards body, is fiom the ISO 9000: 

"Quality is the totulity offeatures and characteristics of a product or service that beur on its 

ability to sarisfi stated or implied needs." (PSO 911, pg. 16). This vague definition can be 

augmented with a manufacturing-baçed definition: "Quulity means conformance to 

requirements. " ([Crosby 791, pg. 16). Combining these definitions, the basis of the Ontologies for 

Quality Modelling and the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory can be stated as the followingl. 

A need c m  be decomposed into a set of requirements upon features and characteristics of a 
product or service, and if al1 these requirements are conformed to, then that need has been 
satisfied. 

The diagram below shows that as a quality need is decomposed, there are competency questions 

at each level of decomposition. A given question can be answered by answering the questions at a 

lower level. At the lowest level, questions are answered using the ternis and axioms of existing 

ontologies or micro-theories, or answered after existing ontologies and micro-theories are 

augmented or new ones are consûucted. The diagram shows that a competency question, "1s 

conformance to a certain specification demonstrated?" can only be answered if the following 

questions are answered: "What is true about entities within an enterprise?" and "Are these entities 

measured to be conforming to specifications?" The fnst question can be answered using terms 

and axioms fiom the Core Ontologies; the latter question requires that a new ontology in which 

the terms, conformance, specifications, and measurement, are deFied be constructed. This new 

ontology is the Measurement Ontology. 

1 .  Although this rcstarch can be applied to evaluate the quality of service, there is a bias towards use for 
products, and special considerations for quaiity of service or information is not explored. Wand and Wang 
[96] explore these considerations. 
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Figure 1.3 Engineering the Ontologies for Quality Modelling: Decomposing a Need 

b What is the quality of thc How should quality 
product, proccss, or systern of be rcprcscntcd? 

the tntcrprisc? 

i 
1s a certain,need satisficd? How should satisfaction 

M y  -for s i f t ~ m u s t  
haatialw 1 and nced bc represented? 

1 

I 
j 
1 

"For an anti-lock braking 0 t h  r t q ~ i M I t n t ~  i 
system, there m u t  be a Is a cenain requircment satisficd? How should rquirements 

fmal testui and inspection. 
A 1&t for 

be rcprcscnted? 
i 

this proccss mus; bc utiancd-" 
v 

1s conformance to a certain How shoyld featms or 
specification demonstrated? charactenstics conformance# and specifications be 

"If a standard driver driving othcr rcprcscntcd? 
at LOO @h applics ~ t i - l m k  sp,ficarionr A,,/' 
brakcs, thc car must corne 

to a stop within 20 rn h m  the 1s an tntity mcasurcd what me 
point at which the brakts W C ~ C  to bt conforming to entities wihin an 

enterprise? 

onrology 
measruemeni is dèyloped 

- standard driver - car 
- dnving - anti-lock brakcs 

A +  B 
in order to satise or 
confonn to 4 B must be 
satisficd or conformtd to 

in order to answcr question 
A, question B must bc 

Measurement Ontology 

Entities in the example such as standard driver, dnving, car, and anti-lock brakes can be 

represented with the Core Ontologies. However, conforniance to specifications cannot be 

represented just with these representations. In this example, it must be possible to measure the 

stopping distance. Thus, whether the customer need is satisfied cannot be determined unless 

measurements take place; in order to talk about quality, measurement and the measurement 

values must be represented. Measurement is at the root of quality management, as evidenced by 

Federal Express' quality philosophy of "measure, measure, measure." 

Measurements link the features and characteristics specifications, decomposed fiom a quality 

need, to the representations of activities, States, tirne, resources, and organizations that exist in the 
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enterprise model; hence, representations in an ontology of measurement are defmed in tems of 

representations in the core ontologies. Measurement is an important sub-domain of quality, so, the 

Measurement Ontology ought to be, and is, one of the Ontologies for Quality Modelling. 

Traceability Ontology 

Measurements are taken because variability exists. OAen this vqiability needs to be analyzed 

because it is a sign of a problem. A primitive analysis capability requires tracing back, for 

example, fiom a problematic assembly to its sub-assemblies in order to diagnose the root of the 

problem. Therefore, traceability is the basic form of quality analysis that identifies the relationship 

between a measured entity and other related entities. Hence, the Traceability Ontology is another 

of the Ontologies for Quality Modelling. This ontology is applicable only for enterprises for 

which it is reasonable to model that consumption and production occurs discretely. Where it is 

unreasonable or impossible to determine one distinct set of a resource fiom another distinct set of 

the same resource-e.g., continuous hydroelectric consumption-this ontology cannot be used. 

Quality Management System Ontology 

An organization can consistently satisq its customers only if it has a well-designed intemal 

system for managing the quality of its products and processes. It is because there exists a good 

quality management system that: 

The system of measurement is carefblly designed, and policies and procedures are placed to 
facilitate problem-solving, so quality problerns can be identified and corrected before they 
get to the customer. 

Proper measurements are taken, appropnate analyses using methods such as traceability 
capability are performed to address quality problems, and customers are satisfied with the 
products they receive. 

So, an ontology of the Quality Management System, composed of representations of roles, 

policies, goals and documents of a quality management system, is included as one of the 

Ontologies for Quality Modelling. 
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ISO 9000 Micro-Theory 
The micro-theory representations are constnicted using the Core Ontologies and the Ontologies 

for Quality Modelling. Of the twenty ISO 9000 requirements, only those that can be fully 

expressed with these ontologies are formalized. 

The following requirements are formalized because they are widely held to be the rnost important. 

The Quality Management System Ontology is predominantly used to model these requirements: 

ISO 9001 4.1 Management responsibility 

ISO 9001 4.2 Quality system 

ISO 9001 4.5 Document and data control 

ISO 900 1 4.16 Control of quality records 

The following requirement is formalized because it relates directly to the Traceability Ontology: 

ISO 900 1 4.8 Product identification and traceability 

Similarly, the following requirements relate directly to the Measurement O~tology and are 

formalized: 

ISO 900 1 4.10 Inspection and testing 

ISO 9001 4.12 Inspection and test status 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor: Its Requirernents 
The advisor provides the capability to demonstrate competency of the Ontologies for Quality 

Modelling and the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory by: 

Implementing the representations of the ontologies and micro-theory as a set of Prolog 
axioms. 

Accessing the populated model of a specific enterprise, where the model is implemented as 
a set of Prolog facts. 

Applying axioms to facts, and deducing additional facts that answer the competency 
questions. 

The advisor also supports the analysis of an enterprise for ISO 9000 cornpliance by providing: 

- - 
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capability to modi@ a populated model to analyze what-if scenarios 

a user interface that shields the user of the advisor fiom its re~resentational details-the 
user, for exarnple, does not need to know first-order logic to use the advisor 

a data dictionary of ternis that are familiar to the advisor user; these terms are not necessarily 
the terms fiom the ontologies 

Outline of Chapters 

The following is an outline of the steps taken to complete this thesis: 

1) Existing data models of quality are reviewed, and a need in literature and practice for a 
descriptive, formal, re-useable model of quality for automatic evaluation of ISO 9000 
compliance is identified. This is presented in chapter 2. 

2) A methodology to develop the aforementioned data model of quality as an ontology-based 
model is used. The fust step in this methodology is to examine parts of BHP Steel in 
Australia and deHavilland Manufacturing in Downsview to determine opportunities for 
applyîng an ontology-based information system as a decision-support tool. Sorne 
prototypical processes are modelled; these models constitute the specific enterprise models 
of the two companies. The application of this methodology is discussed in chapter 3. 

3) The Ontologies for Quality Modelling are developed fiorn the competency questions that 
were asked after examining the organizations. The measurement, traceability, and quality 
management system ontologies are presented in chapters 4, 5, and 6, respectively. 

4)  The ISO 9000 Micro-Theory is developed fiom the competency questions that need to be 
answered in order to evaluate ISO 9000 compliance. The micro-theory is presented in 
chapter 7. 

5 )  The ISO 9000 Quality Advisor is developed to demonstrate competency of the ontologies 
and micro-theory, in particula. to automate ISO 9000 compliance evaluation. It is also a 
prototypical decision-support tool for the two organizations. The use of the advisor is 
presented in the demonstrations of competency sections of chapters 4 through 7. 

6) The re-useability of the representations of the ontologies and sicro-theory is dernonstrated 
in demonstrations of reducibility sections of chapters 4,s and 7. 
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7 )  The results of developing the ontologies, micro-theory, and advisor are presented. These 
results, as well as a listing of the contributions of the thesis and possible future works that 
extend the work are presented in chapter 8. 
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2. Literature ~ev iew 

2.1 Précis 

The literahire in the three areas most pertinent to developing a forma1 model of quality-quality, 

enterprise modelling, and ontological engineering-is reviewed. The review reveals that there 

exists an oppominity in literature for an information systems model, based upon a forma1 and re- 

useable model of enterprise quality, that can be used to automatically evaluate an organization's 

ISO 9000 compliance. Then, different types of fomal enterprise models with which such a model 

cm be constmcted are reviewed. Re-useable ontologies that support an ISO 9000 compliance 

perspective are identified as appropriate building blocks to construct these enterprise models. 

Certain models of quaiity that can be used for some aspect of ISO 9000 compliance evaluation are 

compared against each other using the following cnteria expressed as questions about the 

capability of the models. WhLlt type ofquality processes dues the model represent? For what type 

of tash related to ISO 9000 compliance can the model be used? To what extent are these models 

formal? And to what extent are these models re-useable? This examination of models plus the 

observations fiom surveying the literature offer evidence that fomal, re-useable models of 

enterprise quality and ISO 9000 compliance address a need in literature and practice. 

Introduction 

The areas of literature that are examined cari be parsed fiom a generalization of the thesis goal: to 

deYelap fomial o f f .  Fust, different models of qrrali0l must be examined. Second, 

S, especially models of the enterprise, must be-examined; hence the field of 

enterprise modelling is surveyed. Third, the different methodologies to deYelap a model of 

quality are examined, with specific emphasis on works that constmct models of fundamental, 

"cornmon-sense" concepts wilhin a modelled domain: ontological engineering. 
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2.3 Quality 

2.3.1 Gurus 

According to Dr. Edwards Deming, after whom the Japanese have named their most prestigious 

quality award [Bush & Dooley 891, quality "creates constancy of purpose toward improvement of 

product and service, with the aim to become cornpetitive and to stay in business, and to provide 

jobs." ([Deming 861, pg. 23-4). Deming's fourteen points for management constitute arguably the 

most famous quality doctrine: 

Create constancy of purpose for improvement of product and service. 

Adopt the new philosophy. 
Cease dependence on mass inspection. 
End the practice of awarding business on price tag alone. 
Constantly and forever improve the system of production and service. 
Institute modem methods of training on the job. 
Institute modem methods of supervision. 
Drive out feu. 
Break down barriers between staff areas. 
Eliminate numerical goals for the work force. 

Eliminate work standards and numerical quotas. 

Remove barriers that hinder the hourly worker. 

Institute a vigorous program of education and training. 
Create a situation in top management that will push every day on the above points. 

For Dr. J. M. Juan [88], quality is managed through quality planning, quality control, and quality 

improvement. His chief contribution, the quality trilogy, provides a fkamework for an enterprise's 

quality system. His other ideas are about management's responsibility for quality such as 

management involvement, Pareto principle, need for widespread training in quality, definition of 

quality as fitness for use, and project-by-project approach to quality improvement. The Japanese, 

arguably the masters of building quality systems, draw the boundaries of the quality system wide 

enough to include societal needs: Ishikawa [85] States that a Company must satisQ the society in 

which it exists, and Taguchi et. al. [89] defme a mathematical quality loss function as the loss 

imparted by a defective product to society kom the tirne that the product is shipped. 
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Garvin 1841 has arnalgamated other perspectives of quality: 

1. Transcendent approach ofphilosophy: "Quality is neither muid nor matter, but 
a third entity independent of the two ... even though it cannot be defined. you 
know what it is." ([Pirsig 741, pg. 185,2 13) 

2. Product-based approach of economics: In this view, the quality of the product 
is deemed concrete and measurable. Differences in quality reflect differences 
in attributes or in very rneasurable characteristics, such as product durability. 

3. User-based approach of economics, marketing, and operations management: 
"Quality consists of capacity to satisfy wants" ([Edwards 681, pg. 37) and 
"Quality is fitness for use." ([Juran 741, pg. 242) 

4. Manufachring-based approach : "Quality means conformance to 
requirements." ([Crosby 791, pg. 1 5 )  

S.  Vnlue-based approach of operations management: In this approach a cost 
value is associated with the quality of that product. The cost of quality is 
assessed, intemal to the organization, and price is considered as a factor in 
assessing product quality, extemal to the organization. 

These quality gurus espouse different philosophies of what quality means to an organization. 

Their contribution to the field of quality management is the sharing of these philosophies and 

their vast expenences. 

2.3.2 Information Systems for Quality 

An enterprise-wide quality system is constructed upon a systematic approach to quality 

management. A systems perspective of quality-total quality management (TQM) is a 

commonly-used term for this approach-is key to achieving world-class behaviour and delighting 

the customer [Sullivan 911. Feigenbaum [91], using the term "total quality control," stresses the 

importance of taking quality management fiom the domain of manufacniring inspection and 

process control and applying it throughout the organization and across all industries. Since the 

potential cornpetitive advantage gains of information technology are profound [Walton 891, an 

information system that supports the enterprise-wide quality system should be one of the k s t  

- - -- - .. - 
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items discussed when establishing the quality system [Bersbach 921. The implementation of the 

forma1 model of quality presented in this thesis is a form of a quality information system. 

Sylla & Arinze [91] provide an example of a cenûalized quality information system framework, 

where the system serves as the information centre for al1 functions of the enterprise. They view 

the quality system as comprised of a centralized process that supports the processes of the 

organization. Dessouslcy et. al. [87] present a model for ensuring quality throughout the product 

lifecycle. So, this mode1 is based upon a product-centred view of quality. Pohl & Jarke [92] 

present a model for representing flow of quality information such as policies and laws; they 

model process and product views. Bassie et. al. [95] present a reference model for classiQing 

models of quality. Rather than proscnbing a fkarnework, [QIS/TC 921 surveys the desùable 

functions of a quality information system. The functions are statistical process/quality control 

(SPC/SQC), Taguchi Methods [Bisgaard 941, quality costing [Harrington 871, quality function 

deployment (QFD), quality documentation [Smith & Edge 901, and quality auditing [Bishara & 

Wyrick 941 are types of quality engineering techniques. 

Within a quality system, Hancock et. al. [89] caution against the over-reliance upon verification 

methods. He says that such an approach is expensive, adds no value to the product or service, and 

may even create clencal and inconsistency errors. However, verification is necessarily part of a 

quality system. Since verification is rote and straightforward, some of the errors of such methods 

can be minimized by the use of an information system. Suzaki [87] states the importance of 

standardization when he states that standardized cycle times, work sequences, and standard 

amount of work-in-process are used to achieve maximum performance with minimum work. 

Ultimately a quality system cm, and should, automate the dissemination and use of standards. 

2.3.3 Quallty Standards 

A pervasive standard for venfication of the quality of products and processes is ISO 9000. The 

ISO 9000 is actually the collective name for three international quality assurance standards, 
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definitions for standardized quality vocabulary, and various accompanying documents. The 

globalization of business, and the accompanying need for standardization of terminology and 

quality expectations between suppliers and customers in different nations, have provided the 

impetus for the successfÙ1 adoption of standards for quality US0 94al. A successfbl verification 

of an enterprise leads to the designation of ISO 9000 certification. This means that an expert, 

independent auditor has found that the supplier's quality system complies with one of the ISO 

9000 standards. The three standards that comprise the ISO 9000 are: 

ISO 9001 : Quality Systems - Model for quality assurance in design/development, 
production, installation, and servicing. 

ISO 9002: Quality Systems - Model for quality assurance in production and installation. 

ISO 9003: Quality Systems - Model for quality assurance in final inspection and test. 

A key assumption of ISO 9000 is that if an organization performs design, development and 

servicing, it performs production and installation. A concomitant assumption is that if an 

organization performs production and installation, then it performs final inspection and test. 

The Malcolm Baldnge Award [94] perhaps has been the greatest source of quality awareness in 

the United States. This award has been given for organizational excellence in quality since 1987. 

Companies as varied as AT&T, IBM, Federal Express, and Florida Power and Light have won the 

Award. The award formally recognizes companies that attain preeminent quality leadership, and 

pemits these companies to publicize the receipt of theu awards. Other national quality awards 

that can be used to benchmark an organization's quality system are Japan's Deming Prize and the 

European Quality Award makhai & Neves 941. 

Within the specific field of software quality, there are many international guidelines for ensuring 

quality. The primary benchmark model is Carnegie-Mellon's Capability Maturity Model (CMM) 

[93b]. This model specifies five generic, progressively more difficult levels of rnaturity of a 

software development organization, where the classification is done as per the characterization of 

the organization's software development processes as ad hoc, repeatable, defined, managed, or 
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optimized. A given organization is benchmarked against these levels, and classified as belonging 

to one level. Then, improvement oppominities are identified fkom this assessment. ISO 9000 

[94d 1 ] specifies guidelines for applying ISO 900 1 to software producers, and ISOIIEC 1921 

presents very general models for evaluating software quality. 

I 

2.4 Enterprise Modelling 

2.4.1 lntegrating Quality for Enterprise Modelling 

A quality model must be an integrated part of a model of the enterprise. An enterprise model is 

defmed as: "a computational representation of the structure, activities, processes, information, 

resources, people, behaviour, goals, and constraints of a business, govenment, or other enterprise" 

([Fox & Gruninger 981, pg.1). A model of the enterprise should help integrate diverse types of 

information [Fox - Globe 921-such as information about quality, cost, and leadtirne-and 

coordinate decision-making based upon this information. The virtual corporation [Byrne et. al. 

931, for example, requires such enterprise integration to improve the performance of large 

cornplex processes by managing the interactions among the participants [Petrie 921. An enterprise 

model serves an important function for enterprise integration: ''Industries of the future must be 

responsive to their clients' needs and move beyond the old methods. This means that enterprise 

modelling tools will be vital to Canadian industries faced with the task of improving their 

efficiency and competitiveness in domestic and international markets." (wayman 931, pg. 4,38) 

2.4.2 Enterprise Modelling Architectures 

Underlying an enterprise model is the architecture upon which that model is constructed. Bemus 

[96] States that this architecture is comprised of the methods, models, and tools required to 

integrate the enterprise. The CM-OSA (Cornputer Integrated Manufacturing - Open Systems 

Architecture) effort offers a detailed architectural hmework for descnbing any manufacturing 

organization [CM-OSA 90al. The proper scope for modelling an organization is chosen by 
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mapping the Level of genericity or generality (e.g., instantiated models of real companies), the 

required view (e.g., a view focused primarily on organizational structure), and the appropriate 

stage of the lifecycle of the enterprise to which the model of the enterpnse is applied (e.g., the 

model is used for strategic defmition of requirements for a new business unit of the enterprise). 

Based upon the modelling scope, the appropnate set of modelling representations and cornputer 

tools is chosen to actually construct the model. In Enterprise-Wide Data Modelling [Scheer 94a], 

typical functions (departments) of enterprises-such as production, engineering, and 

accounting-are modelled. Scheer offers rather specific data structures of "typical" 

manufacnving deparûnents, and hence offers reference by analogy. Creating a model of a specific 

enterprise then becomes one of customizing the reference model. The key difference between 

CIM-OSA and Scheer's model is that the former favours generality, whereas the latter favours 

rapid modelling. CM-OSA reference models are generic enough to facilitate construction of 

enterprise models of various industries, but at the expense of a longer model construction time. 

Custornizing Scheer's model to construct a specific enterprise model may take a shorter amount 

of time, but only if the enterpnse to be modelled is a manufacturing organization with fùnctional 

departments that can be easily modelled with the representations from his model. 

One reference architecture for cornputer-integrated manufacturing that seeks to integrate the 

human factors in enterprise modelling is the Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture (PERA). 

In PERA, representations are delineated into information systems tasks, rnanufacturing tasks, and 

human-based tasks [Williams 921. Specific constmcts provided within PERA are more sparse 

than previous two models. Yet another mostly conceptual model is the GIM-GRAI integrated 

methodology which classifies the systerns of the enterprise into an overaii information system and 

a decision system [Vallespir et. al. 911. 

There are many enterprise modelling efforts that emphasize methods, models, and tools more than 

the architecture. These are examined next. 
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2.4.3 Enterprise Modelling Efforts 

Although any model of an organization c m  be considered an enterprise model, if the definition of 

an enterprise model is resûicted to "a computational representation of the structure, activities, 

processes, information, resources, people, behaviour, goals, and constraints of a business, 

govemment, or other enterprise" ([Fox & Gruninger 961, pg. l), Macintosh [94] and AIAI [96] 

offer good reviews of enterprise modelling efforts around the world. Fox's defmition can also be 

used to classifj these efforts: ICEIMT [92a] lists an enterprise model as being comprised of 

models of information flow, process flow, and resource use. Fox et. al. [95] put forth a model of 

organizational structure, and Finger et. al. [92] stress the importance of modelling products as 

design artifacts. Enterprise modeiling efforts therefore can be classified according to their 

emphasis on models oE information, process, resource, organization, and product. 

The CIM-OSA and Scheer efforts have all types of models except the product model. GIM-GRAI 

consists of process and information models, whereas PERA only has a process model. ADEPT 

[Jemings et. al. 961 views business processes as a collection of intelligent agents deciding upon 

allocation of resources; it omits only a product model. A similar perspective as applicable to 

information systems development is employed for the Regatta project [Swenson 931 and by Yu 

[93a]. FEND [96] is a process rnodel that emphasizes control feedback between processes. 

MADE [Whitney 961 is a project that aims to build highly integrated CAD/CAM tools; therefore, 

it depends upon a product model. Some enterprise modelling efforts are noteworthy as they focus 

their efforts on the enterprise model as a tool. A traditional use of enterprise modelling tools has 

been for running parts of the operations of the organization. Information systems fiom traditional 

data processing programs, M W  software, and relational databases to state-of-the-art workflow 

systems [Bonner et. al. 961 require a computerized model of the enterprise. Another use of such 

enterprise modelling tools in the analysis and design of organizations is for business process re- 

engineering (BPR) [Hammer 901. Spurr et. al. [94] and [BPR 961 offer reviews of the many 

reengineering tools. Specific efforts to create a workbench in which different configurations of 

the enterprise model can be tested include [Scacchi & Mi 931 and malone et. al. 931. The BPR 
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tools and enterprise engineering [Liles et. al. 961 workbenches emphasize that there must be a 

software workbench that provides an interface for an analyst to use the enterprise model without 

having to know the inner details of the model. 

2.4.4 Models of Analysis 

Although useful as a refercnce, the methods, models, and tools of these enterprise modelling 

effons cm at best only descnbe an enterprise. In order to use the enterprise model for analysis, a 

model also needs an accompanying prescnptive rnodel. This prescription cm be a set of queries 

asked of the enterprise model such that the answers to these queries offer valuable insights about 

the modelled enterprise. There are three types of such query models: factual, expert, and 

common-sense. Factual quenes are direct questions upon explicit information in the enterprise 

model; an SQL query o f  a relational database is a common example. Expert systems provide a 

prescription that is applied to a description of an enterprise to solve a specific task. McDermott 

[82], for example, describes how an expert system was used to help technicians repair cornputer 

systems. Common-sense quenes are answerable if the "cornmon-sense" of the enterprise is 

explicitly represented. For example, the Cyc effort [Guha et. al. 901 tries to represent the 

common-sense reasoning power of a five-year old. 

Traditional forward and backward chaining expert systems require a detailed model of the domain 

that may be unique to the specific enterprise. Such systems tend to be costly to build and 

maintain, and are narrow in scope Fox 901. If it is desired to apply a prescriptive model to 

different enterprises in different domains, an expert system is not an appropriate query model. 

Concomitantly, if the prescriptive query model captures fairly detailid information then a factual 

query model is also inappropriate, since explicitly representing ali necessary information as facts 

makes the model too large and difficult to maintain. So in cases when a certain amount of 

generality in the prescriptive model is desired and the scope of the prescriptive model is neither 

too detailed nor trivial, use of a common-sense model may be warranted. 

- -- - 
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A common-sense model is a descriptive and prescnptive model of a domain in which the core, 

fundamental concepts of that domain are represented such that the model is able to answer quenes 

about these fiindamental concepts (i.e., the "cornmon-sense" of that domain) by means of 

deduction. With respect to the common-sense of the real world, there exist cornmon-sense models 

oE time [Allen 831, space [Kautz 851, materials [Hayes 851, causality [Reiger & Grinberg 771, 

activity [Sathi et. al. 851, and qualitative physics [Kuipers 861. Ontologies from the field of 

information systems represent a means to organize concepts; an ontology of a domain can serve 

as the common-sense model of that domain. 

2.5 Ontological Engineering 

2.5.1 Ontologies 

An ontology consists of a representational vocabulary with precise definitions of the meanings of 

the tems of this vocabulary plus a set of forma1 axioms that constrain interpretation and weil- 

formed use of these tems [Campbell & Shapiro 951. An important phase in constnicting an 

ontology is representing knowledge in a formal language such as symbolic logic-a "symbolic 

encoding of propositions beiieved" in a particular domain pevesque & Brachman 931. Once an 

ontology is created to describe a domain, its representations can be shared and used by those that 

did not develop that ontology since the ontology is represented. using a formalism in which 

ambiguous interpretations of syntax and semantics are minimized. In fact, the need to share and 

reuse knowledge bases is the main rationale for the development of formal ontologies [Gruber 

911. 

There are three types of efforts related to ontology construction. There are efforts at creating 

sharable, re-useable ontologies for performing certain tasks. These are for real-world common- 

sense reasoning Penat & Guha 901, mathematical modelling in engineering [Gmber 941, 

collaborative product design [Iwasaki et. al. 961 [Schreiber et. al.], planning complex logistics 
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[Tate 951, and medical applications [ G e ~ a r i  et. al. 941. Secondly, there are also efforts at creating 

standards for sharing heterogeneous sets of ontology representations, such that ontologies can be 

shared even if the languages in which the ontologies are represented differ. Ontolingua [Gniber 

93a], Knowledge Query Manipulation Language (KQh4L) [Finin et. al. 941, and Knowledge 

Interchange Format (KIF) [Generseth & Fikes 921 constitute such efforts. Thirdly, there are large 

efforts at using ontologies for natural laquage processing, or knowledge-based machine 

translation: Ontologies represent natural language-independent concepts that c m  be used to 

translate between different types of natural languages. Some exemplar efforts are the pKosmos 

wahesh & Nirenberg 951 and Japangloss [Knight 961 projects. In order to use ontologies for 

enterprise modelling, ontologies for describing the business enterprise are needed; the Enterprise 

[Stader 961 and TOVE Fox  92a] projects provide such ontologies. 

2.5.2 TOVE Ontologies 

For the TOVE project, an ontology is implernented as a deductive object-oriented database that 

consists of a data mode1 of the objects in the database-irnplernented in  ROCK^^^^ Prolog-and 

a logical rnodel, expressed initially in first-order logic and translated to Prolog, which deduces 

answers to common-sense questions about the data model. 

Within the TOVE Project, the ontologies considered fundamental to describe any enterprise are 

called the Core Ontologies. These are ontologies of activity, state, causality, and time, collectively 

called the activity-state ontology[Gnininger & Fox 94bl; resource [Fadel et. al. 941; and 

organizational structure F o x  et. al. 953. They are used as builâing blocks to construct additional 

ontologies that are peripherai to the core, such as ontologies of cost [Tham et. al. 941 and product 

[Lin et. al. 961. A rigourous ontological engineering methodology must be followed to constnict, 

implement, and validate these ontologies. 
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2.5.3 Engineering an Ontology 

There are two reasons why a systematic engineering methodology is important for ontologies. 

First, in order to affirm the scientific significance of these systems, it must be demonstrated that 

these systems are developed using a ngourous, repeatable methodology. A ngourous 

methodology ensures the systematic formalization of &en-implicit concepts. Motivating and 

justifying explication of concepts give credibility that the ontology is rationally engineered, not 

whimsically crafted. Second, the construction of ontologies entails the use of classical systems 

engineering approach: classification of objects according to cornmon characteristics and 

identification of hierarchical relationships of these classifications, identification of the nature of 

interrelationships and interdependencies between objects, and recognition of both cause and 

effect and synergism between objects [Tumer et. al. 931. The first stages of creating an ontology 

or micro-theory involve exactly this approach. 

In assessing ontological engineering methodologies, one issue to consider is "What process is 

prescribed for building the ontology?" Some, like Sowa [95], prescribe a top-down approach of 

identifjkg general teminology and creating more specific and domain-dependent terms fiom 

general ones. Other efforts, like Plinius [van der Vet et. al. 941, start with the most specific ternis 

and classi@ and generalize these. Uschold & Gruninger [96] prescnbe a hybrid approach for 

starting fkom a middle layer of teminology and going top-down and bottom-up. 

METHONTOLOGY, "rnethodology to build ontologies fiom scratch" [Femandez et. al. 971, is a 

more concrete specification for ontology construction. Some of its novel contributions are its 

premise that ontologies have a life cycle, and hence should be developed iteratively, and the 

importance it places upon documentation after each phase of the methodology. The domain of 

knowledge-based systems also has much to offer for an ontological engineering methodology 

such as know-how about requirements elicitation, knowledge acquisition and acceptance testing. 

Another methodology is prescribed by Gminger and Fox [95a]. The requirements of the 

ontology are expressed as queries, called competency questions, that should be answerable &om 

an enterprise model consûucted with ontology representations. 
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Gruninger and Fox prescnbe a methodology to fomally evaluate the completeness, consistency, 

and competency of the ontology by evaluating the capability of the ontology to answer these 

questions. In so doing, they address the second key issue for assessing an ontological engineering 

methodology: "What steps are prescribed for evaluating an ontology [Noy & Hafker 97]?" The 

choice of these evaluation factors dovetails with the importance that Guida & Mauri [93] place 

upon the same factors-i.e., completeness, consistency, and competency-for evaluating 

knowledge bases; since ontologies are used to construct knowledge bases, this dovetailing is 

expected. Fox [92a] States additional evaluation critena such as generality, effïciency, perspicuity, 

transformability, extensibility, granularity, and scalability. Of these, Gruninger and Fox stress the 

importance of generality, since effective design of general, context-independent ontologies is a 

key for establishing ontology s h a ~ g  and re-use. They place importance on constmcting 

ontologies of core enterprise knowledge, for example, because such generic core ontologies 

support maximum re-useability mlente  & Breuker 971. Describing any enterprise requires some 

reference to core enterprise knowledge, so any ontology-based enterprise models can be partially 

constructed using an ontology of core enterprise knowledge. Gruninger [93] also prescribe a 

method called reducibility to formally evaluate the generality and re-useability of an ontology. 

2.6 Enterprise Models with an ISO 9000 Quality Perspective 

In this section, several specific models of quality are reviewed because they possess the following 

characteristics: 

they are data models of quality that include a model for ISO 9000 Cornpliance Analysis 

they are enterprise models that are implemented as an information system 

2.6.1 SAP W3": An Enterprise-Wlde Information System 
SAP R / ~ ~ [ S A P  981 is the most popular example of an enterprise-wide information system that is 

used for operating parts of the enterprise. Baan [97] and IFS [97] are other providers of such 
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TM 
exhaustive and extensive enterprise-wide enterprise modelling software. The scope of SAP RI3 

'InI 
is much larger than quality management, and installation and maintenance of an SAP R/3 

system can cost in the millions of dollars. The intent of this review is not to make an assessment 

of the overall SAP ~ / 3 ~ ~  systern; the intent is to identify only those features related to data 

modelling of enterprise quality that can be objectively compared with other models in this review. 

A suitable assessrnent of SAP ~ / 3 ~ ~ i s  o f f a d  by [Cameron et. al. 961: 

Figure 2.1 SAP FU3" Benefits and RIab 

As part of its offering, SAP ~ / 3 ~ ~  p v i d e s  a quality module [SAP 951. The module is used to 

centralize quality functions such as document and engineering configuration controls. The four 

quality sub-modules of SAP ~ / 3 ~  are quality management in the logistical processes, quality 

- - -  
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planning, quality inspection, and quality control. This module is linked with the overall enterprise 

software such that it is possible to, for example, automaticaliy trigger an inspection when goods 

are received. It is possible to use the module's functions to plan and execute inspection and other 

quality control activities. 

The following figure shows a sample partial reference data mode1 of the quality management 

module of SAP R / ~ ~ ~ ( [ s A P  951, pg. 4.6). This data object serves as a reference for modelling 

objects, attributes, and relations for modelling inspection. 

Figure 2.2 Sampte Data Model for SAP ~ 1 3 "  Qwllty Management Module 

SAP ~ / 3 %  not based upon a formal data rnodel, since the terms of the data mode1 are identified 

and classified, but not formally defined in a logical language. As a result, much of the 

responsibility of interpreting the rneaning of, or enforcing constrâinis upon, the terni is left to the 

user, not the software. 
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Using the reference models pre-disposes an enterjwise to construct their business processes a 

certain way. In this vein, strict use of the quality module pre-disposes practices that will make ISO 

9000 compliance easier. However, there is no SAP ~ / 3 ~ ~  module that audits the ISO 9000 

compliance of an organization. Moreover, SAP ~3~ offers re-useable reference business 

processes and objects that are specialized for certain industries; for example, there are reference 

process models for phamaceutical and automotive industries. These models can be used to 

constmct enterprise models more quickly. However, this can be problematic if the naturai mode of 

business of an enterprise deviates fiom these models. For exarnple, one Canadian telecom 

Company designed new business processes, not because the old processes were inefficient, but 

because old processes could not be easily modelled using SAP EU3? The quality module of SAP 

~ 1 3 ~ c a n  be used to address qualiîy problerns of the enterprise thm other software products do. 
TM 

For example, SAP IV3 offers some functionaliv for statistical quality control, but certainly not 

to the extent as specialized SQC software. 

2.6.2 SCOPE: Formal Deductive Model for System Certification 

The SCOPE [Hausen 93a] project is an effort to assess the quality of the "products" of software 

engineering (the programs, specifications, requirements, and documentation); to assess the 

capability of the processes involved in software engineering; and to evaluate and certi@ the 

quality of products and processes of software engineering. So, there are models of software 

products and processes. There is also a model for rneasuring soh-are quality characteristics as 

per the quality model of McCall et. al. [77]. These models consist of an object model and a 

behaviour model that dictates transition fiom one state of the world of objects to another state. 

The behaviour mode1 is descnbed by a set of production rules, called the process representation 

technique (ProcePT), which are encoded in Prolog [Weizel 931. Since these rules constrain the 

proper use of the data model, SCOPE is a forma1 data model. 

The production rules of ProcePT are used to specify and test a software maker's processes. 

Although it is possible to assess the process model versus some ISO 9001 requirements melzel 
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951, only a few of the requirements are indeed represented, and these requirements c m  only be 

applied to software processes. Nevertheless, the SCOPE model supports deductive querying of a 

formal enterprise model to assess ISO 9000 compliance of the enterprise. The focus of SCOPE is 

not on fomalizing ISO 9000 requirements, but rather on fomalizing a "common sense" of 

software production and testing. Finally, re-useability of SCOPE's model is not emphasized. 

2.6.3 WibQuS: A Workflow Quality Information System 

The WibQuS (Gexman acronym for knowledge-based systems in quality management) effort 

seeks to integrate several quality control methods such as SPC, SQC, and QFD by building a 

federated information system to support various quality control tasks. In WibQuS, information 

flows between the agents that execute these quality control methods and is analyzed by 

supporting knowledge-based tools [Peters & Szcmko 941. The c m  of this information system is 

a deductive object-oriented database management system of generic process models called the 

ConceptBase repository [Jarke & Peters 941. Moreover, WibQuS' "methods models" describe 

specific techniques for solving quality problems, albeit there does not exist an ISO 9000 

compliance method in WibQuS. 

This model can be used off-line to analyze and design an enterprise, but it is meant to be a 

workfiow model that helps operate the enterprise by facilitating on-line application of quality 

rnethods. Another interesting characteristic is that re-useability is emphasized. WibQuS facilitates 

shareability and re-useability by using existing and emerging standards for modelling repositories 

(Information Resource Dictionary Standard), process maturity (CMM), knowledge engineering 

fiamework (KADS), and representing design descriptions (STEP/Express). This way other 

researchers who have used some, or all, of these standards can reuse the representations from 

WibQus. 

2.6.4 The Strategic Analyst": A Software to Help Reach ISO 9000 
I 
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Corn pliance 

There are many software tools useful for meeting ISO 9000 compliance. Burr [94] offers a survey 

of such systems. Some tools automate parts of the quality documentation creation, modification, 

and maintenance processes. Examples are template manuals on paper that can be customized, 

such as [Carlsen et. al. 921; forms that can be integrated with a company's word processing 
TM 

package, such as O'Logic [95]; and on-line packages that keep track of quality documentation 
TM 

for the whole enterprise, such as Accelerator [93]. Other packages extend documentation 

capability to make ISO 9000 compliance easier to achieve. Both Q M S ~ ~ [ ~ ~ ]  and powenvayTM 

[94] offer enterprise-wide packages that can be used to control documents, control processes, or 

pefiorm inspection and testing, such that the execution of these functions helps an organization 

comply with ISO 9000 requirernents. ~ o w e n v a ~ ~ a l s o  offers an assessment of the degree of 

compliance to the ISO 9000 requirements. It asks questions and answee to perform intemal 

assessments of the quality system, and it produces reports, including GAP Analysis, that reveal a 

company's quality system statu and its compliance with ISO/QS-9000. 

Most software tools that assist directly in ISO 9000 audits only provide sophisticated checklists. 

Visual ~ s s e s s o r  [94] merely presents colour graphics displaying conformance to specific 
TM 

requirements, but the degree of conformance is entered by an auditor. Assessor [94] extends this 

fuither and offers an easy-to-use interface to enter the data on the degree of conformance. 

However, the questions posed to the users of the software are nom almost verbatim sentence-by- 

sentence dissection of the ISO 9000 requirements. 

One that off-loads some of the trivial audit decisions onto a compter is The Strategic Analystm 

[93], an expert system for intemal, informal, ISO 9000 audit, used to help prepare for the 

registrar-led audit. It offers some 500 questions, where the questions asked of the user depend 

upon the answers given to previous questions. Accompanying these questions are a data 

dictionary of ISO 8402 terms, as well as special terms used by the software; aod an explanation 

facility to clarîfy the questions asked. The software also keeps a scorecard to display the degree of 
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conformance. It still uses a checklist approach, because its key input source is the user of the 

software, not a model of the enterprise to be analyzed. This software is a one-of tool constructed 

solely for ISO 9000 cornpliance evaluation and so, as is charactenstic of most one-of tools, it is 

neither fonnal nor re-useable. 

2.7 Observations 

Some of the best-known models of quality are models of philosophy of quality gurus such as 

Deming and Juan. These models are characterized by management philosophies rooted in the 

guru's defmition of enterprise quality. The intended use of these models is to exhort a philosophy 

to an organization's management. These models are inherently informal, not comprised of 

restrictive and precise vocabulary, syntax, and semantics. So, they will not be interpreted similarly 

for al1 organizations. For example, Deming's "Drive out fear" serves as an important principle, 

but the interpretation and implementation of this is not uniform for al1 organizations that follow 

Deming's teachings. Such informality may lead to ambiguity, vagueness, and interpretations 

unintended by the model's creator. 

Other models of quality are more formal, such as SQC (for ensurhg process quality), and QFD 

(for capturing customer needs into product requirements). Shce these formal models can be 

interpreted unambiguously, information systems are constmcted upon these models. One 

important area for which the benefits of an information systems model can be brought to bear is 

quality auditing. Specifically, the computer can be used to automate verification methods, 

especially for dissemination and use of standards for verification. There is a trade-off with respect 

to existing models of automatic verification to standards. Forma1 computer models do not 

generally include standards venfication functionality, and if they do, it is a rather trivial 

application, while models that provide this functionality tend not to be cornputer-based models 

rooted in a formaiism. 
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There are forma1 information systems models of automation of venfication to standards, where 

the standards are applied to the goodness of the software development process. However, the 

scope of these models is limited to software development. The two best-known, generic, and 

exhaustive quality standards, ISO 9000 and Baldrige Award, have much wider scope. The focus 

of ISO 9000 is on conformity of quality practices, whereas the Balàrige seeks to recognize and 

reward excellent quality. Obviously, the venfication of conformance is much more of an 

appropriate task for an information systems mode1 than the subjective assessment of the 

excellence of an organization's quality system. Although there are many information systems 

models that purport to automate the verification-this cm also be called evaluation-of ISO 9000 

compliance, they are generally bookkeeping aids for ISO 9000 audits. These models do not 

capture enough information about the enterprise; they rely upon the intuitive understanding of the 

enterprise of the auditor who uses the model. They are not constructed using a formal, generic 

enterprise model; this is a source of these models' limitations. 

Many formal models have basic representations to model the enterprise. The CM-OSA enterprise 

models, for example, offer representations such as business processes and procedural rule sets 

with which an organization's quality systern can be rnodelled. For modelling quality, some 

models offer more: Scheer's for example, bas a suite of typical quality-related functional 

departments as reference models. Scheer's model helps expedite the creation of a model of a 

quality system and offers quality-related reference models that are models of best practices, 

including models of ISO 9000 cornpliant quality processes. It offers analysis and guidance for 

ISO 9000 compliance, but it does not offer ISO 9000 compliance evaluation automation. 

An important component of an enterprise model is the ability to explicitly ask questions of the 

model. ISO 9000 compliance evaluation automation is the capability to ask "Does the enterprise 

comply to the ISO 9000?" and receive an answer fiom the enterprise model. There are three types 

of such query and analysis models: factual, expert, and common-sense. A common-sense model is 

the most appropnate for the dual tasks of modeîling generic quality concepts in an enterprise 

-- 
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model of quality and using this model to automatically evaluate ISO 9000 compliance, because 

the tasks require a more forma1 model than a factual system, and î more generic model than an 

expert system. A common-sense rnodel should be built using ontologies. The bigh degree of re- 

useability, characteristic of the use of ontologies, facilitates the careful engineering of a model 

fiom "building block" ontologies, and parts of the model c m  be used as building blocks for other 

ontology-based applications. The TOVE (Toronto V i a 1  Enterprise) project at the University of 

Toronto offers enough ontologies to richly describe the core, or the fundamentals, of a business 

enterprise. 

To facilitate re-use, Gruber [93] States that an ontology should contain only minimal ontological 

cornmitment to give details or facilitate problem solving about a domain. Cornmitment beyond 

this to support specific enterprise tasks requires fomalization of problem-solving domains, or 

micro-theones. So an ontology-based ISO 9000 compliance evaluation automation system would 

be comprised of ontologies for modelling enterprise quality and micro-theones for modelling ISO 

9000 compliance. 

A rigourous methodology is required to justiQ the validity of the representations of the model. 

One of the chief problems with the ISO 9000 is that registrars who audit organizations interpret 

the ISO 9000 very differently. Applying ISO 9000 relies too much upon the subjectivity of the 

auditor; it is too much of an art and not enough of a science. Following a rigourous methodology 

and using a formal model that restricts possible interpretations of the model ensures the 

development of a system that objectively automates ISO 9000 compliance evaluation. There exist 

many methodologies to guide the engineering of ontologies; the evaluation of an ontology should 

be part of any such methodology. Of the possible evaluation criteria for an ontology-based ISO 

9000 compliance evaluation automation system, competency and re-useability are especially 

important; that is, the system should be competent to evaluate ISO 9000 compliance, and the 

components of this system should be re-useable. 
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From these observations, the following are discemed as questions that characterize the design 

choices for engineering a forma1 information systems model of quality for automating ISO 9000 

compliance evaluation: 

Type of Quality Model: What types of quality processes does the model represent? 

Model's ISO 9000 Evaluation Competency: For what types of tasks related to ISO 9000 
compliance can the model be used? 

Model Formality: To what extent are these models formal? 

Model Re-useability: To what extent are these models re-useable? 

Select quality models with an ISO 9000 perspective can be reviewed versus these questions. 

Table 2.1 v p e  of Quaiity Models: What type of quality processes doer the model represent? 

S A P  RI3 x x x 

1 Strategic ~ n î ~ y s t  I x I I 
WibQuS 

Table 2.2 Modei's ISO 9000 Evaluation Competency: For what types of taska related to ISO 9000 
compliance can the model be used? 

1 SAP R/3 1 x 1 x 1 

I 

x x 

1 Straiegic Analyst 1 x 1 x 1 1 

SCOPE 

WibQuS 
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Table 2.3 Model Formality: To what extent are these models formal? 

1 1 I 

WibQuS x 1 x 

S A P  R/3 

SCOPE 

Table 2.4 Model Re-uieabillty: To what extent are these models re-useable? 

X 

x 

The observations and this review give evidence that a formal, re-useable model of enterprise 

quality that can be used for automatic ISO 9000 evaluation is needed. 

SCOPE 
WibQuS 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Précis 

In this chapter, a "road map" for satisfjhg the objectives of the thesis, developed by Gruninger 

and Fox [95a], is presented. First, the terms, ontology, micro-theory, and advisor, are defmed. 

Then, the methodology used to develop the Ontologies for Quality Modelling and ISO 9000 

Micro-Theory is explained. This methodology, outlined below, is sequenced as 1) presenting 

motivating scenarios of industrial partners, 2) parsing and analyzing sections of the scenarios and 

denving competency questions fkom this analysis that an ontology should be used to answer, 3) 

engineering the terminology and axioms that comprise an ontology or micro-theory, and 4) 

evaluating the ontology or micro-theory by demonstrating that competency questions about a 

populated enterprise model of the industrial partners c m  be answered, and by demonstrating 

reducibiliîy. 

Narrative about a Company 

O . Competency Q m  Questions 

Figure 3.1 Overview of the Ontological Engineering Methodology 

@ Motivating Scenario - @ Ontology or Micro-Theory 
f Terminolo 

The questions that an 
ontology should be used 
to answer. 

Specify capability of 
ontology to support 
problem-solving tasks 

Data model of a domain l 

-- - - - - - --- 

Fonnalizatjons that define ( and constrain the data rnodel 

po ulat-ed 
enkrpnse 
model 

. Demonstration of Competency A. (by using the Advisor) 

Demonstration of Reducibility 
@ Evaluation of Ontology or Micro-Theory 
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The full motivating scenarios for this thesis' industrial partaers, BHP Steel and deHavilland 

Manufacturing, are presented, as are the Core Ontologies, the building block representations upon 

which the ontological engineering methodology is applied to eogineer the ontologies and micro- 

theory of this thesis. A step-by-step outline for the dernonstration of competency is given; this 

demonstration shows that the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor can be a useful software tool, both for a 

business analyst and an ontology builder. Finally, the methodology for demonstrating 

reducibility-as a means of demonstrating the re-useability of an ontology or micro-theory's 

representations-is presented. 

3.2 Ontology, Micro-Theory, and Advisor 

Since the objectives of this thesis are the design, analysis, and construction of prototypical 

implementations of the Ontologies of Quality Modelling, ISO 9000 Micro-Theory, the ISO 9000 

Quality Advisor, the terms, ontology, micro-theory, and advisor, are defmed, and characteristics 

of these models are discussed. 

Ontology 
Ontology-based models are usefûl because: 

"Al1 knowledge-based systems refer to entities in the world, but in order to capture the 
breadth of human knowledge, we need a well-designed global ontology that specifies at a 
very high level what kind of things exist and what their general properties are." ([Rich & 
Knight 9 11, pg. 292) 

Gruber [93] outlines that the ontological engineering process entails the following: Associating 

human-readable terms in the universe of discourse (the domain) to cornputer-readable classes or 

objects (a collection of entities organized as one because they share common properties), relations 

(relationships between these entities), and functions; and stating formal axioms (roles within the 

domain) that constrain the interpretation and proper use of these tenns. Thus the ontological 

engineering process is classified into creating a data dictionary oi tems of the domain 

(terminology) and stating axioms that define and constrain the terminology. 

-- 
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One of the k t  steps in creating a data dictionary is the developrnent of a classification hieramhy 

of terms, a taxonomy. This is a tree structure displayhg is-a relationships in a hierarchical 

manner. The figure below is an example of a taxonomy. In it, afinal inspect and test is-a measure 

activiîy, and properties of a measure uctivity are inherited such that these are implied to apply to 

final inspect and test. Because a taxonomy organizes the tems within the domain, and associates 

implicit information about the terms, it is invaluable for ontological engineering. 

Figure 3.2 Example of an Ontology 
For eech measurement taken in a measum 

measure activirU, there must be a standard value 
for what that measumd value should have been. 

------+ \ 
inspect and test 

Y n a i  \ AI/ equipment calibrated 
in a calibrate activi 

receiving 
inspect and test calibrate must be reference 

inspect and test 
8' 

against recognized 
Final ins ection and testing must be thoroughly documentecl, P international standards. 
so that i the mgulaf inspecter is absent, sorneone else can ably 
perfom final inspection and testing with the aid of the 
documentation. + is-a 

Once a data dictionary is constructed, stating axioms about a domain entails defining and 

constraining the proper use of the tems in the data dictionary. Figure 3.2 is an example of this. 

Although some axioms are shown, it is conceivable that many more axioms can also be stated. 

The concept of minimal ontoIogicaI commitment, though, is a way of bounding the number of 

axioms [Newell 82][Gniber 931. This restricts axiorns to those required to minimaliy describe a 

domain. 

Micro-Theory 
A micro-theory is a formal mode1 of knowledge required to solve a problem in a domain or 

describe a siibset of the domain in detail [Lenat & Guha 901. It is separate fkom, but constructed 

upon, an ontology. In the example, the axiom associated with nieusure is one that meets the 

minimal commitment criterion and belongs in the ontology of measurement, since this axiom 

defines al1 valid rneasure activities. The axiom associated with final inspect und test is not 

germane to the description of the measurnent domain, and hence, does not belong in the 
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rneasurement ontologies: Jt is inappropriate to categorically state that al1 the measure activities in 

the world should require thorough documentation. This axiom is an example of fonnalization that 

should be included in a micro-theory of, Say, quality system auditùig. Moreover, it must be 

ensured that the way the terms are used and the meanings of the terms in these axioms are 

consistent with the ontology of the domain. Then, the terms and axioms of the Measurement 

Ontology can be combined with axioms, such as the one associated withfinal inspect and test, to 

develop a micro-theory of best practices in measurement, such as the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory 

section on inspection and testing. 

Advisor 
An advisor is a software tool which encapsulates, and enables performing tasks using, ontologies 

and micro-theories [Fox & Gminger 941. The tasks for an advisor can be classified into 

evaluation, analysis, and guidance. Evaluation requires the ability to compare two different 

enterprise rnodels along a dimension, such as quality or cost, and to evaluate that one mode1 is 

better as per that dimension. For example, a to-be model of the enterprise is ISO 9000 cornpliant, 

but an us-is model is not. Analysis tasks require prediction, monitoring, identification, and 

explanation. This entails, for example, predicting compliance of a to-be model to an ISO 9000 

requirement, monitoring noncompliance, identiwg possible causes for the noncompliance of the 

as-is model, and explainhg actual causes. For guidance, the advisor suggests alternatives such as 

"The ISO 9000 requirement c m  be complied to if the following best practices are adopted." Using 

the advisor, the decision-maker has the capability to repeatedly pose queries to the populated 

enterprise model and manipulate the enterprise model to test out what-if scenarios. This allows for 

quick prototyping and analysis of altemate enterprise designs. 

Ontology and Micro-Theory Design 
So how should an ontology or micro-theory be designed? Clarity and coherence are two of many 

design factors offered by Gruber [93]. These factors can be designed into an ontology or micro- 

theory by following a rigourous, repeatable methodology to engineer, rather than craft, an 

ontology or micro-theory; the ontological engineering methodology of Gnininger & Fox [95a] 
- -- --- 
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provides the template for this. Generality and competence are two of the criteria for evaluating an 

ontology that Fox et. al. [93a] state. These cntena are used as part of the ontological engineering 

methodology. Evaluation of generality is operationalized in demonstrations of reducibility, and 

competence evaluation is operationalized as demonstrations of competency. In the next section, 

the methodology is further explained. 

3.3 Ontological Engineering Methodology 

The rnethodology, developed in the Enterprise Integration Laboratory by Gruninger and Fox [95a] 

and used for this dissertation, is compnsed of the steps shown in the figure below. 

- - - -  - -  -- 

Ftgum 3.3 Methodology for Developlng Ontology and Micro-Theory Representations 

Motivating Scenarios 

through Analysis, explicate: 

* through Analysis, expiicate: 
Informa1 Cornpetency Questions - 

Competency with Termi-ptions, state: Ontology or 
Questions 

can answer Fomal Micro-Theory 
Formal ~ o m ~ ~ s t i o n s  Competency Questions with: b Axioms 

Questions 

Demonstration of Competency 
Evaluations of show Terminology and Axioms Ontology or are re-useable through: 
Micro-Theory 

Demonstration of Reducibility 

3.3.1 Motivating Scenario 

The motivating scenario for a specific enterprise is the detailed narrative about the enterprise, 

where special emphasis is placed on the problems that the enterprise is facing, or the tasks that it 

needs to perform. Ultimately, an application built using an ontology or micro-theory could solve 
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this problem. As such, it depicts an application of the ontology or micro-theoiy. For example, the 

motivating scenario for BHP Steel provides background information about the company, 

statements about its concem about the quality of its products, the terminology that the company 

uses in t a h g  about quality, explanation of how BHP Steel intends to use the enterprise model, 

and how it currently handles defects. 

3.3.2 Analysis 

By analyzing the motivating scenarios, generic concepts, independent of reference to a specific 

enterprise, are abstracted; such concepts are the basis of an ontology or micro-theory. For 

example, BHP Steel's motivating scenario highlights the need to model measurement in order to 

address product quality. This scenario, then, compels explication of design issues such as how to 

define and represent measurement, and how to represent the attributes of an entity that need to be 

measured. This analysis leads to representing a system for assessing measurement in the 

Measurement Ontology. 

3.3.3 Informal Cornpetency Questions 

The analysis leads to the asking of competency questions. Competency questions are those that 

the ontology or micro-theory must be able to answer in support of a software application; they 

charactenze the capability of the ontology or micro-theory to support problem solving tasks. 

These questions are inherently informal, since the terms required to pose these questions as 

forma1 queries in first-order logic have yet to be developed. Hence, the questions are asked in 

plain English with vocabulary and semantics indicative of the type asked by the users of the 

ontology or micro-theory. For representing the measurement assessment system, some of these 

questions are: 

Wbat are the physical characteristics that are measured? 

What ought to be the measured value; that is, what is the expected value for that physical 
characteristic? 

- - - - -. - 
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3.3.4 ~ e r m i n o l o ~ ~ ~  
In order to more formally ask the competency questions, the terms with which the questions c m  

be posed are identified, and then organized in a data model. A taxonomy of these terms, where the 

upper nodes are the terms pre-existing in the Core Ontologies, is part of this data model. The 

terms are expressed as predicates with English word definitions with no accompanying first-order 

logic dehitions. Below is a partial data model, representing a term called measured aitribute. 

Figure 3.4 Partial Data Model of the Measurement Ontology 

The following are example predicates of the ontology. 

Meas Term: Pred-1. rnearsured-aWi bute(At) 
A certain attrîbute needs to be measured. It is an input into the model (a primitive 
term) that certain attributes to an object are meusured attributes. 

Meas ~em: Predd. ha$-standard-value(At,Mu) 
A measured attribute has an uttribute called standard value, where this is what the 
value of the attribute ought to be. 

The annotation Meas Terni: Pied-I means that the term measured-attribute(At) is the first predicate 

of the terminology of the Measurement Ontology. 

Predicates that are never fomatly defined are called primitive terms. Enterprise models are 

populated by instantiating primitive terms with facts and speciwing the situations in which the 

facts hold; an instance of a primitive term is a gmond term. For example, the predicate 

measured-attrlbute(At), is a primitive term. The fact that "average coi1 thickness" is a measured 

amibute for BHP Steel in a situation called a "ver img achüil situation" is represented as a 

1 .  Please note the fol1owing conventions which hold throughout al1 ontology chapters: Words that appear in 
itatics denote fûndamcntai concepts, assumptions, terminology, and axioms of the ontology discussed in a 
chapter. A term that is i n l e  imiics denotes a term for which its assumptions, definition and statements of 
constraint are provided in other ontology chapters of uiis thesis. 

- -  - 
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ground te*, as holds(measured~attnb~te(a~era~e~~0i1~~1i~kne~~~),~~~a~t~a1)~; that is, the variable, At, 

is set to average-mil-îhickness and s is set to SV-actual. 

3.3.5 Assumptions 

Certain assumptions about the domain are made, and in so doing the scope of the ontology and 

micro-theory are bounded. What must be assumed about the terminology, and what type of 

potential competency questions can and cannot be answered by the ontology or micro-theory are 

discemed. For example, some assumptions about measured amibutes are: 

n i e  quality of a traceable resource unit4 is evalu ated b y m easu rin g the measured 
atîributes of that traceable resource unit. 

The quality of an activity is entirely evaluated by measuring the meaîured attributes of 
traceable resource units associated with that activity. 

3.3.6 Formal Competency Questions 
Using the terminology, the informa1 competency questions are re-stated formally in fint-order 

logic. This formally characterizes the competency of the ontology or micro-theory; an ontology or 

micro-theory satisfies the competency critenon of evaluation only if answers to the questions can 

be logically deduced by applying the forma1 ontology or micro-theory axioms to the populated 

enterprise model. The forma1 competency questions correspondhg to the informal competency 

questions previously stated are: 

What are the physical characteristics that are measured? 

What ought to be the measured value; that is, what is the expected value for that physical 
characteristic? 

2. Another convention is that ground terms as they are actually represented in the cornputer model are denoted 
by the font type and size as in average,coii,thickness or SV-actual. 

3. holds(f,s) is a predicate which States that a fluent predicate f holds or is me in a situation S. A description of 
the holds predicate is provided Iater in this chapter. 

4. A traceable resource unit is a batch or collection of a particular resource. This term is formdly defmed and 
constraincd in the Traceability Ontology chapter. 
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The following are guidelines about interpreting formalizations in the thesis, including interpreting 

forma1 competency questions. 

Variables are denoted as starting with English letters, and are quantified before they are 
used. In the fust question, At is a variable and 3 (there exists) is the quantifier. The 
question is of the form 3At [ ... 1, which can be interpreted as: "There exists a value for the 
variable, At, such that the conditions within the square brackets hold". 

Facts are denoted as starting with Greek letters. With the above guideline, the first 
question c m  be interpreted as: "There exists a value for the variable, At, such that K is a 
traceable resource unit, the value of At is an attribute of K, and the value of At is a 
measured attribute, al1 in a given situation a". 

From the BHP Steel enterprise model, here are a set of facts: 
One particular batch of raw coils is represented in the rnodel; this is expressed as 
h~ldr(tni(tm,wp,raw~~~ii~~),sv,actuai). 

A noteworthy feature of this batch is its average coi1 thickness; this fact is represented as 
holds(hasasa~ibute(tni_wparawawmil,i ,average,coil,thickness),sv_actual). 

Average coi1 thickness is a feature that is measured; this fact is represented as 
h~lds(measured~attribute(average~~~ii~thickn~s),sv~a~ua~). 

So, it is possible tg pose the competency question as: 
3At [ holds(tni(tni-wpwprawawwil_i),svVactual) A ho1ds(hasasattribute(tni_wparawWcoi~~i ,At),sv-actuai) 
A holds(measured-attribute(At),sv-actuai)] . 

It is obvious that this expression is true, if the variable, At, is set to average-coiî-thickness. 
Since the expression is deduced to be me ,  the competency question has been answered. 

The ontology has sufficient formalizations to answer this competency question. If al1 of 
the ontology's competency questions can be answered, then the ontology is said to be 
competent with respect to its competency questions. 

3.3.7 Axioms 

An axiom defmes, and constrains the interpretation of, the terms in an ontology or micro-theory. 

Formalizations in fsst-order logic that defme termhology already introduced are definitions; 

these are defined in terms of existing terms that have been previously defined, or in terms of 

primitive tems. Constraining axioms are fht-order logic sentences that constrain the 

interpretation upon primitive tems and definitions. Below, measumd attribute(At) is annotated as 

a primitive term of the axioms of the Measurement Ontology. 

Meas Axiom: PT-1. mea~ured-attribute(At) 

- .. 
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A forma1 definition for the predicate has~unH~of~measurement(At,U) is provided below. It is 

annotated as the first defmition axiom of the Measurement Ontology. 

Meas Axiom: Defn-1. has-unit-of- measurement(At,U) 
If  an activity measures a PU, then the linif ofme~.surerne,rt for this rrc~ivirj~tnt pair is 
the unit of meusurement for the measured amibute. 

unit r~'rnc~cwrement and h w  cï~rrihzui? are texms fiom the Core Ontologies 

Meas Axiom: Cons-1. rneasured attribute must have a unit of measurement 
Al1 measured attributes must have a unit of measurement. 

A: an activity 
Rt: a tni measured by A 
At: a measured attribute of both A and Rt 
Un: describer for unit of measurement (default is capacity) 
U: unit of measurernent (dcfault is object, but can be e.g. cm) 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

3.3.8 Demonstration of Competency 

The demonstration of competency is explained in detail later in the chapter. 

3.3.9 Dernonstration of Reducibility 

The demonstration of reducibility is explained in detail later in this chapter. 

3.4 Motivating Scenarios 
- - -  -- - -- p- - -- 

With the ontological engineering methodology thus explained, the fmt step of the methodology 

can be shown: the motivating scenarios of the industrial partners for this thesis-BHP Steel in 

Australia and deHavilland Manufacturhg in Canada. 

- -- - - - 
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3.4.i BHP Steel 

BHP Steel is an international manufacturer of quality steel products. Its Flat Products Division 

(FPD) produces a wide range of finished and semi-fiaished flat steel products fiom two integrated 

steelworks. Port Kembla Steelworks is Australia's largest integrated steelworks, with a capacity 

approaching 5 million tonnes. It consists of two blast fumaces, which feed three basic oxygen 

steelmaking (BOS) vessels. Facilities include a steel ladle injection unit and plant for treatrnent of 

special steels under vacuum. Three continuous slab casters supply the division's own rolling 

mills, and supply other customers. FPD's rolling facilities at Port Kembla include a plate mill, hot 

sirip mil!, and tin mill; the facility at Westernport also has a rolling mill that is not so extensive 

[BHP 96dl. 

As raw matenals are transfomed by the different production units of BHP Steel's supply chain, 

non-prime products may also be produced. These are the products whose physical properties do 

not satisfjr the necessary tolerance specifications; non-prime refers to sub-standard products, not 

an intended by-product. Non-prime products lead to lost revenue due to regrading and scrapping, 

increased costs due to additional rework, carrying of excess inventory to meet delivery promises, 

and increased variability of leadtime performance. Most importantly, non-prime leads to 

disaffected, even lost, customers. BHP Steel has chosen to construct a prototype mode1 of the flat 

products division (FPD) to explore bow to effectively handle and reduce the occurrence of non- 

prime products. 

The prototype mode1 encompasses al1 production units fiom the blast fumace at Port Kembla to 

the Western Port rolling mills. Especially when the product is shipped to the customer, it is 

essential that the product be within the tolerance specifications of the customer. So, the product's 

physical characteristics are measured, compared against their tolerance specifications, and a 

decision about whether the product is non-prime is made. 

-- - 
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If the products are consistently found to be non-prime, this is an indication that there is something 

faulty in the production unit. A cause for this occurrence is suspected to be an inadequate 

inspection system. One way to check this is to compare BHP Steel's quality inspection system 

with established guidelines for conducting inspection, such as the ISO 9001 requirement on 

inspection and testing. 

This check is part of BHP Steel's initiative to achieve ISO 9001 compliance. The general manager 

of FPD has appointed a chief quality manager, the main authority fqr ensuring that FPD achieves 

compliance. The FPD's main customers are export customers and the coating facilities at Port 

Kembla. The goals of FPD have been translated into a quality policy, and based upon this, the 

positions of the people at FPD have been carefully examined to make explicit the bearing of these 

positions on product quality. Another issue for achieving ISO 9000 compliance is the 

documentation of the revamped quality system, especially since proof of complete documentation 

is extremely important for compliance. 

BHP Steel's flat products division wants to use an information systems mode1 to assess the 

"goodness" of its quality system, so that it can be improved enough to meet ISO 9000 

compliance, thus giving added confidence to its customers about the quality of its products. 

3.4.2 deHavilland Manufacturing 
deHavilland is one of the aircraft manufacturing divisions of the Bombardier group of companies. 

The company produces the Dash Senes (100, 200, and 300 senes) of twin turbo-prop engine 

aircrafi widely used al1 over the world. The company occupies over one million square feet of 

manufacturing facilities and administrative offices within the boundanes of Metropolitan Toronto 

(Downsview) of the Province of Ontario, which is the most industrialized province in Canada. 

The company has over fifty years of expenence in aircraft production. It is a unionized shop and 

employs approximately 3,200 personnel. With this work-force complement and facilities, it is 

estimated that maximum plant capacity is about 5 aircraft per month [Tham 981. 
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It has been identified bat  quality problems exist for a specific class of products called Leading 

Edge, used for their aircraft wings. Production responsibility for this product mainly falls within 

the Methods Fabrication Department of deHavilland. The Production Process Standards (referred 

to as PPS at deHavilland) for leading edges call for highly specialized raw matenals such as 

reinforced fibre-glass composite sheets that have to be intricately cut and laid up for specialized 

curing and forrning processes that demand highly skilled and expensive labour. After several 

impregnations of epoxies and resins followed by curing processes that use highly specialized and 

capital intensive equiprnent, the initial cloth-like composite fabncs end up as very hard laminated, 

rounded, and elongated shaped product called the leading edge. This product then goes through a 

paint line procedure and eventually forms the front portion of an aircrafi wing. The leading edge 

includes the "de-icer boot" system made up of specialized rubber. Through this de-icer boot 

system, tiny jets of wam a u  are pumped in order to "de-ice" the wings. The integrity of this 

system is absolutely essential. 

When inspection of a unit of Leading Edge points to a problem, it must be investigated where the 

defect occurred; the problem could have occurred anywhere between the inspection of the final 

product al1 the way back to the raw materials. For this diagnosis, an important piece of 

information is what quantity of a batch was produced and how much of it was used by a preceding 

production unit. Knowing the quantity of the batches produced allows for the assessrnent of the 

extent to which problems fiom one process cascaded to subsequent processes. Since tracing 

matenal flow is extremely important for product quality, the 1SO 9001 requirement upon unique 

identification and haceability is used to audit the existing traceability system. 

Core Ontologies 

The next step is to explain how the facts of the industrial partnea are represented in an enterprise 

model. The schema-as in a database schema-with which the facts are represented also contain 

the building blocks with which the Ontologies for Quality Modelling and the ISO 9000 Micro- 

- - 
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Theory are constnicted: the Core Ontologies. These ontologies represent what is "~ore" enterpise 

knowledge, and represent knowledge about activity, States, causality, tirne, resources, and 

organizational structure. 

3.5.1 Foundations of the Core Ontologies 

The Core Ontologies are founded upon the fust-order language for representhg dpamically 

changing worlds, called the situation calculus WcCarthy & Hayes 691. In situation calculus, each 

perturbation to the modelled world changes the world fiom one situation to another situation. In 

this mode1 are terms that describe an entity or the relationship between entities in this world; if the 

tnith value of such a term varies from situation to situation, then the term is a fluent. A fluent 

holds in a given situation, if the term is tnie in that given situation. Al1 terms defined in the 

Ontologies for Quality Modelling arefluents. Afluent occurs in a given timeperiod, if for al1 the 

situations which occur during that period, thefient holds. 

Sit Calc Terni: Pred-1 .8 

s: The world is thought of as being in some situation s; this situation can change 
only as a consequence of some agent performing an action 

Sit Calc Terni: Pred-2. f 
J fluents are relations whose truth value may vary from situation to situation 

Sit Calc Terrn: Pred-3. ho/ds(f,s) 
fi a fluent: a predicate whose truth value may change 
s: situation in which the value of the fluent is tnre 

Sit Calc Terni: Pred4. O C C U ~ S ~  f,T) 

fi a fluent: a predicate whose tmth value may change 
T tirne period for whichfholds 

A special type of a fluent is an agent constraint [Gruninger 96al. This is a constraint upon an 

organizational agent (an individual or group of individuals) that must be satisfied in order for that 

agent to achieve some goal. For instance, ISO 9000 cornpliance can be represented as goal that is 

achieved if a set of quality-related agent constraints upon an enterprise is satisfied An entity 

satisfies an agent cornfiaint in a given situation, if the constraint is true in the modelled world in 

that situation. 

- - -- - 
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Sa Caic Term: Predd. agent-constmint(A,c~) 
Irolc/s(uge~tt-cunstrainf(A,c(X)) ,s) = @(A ,X,s) 

s: a given situation 
A: an agent which secks to achievc a goal in situation s 
X: entitics that must be represcnted in order to rcprcsent the constnints on A; X is a 

vector with none, one, or more entitics 
C(X):predicatc name for the agent constraint 
@(A,X,s): a first-order logic expression for the constraint described as C(X) 

3.5.2 Core Ontologies: Activity, State, Causality, lime, and Resource 
Ontologies 

Tlicrc cxist fornial dcfinitions and constraints for tlic tcrrns of tlic Corc Ontologics. I lowcvcr, 

only tlic infornial dctinitions, data modcls. and statcmcnts of tlic prcdicatcs-tlic tcmiinology of 

tlic Corc Ontologies--and vcry fcw dcfinitions arc prcscntcd in tliis tlicsis. Ratlicr wlicrc 

appropriatc, rcfcrcnccs wlicrc formal dcfinitions and cxplanations can bc found arc givcn. 

In prcscnting tcrniinology of tlic Corc Ontologies-or tlic tcrniinology for tlic Ontologics for 

Quality Modclling-grapliical prcscntations of data niodcls arc important. Tlic following arc tlic 

convcntions for prcscnting data niodcls in tliis tlicsis. 

Figure 3.5 Data Modelling Conventions used throughout this thesis 

l h s e  are abjects a is a relation fiom A to B 
fi is the inverse relation of a 
Q is a relation from B to A 

x:y can be: 
one-teone [x= 1 ,  y= l J 
one-tcmuny [x= 1, y=*] 
many-to-one [x=*,-y= ! ] 
many-to-many [x=* ,y=*] 

x:y is the cardinality of the 
a relation; y:x is îhc cardinality 
of the relation. 

If x= (O, 1), there can be at most one 
instance of a relations between A and B 
1 f x=(O,*), then there c m  be none or any 
number of instances of relations between A and B. 

Tlic fundarncntal data modcl for tlic Corc Ontologics is callcd tlic activity clustcr, and is shown 

bclow. At  a givcn point in tinic, tbc modcllcd world is in onc situation but activitics and resourccs 

modcllcd witli activity clustcrs can bc in many statcs. Wlicn tl~crc is a statc cliangc to a rcsourcc or 

activity of an activity clustcr, tlic situation of tlic modcllcd world cl~ançcs. 
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Figure 3.6 Activity - Clustsr: An Object-Oriented Model of Actlvtties, States, Causslity, Tirne, and 
Resources 

uae consume release produce 
8tsrte &te state state 

-b conjuncts 
J I 1  ) conjurm of O,* 

+ disjuncts 
4- disjund of O,' 

+ releases 
+- reieased DY 1 

+ produces 
+ PrûdUWd Dy 1 

According to the activityhtate, causality, time, and resource ontologies, the usage, consumption, 

production, or release of a resource is represented as a uses, co;isurnes, produces, or releases 

relation, respectively, between a descnption of the state of the world and a resource. These state 

descriptions can be composed using and (conjurzcts) & or (disjuncts) relations to form two 

composite state descnptions: enable state and caused by state. An enable state is a descnption of 

what is tme of the world before an activity is performed; a caused by state is a description of what 

is true afler the activity is performed. The predicates below are formally defined by Fox et. al. 

[93a]. 

Con Term: Piad4 . activity(~)~ 

5. Unless explicitly stated otherwise. Al1 tenns defined in al1 ontology sections are fluents. so for exampIe the 
fom in which this tenn is used is holrlS(activity(A),s). 
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Cors T m :  Pd-2 .  $t8ta(St) 
ho~dr(state(m~autocli~-~~n~~,dg.),w~sdual). 

St: a state description of the world: activities and  sources cm be in dinérent 
States. 

Con T m :  Pmd4. produ~m(St,R) 
h o ~ d s ( p r o d u c e s ( p r o d ~ ~ ~ ~ n d ~ ~ ~ g e , w r s d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ) , s v ~ a ~ u a l ) .  

A (St) produces a resource (R) if R is producecl or created as a result of an 
activity . 

corn TWK PW-S. conaum-(St,R) 
hlds(consumes(cons~rne~4~~~sdge,~-~dge~~o04),~-1). 

A state (St) consumes a resource (R) SR'S physical cbaracteristics are modelied to 
change in an activity, R is transfomed to produce another resource. 

Corn T m :  Pmd-8. U808(St,R) 
holds(uses(ure~~6-0per~1utocl-686~0psr),8n-l). 

A state (St) uses a resource (R) ifR participates in the transformation of a consumed 
resource to produce another resource. 

~ m :  PW-7. rekrma(St,R) 
halds(te~easeS(nieon-086-~b~,a~tod~688-0psr),sn-l). 

St statc which describes the release of a resource by the activity after the activity 
used that resource 

R: a rewurce for which its rclease by an activity is describeci by St 

corn lm: ~ ~ 4 3 .  enabh(St,A) 
~ i d s ( e n 8 b ~ e ~ e 8 ~ a u t o d ~ e ~ ~ ~ 1 b ~ ~ ~ e d ~ e ~ a u t o d 0 ~ e ~ w m ~ ~ ~ e d g e ) , r v _ e d u a l ) .  

St: a state description, compriscd of aii the state descriptions related to the rictivity, 
of what i s  truc before the activity executes. 

A: anactivity 

corn ~ m :  PM-B. conjuncta(SttSt& 
ho~ds(conjunc~e8~autod~-~~m-~,sdge,~1~a~dm~~~rd~~~adge)~8v~adual). 

Stl: a state description which is composcd of d e r  state descriptions 
St2: a state description which must d e m i  some tmth in the world in order for Stl 

tobetnis 

 CO^ ~ m :  PM-i O. dbjuncta(Stl,St2) 
Stl: a state description which is cornposeci of d e r  state descriptions 
Stz a state description which mriy descn'bs some tnith in the world in order for Stl to 

6. Wherc thcy cxist, gnnrnd tcxms hm the populattd cntcrpaiSe modcl for dcHavüland Mmuf8ctiPing arc 
h w n  to givc cxamplcs to prodicatcs. 
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be true 

cote Term: ~red-II. caused-by(St,A) 
hol~(caused~by(cs_eutodave~cum~~~~ge,autociave~~um~~~edge),sv~actua~). 

St: a state description, comprised of al1 the state descriptions related to the activity, 
of what is true afier the activity executed. 

A: an activity 

Sub-activities comprise an activity. There can exist a hierarchy of sub-activities, so an activiiy 

may have descendent sub-activities. Similarly, there cm exist a hierarchy of state descriptions, so 

a state may have descendent stutes. 

Core Terni: Pred-12. bas-subactivity(A,Ad 
hofdr(has~subactivity(p~ast~c~shop~faûricat i o n  ,autoclave~cure_~~edge),sv~actual). 

A: activity 
Ag: a subactivity of A 

Core ~ e m :  ~e fn - t  . has~descendent~subactivity(A,Ao) 
VAVAOVS [ holds(has-subactivity(A,Ao),s) v 

3A.x ( holds(hasassubactivity(A,Ax),s) A 

holds(has~descenden~ctivity(Ax,Ao),s)) 
2 h o l & ( h a s ~ d e s c e n d e n ~ ~ ~ b a ~ t i ~ i ~ ( A ~ ~ ) , s )  1. 

A: activity 
Ag. a descendent subactivity of A 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Core ~ e m :  Defn-2. ha$-descendent-state(St,Sto) 
V ~ t ' d ~ t o v s  [ ( holds(conjuncts(St,Sto),s) v holds(disjuncts(St,Sto),s) ) v 

3 ~ t x  ( holds(conjuncts(St,Stx),s) v holds(disjuncts(St,Stx),s) ) A 

holds(has-descendentdstate(Sa,Sto),s) ) 
3 holds(has-descendeni,sta?e(St,Sto) ,s) 1. 

St: a state 
Sto: a descendent state of St 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

There are also relations between use, consume, release, and produce States, and the activity for 

which these state descriptions exist. 7 

holak(enables(Stx,A),s)~ 
holds(has-descendent-state(Sat, S t ) )  A 3~ ~OZ~F(US~S(S~,R),S) 1. 

St: state which describes the usage of a resource by an activity 
A: an activity for which its usage of a resource is described by St 
R: a resource for which its use is descnbed by St 

7. OAen, these predicates are used as convenient terms to write shortcr fitst-order logic sentences. 
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s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Core ~erm: Defn4. consume(St,A) 
V~tk#~'ds3Stx [ hoZ&(consurne(St,A),s) = holdF(enables(Stx,A),s) A 

holds(has-descendent-state(Sb<,St),s) A 3~ holdr(consumes(St,R),s) 1. 
St: state which describes the consumption of a resource by an activity 
A: an activity for which its consumption of a resource is described by St 
R: a resource for which its consumption is described by St 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Core Terni: Defn-5. P~o~ucB(S~,A) 
kfstkfAVs3Stx [ holds@roduce(St,A),s) = holdr(caused-by(Stx,A),s) A 

hoZh(bas-descendent-state(Sb<,St),s) A 3~ holds@roduces(St,R),s) 1. 
St: state which describes the production of a resource by an activity 
A: an activity for which its production of a resorirce is described by St 
R: a resource for which its production is described by St 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Core Terni: Defn-6. release(St,A) 
Vst'dAVdstx [ hoZds(reIease(St,A),s) = holdr(caused_by(Stx,A),s) A 

holds(has-descendent-state(Stx,St),s) A. 3~ hoZds(releases(St,R),s) 1. 
St: state which descnbes the release of a resource by an activity aAer the activity 

used that resource 
A: an activity for which its release of a resource is described by St  
R: a resource for which its release is described by St 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Since quantities are represented, the unit of rneasurernent in which these quantities are quant19ed 

is also represented. This term is formally defined by Fade1 [94]. 

Core Terni: Pred-13. unit-of-measurernent(R,UName,U,A) 
R: aresource 
UName: a description for unit of measurement (default is capacity) 
U: unit of measurement (dehuIt is object, but can be for example cm) 
A: the activity that uses/consumes/releases/produces the resource 

There is a time period for the perjîormance of an activity. This is composed of the fime periods for 

the dzfferent state descriptions that describe the activity. These time periods have a start point and 

an end point, and it is possible to discem if a given time point falls within a time period. The tirne 

duration tenns are formally defined by Gnininger & Fox [94a], and competency questions for 

time points are stated in Fox et. al. [93a]. 

Con ~erm:~red-3.14occtlrs~~~f ivity-duration(A,T)) 
A: an activity 
T: description of period of time between when the activity starts execution, to when 

the activity completes. 
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Core Term: Pred-15. ocnrrsT(8ht9-dunfbn(St,T)) 
St: a use/consume/release/produce state 
T description of period of t h e  fiom whcn St is enableù, until ir is cornpleted. 

Core Term: Pred-16. ~tPrt-p~lnt(T,Tp) 
T a description of a period of time 
T - tirne point at which T begins TF 1s is not a fluent 

Core Terni: Pred-17. end_point(T,Tp) 
T description of a time period 
T t h e  point at which T ends TF 1s is not a fluent 

Core Term: Pred-18. haopoint(T,Tp) 
T description of a time period 
T time point that is in the T tirne penod TL is not a fluent 

Underlying the activity cluster are general object-oriented relations such as has subclass, has 

descendent, has attribute, and has amibute value relationships. 

Core Tem: Pred-19. bas-SU bcIass(X,Xd 
X: an object 
XG a subclass of X 

Core Terrn: ûefn-7. has-descendent(X,Xo) 
VXVXOVS [ holds@as-subclass0(,Xo),s) v 

3 ~ x  ( holdî(has-subclass(X,Xx),s) A 

holds@as~descenden~ubclass(Xx,X),s)) 
3 hoZds(hs-descenden t-subcfass(X&o) ,s) ] . 

X: an object 
Xb a descendent subclass of X 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Core Term: Pred-20. ha$-attrlbute(X,Atr) 
X: any object 
Atr: an attribute of X 

tore Term: PM-21. has-atttibutedvalu8(X,Atr,V) 
X: any object 
Atr: an attribute of X 
V: value of At for X 
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3.5.3 Core Ontologies: Organization Ontology 

The representations fiom the organization ontology are graphically displayed below: These 

representations are formally defïned by Fox et. al. [95]. 

Figure 3.7 

Figure 3.8 

Object-Oriented Model of Organizational Structure 
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Accordhg to the organization ontology, d e s  speczfl the following: the agents fulfilling those 

roles, a position which is associated with one or more roles, and the organization to which the 

agents firljilling those roles belong. 

cors Term: PW-22. organ/ZOt/on,agent(Oa) 
holds(~rg~ization~agent(coiin~montrose),sv~actua~). 8 

Oa: an individual or group of individu& 

Core Tenn: Pred-23. roIe(Ro) 
holds(organization~agent(bhp_st~~~qua~itymana~e~o~e~~),sv~actua~). 

Ro: an organizational role 

Core ~ e m :  ~red-24. position(Pt) 
hol&(position(bhp-st~quality_manager). 

Pt: name for an organizational position 

Core ~ e m :  ~red-25. has-member(Oai,Oa2) 
hol&(has_rnember(bhp,stee~-1 ,wp-qc-i),sv-actual). 

Oal: an organization agent which is comprised of other organization agents 
Oas an organization agent which is a member of Oal 

If Oal is a grouping of agents, and Oa2 is one of these agents, then Oal has 
member Oa2. 

Core Terni: Defn-8. has descendent-member(Oal,Oa& 
V0alV0afls rholds@as-member(0a1,0a2,,s) v 

30ax ( holdî(has~member(Oa~,Oa,J,s) A 

holds(has~descendent~member(OaX,0a2,,s) ) 
3 holds(h-descenden~s~b~~ctivity(OapOa~,s) 1. 

Oal: an organization agent which is comprised of other organization agents 
Oa2: an organi7ation agent which has an ancestor Oal 
s: an extant or hypotheticd situation 

If C is a member of B, and B is a member of A, then C and B are descendent 
members of A 

corn ~ e m :  Pmd-26. ha$-agent(Pt,Oa), where Pt is an organization position 
ho~~~a~agent(bhp~stwi,quality_manager,colin~montrose),s~~actua~). 

Pt: an organization position 
Oa: an organi7ation agent 

An agent named John Smith may be filling a position of "line quality 
manager." 

corn ~ e m :  PXK~-27. ha$-agent(Ro,Oa), where Ro ia an organization role 
huZds(has_agent(wpwphcpff 260-management-rote- ,wp-hcpf-260-l),sv-actual). 

Ro: an o~anization role 
Oa: an organization agent 

If an agent is a grouped entity like the QC department, then one of its roIes 

8. When îhey exist, ground terms from the populated enterprise mode1 for BHP Steel are show as examples for 
predicates. 
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may be "ensure qualiîy of products." 

CON ~smi: PM-28. hrs-mle(Pt,Ro), wtnn Pt b i n  organiutton pmition 
h o l & ( h a s ( h a s a g e n t ( ~ p œ s ~ ~ q u ~ ~ ~ m a m ~ e r , w q u a ~ m a n a r ) , w I V e c t u ~ ) .  

Pt: an organization position 
Rb: an organization role which is rultilled by an -nt fïlling the position Pt. 

If an agent is f i h g  the position of îine quality manager, then one of the 
agent's roles in that position may be to "ensure quality of a specific product." 

c m  ~smi: PM-29. haa-mla(Oa,Ro), w b n  O8 k an organMion agent 
ho~ds(has(hasrole(wp,hcptcprZ6~Ii1 ,wp-h~-26û-ma~gemnt~m bbl),sv_odua 1). 

08: an orgaaization agent 
Ro: an organization mle wbich is fÙlfïiled by the agent Os 

If an agent is a grouped entity lib the QC department, îhen one of its d e s  
may bc "ensure quality of products." 

As well agents, fuljiling the mies perfonn activities. 

Roles are related to the policies and constrainri thot constrain that mle and the goals that mut be 

Cors lem: Pd-32. ~oal(G) 
holds(goal(~ p-~wl-~obfedhre-1),avVsctu al). 

G: ID for an oqpizadonal goal 

Cors T m :  Pd-34. ~ I ~ ~ I ( R o , G )  
ha~&r)ias~oai(bhp,d.e~~q,m~ger-rds-i , b h p _ d w l d u a ~ ) .  @ 

if h&(agent-constrai.nt(A,G),s) = 9(A,G,s), then the goal uniquely identified b y 
G is satisfied if @(A,G,s) is true. 

The goal (uniquely identifïed as G) of a role (Ro) is an expression that States the 
desired outcorne for that mle; it states the objectives for the role 

A goal for the d o  'ïnspect line productsn may be "the defat rate mwt be 
l e s  tban 1W. 
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If holdr(agent-constraint(A,Y,s) = @(A,Y,s), then the policy uniquely identified by 
Y is satisfied if @(A,Y,s) is me. 

A policy (uniquely identined as Y) of a mle (Ro) is an expression that constrains thai 
role; generally, it specifies how tha! role is perfbmed. 

A policy fOr the mle "iuspect line products" may be "inspect a random 
sample of 20 h m  tach batch". 

Con T m :  ~rsd-36. hrr-wnatmlnt(Ro,C) 
If hol&(agent-comttaint(A,C,s) = @(A,C,s), then the constraint uniquely 
identified by C is satisfied if @(A,C,s) is true. 

An organizational constrahî (uniquely identifîed as C) is an arbitrary conseaint on a 
mle (Ro); it can ba a gosl or a policy, or ndther. 

A consttaint for the role "inspect line products" may be "the inspection must 
be Performed". 

Roles are related to the comrnunicution links that the role can receive (communication sink) and 

send (comrnunicution sourre), and the authori'ty links that the role can receive (uuthori@ sink) and 

send (authority some).  The content of these links can authorize status changes to entities. 

cors ~ ~ 9 7 .  communication-Iink(L1 
hok&(communicatio~ink(wpIhcpr,260-~ev~anœL~in~1,~duol). 

A communication link (L) is a modelled communication channel between peer roles 

Con lemi: ~rsd-38. r uthoifty-lin k(l) 
holds(autihor i t y _ i ~ ( b h p t i h s ~ ~ ~ q , o b j ~ ) , i v - ~ u e ~ ) .  

An authority iink (L) models the channel between roles where one role has authority 
over another 

cors T ~ I :  PM-39. wmmunlcltion,link,oY L,1) 
ho~ds(communicationn1inkinkof(wpwphcpf-28080~w~m~Cd~h~~,hcpf_2~ev#enœwp~),cv_sdwl). 
If hoIds(age-onstraint(A,I ,s) = @(A,I,s), then the policy, goal, or constraints 
uniquely identified by 1 is the content of the communication link that is uniquely 
identified by L 

L: unique ID for a communication link 
1: unique ID for an organization policy, goai, or constraint 

A communication link may be the ID for a message sent to the role of the 
activity which produces the batches that are inspected; the content of the link 
may bc the goal that "the &fect rates m u t  be consistently over 1%;' 

Cors Tm: PM-40. authority-lin k-d(L,I) 
~i&(authoritytYlinklinko~bhpP8tesl~~o~e~~lh k-t , ~ ip ,dss~~ob~dke ,1 ) ,8v~adua l ) .  

If holds(agent-constraint(A,I,s) = @(A,I,s), then the policy, goal, or constraints 
uniquely identified by 1 is the content of the authority link that is uniquely 
identified by L 

L: unique ID fa an authority link 
1: unique ID for an o ~ o n  policy or goal 

An authmity link may be a message sent to a mlc fbr a suhrdinate; the 
content of such a iink may state the policy "change the mpi ing meth M... 
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the current one rnay not be random." 

corn T~WTI: Pred-41. h a s ~ ~ ~ r n m u n / ~ a t i ~ n ~ s ~ ~ r c e ( L , R ~ )  
holdr(has-communication-source(wp-hcpf- 260 -q -ev iden ink  ,wp-hcpf-260-rnanager-role-l ), 
SV-actua~). 

L: ID for a communication link 
Ro: an organization role which sen& the communication link 

An agent may, in fulfilling the role "inspect line products," send a message 
with an unique ID, where the content of this message rnay be "defective item 
detected." 

Core ~ e m :  Pred42. has~c~mmuni~ation~sCnk(L,Ro) 
L: ID for a communication link 
Ro: an organization role which receives the communication link 

An agent may, in fûifilling the role "control defects," receive a message with 
an unique ID, where the content of this message rnay be "defective item 
detected." 

Core Terni: Pred43. ha$-authority-source(L,Ro) 
hokjs(has_authority_source(bhp,stee~~epr~cedure~~ink~l, bhp~steeJ_emanager~role~1),svVactual). 

L: ID for an authority link 
Ro: ID for an organization role which sends the authority link 

An agent may, in fulfilling the role "manage inspectors," send an authority 
link to a sub-ordinate which states the policy "change the sampling method ... 
the current one rnay not be random." 

tore ~ e m :  Pr&-44. ha$-authofity-sink(L,Ro) 
holdr(has_autho~ty-sink(bhp,stm~-~objective-link-t, bhp-st0eI-q-manager-rolgl),sv-actual). 

L: ID for an authority link 
Ro: ID for an organization role which receives the authority link 

An agent may, in fûlfilling the role "inspect line products," receive an 
authority link fiom a manager which states the policy "change the sampling 
method ... the current one rnay not be random." 

Core Terni: Pred45. can-authorize(L,X) 
L: ID for a communication or authority link 
X: an entity for which the change in its stahis value is authorized by the receipt of 

the communication or authority link 
An agent may, in fulfilling the role "inspect line products," receive an 
authority link tkom a manager which states the poiicy "change the sampling 
method ... the current one rnay not be random." The receipt of this message 
authorizes the agent to change the status of the activity to disenabled while 
the agent changes the sampling method. 

And a goal, policy, or constraint is composed of other goals, policies, or constraints paid 941: 

Corn Term: Pred46. ha$-requitement(~,~o) 
1: ID for an organizationd constraint, goal, or policy 
Io: ID an orgauhtional constraint, goal, or policy that m u t  be satisfied in order for 

1 to be satisfied. 
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3.6 Means of Demonstrating Competency: Using the ISO 9000 
Quality Advisor 

A demonstration of competency for an ontology or micro-theory entails determining: 

Does it support problem-solving tasks for a specific enterprise? 

Are its competency questions-which, by design, do not refer to any specific enterprise- 
answered, thus demonstrating that the ontology or micro-theory can be used to support 
similar problem-solving tasks for other enterprises? 

The fvst question cannot be answered positively unless the second is; that is, ontology-based 

quality analyses for BHP Steel and deHavilland Manufacturing are possible only because the 

competency questions for the Ontologies for Quality Modelling and ISO 9000 Micro-Theory can 

be answered. The first question characterizes the requirements for an enterprise analyst who is 

unfamiliar with fust-order logic and the exact terms and axioms of an ontology or micro-theory; 

this might be a BHP Steel employee who performs ISO 9000 compliance analysis. The second 

question characterizes the requirements for the builder of an ontolsgy or micro-theory who may 

be unfamiliar with the details of a specific organization's processes but has a good understanding 

of how organizations of the type that is modelled operate. 

The ISO 9000 Quality Advisor offers a different view for each of these two types of advisor users 

for the demonstration of competency: one for the enterprise analyst, and another for the ontology 

builder. Each step in the demonstration cm be delineated into the two views shown below. The 

ontology or micro-theory representations used by the ontology builder must be translated into 
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queries, ternis, and niles understandable by the enterprise analyst. This translation is likely 

performed by a technical person maintainhg the advisor or by the ontology builder. 

Table 3.1 Steps for U8ing the ISO 9000 Quailty Advisot for bernonstrating Competency 

Enterprise Analyst View: Ontology Builder View: 
step Using the advisor to analyze a specific Using the advisor to evaluate competency of 

# enterprise ontology or micro-theory 
1 Stating facts about an enterprise @ Represeating populated enterprise mode1 

2 Stating queries for anatyzing enterprise H Representing forma1 competency questions 

3 Stating data dictionary of enterprise's ternis H Representing ontology or micro-theory 
terminology and axiorns 

4 Answering queries Deducing answers to formal competency 
questions 

5 Explainhg the derivation of answers a Tracing of deduction and displaying Prolog trace 
Iist 

W :  denotes translation between knowledge 
about a specific enterprise and how that 
knowledge is represented in an ontology or 
micro-theory 

The initial screens of the advisor, customized for BHP Steel and deHavilland Manufacturing, 

correspond to these two views. 

Figure 3.9 Screens for Adviror User and Ontology Builder View 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
Enterprise Anafyais: Achlsor User View 

BHP Steel 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
Evaluating Compttenq: Ontology Builder View 
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Step 1: Stating Facta about an Enterprise H Representing Populated Enterprise Models 
In stating facts about an enterprise, nmtives describing an enterpnse, expressed using 

vocabulary common to the it, are presented. In representing the populated enterpnse model, facts 

about the enterprise are represented using the terrninology of the ontologies or micro-theory. 

Figure 3.10 Displaying FacQ & Representing them in an Ontology or Micro-Theory 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
BHP Steel: Facts about the Enterprise / 

Non-Prime at HCPF / 
'Ibrn rr mmy utivitiei J the W e m  Port Hot Coi1 
Fwility (HCPF). Ono rurh d v i f y  
coi1 thickneri. 
-8 ~ d d  *th 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
Populated Enterprise Moàel: BHP Steel 

Non-Prime at HCPF 

Clicking on the link, labelled (1) in Figure 3.9 Screens for Advisor User and Ontology Builder Views takes the advisor user to 
the screen above, labelled (A). Clicking on the link, labellcd (1) in the diagram above, or the link labelled (la) in Figure 3.9 
Screens for Advisor User and Ontology Builder Views, takes the advisor user to the screcn'above, labelled (6). 

Step 2: Stating Queries for Analyzfng Enterprfse w Representing Formal Competency Queatlons 
In stating quenes for analyzing an enterprise, questions that support analysis are asked, expressed 

using the vocabulary common to the enterprise. In stating forma1 competency questions, the 

analysis quenes are represented using the tems of the ontology or micro-theory. 

- -  -- - - 
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~ igum 3.11 Displaying Queries and Representing Thsm as Formal Competency Questions of the 
Ontology or Micro-Theory 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
Mcasufcmtnt Ontology: Compemcy Questions 

hnpcction wd Tc- 

informal Competency Qwsiion 
O frcbiim.nivilytiuprfom*ioiprctitm? 

Formai Compctsncy Question 
0 t i~v#i rst iv i ty .a ,minip .ndumrniv iy ioa i i~oad 

Clicking on the link labelled (2) in Figure 3.9 Sctbens for Advisor User and Ontology Builder Views takcs the advisor user to 
the screcn above, labelled (A). Clicking on the link, labelled (2) in the diagram above, or the link labelled (28) in Figure 3.9 
Screens for Advisor User and Ontology Builder Views takes the advisor user to the screen above, labelled (B). 

Step 3: Stating Data Dictionary of Enterprise's Terrns @ Representing Ontology or Micto-Theory 
Tenninology and Axioms 
In stating data dictionary of enterprise's terms, the terms of an enterprise's vocabulary are defined 

using the terminology of an ontology or micro-theory. In representing ontology or micro-theory 

terminology and axioms, terms are informally stated, then fomally defined in fust-order logic. 

Clicking on the link labelled (3) in Figure 3.9 
Screens for Advisor User and Ontology Builder 
Views takcs the advisor user to this screen. 

Figure 3.12 Displaying Data Dictionary of an Enterprise'8 Terms 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
BHP Steel: Data Dictionary 

1 Non-Rime i HCPF 
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Figure 3.13 Displaying Ontology or Micro-Theory Tsminoiogy and Axioms 

ISO 9000 Quaiity Advisor 
Measurement ûntology: Terminology and Axioms 

Clicking on the Iink, labelled (1) in Figure 3.12 Displaying Data Oictionary of an Enterprise's Ternis or labelled (3a) in Figure 3.9 
Screens for Advisor User and Ontology Buiider Views, takes the advisor user to a screen tike the one above. 

Steps 4 and 5: Anierwerfng Queries e Deducina Answem to Forrnal Competency Questions; and 
Explaining the Oerlvation of Answem m Ttaclng Deductlon and Di8phyin~ Prolog Trace List 

Figure 3.14 üisplaying Answen to Queries, and Explanations for Answem for BHP Steel 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
BHP Steel: Answers to Querit9 and Th& Expianations I 1 Non-Rime L HCPF 1 

Clicking on the link, labelled (3) 
in Figure 3.11 Displaying Queries 
and Representing Them as 
Formai Competency Questions of 
the Ontology or Micro-Theory, 
takes the advisor user to this 
screen. 

- - 
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Figure 3.15 Displayhg Cornp&mcy Question Deduction for Ontology or ~ k i o - t h e o r y ~  

This denotcs that dcducing t r ~ t h  of This denotes that p l  has k e n  dcduced 
prcdicatc pl rcquircs deducing to bc truc witb îhc variable, 
truth of pz. A is the variable A, bound to the fact, a. 
for which its valut must be found Note: This is only a 
lin ordcr to dducc mith of pl. LEGEND 1 partial deduc tien- tract list. 

9. Clicking on (1) in Figure 3.14 Displaying Answers ta Queries, and Expianations for Answers for BHP Steel 
takes the advisor user to this screen. 
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In deducing answers to fonnal competency questions, deductions in the Prolog programming 

environment are presented. In tracing deduction and displaying a Prolog trace list, the steps in the 

deduction are s h o w  either as a tree-graph of how variables in predicates are bound or as a trace 

of the deduction execution steps in Prolog. 

3.7 Means of Demonstrating Re-useability: Reducibility as a 
Proof of Generality, and Other Measures 

Re-useability is the capability to use portions of a model to solve different problems beyond the 

problems that initially motivated the development of the model. 

3.7.1 Empirical Qualitative and Quantitative Measures 
Whereas construction of complex systems such as buildings and cars entails piecing together 

many off-the-shelf components, this kind of re-use is not done often enough in constnicting 

software systems [Budd 911. As well, according to Pressman ([92], pg. 769): 

"WC have been processing data using cornputers for over 40 years and extracting information 
for over two decades. One of the most significant challenges facing the software engineering 
community is to build systerns that take the next step along the spectrum- systems that extract 
knowledge 6om data and information in a way that is practical and beneficial." 

Putting these two imperatives together, it cm be asked: How c m  lmowledge-based systems be 

constmcted by the re-use of components, and how can such re-use be evaluated? 

For constnicting re-useable knowledge bases, G e m h  et. al. [94] propose creating separate 

domain and method ontologies, as well as domain-method dependent mapping ontologies which 

allow for the sufficient de-coupling of domain and method knowledge. Their proposa1 dovetails 

with the decision to delineate between the Ontologies for Quality Modelling (domain ontologies) 

and the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory (ontology for solWlg the ISO 9000 evaluation problem); a more 

re-useable set of representations can be constructed because of this decision. 
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Evaluation of effective re-useability is also an issue. For example, Toshiba uses the following 

ratio: percentage of re-used lines of code to actual lines that are included into a program with little 

or no modification [Cusamano 911. An extension of this measure is in tems of re-use of entire 

software objects rather than re-use of lines of codes [Banker et. al. 931. This evaluation based 

upon quantitative empirical evidence is one of several methods for knowledge-based systems 

evaluation [Guida & Mauri 931. Other methods are evaluation methods based upon qualitative 

empirical evidence, ground in knowledge-based systems lifecycle, original evaluation cntena, 

imported evaluation criteria, and automatic knowledge-base checking methods. 

3.7.2 Reduci bility 

Another mode1 evaluation method is mducibility [Gnininger 961. This evaluation is premised upon 

the following: If a set of competency questions from a foreign or "target" ontology or micro- 

theory c m  be reasonably translated (reduced) to a set of questions answerable using the 

representations of a "native" ontology or micro-theory, then the competency of the "native" 

ontology or micro-theory is a superset of the cornpetency of the "target" ontology. The 

representations of the "native" ontology or micro-theory are then proven to be general enough to 

be used to solve similar problems for similar enterprises as the "target" ontology. Reducibility is a 

method to evaluate the re-useability of an ontology's representations, because it is a means to 

demonstrate that an ontology is general enough to answer competency questions for different 

applications that support solving different problems; and general representations can be re-used to 

constnict different applications that solve different problems. 

The reduction of competency questions can be expressed as the following meta-theoretic problem 

[Gminger 961: 

m Tonrology itlld TfonroloD denote the TOVE ontology and target ontology representations, 
respectively. 
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Tgmd and T'puddenote ground term s, representod using the prim itive term s of the 
TOVE ontology  and target ontology representations, respectiveiy. 

Tdefis the set of axioms which translate u T ' ~ ~ ~ ~  into the same language as 

Tontology i~ Tgmumi 

Q denotes a first-order sentence which is entailed by T'o,,lo~ u T Q is also 
entailed by Tonrology u Tgmund u T h ,  

Then, the procedure to follow for reduction of competency questions is as follows. 

1. Determine the target ontology. 
TOfllOrosv 

2 .  State the target ontology's competency question in the language of the target ontology. 
Q L(T'o.io10~)- 

3. Ensure that the competency question is answerable using target ontology representations. 
T'ontology ii 'ground Q- 

4 .  Specify a set of reduction axioms such that the target ontology's competency questions c m  
be posed in the language of the native (TOVE) ontology. 

Q u Tdd E L(Ton1ology)- 

5 .  Answer the competency question in the language of the native (TOVE) ontology. 

Tonio/ogy Tgmvnd TddF Q* 

Using this procedure, it is possible to reduce competency questions for an existing software 

package to competency questions expressible using TOVE Ontologies; that is, TOVE Ontologies 

span some of the competency of the software package. Reducibility demonstrates that existing 

representations of the TOVE Ontologies can be re-used to constmct applications that perfonn 

some of the same taqks as the software package. 

3.8 Summary and Conclusion 

The following summarize the key facets of the methodology used to construct the Ontologies for 

Quality Modeilng and ISO 9000 Micro-Theory: 

The Ontological Engineering Methodology is a structured design methodology for 
systematically and rigourously engineering ontologies. In the methodology, motivating 

- - - -  - 
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scenarios of industrial partners are analyzed to explicate informa1 competency questions for 
an ontology or micro-theory. niese questions are analyzed to explicate tenninology, and 
assumptions that bound the scope, of an ontology or micro-theory. From these, formal 
competency questions expressed using the terminology are stated. Then, axioms that defme 
and constrain the interpretation of the terminology are engineered. By reasoning using these 
axioms, the forma1 competency questions are answered; this is the damonstration of 
competency of the ontology or micro-theory. Then, the terminology and axioms of the 
ontology or micro-theory are shown to be re-useable by a demonstration of reducibility. 
Augmentation or creation of new motivating scenarios then initiates another iteration of the 
Ontological Engineering Methodology to augment the ontology or micro-theory, or to 
engineer a new one. 

Motivating scenarios for BHP Steel and deHavilland Manufacturing are stated to develop 
the Ontologies for Quality Modelling. For one, a motivating scenario depicts a scenario for 
which an application constructed using an ontology or micro-theory is to be used; it 
motivates the development of an ontology or micro-theory. Second, it can be used to 
validate the ontology: Does the application constructed using the ontology or micro-theory 
address the issues described in the motivating scenario? In this thesis, the ontologies are 
developed fkorn the motivating scenarios, but not validated against hem. 

The TOVE Core Ontologies-Activity, State, Causality, Time, Resource, and Organization 
Ontologies-are the building blocks for the Ontologies for Quality Modelling; tems and 
axioms of the Ontologies for Quality Modelling are composed fkom representations of the 
Core Ontologies. By using Core Ontologies' representations, additional enterprise 
ontologies like the Ontologies for Quality Modelling do not have to be built fiom "first 
principles," thus reducing engineering time and standardizing ontology development efforts. 

A usefùl tool for demonstrating the competency of the Ontologies for Quality Modelling and 
the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory is the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor. The advisor can be used to 
support both an enterprise analyst using the advisor to perfom an ISO 9000 cornpliance 
audit, and an ontology builder using the advisor to evaluate the competency of a quality- 
related ontology or micro-theory. 

A usefùl means of demonstrating re-useability of ontology or micro-theory representations 
is reducibility: A procedure to demonstrate that a native ontology is general enough to 
answer competency questions for a target ontology. This demonstrates then that the natiove 
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ontology representations can be re-used to build similar applications at those for which the 
target ontology exists. 

The Ontological Enginee~g  Methodology is critical for developing models that support the 

thesis of this dissertation [SW pg. q, because it describes steps and guidelines to follow to 

systematically and rigourously engineer descriptive and prescriptive models of quality. 
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Measurement Ontology 

The following is the premise in developing the Measurement Ontology: the customer specifies 

needs, and the supplier provides a product to satisQ those needs; and the evaluation of quality can 

be de-composed into evaluating the senes of measurements upon features and characteristics of 

the product. The Measurement Ontology represents a systematic way of describing how a 

particular feature or charactenstic of an entity, called a meclsurecl attribute, is to be measured. 

Measured attributes are given a value through mensure activities, where one value for a measured 

attribute of an entity at a given point in tirne is called a measurement point. Part of the description 

for a measund atîribute is the detennination of the quality of each rnearurementpoint as either a 

conformance or nonconfonnance point. B y  comparing a collection of these points versus guality 

requirements that are translated fiom the needs of the customers, an entity (a product, process, or 

the enterprise itself) cm be assessed as being of confonning quality. The Measurement Ontology, 

then, is an implementation of a popular view of quality-quality is conformance to 

requirements-and a fundamental systems engineering view-that, satisfaction to requirements 

can be decomposed to assessments on a series of measurements. In this chapter, one iteration of 

the ontological engineering methodology applied to develop the Measurement Ontology is 

presented. 

4.2 Introduction 

The following are the premises in developing the Measurement Ontology: The customer specifies 

needs and the supplier provides a product to satisQ those needs; and the evaluation of quality can 

be de-composed into evaluating the series of measurements upon features and characteristics of 

the product. Hence, measurement manies the customer perception of quality with supplier 

capability; before quality can be improved, assured, and controlled, quality must be measured. It 

is no wonder that those who first studied quality, such as Shewhart and Dodge & Romig, were 
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also statisticians [Banks 891. Those concemed with measuring, collecting, and analyzing data 

could see how the data could be used to improve quality of products and processes. Fittingly, then, 

the first of the Ontologies for Quality Modelling is the Measurement Ontology. 

Motivating Scenario 

The first step in the development of the Measurement Ontology is the analysis of the motivating 

scenario-specifically, to determine the key concepts for modelling measurement fkom excerpts 

of the BHP Steel scenario. 

The following excerpt describes BHP Steel's losses with respect to cost, tirne, and revenue, when 

products of unacceptable quality (called non-prime products by BHP Steel) are produced. The key 

concept for the developrnent of the Measurement Ontology is the following: there must be a 

systematic way of describing how a particular physicul characteristic is to be measured and this 

description must be used to meet the customer expectations of quality. 

As raw materials are transfomed by the different production units of BHP Steel's supply chain, non- 

prime products may also be produced. These are the products whose physical properties do not satisfy 

the necessary tolerance specifications; non-prime refers to sub-standard products, not an intended by- 

product. Non-prime products lead to lost revenue due to regrading and scrapping, increased costs due 

to additional rework, carrying of excess inventory to meet delivery promises, and increased variabiiity of 

leadtirne performance. Most impoitantly, non-prime leads to disaffected, even lost, customers. 

The next excerpt describes BHP Steel's need to understand and improve its inspection system, the 

collection of activities that assesses whether a product is non-prime. The key concept here is that 

guulity ussessinent is made through a system of activities thatpeflorm measurement; this is a view 

of nemurement as an activity. 

If the products are consistently found to be non-prime, this is an indication that there is something faulty 

in the production unit. A cause for this occurrence is suspecteci to be an inadequate inspection system. 

- 
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The following excerpt specifies what is entailed in determining a product as non-prime. The key 

concept here is that evety quality ussesment is a decision that begins with a value of 

rneasurement ut a given point in time. 

Especially when the product is shipped to the customer, it is essential that the product be within the 

tolerance specifications of the customer. So, the product's physical characteristics are measured, 

compared against their tolerance specifications, and a decision about whether the product is non-prime 

is made. 

4.4 Measurement Ontology: Measurement Description System 

The concept that there must be a systematic woy of describi~g how a particular physical 

characteristic is to be measured and that this description rnust be used to assess quality is the 

basis for the following principles about representing measurement: 

In order to measure, there must be a way to systematically descnbe a measurement. This 
description system must minimally include the appropriate attributes of an entity to 
measure, as well as that attribute's mean (p), distribution (a), a d  cornparison operator (Q) 
for comparing a measured value against and o. 

It must be explicitly represented that measurements are made in order to satisfy some 
requirements. With respect to quality, measurements are made in order to satisfy quality 
requirements, where these requirements capture custorners' quality expectations. 

The cornpetency questions that characterize what needs to be represented so that an ontology is 

constnicted upon these principles are presented next. 

4.4.1 Informal Competency Questions 

Of course, only some physical characteristics of an entity need be measured, so it should be 

asked: 

CQ 4.1 What are the physical characteristics that are measured? 
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Why are these characteristics measured? 1s there a requirement that needs to be satisfied that 

necessitates the measurement? 

CQ 4.2 1s this a quality requirement? 

Also, beyond representing what is measured, what about how to rneasure it? 

CQ 4.3 1s every product that is produced measured? 
4.4 If the product is a batch, is a samplel taken fiom that batch and measured? 

CQ 4.5 If a sample is taken and measured, is the value for the measurement some 
aggregate (e.g., average) of the measurement upon individual units of that sample? 

Ca 4.6 Or, is the value of the measurernent a measure of whether or not individual units of 
the sample passed or failed a certain threshold (e.g., % of widgets of the sample 
which are <lOcm)? 

Hopefblly, the value of the measurement for a physical characteristic falls within certain tolerance 

specifications. So, it should be asked: 

CQ 4.7 What ought to be the measured value; that is, what is the expected value for that 
physical characteristic? 

Ca 4.8 What is the tolerance specification for a physical characteristic that is measured? 

Measurements are ambiguous without their relevant units of measurements. So, it should be 

asked: 

CQ 4.9 What is the unit of measurement for a physical charactenstic of an entity? 

In order to answer these competency questions, the domain of measurement is analyzed, 

assurnptions are stated, and terminology and axiorns are developed. 

4.4.2 Analysis, Assumptions, Termlnology, and Axioms 

What is Mermurement? 
Measurement is defined as the process by which nurnbers or symbols are assigned to attributes of 

entities in the real world in such a way as to describe them according to clearly defbed rules 

1. A sample is dcfïued as "a subset of the population containing those measuremcnts actually obtained by 
experiment." ([Scheafk & McClave 821, pg. 2) 
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Finkelstein 841. In representing measurement, there must be a modellhg of the relationship 

between the entity and its attributes into the more tractable domain of numbers and operators; for 

this thesis, the relationship is that the attributes bear on the quality of the entity. Assessing entity 

quality-i.e., "does an entity meet its requirements upon quality?'~necessitates this modelling. 

According to Grady [93], ail requirements upon an entity must be decomposed into a senes of 

equations, ABB, where A and B denote qualitative or quantitative measurements upon attributes, 

and 63 denotes a comparison operator. So, before discussing measurement M e r ,  requirements 

must be discussed. 

Developing tenninology and axioms to formally state and answer: 
CQ 4.2 1s this a quality requirement? 

How should quality requirements be represented? An expression can be characterized as a quality 

requirement based upon its content, but how? The content will always refer to domain-dependent 

knowledge like, for example, "1s an inspecter at the activity?" or "Are 95% of the measurements 

within toterance specifications?" It is very difficult to state a categoncal charactenzation of al1 

quality requirements; there do not seem to exist axioms about quality requirements that would be 

true for al1 enterprises in al1 industries. Rather than define a quality requirement based upon its 

content, it is assumed thot a quality requirement is an input to the enterprise model; that is, it 

must be given as a fact of an enterprise that a given expression is a quality requirernent. 

Meas Axiom: PM. qualify-requimment(Qr) 
If an orgrrnizational constraint is a constraint that has a bearing on the quality of an 
entity, then this constraint is a qualàty requirement; this is a primitive tenn. 

Qr is just the unique ID for the quality requirement 

Moreover, in order to tie a quality requirement to customers' expectations, it is assumed that 

customer quality needs are translated into quality requirements before the requirements are input 

into the enteprise model. This makes sense since it would be very difficult to represent in an 

ontology the creative translation of vague needs into concrete requirements in an ontology. 
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Although specific quality requirements do not belong in an ontology, they c m  be classified as 

belonging to a less-genenc domain than genenc quality. They can be used to examine an 

enterprise as per a specific quality perspective-for example, a set of requirements that use 

statistical techniques or prescribe what is acceptable enterprise quality. A micro-theory is 

comprised of formal expressions of related quality requirements. For example, an SQC micro- 

theory axiom that expresses a quality requirement may speciw that an activity is "in-control" if 

95% of rneasurernents of a certain attribute are within [p3a,p+30], with mean p and variance u? 

Another example is an axiom that states that written procedures must control al1 inspection 

activities; this axiom fonnalizes one of the ISO 9000 requirements and is part of the ISO 9000 

Micro-iheory. So, a qualàty-related rn icro- theory provides the axiom that expresses a quality 

requirement; the Ontologies for Quality Modellingprovide the teminology with which that Priorn 

can be composed. By combining the micro-theo>y and the ontologies, an assessrnent of an entity k 

quality can be made. This assessrnent can be formalized as: 

Meas Axiom: Defn-1 . conforming-quaIity(X,Qr) 
An entity is of confonning quality if an axiom of a micro-theory (called an ugml 
consrinini) is satisfied and that constraint is a quality requirement. 

b'XV~r'ds [ holds(con formingquality(x, Qr),s) 
holdî(agentcoonstraint(X,Qr),s) A hold~(quality~requirement(Qr),s) 1. 

X: an entity 
Qr: a quality requirement 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Recali that an agent constraint can be expressed in this way: 
holdr(agent-constraint(X,Qr),s) @(X,s), where W , s )  is an expression composed of 
ontology terms. If  there are suficient terms in the ontoiogy to express and deduce the 
truth of @(X,s), then using the definition of the term conforming qualiîy, it can be deduced 
that an entity X is of confonning quality with respect to the quality requirement, identified 
as Qr, 

Now, measurement can be discussed as the means by which an entity is determined to be of 

con foming quality. 
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Developing terminofogy and axioms to formally state and answer: 
4.1 What are the physical characteristics that are measured? 

-- - -  - - 

In statistical process control (SPC), the quality of an activity is gauged by measuring its output, 

where an output is a batch, lot, or an individual unit. According to the Traceability Ontology, al1 

such outputs are homogeneous sets of individual resources, called rraucetrb k wsot trce uiiits (PM). 

The Measurement Ontology assumes a similar approach to SPC: The quality of an activity is 

evaluated by the quality of ~ L F  outputted by that activity; and the quality of a resource is gauged 

by the quality of tms that it comprises. So, attributes of hrs are memured The expression of what 

constitutes quality for a aw, ircrivitj) or a resource is the axiom that corresponds to a quality 

requirement. If ?rus are to be measured, what attributes (features or characteristics) of a given rnc 

are measured? These can be modelled as attributes that acquire a value through measurement- 

cg., the average coi1 thickness of a sample of steel coils. Such atuibutes are called measured 

Meas Axiom: PT-2. mea8uredattri bute(At) 
A certain attribute needs to be measured; it is an input k to  the mode1 (a primitive 
term) that certain attributes of a /ru are measured attributes. 

Figure 4.1 Data Model for Measured Attribut8 

artribute sampling 

variable sampling 

sample 
unit sample 
population 
unit population 

+ has attribute 
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The objects and relations in this data model are necessary to answer competency questions. Next, 

the rationale for this data model will be discussed, and the terminology in the data model will be 

formaliy defined and constrained. 

Developing terminology and axioms to formally state and answer: 
CQ 4.3 1s every product that is produced measured? 
CQ 4.4 If the product is a batch, is a sample taken fiom that batch and measured? 

When taking measurements, a av is sampled. In sampling, an attribute of an individual unit of a 

tru is measwd fiom a subset (a sample) of the 2nd. There will be as many measurements as there 

are units in the sample. The result of measuring the sample is an aggregate value. For example, 

coi1 thicknesses of different coils in a sample are measured, and the average of these 

measurements becomes the value for the "average coi1 thickness" menîured amibute of the tru of 

coils. A measwd attribute of a tru is "sampled" fkom an attribute of the resource that comprises 

it. 

Meas Axiom: PT-3. sample8,attribute(Atr,At) 
It is an input into the enterprise model that there exists a samples aitribute relation 
between the attribute of a msotrrcr (denoted by the variable Atr, e.g., arm length of 
an a m  assembly) and the meusured athibute of the mt that is comprised of 
individual units of the resoum (denoted by the variable At, e.g. average arm length 
of sample). Hence, samples uttribute is a primitive term. 

There are two additional issues regarding sampling. @ 

sample size: How many individuals in a set are measured in order to model the behaviour 
of the set? 
sampling planWhen determinhg an aggregate value âom the sample, is this aggregate 
value expressed directly (e.g., average a m  length is X such that &[a,$], and any 
individual a m  length is X such that XE[U,BD or expressed hdirectly (e.g., # 
nonconfonning of a sample, sized N, is Y such that Y E [1,2,,N], where Y= C (occurrences 
of individual arms where ami length is X such that Xe [y,@), and [y,&(a,P))? In the 
lexicon of statistics, the former sarnpling strategy is called variable sampling, and the 
latter is called attribute sarnpling. 

Any given sample size can be characterized as one of: 
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2 unit sample: This is a domain value for sample sue, where set size>l and sample size=l . 
sample: This is a domain value for the sample size, where set size > 1 and sample size> 1. 

unitpopulation: This is a domain value for the sample size, where set size=sample size=l 

population: This is domain value for the sample size, where set size=sample size>l. 

The following primitive term represents the relationship between a meosured attribute and its 

sample sizing plan. 

Meas Axiom: PT4. has-sample-sizing(At,Sz) 
At: a measured attribute 
Sz: the n m e  for the sample sizing plan 

The following axiom constrains the sample sizing of a memured amibute. 

Meas Axiom: cons-2. Al1 measured attributes must have a sample sizing plan, where the 
only allowable domain values for this attribute are unit sample, 
sample, unit population, and population. 

VSVA~ [ holdr(measured-attribute(At),s) 2 

3 sz { holds(has-sample-sizing(At, Sz), s) A 

( Sz = unit-sample v Sz = sample v 
Sz = population v Sz = unitqopulation ) }] . 

At: a rneasured attribute 
Sz: the name for the sample sizing plan 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

- - - - - - - - - 

Daveloping terminology and axloms to formally state and answer: 
CQ 4.5 If a sample is taken and measured, is the value for the measurement some 

aggregate (e.g., average) of the measurement upon hdividual units of that sample? 
CQ 4.6 Or, is the value of the measurernent a measure of whether or not individual units of 

the sample passed or failed a certain threshold (e.g., % of widgets of the sample 
which are ClOcrn)? 

The interpretation of a measurement value also depends on the sampling plan. 

variable sampling: This is a domain value for the sampling plan where an attribute of an 
individual unit is measured and a value aggregating the measurements of all the units of a 
sample-typicaliy this aggregate is the average-is attained. 

2. A domain value is an allowable value for an anribute of an object. 

. .. . - - - - - - . -. 
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uttribute-sampling: This is a domain value for the sampling plan where a measurement 
upon an attribute of a unit is perfomed, the acceptability of that unit as per some cntena 
upon the measurement value is assessed, and the number or percentage of the acceptable 
units of the sample is counted. 

The following primitive term represents the relationship between a memured attribute and its 

sampling plan. 

Meas Axiom: PT-5. ha8,sampling-plan(At,Sp) 
At: a measured attribute 
Sp: the narne for the sampling plan 

The following axiom consîrains the sampling plan of a measured amibute. 

Meas Axiom: cons-3. A0 measured attrlbuw must have a sampling plan, where the only 
allowable domain values for this attribute are variirble samplhg and 
ettribute sampling. 

v s V ~ t  [ holdî(measured-attribute(At),s) 3 

3 Sp { holdî@as-samplingplan(At, Sp),s) A 

( Sp = variable-sampling v Sp = amibute-sampling ) }] . 
At: a measured attribute 
Sp: the name for the sampling plan 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Developina terrninology and axioms to formally state and answer: 
CQ 4.7 What ought to be the measured value; that is, what is the expected value for that 

physical charactenstic? 

There is inevitable variation in measurement values. There m u t  be en nsessment system for each 

measured atm'bute such that its measurnent value con be ascertained for its indication tfentity 

quality, using this system. A measurement value Mp for a measured athihte At for a given entity 

X at a given point in time Tp is called a meusurementpoint. 

Meas Terrn: ~red-i .  measurement-pt(X,At,Mp,Tp) 
This term is formally defined later in the chapter. 

For an assessment system, there must be a value for what th4 measîrement point ought to be. The ? 

following primitive term represents the standuni value relationship between a rneasured amibute 

and its standard value, a mean value (p). 
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Meas Axiom: PT-6. has-standard-vaIue(At,Mu) 
A measured attribute has an athibute called standard value, where this is what the 
value of the attribute ought to be. 

Meas Axiom: Consa. mea8ured attribute mu8t have a standard value 
Al1 measured attributes must have a standard value. 

At: a measured attribute 
Mu: standard value for At 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Developing tennlnology and axioms to forrnally state and answer: 
CQ 4.8 What is the tolerance specification for a physical characteristic that is measured? 

There must be an indication of the expected distribution of the measurement points for a given 

measured attribute; this expected distribution is d. There must a h  be a finction of p, and 

md)) and an operator (8) that compares this funclion versus the actual measurernent point. 

Finally, there m u t  be an assessment value; this is a measure of what can be assessed about the 

quality of the entity, given the measurement point of' the given measured attribute. Though 

mathematically tractable, it is difticult to have representations for p,d, &02), @, and 

assessment value that are generic for al1 types of domains and ranges of functions and encompass 

different operators. For example, what about an assessment system for numerical measurement 

points distributed normally, with the assessment being assigned a value of "conforming" if the 

measurement point E (11-34, p+3a), versus supporting an assessment system for qualitative 

measurement points for which assessment value is labelled "acceptable" if the measurement point 

is an element in a set of acceptable values? 

The above exarnples show that in most cases the assessment val= is a binary variable. So it is 

assurned thut the assessrnent can only be one of either confonning or nonconfoming quality. The 

question then is: how can p,flp,$), and O be represented when the measurement points are not 

- pp - - - - 
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numeric, so that it is possible to assess whether a given measurement point is "of conforming 

quality"? Although cannot be expressed qualitati~ely, f(Ud) can, v i t  lF assumed that ftU 2) 
is a subset of the range of al2 possible values for rneasurement points. 

It is also assumed that: 

f(p,d) is an ordered set, where VI< Vfç VJor the n possible elements of the set. 

For rneasured athibutes, with measurement points thaf are mntinuous variables, f(p,c?) 
is a set of infinite elements. 

For the other types of neasured amibutes, f(&a2) is nfinite set. 

Ifthe measurementpoints are quantitative, then the ordering of the y('&) set, regardless 
of whether if is ofinite or infinite set, follows arithmetic rules for the operator <. 

If the qualitative, then the ordering relationships between the 
elmen LF of the set is defermined by the ordering of the elements upon the 
creation of the 

Then, given these assumptions, it is possible to define the "acceptable" limits of theflp,d) set. i f  

the measurement values are quantitative, then such a set need only specify the lower lim it (V 1 )  

and upper l im it (V,) .  Therefore, any element in this set belongs in the interval [V l,V,]. I f  the 

measurement values are qualitative, then this set needs to specify, in order, V 1, V2, to V,. This set 

is the specification set, and it is important for the following reason: If it is assumed that the 

standard conparison operator (@) is the "element o f 8  (E) operat<;c then a confonnance point is 

assigned i f  the measurement point is a member of  the specification set; otherwise a 

nonconformance point is assigned. 

The following primitive term represents the relationship between a measured attribute and its 

specz$cation set. 

Meas Axiom: PT-7. ha8-s~lfl~atlon-set(At,SL) 
A measured attnbbute has an amibute called specification set, where this is a set of 
values which denote confofrrrmg quality for that measured amibute. 

SL is modelied as a multi-valued set of the specification set attribue to the object At. 

Meas Axiom: Cons-5. mcrriumd-attributes must have a valid irpecificrtion 8et 
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Al1 memured amibutes must have a specificution set, and the standard vaiue for that 
nteasured amibute must be an element of the specifcation set. 

At: a measured attribute 
SL: the specification set for At 
Mu: the standard value for SL 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

The assignment of a rneasurement point as a confonnance or nonconformance point then 

constitutes the assignment of an assessment value for a measured attribute for a point in time. 

Meas ~ e m :  Pred-2. confoman~~_pt(Q,Rt,At,Tp) 
Meaa ~ e m :  Pred-3. nonconformance~pt(Q,Rt,At,Tp) 

Q: a unique identifier for the conformance or nonconfocmance point 
Rt: a tru for which there exists a measurement point 
At: a measured attnbute of Rt 
Tp: thne point for which Mp is the measurement point for Rt 

These terms are formally defined later in the chapter 

Developlng terminofogy and axioms to forrnally state and answer: 
CQ 4.9 What is the unit of measurement for a physical characteristic of an entity? 

An assessment system for a measured ami6ute rnust necessarily include the unir ofj~it'tz.sriri?li~i~n~: 

If an activity measures a lm, then the unif q f 'mecwureme~it for this ucfivity-lric pair is 
the unit of measurement for the measured attribute. 

measures tm is a term defmed later; lotir qf'mw.srcrernntr and h m  m r i l ~ u r e  are tems fiom 
the Core Ontologies 

Meas Axiorn: Cons-6. measuntd attrlbute mu8t have a unit of measurement 
AU measured amibutes must have a unit of measurement. 

- -- - 
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A: an activity 
Rt: a tm measured by A 
At: a measured attrïbute of both A and Rt 
Un: describer for unit of measurement (default is capacity) 
U: unit of measurement (default is object, but can be e.g. cm) 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

In the next section, the competency questions are formally posed using the ontology terminology 

and answered by deduction using the ontology axioms. 

4.4.3 Forrnal Competency Questions 

Each competency question is presented in the following manne?: 

The informal competency question is stated. 

The informal competency question is re-stated in English with the terminology developed 
from the ontology; then, the competency question is stated formally in first-order logic. This 
is a generic question that does not refer to specific facts. 

An example of asking the generic question with facts from an enterprise model is presented. 
For example, questions about BHP Steel's enterprise model are asked. 

CQ 4.1 What are the physical charactenstics that are measured? . . . 3At  [foroh!~(3At(~),a) A 

holdr(has-attribute(tçAt),a) A holds(measuredttriattribute(,4t),u)]. 
3At [hol&(tru(tni-ra~~wii-l),sv-actuai) A hoids(hasattri bute(tru-raw-coii-1 ,A t),sv,act uai) A 

hol&(meaured-attribute(At),sv-act uai)] . 

cQ 4.2 1s this a quality requirement? 
a 0 o i n -  . . 3 

holds(qualitytyrequirement(0p),o). 

CQ 4.3 1s every product that is produced measured? 
O 

&n2 holds(measured-attribute(a),u) A holds(hm-smpIe-sking(crgopulation),o). 

CQ 4.4 If the product is a batch, is a sample taken nom that batch and measured? 

3. This format holds for al1 formal competency question sections throughout this thesis. 
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CO 4.5 If a sample is taken and measured, is the value for the measurement some 
aggregate (e.g., average) of the measurement upon individual units of that sample? 

a var 
holds(measured-attribute(a),u) A hoZ&(has-samplingglan(a,variable-sampling),~). 

CQ 4.6 Or, is the value of the measurement a measure of whether or not individual units of 
the sample passed or failed a certain threshold (e.g., % of widgets of the sample 
which are 4 Ocm)? . . @ 

hola!s(measured-attribute(a),a) A hol&(h~85smplinpglan(~attributei~~mpfing),o)~ 

CQ 4.7 What ought to be the measured value; that is, what is the expected value for that 
physical characteristic? . . . . 

s a s d  vah& 3Mu 
[holds(measured-attribute(a) ,a) A hoZ~(hasasstaudarddvalue(a,Mu),4)1. 

CQ 4.8 What is the tolerance specification for a physical characteristic that is measured? 

CQ 4.9 What is the unit of measurement for a physical characteristic of an entity? . . . . * 3u 
[holdr(measured-attribute(a) ,a) A hoZdS(h~~~~t~of-me8~urement(a,U),o)]. 
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4.5 Measurement Ontology: Measurement Activities 
t 

The concept that quality msessment is made thmugh a system of activities that perjom 

measurement is the basis for the following principle for representing measurement: 

A model that represents measurement should start with a model of an activiv that measures 
one characteristic of one entity, as an elemental measurement activity. With this, it is 
possible to define any rneasurement activity, as composed of elemental rneasurement 
activities. 

The competency questions that characterize what needs to be represented so that an ontology is 

constructed upon this principle are presented next. 

4.5.1 lnforrnal Competency Questions 

Using the representations of the Core Ontologies, a system of measurement is represented as 

compnsing of activities that measure. So it should be asked, 

cQ 4.10 1s this an activity that performs measurement? 

The motivating scenario specifically describes inspection, so it should be asked: 

CQ 4-11 1s this an inspection activity? 

In order to answer these competency questions, the domain of measurement is analyzed, 

assurnptions are stated, and terminology and axioms are developed. 
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4.5.2 Analysis, Assumptions, Teminology, and Axioms 

Figun, 4.2 Data Model of Measurement Activlties 

+ comprised-of 
-b is-a 

uct ivqv ' L p J  and primitive 
memure test 

The objects and relations in this data model are necessary to answer competency questions. Next, 

the rationale for this data model will be discussed, and the terminology in the data model will be 

formally defined and constrained. 

Deveioping terminology and axiorns to formally state and answer: 
4.1 O 1s this an activity that performs measurement? 

The sirnplest measurement action is the measurement of one measured attribute of one PU at one 

point in time. Repeated measurements of that same attribute for that same type of [ru over a 

penod of time constitutes an elemental form of a measurement activity, called aprimitive measure 

activity. This activity is a special form of a primitive ~ c t i i i t y ~  uses a memuring resource, and 

measures the meusured uttribute of a m. 

Trace Terni-Prsd 2. primitive_~ctivity(A) 
A priijiitiiv aç t i i ip  is an acrivi. without any suhuctii*ititls. 

Meas Axiom: PT-& measurhg-rusource(R) 
A given vesowce is zmd for performing measurement; this is a memuring resource, 
a primitive tem. 
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holds(measured-atûibute(At),s) } 3 
ho lds@n'mitiveemeasure(A) ,s) ) 1. 

rrsc and useu are term Born the Core Ontologies 
A: primitive measurement activity 
St: use state which uses the resource R 
R: measuring resource 
At: measured attribute to be measured by this activity 
Rt: the üu that is measured by the activity A 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

The following constraints ensure the simplicity of the primitive measurement activity4. 

A primitive measure activity cannot measure two different measured attributes. 

Different meosured uthibutes of a fru must be measured by different primitive measure 
activities. 

Then, al1 measure activities c m  be composed fiom primitive memure activities. 

Meas Terni: Pred-4. measure(A) 
A measure activity is apri~~iitiiv mcmsuir rrctiiip or an nggrqurion of measure 
activities. 

- 

Developing tenninology and axioms to formally state and answer: 
Ca 4.11 1s this an inspection activity? 

Since an implicit assumption of this ontology is that measurement and assessrnent of the 

measurement (inspection and testing) occur simultaneously as part of a memure activity, the 

following is stated. 

Msas Temi: Pmd-5. /nspect-and-te8t(A) 
An inspect and test activity is a memure activity. 

In the next section, the competency questions are formally posed using the ontology temiinology 

and answered by deduction using the ontology axioms. 

4. Throughout the thesis, for the sakc of brevity, some definitions and constraints arc stated in English, and not 
stated fomally in nrst-order logic. 
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4.5.3 Formal Competency Questions 

CQ 4.10 1s this an activity that performs measurement? . .  i 0 .  @ hoactivitvins(measure(a),a) . 
ho~dr(measure(proce~~~p~hcpf~260~l),sv~actual) . 

CQ 4.11 1s this an inspection activity? 
holris(inr;pect_and_test(a),a) . 

holdr(inspectand-test(process-wp-hcpf- 26001),sv-actual) . 

4.6 Measurement Ontology: Measurement Points 

The concept that every quality ussessrnent is a decision made with a value of memurement at a 

given point in time is the basis for the following principles about representing measurement: 

The elemental piece of information needed in order to make a quality assessment decision 
must be represented as the value of a measurement taken at a given point in time. 

The overall quality assessment must be represented as some composition of the quality 
assessments of each measurement value. 

The competency questions that characterize what needs to ba represented so that an ontology is 

constructed upon these principles are presented next. 

4.6.1 Informal Competency Questions 

CQ 4.12 What is the measured value for a measured attribute at a given point in time? 
CQ 4.1 3 What is the measured value for a measured attribute for a given penod of time? 
CQ 4.14 1s an entity of confonning quality at a given point in t h e ?  
cQ 4.15 Is an entity of conforming quality over a given penod of t h e ?  

What if the product is not confonning? 

CQ 4.1 6 1s an entity of nonconfofming quality at a given point in time? 

In order to answer these competency questions, the domain of measurement is analyzed, 

assumptions are stated, and terminology and axioms are developed. 
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4.6.2 Analysis, Assumptions, Tenninology, and Axioms 

Developtng teminology and axioms to formally state and answer: 
Ca 4.12 What is the measured value for a measured attribute at a given point in time? 

Ca 4.13 What is the measured value for a measured attribute for a given period of time? 
-- 

Measurement points o f  ~ ~ - I L S  c m  now be fomally defmed, since the terminology and axioms 

required for the definition have been explicated. 

Meas ~ r i o r n :  Defn4. measurement-pt(Rt,At,Mp,Tp) 
The measurementpoint is the value for the measured attribute of a tm that is 
meaîured by a primitive measure activity at a ti>>repoini included in the rime pwhd 
for that primitive measure activity. 

usc rcs rru is defhed in the Traceability Ontology section; ucriviç)* ciurcrtiori and hu.s poirrr 
are tems from the Core Ontologies. 

V R ~ V A ~ V M ~ V T ~ V S ~ T [  holdF(measured-attribute(At),s) A 

holds(has-atîribute(Rt,At),s) A 

hoZds(has~attribute~value(Rt,At,Mp),s) A 

3~ ( holds(tru(Rt),s) A holds(use-res-tru(A,Rt),s) A 

holds@rimitive-measure(A),s) A 

occurs~activity-duration(A,T)) ) A hasgoint T,Tp) ) 3 
holds(measureinent~t~tJt,Mp, Tp),s) . 
At: a measured attribute of Rt 

'1 
Rt: a tni for which there exists a measurement point 

Tp: time point for which Mp is the measuement:point for Rt 
Mp: value of that measmment point 
T time period in which the measurement takes place 
A: the primitive measurement activity that ascertained the measurement point 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Developing terminology and axioms to formally state and anawer: 
Ca 4.14 1s an entity of conforming quality at a given point in tirne? 
CQ 4.1 5 1s an entity of conforming quality over a given period of tirne? 
CQ 4.18 1s an entity of nonconforming quality at a given point in time? 

Now, conformance and nonconfommce points of PUS can be defhed in terms of measurement 

points of mcs. 

- - -  
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Meas Axiom: Defn-5. conforrnance_pt(Q,Rt,At,Tp) 
The conformancepoint is a measurementpoint which is an element of the 
spec~f?cation set. 

Meas Axiom: Defn-ô. nonconformanc~pt(Q,Rf,At,Tp) 
The nonconfonnance point is a memureinent point which is not an element of the 
specification set. 

Q: a unique identifier for the conformance or nonconformance point 
Rt: a tm for which there exists a measurement point 
At: a measured attribute of Rt 
Tp: tirne point for which Mp is the measurement point for Rt 
Mp: value of that measurement point 
SL: specification set for At 
Tp: time point for which Mp is the measurement point for Rt 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Now, confimance points of other entities like activities or even organizational agents can be 

defhed strictly in terms of confonnance points of »-ics. For example, conformance points of an 

activity can be defined in terms of confonnance points of LI-~LS produced by the activity, and 

confomance points of organization agents cm be defined in terms of confonnance poin& of rrus 

produced by activities perfomed to fulfili the agent's role. 

Recall the discussion on quality requirements. With conformance points formaiized, a typical . 
quality requirement can be expressed as a composition of conformance points. So the expression 

for evaluating the quality requirement, identified as Qr, could look like: 
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So, the Measurement Ontology representations fomalize the following major notion of this 

thesis: 

Quality is conforniance to requirements 

Requirements can be decomposed to a finite set of measurements, and quality cm be 
assessed based upon the resuIts of the measurements. 

In the next section, the competency questions are formally posed using the ontology terminology 

and answered by deduction using the ontology axioms. 

4.6.3 Fonal  Competency Questions 

Ca 4.12 What is the measured value for a measured attribute at a given point in tirne? 
a . . tirne+: 3Mp hooldî(measurement~t&c,Mp,r),a). 

Ca 4.13 What is the measured value for a measured attribute for a given period of time? 
O 

-la for a - . . 
WTPQMP ( 

holds(measurement~t@c,Mp7Tp),s) A Tp2q A T p < q  3flTp7Mp) ) 1. Where j(Tp,Mp) 
is just a graphing function that plots Tp vs. Mp. 
[VTp'dMp ( ho/ds!,nleasurementqt(t~~~~ra~-~it-~ ,averaqe_coi~hickness,Mp,Tp),sv_actua~) 
A Tp20 A Tp130 3ATp,Mp) )]. 

CQ 4.14 1s an entity of confonning quality at a given point in time? 
a . . tiriie+: 3Q holds(conformancegt(Q,~~,~)~u). 

4.15 1s an entity of confonning quality over a given period of tirne? 

[Tpa l  A TPST~A t l < q  A holdS(has-tni(E,Rt),s) 334 
hoZu3(conformance~t(Q,Rt,~Tp),a) 1. 

cQ 4.16 1s an entity of nonconfonning quality at a given point in tirne? 
a ~d . . . . in: 3Q hol~(nonconfomancegt(Q,~ K,T),u). 

3Q holdF(nonconfomance~t(Q,t~~wp~mw~~~i~~i ,avemga-coi~~tfiicknem,i O),SV-actua~). 
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4.7 Demonstration of Competency: Using the ISO 9000 Quality 
Advisor 

This demonstration shows how the advisor is used for analyzing the inspection system at BHP 

Steel. In so doing, the advisor is used to answer the following competency question: 

CQ 4.11 1s tbis an inspection activity? In order to answer this question, the following 
question is also answered. 

CQ 4.10 h this an activity that performs measurement? In order to answer this 
question, the following question is also answered. 

CQ 4.1 What are the physical characteristics that are measured? 

This demonstration was already shown in details in section 3.6 of Chapter 3. ~ e t h o d o ~ ~  [m. 641. 

4.8 Demonstration of Reducibility: Reducing SAP R13m 
Measurement Competency 

As part of its offering, SAP W3TM offers distributed business objects-a description of complete 

business processes-and a set of Business Application Programmatic Interfaces (BAPI'S )- 

standardized interfaces that enables extemal applications to access business objects-for its 

customers to customize the SAP software [SAP 98aJ. One suchl object that exemplifies the 

functionality of SAP R/3mYs quality module is described by the following diagram [SAP 971. 
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Figure 4.3 SAP fWTM Quality Notification Buslnmr Object 

1 Quaiity 1 ~~4 Quality 
Notification Notification 

Quality Confirmati Defect Notification 
Notification 

1 Item 

SAP@ Documentation: 

The business object Quality 
notification contains the quality 
notification, that is the 
documentation of the fuffillment of 
the quality requirement for a 
business object in the form of a 
quality confirmation notification or of 
the non-fultillment of the quality 
requirement for a business object in 
the fom of a quality defect 
notification. A quality defect 
notification can take the form of a 
customer cornplaint, a vendor defect 
notification, or a problem message - 
intemal. 

Vendor Defcct Problcm Message 
Cornplaint Notification ln ternal 

The above data model and accompanying description constitute a partial view of SAP R/3m's 

quality ontology-call this T',n,lOw-where the partial view is modelled to answer quality 

notification competency questions. The predicates and axioms of  the partial data model are the 

following: 
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X: notification ID 
Y: notification item ID 
Rt: matenal batch ID 
Tp: t h e  

Informally, a target ontology competency question can be: "What is one internal quality problern 

at time tgim?" Formally, using the terminology of the SAP R/3TM data model, the question can be 

posed in English as: "What is one defect notification that is notified fiom an internal problem 

message at time t@-?" More formally, the competency question c m  be expressed in first-order 

logic as: 

( S A P  CQ) Y ~ R ~ Y  {problem~message_intemal(Y,Rt) A 

defect-notification(X,t@-Rt)) . 

The following are reduction assumptions. 

So, it is assumed that therz are no customer cornplaints and defect notifications fiom vendors. 

That is, quality problems are only assumed to be recognized solely as a result of activities 

performed within the enterprise without intervention fkom outside enterprises. 

The following are reduction axioms. 
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The axioms state that if a notification of the quality of an item denotes that the item is defective, 

then that notification is represented as a nonconformance point, where this tenu is £kom the 

Measurement Ontology. 

By applying the reduction assumptions and axioms to the predicates and axioms of the S A P  R/3m 

quality ontology, the competency question (SAP CQ) cm be entirely expressed using ternis fiom 

the Ontologies for Quality Modelling: 

b ' s 3 f l ~ d ~ t  [ holds(nonconformance~t(X~Rt,At,t A 

hoIds(quality_evidence(X),s) A h ~ l d s ( ~ ( R t ) ~ s )  1. 
where nonconfomanceqoint(X,Rt,At,Tp) denotes the nonconfonnance point 
uniquely identified as X of the tni Rt with respect to a mcasured attribute At at 
time point Tp. 

The previous steps demonstrate how a question answerable using the SAP W3TM quality module 

("SAP R/3TM quality ontologym)-"W?zat is an interna1 quality pmblem at  time tm?"-is 

reduced to a question composed of Ontologies for Quality Modelling tenninology-"What is a 

nonconfmance point ut time ?*Y-and answered using the axioms of the ontologies. 

InspLotCharactenstic, InsptLotOperation, InspPoint, and InspectLot are other SAP R/3" 

business objects which exist to perform tasks of the quality module [SAP 98b]. It can also be 

demonstrated that the competency questions for which these objects exist are reducible to 

questions answerable using Measurement Ontology representations. This demonstrates that the 

Ontologies for Quality Modelling are re-useable for solving similar problems for similar 

enterprises as the SAP R/3TM quality module. 

4.9 Summary and Conclusion 

The following summarize the generic concepts that are formaiized in the Measurement Ontology: 

A system for assessing measurements should include the appropnate attribute ofan entip to 

measure, as well as the mean (p), distribution (a), and comparison operator (@) for that 
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attribute. Measurement of attributes should be recorded as meusurement points in time that 
are measured as a result of some measurement activiîy. These representations are the basic 
ones necessary to model any f o m  of measurement. 

Quality can be represented as some composition of confonnance points, where these are 
"con.€~nning'~ measurementpoints with respect to some quali@ requirement. Representing 
quality requirements, memurement points, and conformancepoints makes it possible to 
model and assess the quality of any entiq within an enterprise. 

These concepts are formalized by poshg competency questions, analyzing the domain of 

measurement, stating assumptions, and developing terminology and axioms. Then, the 

competency of the ontology and the capability of the ontology to be used to gain insights about an 

enterprise are demonstrated by automatically deducing answers to competency questions such as: 

Quality Assessment System Competency Questions: What is the mean value for a given 
attribute of an entity? What are its tolerance specifications? How is that attnbute sampleà? 

Measurement and Conformance Points Competency Questions: What is the measured value 
for an attnbute at a given point in time? Was it within the tolerance specifications? Over a 
period of t h e ,  do the measurements lie within the specs? 

Finally, the demonstration of reducibility demonstrates that the Measurement Ontology spans a 

subset of the cornpetency of SAP R/3m quality module. 

The design, analysis, and prototypical implementation of the Measurement Ontology support the 

thesis of this dissertation 1800 pg. 71 by: 

Showing that quality description and prescription requires representing measurement. 

Descnbing a popular view of quaIity in an entexprise model-"quality is conformance to 
requirements"-and representing that quality conformance is determined through 
measurement. 

Representing measurement in the enterprise model, so that ISO 9000 cornpliance regarding 
an organization's measurement system can be objectively prescribed. 

-- - - - - - 
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5. Traceability Ontology 

When measurements highlight a quality problem, there must be mems to diagnose the problem. A 

basic capability for diagnosis and analysis is traceability: the ability to trace the history, 

application, or location of an entity by means of recorded identification. In order to represent 

traceability capability in the Traceability Ontology, conditions for ensuring unique identification 

and ûaceability when material are consumed, produced, split and merged are represented. These 

representations ensure that it is possible to find matenal and quantity flows between two uniquely 

identified entities. A uniquely identified and traceable entity that represents material is called a 

iraceable resource unit (PU). Batches, lots, and al1 such collections of homogeneous resources are 

?rus. The quantity of a tnr at a given point in time is called the resourcepoint of a PU. Constraints 

upon a OU and its resource point charactenze conditions under which traceability is possible. 

These are constraints upon creating, splitting and merging trus. In order to perfom traceability 

using the o n t o l o ~  representations, axiorns for composing material flows are stated, so that if 

there exists material flow between two entities, this flow can be found. One set of axioms 

composes trace paths of indirect matenal flow (e.g., material flow over many activities) fiom tru 

and activity trace paths of direct material flow (e.g., material flow between two activities that are 

back-to-back in a sequence of activities). Another set of axioms States boundary conditions where 

tracing beyond certain activities is not possible; activities through which tnis enter into, or leave, 

an enterprise constitute such boundary conditions. So, using the traceability representations, it is 

possible to, first, ensure conditions for traceability, and then, actually perfonn traces. In this 

chapter, one iteration of the ontological engineering methodology applied to develop the 

Traceability Ontology is presented. 



Chapter Section: Introduction 
-- - - - 

5.2 Introduction 

Accc~ding to (DSO 94b], pg. 49 ,  traceability is defined as "the ability to trace the history, 

application, or location of an entity, by means of recorded identification." Traceability is 

inexorably linked with unique identification: 'Tot only are unique identification and traceability 

necessary to ensure that the series of activities required for a final product operate upon the 

appropriate resources ..." ([Clements 931, pg. 153). For quality management, unique identification 

and traceability capability is crucial. Without this capability, it would not be possible to trace back 

to the activities that produced a defective product and identiQ the cause of the defect. Moreover, 

since the motivating scenarios require that traceability capability be modelled, and "product 

identification and traceability" is one of the requirements of the ISO 9001, representations 

required to demonstrate traceability capability within an enterprise are developed. 

5.3 Motivating Scenarios 

The h t  step in the development of the Traceability Ontology is the analysis of the motivating 

scenario, specifically, to determine the key concepts for modelling traceability fiom excerpts of 

the deHavilland Manufacturing scenario. 

The following excerpt descnbes deHavilland Manufacnuing's need to be able to trace quantities 

of batches produced: 

For this diagnosis, an important piece of information is what quantity of a batch was produced and how 

much of it was used by a proceeding production unit, Knowing the quantity of the batches produced 

allows for the assessrnent of the extent to which problerns h m  one process cascaded to subsequent 

processes. 

If a batch of one type of a resource is consumed and a batch of another resource is produced, how 

is traceability ensured; that is, how is the ability to trace the history, application, or location of an 

entity, by means of recorded identification ensured? Traceability is ensured as long as the 
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following key concept is adhered to: v a l 1  or part o f a  set of a resource is consumed to produce 

another set of a dzfferent resource, then the huo sets must 6e uniquely identifed, and the 

"consume/produce" relatiomhip between the consumed andpmduced sets must be recorded. 

What about ensuring traceability when a batch is neither consumed nor produced? That is, when it 

is: 1) idle, 2) used and subsequently released by the same activity, or 3) split or merged. For cases 

1) and 2), neither its quantity nor its identity needs to change. When a batch is split and used for 

different activities, it must be possible to trace back fiom the split batches to the original batch, in 

order to ensure traceability. So, the following key concept must be adhered to in designing the 

Traceabiliîy Ontology: Ifall or part of a set of a resource Lr split, it LÎ no? necessary to uniquely 

identzfi the split sets, just to ensure traceability; if the split sets are unique& idenri/id, then it 

musi be recorded that these entities are splitfiom an original set. 

Conversely, a composite batch may result from merging different batches. In this situation, a 

potential traceability problem arises. Take a random unit fiom the composite batch. From which 

of the merged batches does this random unit come? The act of merging results in only limited 

traceability being possible: A unit in a given composite batch must come fiom one of a finite set 

of known batches, but it is not possible to know exactly which one. In order to guarantee this 

limited traceability, the following concept must b e  adhered to in designing the Traceability 

Ontology: When rnewhg all or parts of two or more uniquely identiled sets of a resource to a 

composite set, the composite set must also be uniquely iden~ified, and it m u t  be recorded that the 

composite set is mergedfiom the merged sets. 

Another key concept motivated from the scenario is the following: The quantity of a set of a 

resource that this comumed, pmduced, split, or merged must be recorded. 

The next scenario descnbes how traceability is used ta enurnerate the possible causes of a quality 

problem. 
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When inspection of a unit of Leading Edge points to a pmblem, it must be investigated where the defect 

occurred; the problem could have occurred anywhere between the inspection of the final product al1 the 

way back to the raw materials. 

The scenario motivates the following key concept: Rules for composing material jlows mus? be 

stated, so that if there exist material flow between two sets of resources, this jlow can be found. 

The motivating scenarios refer to an enterprise for which consumption and production occurs 

discretely. When it is difficult or impossible to detexmine one set of a resource from another set of 

the same resource-e.g., it is nearly impossible to model one litre of gas fkom another litre when 

gas is continuously consumed-the concept of tracing history of sets of resources is difficult to 

apply. As a result, one of the key assumptiom of the Traceability Ontology is that its 

representations cannot be used to model ?ru& continuous consumption and production. 

5.4 Traceability Ontology: Quantity Tracing 

This is the first key concept about traceability: Ifall orpart of a set of a resource is consumed to 

produce another set of n dlflerent resource, then the two sets must be uniquely identifed, and the 

"consume/produce " relationship between the consumed and produced sets must be recorded. 

This concept is the basis for the following principles about representing traceability. 

Unique identification should be defmed, and conditions for ensuring the unique 
identification of a set of entities should be represented. 

The relationship between a consumed set of entities and the set of entities that is produced as 
a result of the consumption should be represented. 

This is the second key concept about traceability: val1 or part of a set of a resource is split, it is 

not necessory to uniqueZy identlfy the split sets, just to ensure truceabiliw if the split sets are 

unique& ident$ed, then it must be recorded that these entities are s$tfiom an orîgina l set. This 

concept is the basis for the following principles about representing traceability. 
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An activity that splits a set should be represented. 

A relationship between the original set and its split sets should be represented. 

Constraints upon splitthg sets should be stated. If these constraints are not satisfied in a 
given populated model, then unique identification and traceability in the model when 
entities are split cannot be guaranteed. 

This is the third key concept about traceability: When merging al1 or parts of two or more 

uniquely identiijied sets of a resource to a composite set, the composite set must also be unique& 

identifled, and it mus? be recorded that the composite set is merged from the rnerged se 8. This 

concept is the basis for the following principles about representing traceability. 

An activity that merges different sets should be represented. 

A relationship between a composite set and the sets that were merged to fom the composite 
entity should be represented. 

Constraints upon merging sets should be stated. If these constraints are not satisfied in a 
given populated model, then unique identification and limited traceability-where 
traceability is limited because it is disjunctive (i.e., "A cornes fkom either B, C, or D'')-in 
the model when entities are merged cannot be guamnteed. 

This is the fourth key concept about traceability: The quantity of a set of a resource that this 

consumed, produced, split, or merged mus? be recorded. This concept is the basis for the 

following principles about representing traceability. 

Tracing the changes in a set's quantity should be represented. 

Conditions for ensuring the accuracy of quaatity tracing should be represented. 

The competency questions that characterize what needs to be represented so that an ontology is 

constmcted upon these principles are presented next. 
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5.4.1 Informal Competency Questions 

The purpose of traceability is to ensure the means of diagnosing nonconformities in the product. 

This requires minimally that it be possible to trace fiom the final product to its raw matenals. It 

must also be possible to trace from the activities that produced the fmal product to the activities 

that brought the raw matenals into the enterprise. Since raw materials, final products, and 

activities should be traced, a general question like the following should be asked: 

Ca 5.1 Is this a uniquely identified entity that can be traced? 

Also, to ensure unique identification and traceability, the following questions should be asked? 

CQ 5.2 If a batch is consumed, what is the batch that is produced as a direct result of this 
consumption? Are these two batches uniquely identified? 

Ca 5.3 If an original batch is split, what are the batches that tbe original batch is split into? 
Are the original batch and the split batches uniquely identified? 

CQ 5.4 1s a given activiîy a splitting activity? 
Ca 5.5 If batches are merged, what is the composite batch that is formed as a result of the 

merge? Are the merged batches and the composite batch uniquely identified? 
CQ 5.6 1s a given activity a merging activity? 

Some of the questions to ask to develop the representations for quantity tracing are the following: 

Ca 5.7 At which time was a given batch recognized to exist? 
CQ 5.8 What is the quantity of a given batch at a given point in time? 

5.9 At what point in time are al1 the quantities of a given batch exhausted? 
CQ 5.10 For a given batch, did the number of units in the batch change during a penod of 

time? 

In order to answer these competency questions, the domain of traceability is analyzed, 

assumptions are stated, and terrninology and axioms are developed. 

5.4.2 Analysls, Teminology, Assumptions, and Axloms 

D~veloplng terminology and uloms to formrlly state and answor: 
CQ 5.1 1s this a uniquely identified entity that can be traced? 
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CQ S.? If a batch is consumed, what is the batch that is produced as a direct result of this 
consurnption? Are these two batches uniquely identified? 

- - - - - - - - - -- - --  

It is ussumed that unique identijication cannot f m a l l y  be dejined. Rathei: whether sornething is 

uniquely identijable is a modelling decision. Say there are 3 balls labelled Al, A8 and A3 in a box 

labelled B in a given scenario. There are two ways to model this, which impact the extent of 

unique identification in the model. One, Al, A2 A s  and B rnay al1 be modelled as objects in the 

model; al1 objects then are uniquely identified. Two, B may be modelled as an object with an 

attribute named # of balls, with a value of 3; only B is uniquely identified, and the fact that the 

balls are uniquely identified in reality is not reflected in the model. Which of the two models is 

chosen depends upon its purpose. Similarly, below, the purpose of the Traceability Ontology is 

analyzed to discem which entities are to be uniquely identified and traced. 

Core Ontologies support aggregated views of activities. In order to trace the series of activities 

performed to transfonn the raw matenals to final products, it must be possible to represent the 

non-aggregated activities from which aggregated activities are constructed, since the trace must 

be performed on the most complete model of the activities of an enterprise. Hence, a primitive 

activity is defined as the most elemental activity representation fiom which the whole series of 

activities of the enterprise is modelled. A primitive activity is an entiîy that should be uniquely 

identified for traceability. 

Trace Axiom: Defn-1. pllmit/ve,activity(A) 
A primitive activity is an acth~ity without any strhctivifies. 

hoi&(prfinitive-activi@(A),s) holdF(activity(A),s) A 

A, holds@a~~subactivity(A,A~,s) 1. 
A: a primitive activity 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Next, there must be a tem for representing raw materials, the work-in-process that is produced 

fkom the raw matenals, and the final product that is ultimately produced. But what is exactly 

meant by these tems? 1s a product, a prototypical unit-e.g., "the company makes widgets"or 

is it a batch of that unit- e.g., "the company shipped batch #714 of widgets?" According to the 

- - 
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Core Ontologies, the prototypical unit is a resuurc(~. However, the collection of that resaurce is 

more relevant for traceability; traceability is possible when it can be stated "there is a problem 

with batch #7 14, so let's trace how it was produced," but not when it c m  only be stated that "there 

is a problem with widgets." So there needs to be a representation for describing a collection (set) 

of a prototypical unit. Traceable resource unit (tnr) is a term representing a homogeneous set of a 

resource type. So, a tnr is another entity that should be uniquely identified for traceability. 

Moreover, a PU should be an entity for which its quantity variance is traced. In order to fomally 

defme a tm, the following core ontology predicates are augmenteci to take a hu as an argument: 

Core Temi: Pred47. hasJu(R,Rt) 
A tru Rt is comprised of a resource R. 

corn ~emi:  ~isd-48. amount-pmduced(Rt,Qu~ 
The quantity of a tm Rtpmduced is Qup 

core ~emi: Pred49. amount-available(St,Rt,Qus) 
There is a quantity of a LW Rt that is committed to the uclii.i[v associated with the 
s m e  St. Then, Qua is the quantiîy of Rt that is available for other activities. 

corn Ten: PM-50. am~~nt~committed(St,Rt,Qu~ 
The quantity Qu, of the tru Rt is committed to an clciivi(v, and the srare description of 
this commitment is St. 

Core Temi: Pd-51. praluc=(St,Rt) 
In the Core Ontologies, pioduces(St,R) is presented, where St is a srare and R could 
only be a rmource. The second parameter can now be a tnc, Rt. 

CORI ~em: ~md-52. consumes(St,Rt) 
In the Core Ontologies, conrumes(St,R) is presented, where St is a stuw and R could 
only be a /-rsoruOce. The second parameter c m  now be a tm, Rt. 

cors Temi: ~red-53. u80~(St,Rt) 
In the Core Ontologies, usr(St,R) is presented, where St is a sitzre and R could only 
be a r m u x e .  The second panuneter can now be a tru, Rt. 

Core fen: ~red-S. releases(St,Rt) 
In the Core Ontologies, mleases(St,R) is presented, whcre St is a stlte and R could 
only be a resourcs. The second parameter can now be a tm, Rt. 

The following axioms ensure consistency: The same tru cannot be represented to be actualiy 

produced more than once, and a tm is always used before it is released. 
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~ m c e  Axiom: Cons-1. A tni is produced only once. 

V A V S ~  l V ~ t V ~  [ holds(produce(Stl,A),s) A holdF@roduces(St l,Rt),s) 2 
-3st2 { holdr(produce(St~A),s) A holdî@roduces(St~Rt),s) A S t ~ S t 2 )  1. 

Rt: a tru 
Stl,St2: the same state describing the production of Rt 
A: an activity which produces Rt 
s: an extant situation 

Traœ Axiom: Cons-S. If there 1s a release state associated with a primitive activity, then 
there must al80 be a use utate amociated with the same activity that 
occun on or before the release state. 

VS~VR~VTVT~VS [ holdî(release(St,A),s) A 

holds(primitive-activity(A),ç) A occursT(state-duration(St,T)) A 

srart~oint(T,Tp) 2 
3 ~ t o 3 ~ 0 3 ~ p o 3  s d  holds(use(Sto,A),so) A 

occursfistate-duration(Sto,To)) A endgoint(To,Tpo) A TpocTp ) 1. 
Rt: atm 
A: an activity that uses and releases Rt 
St, Sto:states describing the release and use of Rt respectively 
T,To: tirne durations correspoading to St, and Sto respectively 
Tp,Tpo: start point of T and end point of To respectively 
s,s, extant or hypothetical situations 

The following axiom enforces proper use of the term amount available. 

Trace Axiom: Cons-3. At any given point in time, the amount available of a tru for any $tate 
1s the same. 

Rt: atm 
St l,St2:states which have values for the amount available of Rt 
Qu,Qu2:amount of Rt available for Stl and St2respectively 
s: an extiint or hypothetical situation 

Then, a ai can be simply defined as: 

Traœ Axiom: Defn-2. ftlI(Rt) 
An entity Rt is a tru if there exists a hm PU relation between a resource R and Rt. 

VR~VRVS [ holdr(has-tru(R,Rt),s) 2 h ~ l d r ( t ~ ~ ( l & ) ~ ~ )  1. 
Rt: a traceable resource unit 
R: a resource that comprises Rt 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 
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A trace path, which includes activity cluster entities like rn*s and primitive activities, looks 

something like this: 

Figure 5.1 An Example of Findlng t Tmce Path in an Activity Cluster 

eb cj -+ enableù by -+ conjuncts 
C A*: primitive activity CS,: consume state - ,,,, 

ESx: enable state PSx: produce state CO u 
CBS, caused by state Rtx: tru --b consumes + uses 

Trace path L fkom (AsRW to (A1,Rt 1) = { produce(A9Rt& consume(A$Rt3), 
produce(A2Rt3), consume(A~Rti), 
produce(A l,Rt2), consume(A 1,Rt 1) } 

A trace path fiom one activity to another activity (e.g., from A3 to Al) is called an activiv trace; a 

path fiom one hu to another tru (e.g., from Rq to RI) is calied a hu trace. The predicates 

correspondhg to these traces are the foilowing: 

Traœ Terni: Prsd-t . activity,ttace(Ay,Ax,L) 1 - L is the trace path of the activity trace fkom Ay to Ax - this predicate is formally defined later in the chapter 

Traœ Terni: P d - 2 .  bu-tr~ce(RfY,RfK,L) 
* L is the trace path of the tru trace fiom Ry to Rx 
* this predicate is fomally defùled later in the chapter 

In order to represent the quantity of a tru, the terni, resourre point of a PU, is used. 

The resourcepoint of a hu Rt is its quatltity Qu at a given point in time Tp, 
expressed in U units of measurement. - This predicate is formaiiy dehed later in the chapter. 
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Using representations for m, activity and tm trace paths, and resource points of W, the 

conditions for ensuring accuate traceability can be fonnally stated. 

Developing terrninology and axioms to formaily state and answer: 
CQ 5.7 At which tirne was a given batch recognized to exist? 

The constraint below sets a boundary for perforrning a trace. 

~ r s œ  Axiorn: ~ h - 3 .  tru,known(Rt,T+ 
There must be a point in time when the tru is first recognized to exist. It is defmed 
that a tru is known to exist the fist time that it is used, consumed, orpmduced by a 
primitive activity, 

- - - 

V R ~ ~ ' S ~ T $ A  ( holdF(îru-known(RfiTd,s) E [ holds(tru(Rt),s) A 

holds@rimitive-activity(A),s) A holds(curp_res-tm(A,Rt),s) A 

~ S J T  [ ( ( holds(uses(St,Rt),s) v holdî(consumes(St,Rt),s) ) A 

occürsfistate-duration(St,T)) A stangoht(T,T$ ) v 
( hol&@roduces(St,Rt),s) A ocnrrs~state-du ratio n (S t,T)) A 

Rt: ID of the tru 
T time point at which the tni is recognized to exist 
s/! the f i t  state that uses/consurnes/produces Rt 
T time duration for state St 
Tp: if St is a use or consume state, this is the start point of T; if St is a produce state, 

this is the end point of T 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

The term cwp res tru is detïned later in the chapter; an activity that ~onsumes/~eslreleasesl 
goduces a tru or resource has a c u p  res trrc relation with the resource or m. 

- - - - - -  

Deveioping terminology and axloms to formaily 8tate and answer: 
Ca 5.3 If a batch is consumed, what is the batch that is produced as a direct result of this 

consumption? Are these two batches uniquely identified? 
CQ 5.4 1s a given activity a splitting activity? 
cQ 6.5 If batches are merged, what is the composite batch that is formed as a result of the 

merge? Are the merged batches and the composite batch uniquely identified? 
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CQ 5.6 1s a given activiîy a merging activity? 

Other conditions constrain the splitting and merging of trus. The following diagram shows the 

rationale for these constraints. 

Figure 5.2 Example of Splitting and Merging Trus 

t to 
When Rt is split, but the split parts do not 
need to be described as different fiom Rt. 
For instance, if a portion of Rt 
is consumed, there is no 
need to uniquely identm the split portion. 

resource point of Rt at time t-1 is 6 
resource point of Rt at t h e  t is 4 

When Rt is split into different trus that 
should be described as different fiom Rt. 
For instance, if Rt is split into trus that are 
physically located elsewhere. A split activity 
represents the activity that performs this 

activitv sdit Rt into Rtl & Rt2 

2 resource point of Rt at time 1-1 is 6 
resource point of Rtl at thne t is 3 
resource point of Rt2 at time t is 2 
resourcc point of Rt at time t is 1 

Always. If the merged tru has a different ID Rt, activity merge Rt 1 & Rt2 into Rt 
then it can at l e s t  be known that a ball 
fiom Rt is fiom Rtl, Rt-,,, or Rtn. 
However if the merged tru took the ID 
of one of the trus that the balls came 
fiom, Rtl for example, then it is incorrect 
to say that any given ball in that tru came 
fiom Rt. A merge activity represents the 

dF$4 'p=J 
Rtlel 

activity that performs this merge. 
Rat- 1 

rcsource point af Rtl at t h e  t- 1 is 3 
rcsource point of Rt2 at timc t- 1 is 2 

rcsoGcc point o f ~ t  at timc t is s 
resource point of Rtl at tirne t is O 
resource point of Rt2 at time t is O 
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First, the terms split trace and split activity, as well as merge trace and rnerge activity are defined: 

Trace Axiom: ûafna. 8plit-t mce(A,Rt,{Rt i)) 
If a primitive ac tiviîy oiuumes al1 or part of one original tru and produces one or 

TOUrC'C?, more nus, these tms are uniquely identified and comprised of the same rc. 
and there is no quantity loss, then this activity is a splil activity and there exists a 
split trace relationship. 

Trace Axiom: Defn-S. riplit-activiQ(A) 

~ ' A V S ~ R ~  ( ~ t  l,,,~td [ holds {Rt !,Rt=,RtnJ),s) 3 
holds(splir_activity(A), s) 

A: a split activity 
Rt: the original tru that is split 
R: resource that Rt is comprised of 
St: state description for tbe consumption of Rt by A 
Quc: quantity of Rt that in consuxned by A 
Rti: the tnis that are formed when Rt is split 
St, state descriptions for the production of Rti by A 
Qupi: quantities of Rti that are produced by A 
s,s, extant or hypothetical situation 

Trace Axlom: Defn-6. merge-tnce(A,{Rtl),Rt}) 
If a primitive activiîy tommes al1 or part of one or more trus and produccis one tru, 
these tw are uniquely identified and comprised of the same reiuurce, and there is 
no quantity loss, then this ucrivik is a merge activity and there exists a merge trace 
relationship. 
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Trace Axiom: Defn-7. merge-rctiv&y(A) 

V ~ ' d d ~ t 3  ( ~ t  l y y y ~ t d  [ holls(merge-trace(A, {Rt l,Rt=,Rt$ ,Rt),s) 3 
holh(merge-activity(A),s) 1. 

A: a merge activity 
Rt: the composite tm that results fhm a merge 
R: resource that Rt is comprised of 
St: state description for the production of Rt by A 
Qup: quantity of Rt that in produced by A 
Rti: the tnis that are rnerged to form Rt 
Sti: state descriptions for the consumption of Rti by A 

quantities of Rti that are consumed by A 
s,s,: extant or hypothetical situation 

The following are the unique identification constraints on splitting ind merging. 

Traœ Axiom: Com4. If an original tru is split using a split activity, then ail the split mis 
must be identified as different from the original tni. It is then 
possible to uniquely trace bockfiont a split tru to the original PU. 

A: a split activity 
Rt: the original tni that is split 
Rti: the trus that are split fiom Rt 
s: extant or hypothetical situation 

Tracs Axiom: cons-S. If trus are merged into a composite tni, then al1 the merged tnis 
must be identified as different from the composite tni. It is then 
possible io trace back (but not uniquely)fmm a composite tru to 
one of the trus that were merged to Jorn the composite tru. 

VAVSVR~V(R~ i , , , ~  [ holds(merge-trace(A, {Rt l,Rt2,Rtd ,Rt),s)~ 
 ni-^., Rt#Rti 1. 

A: a merge activity 
Rt: the composite tni that is fonned 
Rti: the trus that are merged to form Rt 
s: extant or hypothetical situation 

By composing representations developed so far-the formal definitions for these compositions 

are provided in the next section-it ispossible to trace backfrom a given tru to another tm thut 
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was used, comumed, me@, or split to produce that given m. The adjunct to this can also be 

stated: Individual units of a tm are indistingurîhable fîvm each othes and hence traceobilis, 

within a  YU is no? possible. 

Developing terminology and axioms to forrnally state and answer: 
Ca 5.8 What is the quantity of a given batch at a given point in tirne? 

The rules for calculahg the resource point of a given tru at a given point in time are the 

following: 

Calculate the resource point when the tm is recognized to exist. 

Decrement the resource point of a tru only if it is consumed. 

It is assumed that the resource point of a tni does not exist until it is fully produced. 
Accordingly, there is no resource point while the tru is in the midst of being produced. 

It is assumed that there is no resource point while a tm is being consumed. Accordingly, at 
a given point in time during a tm's consumption, it is not possible to detennine its 
quantity without a doubt. 

The resource point of a tru just after its consumption is the pnor resource point minus the 
quantity just consumed. 

A tni may be simultaneously used, consumed, or released by several primitive activities- 
but only one activity produces a tm. This requires special attention. For instance, if 
several activities simultaneously consume a tni, then according to the above assurnptions, 
the resource point of the tru cannot be calculated until al1 consumptions cease. If a tru is 
always being consumed, then it is possible to h o w  the resource point only when the tru is 
first consumed and when it is completely exhausted. 

- 
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Figure 5.3 Example of Changes in Resource Points of Trus 

The following axioms formalize these niles. 

fmt consumed 
resource 1 resource point 

point of I exists only for 

TRIE. Axiom: oefn-8. If a tru is pmduced by a primitive activityy then the resource point of 
the bu at the time of activity completion is the quantity that is 
produced. 

a given 
tru 

-- 

VR~VQUVUVT~VS~A { holds(primitive_activity(A),s) A 

ho[ds@roduce-res-tru(A,Rt),s) A 

occurs~activitytYduration(A,T)) A endqoint(T,Tp) A 

holds(amountproduced(Rt,Qu),s) A 

holds(unit~of~rneasurement(Rt,capacity,UyA),s) 
2 ho~ds(rp_W2lt9Qu9 Tp 0 , s )  ) . - The term produce res tru is defhed later in the chapter. - The term uni! t;f mra.wrernent is f?om the Core Ontologies in the methodology chapter. 

- this time point 

, 1 I / 
I i 
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1 1 

1 I - 
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0 tri known 
0 I 

0 4 0 - 
to:exist @ , l a +  
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I , I 1 8 ,  

1 1 I a i ,  

Rt: a tni 
Tp time point for which a resource point of Rt is calculated 
Qu quantities of Rt produced 
U: unit of measurement for Rt 
A: primitive activity that produces Rt 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 
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signify simultaneous 
consurnption of a tm 
by different activities 
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~ m c e  N o m :  -in-9. If a tru exists exactly at the time point when it is used and/or 
consumed by one or more primitive activities, then the resource 
point of the tni at that time point is the quantity that is available for 
other activities plus the quantities that are committed just afier that 
point in time. 

Rt: atm 
Tp t h e  point for which a resource point of Rt is calculated 
Qu resource point of Rt at Tp 
U: unit of measurernent for Rt 
AlyA2Ai,,A~primitive activities that start to use a d o r  consume Rt at Tp 
St l ,St~St i , ,St~~tate~ corresponding to the usage andor consumption of Rt by 

A l,A~Ap,An respectively 
T llTzTblTn:time penods corresponding to St l,St2Stt,Stn respectively 
Quc~,Quc~Quc~,Qu~amounts committed corresponding to St l,St$3ti,,Stn 

respectively 
Quai: amount of Rt not committed and available for other activities at Tp 
s l,s%s,,sextant or hypothetical situations 

Tram Axiorn: ~efn-10. If there is a period of time in which a tni is not being consumed, 
then the resource point of that tru for ail time points in that penod is 
the resource point just af€er the last time that the tru was consumed. 

- - 
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Rt: a tni 
A l,A2:primitive activities that consume Rt; A 1 is performed before A2 
St 1,Stz:states corresponding to the consumption of Rt by A 1 and A2 respectively 
T 1,Tztime perîods corresponding to St 1,Stz respectively 
Tpl,Tp2:time points corresponding to end point of Tl and start point of T2 

respectively 
Qu: resource point of Rt at Tp 
U: unit of measurement for Rt 
s p2: extant or hypothetical situations 

Tram Axiom: ~efn-11. A resource point can ody be calculated if the following are tme: 
There is a point in time in which consumption of a tni has ended (at 
time point Tpj) and there are no other consumptions of the tni 
taking place at that point in time, and chere was a pnor resource 
point before one or more consumptiocs of the tni started (at time 
point Tpl). Then, the resource point of the tru at Tp2 is the resource 
point at Tpl minus al1 quantity of that tni consumed since Tp 1. 
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Rt: atm 
Al,A2:primitive activities that consume Rt; A1 is performed before A2 
St1,Sts:states corresponding to the consumption of Rt by A1 and A2 respectively 
T1,Tpime periods corresponding to Stl,St;! respectively 
Tp1,Tly:tirne points corresponding to start point of Tl and end point of T2 

respectively 
Qu1 resource point of Rt at Tpl 
U: unit of measurement for Rt 
AsA~primitive activities that consume Rt that start consuming after A 1 and finish 

consuming before A2; The consurnption periods of these activities overlap 
St3,SUstates corresponding to the consumption of Rt by A3 and A4 respectively 
T3Tëtime periods corresponding to St3Stq respectively 
Tp3Tpëtime points in T3 and T4respectively 
A&,,An:primitive activities that consume Rt somewhere between Tp 1 and Tp2 
Stb,Sti,Stn:states corresponding to the consumption of Rt by Ag,Ai,,An respectively 
TgqllT&ime periods corresponding to Sts ,Sti,,Stn respectively 
TfiTg,,T,:start points of TsTi,T, respectively 
T&ï~,,T,:end points of TsTi,,Tn respective1 y 
TsTi,,Tn:time periods corresponding to Sts, Sti,,Stn respectively 
Q u c ~ , Q ~ c i , , Q ~ ~ a m o ü n t ~  committed to Sts,Sti,,Stn respectively 
s l,s2s,,sn:extant or hypothetical situations 

A resource point of a tru is constrained by the following axioms. 

Tmw Axiom: cons&. When a tru is being consumed, it has no resource point. 
- - 

V ~ t ~ ! S t v ~ v ~ ' d ~ s ' d ~ e v ~ p b ' L J ' d s  
[ holdî(consumes(St,Rt),s) A holds(consume(S?,A),s) rJiolds(tru(Rt),s) A 

holds(prirnitive-activity(A),s) A occursdstate-d uration (S t,T),s) A 

startjoint(T,Ts) A endqoint(T,Te) A hasqoint(T,Tp) A Tp>Ts A T p q e  A 

holds(unit-of-measurement(Rt,capacity,U A),s) 3 

A Q u  holMrprP~~@4@,Tp,v),s) 1. 
TRO. Axiom: cons-7. Before the time point, Tp, at which point the tm b known to exist, 
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there is no quant@ for the m. 

~ t :  ïD ofthe tru 
A 

T tirne point at which the tru is recognized to exist ? any time point before Tm ? unit of measurement for Rt 
Qu* the quantity of Rt at TI, Shce Rt does not exist at Tp there is no value for Qu, 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 
s': s or a situation that occurs befote s 

Developing temhology and axioma to formally state and answer: 
5.9 At what point in time are al1 the quaritities of a given batch exhausted? 

CQ s.10 For a given batch, did the number of units in the batch change during a period of 
time? 

How does the quantity of a fru change after it is recognized to exist? The quantity decreases if 

portions or al1 of the tm are consumed. How does this quantity increase? Recall this constraint 

upon a PU: Once tnrs are recognized to exist, aggregating the contents of two or more trus does 

not result in the aggregate quantity maintainhg the ID of any of the hus that are aggregated. So, 

any attempt at incrementing the quantity of a tnr results in a different m. Therefore, 

Trace Axiorn: CO~S-O. The quantiiy ofa given tnr never increases d e r  it is recognized to 
exist. 

Rt: a tru 
T time point at which Rt is recognized to exist 
T' any time point aAer T 
Q!? total quantity of ~t at Phe t h e  that it is recognizeci to exin 
Qug total quantiiy of R? at t h e  point Tm 
u : unit of measurement for Rt 
s: an extaizt or hypothetical situation 
s': s or a situation that occurs after s 

In the next section, the competency questions are formally posed using the ontology terminology 

and answered by deduction using the ontology axioms. 

-- 
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5.4.3 Formal Competency Questions 

CQ 5.1 1s this a uniquely identified entity that can be traced? 
hof&(primitive-activity(a),). 

e.g. holds(Primitive~activity(aut~~~ave~wre~~~sdge),sv~adua~). 

CQ 5.2 Ha  batch is consumed, what is the batch that is produced as a direct result of this 
consumption? Are these two batches uniquely identified? 

hol&@roduces(Stycz),u) A hol&@roduce(St~A),a) A ulnc2). 

CQ 5.3 If an original batch is split, what are the batches that the original batch is split into? 
Are the original batch and the split batches uniquely identified? 

O W . .  . . . snlit intoin { hoiholdr(spiit-trace(A,ic,{~~,~~,,,~,} ),a) A KÇulf~2. ..#% ) . 

CQ 5.4 1s a given activity a splitting activity? . .  . . . 
rn ho1in(spuatiorla2ittactivity(a),a). 

e.g., holds(split~activity(sp~it~a~~garts),sv~actua~). 

CQ 5.5 If batches are merged, what is the composite batch that is formed as a result of the 
merge? Are the merged batches and the composite batch uniquely identified? 

CQ 5.6 1s a given actiViS, a merging activity? . .  . . . hoactivitvin(merge-activityla),~). 

e.g., holds(merge-activity(merse,su bassemblies),sv-actual) ) . 

cQ 5.7 At which time was a given batch recognized to exist? . . . . @ 3Tp 
hoi&(tnitniknown(~Tp), a), 

CQ 5.8 What is the quantity of a given batch at a given point in time? 
. . .  . * mlnt 3 Qu h03Qu4~p_tnii~Qu,%),o). 

- -- 
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ca 5.10 For a given batch, did the number of units in the batch change during a period of 
time? 

zlSTpSq zATp,Qu) ).ATp,Qu) is just a graphing fûnction that plots Tp vs. Qu. 

VTpVQu ( holds(rprptru(tru1 _ t a w r n t ~ ~ k i t - w ~ s r , Q u , T p ~ u a ~ )  A 10STpS30 =i,f(Tp,Q~) 
).ATp,Qu) is just a graphing function that plots Tp vs. Q u  

5.5 Traceability - Ontology: Entky Classification and Tracing 

The concept that rules for composing material flows must be stated, so that if there ex& a 

materialflow between two entities, thisflow can be found is the basis for the following principles 

about representing traceability capability. 

Classification of traced entities must be represented. Certain types of entities must be treated 
specially for a trace. For example, it may not be possible to trace fkom the time after a final 
product was shipped out and similarly difficult to trace to a time before a raw material was 
brought into the enterprise, since record-keeping ngour required for traceability cannot be 
expected beyond the enterprise. It must be possible to classify these special entities. 

The primitive capability required for traceability throughout the enterprise must be 
represented as the capability to trace between two adjacent entities, where adjacency refers 
to direct matenal flow between two entities; i.e., there are no intermediary entities in this 
matenal flow. 

Al1 possible trace paths can be represented by composing primitive trace paths. 

The competency questions that characterize what needs to be represented so that an ontology is 

constmcted upon these principles are presented next. 
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5.5.1 Informal Competency Questions 

It should not be assumed that there exist enterprise models for suppliers or customers. So it is 

assumed that traceability is possible oniy within the enterprise modelled. Then the interface 

between the enterprise and the supplier, and between the enterprise and the customer, constitute 

boundary conditions upon the trace. What are the traced entities-primitive activities and ûus- 

which are reiated to these interfaces? 

Co 5.11 1s this a final product? 

CQ 5.12 1s this raw material? 

cQ 5.13 Does this activity start processing the raw material? 

Ca 5.14 Does this activity finish processing the final product? 

With respect to direct material flow, it should be asked: 

C a  s . 1 ~  What is the direct matenal flow path through a given activity; that is, what is 
consumed and what is produced by this activity? 

Ca 5.16 What is the direct matenal flow path that involves a given batch; that is, which 
activity produces this batch, and which activity subsequently consumes it? 

With respect to general material flow, it should be asked: 

Ca 5.17 What is the path of the matenal flow between two batches? 

cQ 5.18 What is the path of the material flow between two activities? 

Boundary conditions on tracing are required to answer these questions: 

CQ 5.19 What is the path of the matenal flow fkom a final product to one of its raw 
materials? 

C a  5.20 What is the path of the matenal flow from an activity that fmishes processing a 
fmal product to an activity that starts processing raw materials? 

In order to answer these competency questions, the domain of traceability is analyzed, 

assumptions are stated, and terminology and axioms are developed. 

- 
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5.5.2 Analysis, Terminology, Assumptlons, and Axioms 

Developing tenninology and d o m s  to fonnally state and answer: 
CQ 5.6 1s this a final product? 

CQ 5.7 1s this raw material? 
CQ 5.8 Does this activity start processing the raw material? 
CQ 5.9 Does this activity finish processing the final product? 

Figura 5.4 Data Model of Traceability Ontology Tsrms related to Cla~iflcation 
-b is-a consume resource or tnr 

produce resource or !ru rcunrrrcc pu 
curp resource or 0% + + 

input resource + input resource unit 

output resource output resource unit 

Activities that are at the interface between a given enterprise and a supplier organization that 

provide raw materials are input activities. Tracing to the activities that are performed to produce 

the raw matenals requires that traceability within the supplier organization be possible. Since 

~aceabiliîy within that organization cannot be automaticaliy assumed, ir is assurned that îracing 

material flow before this activity is not possible. Similarly, tmcing material flow a f i r  activities, 

called output activities, which are ut the inteflace between a given enterprise and a customer 

orgrrnization that uses or consumes afinalproduct is assumed not to be possible. 

These modelling assumptions are used to define the following tenns. 

Tmco Ten: Pred4. input-activity(A) 
An input activity is represented as aprimitive activity that consumes an input 
resource. 

Trace Axiom: Defn-12. O U ~ ~ U ~ - ~ C ~ / V / ~ Y ( A )  
An output activity is represented as a primitive activity îhat produces an output 
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resource. 

V ~ b ' s  [ ho lds(ou@u~activity(A),s) holds(prirnitive-activity(A),s) A 

holds@roduce~res~tm(A,R),s) A holds(output-resource(R),s) 1. 
A: an output activity 
R: an output resource 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

A resource that represents a prototypical raw material is called an input resource, and a batch or 

collection of an input resource is an input resource unit. Similarly, a prototypical final product and 

a batch of a final product are called output resource and output resource unit, respectively. 

Tracing rnaterialflow tu a PU which produces an  input resource unit, or tracing from a LW which 

consumes or uses an ouput resource unit, is assumed to be not possible. 

Trace Axiom: PT-1 . input-~~sou~cB(R) 
An input resource is a "raw matenal" for the enterprise; it is a iv.sciioec.e that is 
brought in ~ o m  another enterpnse. A resource must be asserted as an input resource. 

Trace Term: Pred-5. inputru(Rt) 
An input resource unit is a tm of an input resource that is coti.sum<rcl. 

Trace Axiom: PT-2. Output-msource(R) 
An output resource is a "final product" of an enterpnse; it is a re,sorrne that will be 
brought to another enterprise. A ~ L S C I U I L I  must be asserted as an output resource. 

Trace Axiom: Defn-13. ~lltplJt-tU(Rt) 
An output resource unit is a tru of an output resource that is prodiiced and neither 
cojrsurned nor ustd. 

V R ~ V S ~ ~ R  {holds(ou%pu~ru(nr),s) holds(has-tru(R,Rt),s) A 

holds(output-resource(R),s) A 3 ~ t  holdr@roduces(St,Rt),s) A 

-&'73sp[ holds(consumes(St ',Rt),s') v holdr(uses(St ',Rt),s')] } . 
Rt: an output resource unit 
A: output activity which produces the output resource unit 
St: produce state which describes the production of the output resource unit by the 

output activity 
s: an extant or hypotheticai situation 

If traceability is considered as the capability to h d  a connecting path that links two nodes in a 

network of nodes, then the diagram below shows how the path cari be found. Given a set of 

possible paths in a network of initial, intermediary, and terminal ndes ,  the task of performhg a 

trace can be modelled as one of starting h m  an initiating node for the trace-this may or may not 
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be an initial node for the network-and travershg the network until either a temiinating point for 

the trace or a terminal node for the network is encountered. The path followed in the network 

tkom the initiating node of the trace to the terminating node of the trace is the trace path. 

In the Traceability Ontology, a node on the traceability network is a tuplet of a primitive activity, 

and a tru that it uses, consumes, releases, or pmduces. That is, the traceability network is an 

abstraction of the activity cluster. Given the special characteristics of input and output activities 

and input and output resource units, an initial node of the network is the output activity-output 

resource unit tuplet; a terminal node is the input activity-input resource unit tuplet. 

F rgure 5.5 Finding a Trace Path ln the Traceablllty Network 

*y: piim'ive 'Om (output adivity(Ay), output rescurce unit(Rty)) the trace initiates 

AX: the primitive octivity at w h ~  // \\ the trace tenninates 
(AY, RY) 

R : !ru from which the trace 
i x t  es //\\ 
Rtx: tru at which the trace 
terminates 

direction of 
the trace 

8 
rn 

(input activity(Ax), input resource unit(Rtx)) 

The following terms describe relations useful for fmding a trace path. These terms are used to 

constmct other tems in the Ontologies for Quality Modelling and the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory. 

If aprimitive activity A uses Rc, then there exists a use resource or tru relationship 
between A and Rc; Rc can be either a tm or a resourcc 

Trace Term: ~red-7. conaume-ms-tru(A,Rc) 
If aprimitive activity A consimes Rc, then there exists a consume resource or PU 

relationship between A and Rc; Rc can be either a tm or a resatrrcle. 

Tracs ~ e m :  ~rsd-8. produce-rer_tru(A,Rc) 
If a primitive activq A pruduces Rc, then there exists a pmduce resource or PU 

relationship between A and Rc; Rc can be either a fru or a rrsaitrce. 

- - 
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Trace Ten: Pred-9. teleaise-res-tru(A,Rc) 
If aprimitive uctivity A ~zk.usi~.s- Rc, then there exists a release resource or tm 
relationship between A and Rc; Rc cm be either a tru or a w.cotirce. 

Trace Terni: Pred-10. CUW-m~-tr~(A,Rc) 
If a primitive activity A Gomrim ~.V~US~,S~~~ZC'~Z,SC'. I ' /~~~U c'es Rc ( " m s  Rc") , then 
there exists a curp resource or OU relationship between A and Rc; Rc cm be either a 
tru or a rc?source. 

Developing termlnology and axloms to formally state and answer: 
Ca 8.10 What is the direct matenal flow path througb a given activity; that is, what is 

consumed and what is produced by this activity? 
CQ s.11 What is the direct matenal flow path that involves a given batch; that is, which 

activity produces this batch, and which activity subsequently consumes it? 

In an activity cluster, a trace is possible from a tm to a second PU, if the f i s t  tm is pmitrced or 

relecrved by a given activity and the second tru is uved or cunsumed by that activity. This is the 

primitive activity tmce relationship. In a similar manner, the primitive tra trace relationship can 

be defmed. 

Trace Term: Pred-11. prim-activity-trace(A,Rty,Rtx,L) 

A > primitive activity 
caused by siate 
/ 1 

produce state 

or use state or release state 
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Tram Terni: Pred-12. pdm-trutrace(Rt,Ay,Ax,L) 

(TT-- primitiveactivity ' ~y 
4 enabled by 

caused by state I 
1- conjuncts or disjuncts - 4 enable state 

produce state 
consume statc 

or release state 
or use state 

consumes 

Developing terminology and axiorns to forrnally state and anawer: 
cQ 5.12 What is the path of the material flow between two batches? 
C a  5.13 What is the path of the material flow between two activities? 

Tm trace paths tracing material flow fiom two batches, and activity trace paths tracing material 

fiow fiom two activities can be composed fiom primitive activity and tru trace paths in the 

following way: 

Trace Axiom: Defn-14. acti~lty-trace(AYAmL) 
- - -  

V A ~ V A  b'~'d~t 'ds3~ 1 3 ~ 2  
{ i ; o ~ ~ r ; ( ~ ~ ~ - n u - m c ~ ~ ~ t , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) , s ~  v 

3 ~ ,  ( holdF@rim - tm - trace(Rt,AyA,Ll),s) A 

3 s hoIds(activity-trace(AnAXrL2),si) A L=L 1+L2 ) 
3 holds(activitytYtrace(AyQ,L),s)). 

A,,: primitive activity fiom which the trace initiates 
A,: primitive activity at which the trace terminates 
L: iist denoting the trace nlationships: e.g. L={consume(A,,,Rt), produce(A,Rt)f 
s,s 1: extant or kypothetical situations 

VR,VR ' ~ L V A ~ ~ L  1 3 ~ 2  
{[ ~ o ~ d r ( ~ ~ - a c t i v i ~ ~ t r a c e ( ~ , ~ t ~ ~ t ~ ~ ) ~ s )  v 

3~~ ( holdS(primrimactivitytYtrace(A9Rt Rt,L l),s) A 

3 s  holdS(~-trace(R~RtX,L2,,s1) A {=L 1 + ~ 2  ) 
3 hoZds(~trace(n~Rt&),s)) .  

Ry: tni fiom which the trace initiates 
Rx: tru at which the trace terminates 
L: list denoting the aafe  relationships: e.g. L=(produce(A,Rty), consurne(A,Rtx)} 
s,s 1: extant or hypothetical situations 
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Developing taminology and axiorns to fonnally itate and answer: 
Ca 5.14 What is the path of the material flow firom a final product to one of its raw 

materials? 
CQ 5.15 What is the path of the material flow fiom an activity that fuiishes processing a 

final product to an activity that starts processing raw materials? 

In order to answer these questions, the primitive traces at the Soundas, conditions must be 

specially defined. The following are these definitions. 

Trace Axiom: Defn-16. pdm-acthlify_fmce(A,Rt,input-m,L) 
I f  a tru Rt is an input resource unit cu~tsumd b y  an input activity A, then there is a 
primitive activity trace between A and an input resource unit Rt. 

Trace Axiom: Defn-17. prlm-bu-tmce(Rt,Ay,input-activity,L) 
I f  a hr Rt is an input resource unit cotcsumed b y  an input activity A, then there is a 
primitive tru trace beîween Rt and an input activity A. 

V R ~ V  AV s { holds(input-et), s) A holds(input-ac tivi ty (A), s) A 

holdî(consurne~res~tru(A,Rt),s) 3 
3~ [ L="consurne(A,Rt), input-activity (A)" A 

holds@nm~~u~troce(R~,inpu~a~tivi~~ L), s) ] ) . 

Rt: an input resource unit which is consumed by an input activity A 
A: an input activity 
L: list denoting the trace relationships; e.g., L=%onsume(A,Rt), laput-m(Rt)" 

denotes that A is an input activity which consumes the input resource unit Rt 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

If  a rn< Rt is an ouwut resource unitpi.od~rced by an output activity A, then there is a 
primitive activity trace between A and an output resource unit Rt. 

Trace Term: Pd-14.  prim~tr~~tra~~(Rî,~utput~activity,A,L) 
I fa  tru Rt is an output resource unitpl-onticcd by an output activity A, then there is a 
primitive îru trace between Rt and an o u w t  activity A. 

Rt: an output resource unit which is produced by an output activity A 
A: an output activity 
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L: list denoting the trace relationships; e.g., L"'output-m(Rt),produce(A,Rt)" 
denotes that A is an output activity which produces the output resource unit Rt 

s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

In the next section, the competency questions are fomally posed using the ontology terxninology 

and answered by deduction using the ontology axioms. 

5.5.3 F ormal Competency Questions 

CQ 5.11 1s this a final product? 
: holds(output-resource(~),a). 

ho~ds(output-resource(curedredLLedge),sv-actuaI). 
: ~ o L ~ s ( o u ~ ~ u ~ - I u ( K ) , u ) .  

e.g. holds(output~~(üu I -cured_L_edge),sv-actuai). 

CQ 5.12 1s this raw matenal? . . @: holch(input-resource(~),a). 
e.g. hol&(input~resource(~~edge~~pe~~),sv~actua~). 

. . . . e: Rninaut~lins(input~~u(~),u). 
e.g. hol&(input-m(t ml-~~edge-specs),sv-actual). 

CQ 5.13 Does this activity start processing the raw rnatenal? . . . -: hoactlvrhr3:ds(input_activity(~),o). 

holds(input_acti~ity(ioad~~~edge~l1 0-ûû2),svva~ua~). 

CQ 5.14 Does this activity finish processing the final product? 
-: holnclivih>'l:(output-activiQ(~),u). 

holdr(output_activi~(auto~~ve~curr,~~~edge),sv~act ual). 

CQ r i s  What is the direct material flow path through a given activity; that is, what is 
consumed and what is produced by this activity? . . .  . . 

. . .  . . . . -2- 
m ~ ~ t ~  yia a~nnmiiivet~a ~ t ;  
hokuk($m-ac t iv i ty-trace(a,~t l ,~) ,o) .  
3L3Rt l3 Rt2 holdi@rim~activitytytra~e(a~to~a~e~~~rsdrsd~Ledge,Rt2, Rtl,L),sv-act ud). 

5.16 What is the direct material flow path that involves a given batch; that is, which 
activity produces this batch, and which activity subsequently consumes it? . . .  . . .  

. S .  . . . . 
- 1 1  
c- 3L3A$A2 

hoZdr(prirnrimtrutrutr8ce(~A~A1,L),a). 
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CQ 5.17 What is the path of the material flow between two batches? 
O m 2 - 1 -  

. . L 
h0~ds(tru~trace(~;3q,L)~a). 
3L holds(tnitnitr8ce(tni1,cursd_~-~ge,tni i-v-1-kitwgsr,L),sv-adua~) . 

5.18 What is the path of the material flow between two activities? 
a 

Ca 5.19 What is the path of the material flow fiom a final product to one of its raw 
materials? 

a to an u n k ~ w n  -cP 

lduUt1- 
. . 

9 3Rt13L [ holdF(output-m(u2),u) A holds(input-m(Rtl),u) A 

holds(tr~~trace(~;3Rt~,L),a)]. 
3Rt13L [ ho~~(output~~(tm~~ured~~~edge),sv~actual) A ho1dE(inputU~(Rtl),svtactua~) A 

hol&(tnitnitrace(tni-curedd~Ledge,Rti,L),sv-adua~)]. 

CQ 5.20 What is the path of the matenal flow h an activity that finishes processing a 
final product to an activity that starts processing raw matenals? . . 

o 

. . 3L [ holdr(output-activity(a9) A hoids(input-activity(al),a) t o l k  A 

hol~(activitytytrace(a2,a1,~ ),a) J . 

5.6 Demonstration of Competency: Using the ISO 9000 Quality 
Advisor 

This demonstration shows how the advisor is used for traceability analysis for deHavilland. In so 

doing, the advisor is used to answer the following competency question. 

CQ 5.14 What is the path of the material flow from a fmal product to one of its raw 
materials? In order to answer this question, the following qusstion is also answered. 

CQ 5.15 What is the àirect materiaï flow path tbrough a given activity; tbat is, what 
is consumed and what is produced by this activity? 
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Step 2: Stating Queries for Analyzing Enterprise H Representing Formal Competency Questions 

Figure 5.7 Dlsplayhg TraceabIlMy-Related Queries and Repreienting them as Fonnal 
Competency Questions of the Tmceabillty Ontology 

ISO 9000 Quility Advisor 
Traceability ûntology: Competency Questions 

Clicking on the link IabelIed (1) takes the advisor 
user to the screen labelled (A). Clicking on the link 
labelled (2) takes the advisor user to the screen 
labelled (B). 

Step 3: Stating Data Dlctionary of Enterprise's Terms k. Representing Ontology or Micro-Theory 

- -- 
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Teminology and Axioms 

Figure 5.8 
- - - 

Displaying Data Dictionary of an Enterprise's Traceability-Related Terms 

ISO 9000 QurUty Advisor 
deHavilland Manufactunng: Data Dictionary 

Clicking on the link, labelled (l), (2), or (3) 
takcs the user to the first-order logic 
definitions for these tenns. The screens 
correspmding to these definitions are not 
show since the definitions have already been 
presented in this chapter. 

Steps 4 and 5: Answering Queries w Deducing Answem to Formal Competency Questions; and 
Explaining the Derivation of Answem m Tracing Deduction and Displaying Prolog Trace List 

Figum 5.9 Displaying Anawers to Tmceability-Rdated Queries, and Expianations for An8wem 

Clicking on the link, labellcd 
(3) in Figure 5.7 Diaplayhg 
Trecsablllty=Reîated Queriss and 
Reprosenting Viern as Forma1 
Cornpstency QuesUons of the 
T173~8blflty Ontology, takcs the 
advisor user to (A) on this 
scncn. Similarly, clickmg on 
(4) in the same figure brings 
the user to (B). 
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Figure 5.10 Dkplaying Competency Quratlon Daduction for Tncrabllity Ontologyq 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
1 Traceability Ontology : Trace of Competency 

answers [Ca 5.19, W. 1251 Question Deduction 
1 

answrn[CQ 5.15. pg. 1251 

\ (A) L found 

P O P W D  
P~(A) -, pl(4 P d *  PW ENTERPRiSE 

MODEL 
This dcnotcs tbt$duciW $fi of This denotes that pl has k n  deduccd 
prcdicitc p l  r c q u m  deducmg to k truc with the variable, 
truth of p2. A is the vaniblc A, bound to the fàct, a. 
for which its vduc must bc found Note: This is onlv a 

1. Clicking on (1) in Figure 5.9 Displayhg Answers to Traceability-Rclated Querics, and Explmations for 
Answers takes the advisor user to this scrcea 
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The Prolog query to answer the question denoted by (A) in the diagram took over 800 deductions. 

Answering question @) took 30 deductions. 

The following is the actual Prolog query screen for the question denoted by (A). 

Figure 8.11 Prolog Query to Aniwer Traceabillty Ontology Competency Question 

Demonstration of Reducibility 

Another of SAP R/3TM's business objects fiom the Materials Planning module is the Materials 

object. [Nebraska 981 describes this object; excerpts of this description are given below: 

Different parameters define how activities such as materials planning or quality 
inspection are carried out for a materiai. - Dinerent units of measurement can apply to a material. A conversion factor allowing 
conversion into the base unit is defiued for each such unit. 
An individual piece of a material can be distinguished fkom others by a serial number. - Subsets of a material that are manufkctured in a particular production run and stocked 
separately fiom other subsets of the sarne material are managed as batches. 

- - -- 
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A material is classified by means of the parameters "material type" and "industry sector", 
which define its possible uses. 
Material groups can be set up, comprising materials with the same attributes, 

The following are the Business Application Programmatic Interfaces (BAPI's) related to this 

object [SAP 98bl: 

- - - - - -- - 

Figure 5.12 SAP R1VM Business Object: Material 

Of these BAPI's, AVAILABILITY allows an SAP W3 user to find out about ATP (Available to 

Promise) inventory. 

Figure 5.13 SAP R13m BAPI: Availability 
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C hapter Section: Demonrtntion of Reduci bility 

Formally, the competency question can be stated as: mut is the ATP quanti@ for a given material 

at the time at which the availability request isfuIfiIZed? Or, 

(SAP CQ) 3~~ h a ~ - a t p ( m a t e n a l ~ - ~ ~ t d .  

In order to reduce this question, the following assumption is made: Available to Promise (ATP) 

refers to quantities that can be committed right now, so it does not refer to quantities that are 

currently being consumed or in the in the process of being produced. 

Next, the followiag reduction axioms are stated. A key axiom fkomb:the situation calculus is used 

for the reduction: b's holdFKs) = VT ocnrrsfl,T); that is, if a fluent holds in a given situation, 

there is always an accompanyuig time period in which the fluent occurs. 

The axioms state the following: material is a resource, a batch is a tru, batch/tru is comprised of a 

materiaVresource and resource point of a tru/batch is the ATP quantity o f  that t rdbatch at  the 

stamped time at which the availability request is fulfilled, always measured in the same unit of 

measurement as the m aterial. 

Then the competency question can be statcd and answercd using Traceability Ontology 

term inoiogy as: What ir the sum of the resource points of al2 PUS that are comprised of a given 
* 

material at a requested time? Or, 3 ~ ~ 3 ~  o c m r s ~ r p - r e s o  u rce(m ate rialgivm,trcpuat,Q R),T). 
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Additional exercises to reduce competency questions answerablp using the Material business 

object and its accompanying BAPI's can demonstrate that the Traceability Ontology 

representations are re-useable for solving similar problems for similar enterprises as the SAP RI 

37M materials management module. 

5.8 Summary and Conclusion 

The following summarize the key concepts that are formalized in the Traceability Ontology: 

Product traceability requires representhg homogenous sets of resources, traceable resource 
units (m), where traceability within a m is not possible, and consuming, splitting, or 
rnerging different procluces a completely different tru. In modelling an enterprise, these 
representations are necessary in order to guarantee unique identification and traceability of 
material flow. 

A node in a trace path can be represented as the tuplet of a tm and the activiîy that 
conrumes, uses, releuses or produces that tnr. By stating axioms to ünk these nodes, subject 
to conditions on boundary nodes, a fracepath behveen two nodes can always be found, if it 
exists. In modelling an enterprise, these representations are necessary in order to perform a 
trace of material flow. 

These concepts are fomalized by posing competency questions, analyzing the domain of 

traceability, stating assumptions, and developing terminology and axioms. Then, the competency 

of the ontology and the capability of the ontology to be used to gain insights about an enterprise 

are demonstrated by automaticaliy deducing mswers to competency questions such as: 
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Quant* Tracing: What is the quantity of a tru at a given point in time? When is the hr 

recognized to exist, and what is the quantity of the PU at that time? As the quantity of a m 
decreases over a period of time, what does a plot of this variance look like? 

Entity Traceability: 1s there a trace path fiom one activity that produces a tru to an activity 
that was performed in the past so that the bu could dtimately be produced? M a t  is that 
path? What is the troceprrth fiom a given OU of a final product to a  ru of one of its raw 
materials? 

Finally, the demonstration of reducibility demonstrates that the Traceability Ontology spans a 

subset of the competency of SAP R/3" materials management module. 

The design, analysis, and prototypical implementation of the Traceability Ontology supports the 

thesis of this dissertation [sse pg. 71 by: 

Showing that representing traceability capability is important in order to perform quality 
analysis. 

Representing and enabling unique identification and traceability-the basic capability to 
diagnose and analyze quality problems-in the enterprise moiiel. 

Representing traceability in the enterprise model, so that ISO 9000 cornpliance regarding an 
organization's traceability capability can be objectively prescnbed. 
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6.1 Précis 

An organization's capability to measure and analyze quality (using analysis capabilities such as 

traceability) is part of its overall quality management system to ensure and improve quality. 

Hence, for modelling enterprise quality, an ontology of the quality management system is 

constructed. The focus of this ontology is on the quality-related policies and goals with which one 

organizational role constrains another. The ontology, however, does not support the assessrnent of 

the goodness of policies and goals. It is represented that al1 roles of an enterprise's quality 

management system, its qualiîy system roles, are planned to satisfy some customers' qualiîy 

requirements, as stated in a contract. The quality management system is modelled as a system for 

planning and managing quality objectives, quality policy, and quality procedures that constrain 

the quality system d e s  of the employees within an enteprise. Important to a quality management 

systern are documents that oEer concrete specifications of these policies and goals, and offer 

evidence of whether policies are followed and goals are satisfied. In the ontology, quality 

manuals document the enterprise's quality policy, qualiîy plans document the quality procedures 

of activities, and quality records document quality evidence. In this chapter, one iteration of the 

ontological engineering methodology applied to develop the Quality Management System 

Ontology is presented. 

Introduction 

To recap, an organization can consistently satisfy its customers iE 

Its system of measurement is carefully designed so that quality problems can be identified 
and corrected before they get to the customer. 

Proper measurements are taken, appropriate analyses using methods such as traceability 
capability are perfonned to address quality problems, and customers are ultimately satisfied 
with the products they receive. 
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Thus, measurement systems and traceability capability are important for quality. Just as important 

are the quality goals and policies of the organization and the people who work to fulfill the goals 

and follow the policies. In fact, the systerns for measurement and traceability only function 

properly because related goals and policies are appropriately set, and the workers abide by them. 

In this thesis, the information captured in quality goals and policies, the documentation of this 

information, and the organizational structure govemed by the quality goals and policies are 

collectively called an organization's quality management system. 

Through measurement, quality is assessed; because of measurement and traceability, quality can 

be analyzed; and because of the quality management system that relates measurement systems 

and traceability capability to an organization's overall quality goals and policies, quality is 

consistently delivered to customers. Hence, a Quality Management System Ontology is vital in 

order to represent and reason about quality and is an integral component of the Ontologies for 

Quality Modelling. 

Motivating Scenarîo 

The following excerpt describes how BHP Steel currently designs, or wishes to design, its 

organizational structure for delivering quality to its customers. The key concept that this scenario 

provides for the development of the Quality Management System Ontology is that every role of 

an orgonizrrtionk quality management system &ts to satisfi some customers' qua@ 

requirernents . 
This check is a part of BHP Steel's initiative to achieve ISO 9001 compliance. The general manager of 

fPD has appointed a chief quality manager, the main authority k r  ensuring that FPD achieves 

compliance. The FPD's main customers are export customen and the coating facilities at Port Kembla. 

The goals of FPD have been translated into a quality policy, and based upon this, the positions of the 

people at FPD have been carefully examined to make explicit the bearing of these positions on product 

quality. 
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The following excerpt descnbes the importance that BHP sied is starting to place upon 

documenting the various components of the quality management system. The key concept that 

this scenario provides for the development of the Quality Management System Ontology is that 

documentation is the means by which quality d e s  are concretely defined; it is also the means by 

which evidence of whether these d e s  are pevomed tu sarisfi customer qua& requirements is 

concretely provided. 

Another issue for achieving ISO 9000 cornpliance is the documentation of the revamped quality system, 

especially since proof of complete documentation is extremely important for cornpliance. 

6.4 Quality Management System Ontology: Quality System Role 

The key concept that every role of an organization k quality management system exists to satisfy 

customer quality requirements is the basis for the following principles about representing an 

organizational quality management system. 

Customer requirements should be represented as the key justification for the design of the 
quality management system. 

Goals and policies that are developed so that customer requirements can be consistently 
satisfied should be represented to constrain how people within the quality management 
system perform their roles. 

It should be represented that a main authority for the design of the quality management 
system mut  be identified and empowered. This is the person upon whom tbe 
organizational structure of the quality management system is rooted. 

The competency questions that characterize what needs to be represented so that an ontology is 

constructed upon these principles are presented next. 

6.4.1 Informal Competency Questions 
The questions to ask in order to represent customer quality requirements are: 

cQ 6.1 Is this a customer quality requirement? 
CQ 6.2 What is the product for which that given requirement exists? 

cQ 6.3 For a given enterprise, who is the customer for that given product? 
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How should the policies and goals that constrain the roles of a quality management system be 

represented? Also, how do these policies and goals relate to the activities that are performed to fill 

the roles? For constructing these types of representations, the questions to ask are: 

1s there a chief policy of the enterprise's quality management system? 
1s there a goal of the activity that is related to improving quality? 

1s there a policy of the activity which constrains how the quality goals are to be 
achieved? 

1s there evidence from the activity that goals are achieved? 

Does a given person fill a role within the quality management system? 

How should management responsibility, particularly executive management responsibility, within 

the quality management system be represented? For constructing representations related to 

management responsibility, the questions to ask are: 

CQ 6.9 Does a given person have quality management responsibility vis-a-vis a given 
activiîy? 

cQ 6.10 Does a given person have quality management responsibility over the whole 
quality management system of the enterprise? 

In order to answer these competency questions, the domain of quality management is analyzed, 

assumptions are stated, and teminology and axioms are developed. 
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6.4.2 Analysis, Teminology, Assumptions, and Axioms 

Figure 6.1 Taxonomy Related to Representing Quality System Role 

exed$ve executtv'e quolity 
managemertl managemen! 

RGhthls respomibiliîy responribility 

produd,of(R,O) quality~system~role~of(Ro,A) 
contractua'_relationahip(OOl ,R,Q) rnanagement~responsibiIitytyof(RolA) 
quality-objective-of(G,A) quality-management-responsibility-of(Ro,A) 
qualrtygolicy_of(Y,O) executive~quality~management~responsibili~~of(Ro,A) 
decornposed~fromo(1 ,X) employee-has-role(M ,Ro) 
q ualitygrocedure-of(Y,A) em ployee-of(M, 0) 
quality-evidence-of(E,A) executive-manager-of(M ,O) 

executive-quality-manager-of(M,O) 

R: resource Y: organizational policy 
O, 01: enterprise X,Xl: goal, policy, or constraint 
Q: quality requirement E: objective evidence 
G: organizational goal Ro: organizational rote 
A: activity M: ernolovee -+ is-a 

Key Assumption 
According to the organization ontology, policies and goals are conmxzi/i ts. A coiistrti in t has a 

unique identifier, as well as an expression which evaluates to true or false. It is assumed that the 

policies and goals of an enterprise model are represented as unique identifies, and that no 

reference is made to the content of the policies and goals. This meaw that the characterization of 

the policies and goals is done with respect to the relation of these representations tu other 

ontology representations, rather than thmugh mference to the content of the policies and goals. 

So, for example, the ontology defines that a policy is an "inspection and testhg quality 

procedure" because it is an output fiom a "define and document" aciid- which controls the 

"document control" uctivip; it does not define an "inspection and testing quality procedure" in 
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ternis of what the content of the procedure is. In general, it is assumed that the ontologies surpms 

acceptable ontological cornmitment when its representations intmduce bias as to "what is 

quality?" By representing only that there exrît constraints within the enterprise mode1 that state 

"what b quality? " and by having representations that can evaluate the huth of these constraints, 

the Ontologies for Quulity Modelling con ver& that these constraints exist. 

Developing tenninology and axioms to formally rtate and answer: 

C a  6.1 1s this a customer quality requirement? 

cQ 6.2 What is the product for which that given requirement exists? 

cQ 6.3 For a given enterprise, who is the customer for thal 
- - -  

Since ultimately the customer dictates quality, it is assumed that 

given product? 

customer quality requirements 

for a supplier are decomposed from the needs of the customer. A contract is the explicit 

representation of the quality requirements between the customer and the supplier. In order to 

formally represent a contract, the t e m ,  enterprise, is formalized. 

QMS Axioms, ~efn-i : enterprise(0) 
An enterprise is an orgcznizuion ugmf which is not a memhrr of'another organization 
agent. 

O: an enterprise 
01: an organization agent which is a member of O 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

The products of an enterprise are fomalized as: 

QMS Axioms, Defn-2: pK)C1u~t-of(R,O) 
An ourpur resciu~w ourptrtred fiom the enterprise is aproduct of an entetprise. 

VOVRVS [ hol&@roduc~of(R,O),s) = 
hol&(outptît-resource(R),s) A holdî(enterprise(O),s) A 

3~ ( holds@rocess-output(A,R),s) A 

holdF(descendent-pr~~e~~-~rganizati~n(A,)) ) 1. 
R: a product 
O: au enterprise which outputs R 
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A: the activity wbich is in O that outputs R 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

proce.r.s-ouput defines an output to an activity, and c~~~.~~~en~~~~nt-pro~:es.s-~~~~(inic~tion 
defmes an activity that is perfonned within an organization. These terms are from the 
activity-process mapping ontology, defined in the appendix. - output rcsorrrw is a term fiom the Traceability Ontology. 

An enterprise's products are provided to the customer. A contractual relationship governs this 

provision. 

QMS Terni, PT-1: contrsctual~elationship(O,O~,R,Q) 
An enteprise O has a contract with another enterprise 0 1 to provide a product R. Q is the 
unique ID to this contractual relationship. This term is a primitive term. 

O: an organization which provides a product 
01: an organization which receives a product h m  O 
R: the product provided fiom O and received by 01 
Q: unique ID for the contractual relationship between O and 01 for R 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

QMS Axioms, Defn-3: contmct(Q) 
A contract is a quality requirement which uniquely identifies a contractual relationship, 
where one enterpise provides aproduct to another enterprise. 

V~k3030 1 3 ~  [ holds(confract(Q),s) = 
holds(contractual~relationship(O,O l,R,Q),s) A ho1 (quality-requirement(Q),s) A 

hoZdî(enterprise(0 0,s) A holdr@roduct-of(R,O),s) . 
Q: ID for a contract 

"1 
0: the supplier in the contractual relationship 
01: customer in the contractual relationship 
R: product provided by O to 0 1 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

r puiify reqrrircntenf is a term fÎom the Measurement Ontology. 

- - 

Developing teninology and axioms to formally s?ata and answer: 

CQ 6.4 1s there a chief policy of the enterpise's quality management system? 

CQ 6.5 1s there a goal of the activity that is related to improving quality? 
- - -  

An e n t e m e  should refine its quality management system to meet its contracts; that is, the desire 

to satisQ outstanding contracts drives the enterprise to define its quality objectives. The term, 

quality objective, is a predicate described as: 

QMS Term, PT-2: quality_objective(G) 
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A quaïity objecîive is an o>ganizationul goal which is quality-related. This is a primitive 
term. 

- - 

G: unique identifier to an organizational goal 

In order to relate a quality objective to a contract for which the objective is defhed, the following 

constraint is stated: 

QMS Axiorns, con-1: A Contract Controls the Definition of any Quality Objective 
For any quality objective, the activip in which it is defined must be carrtrofled by a 
con tract. 

'dGb's3~ [ holds(quality_objective(G),s) A hoIdF(process-output(A,G),s) A 

holds(define_and-document(A),s) 3 
{ hoZds(process-control(A,Q),s) A holds(contract(Q),s) } 1. 
G: ID for a quality objective 
A: activity that defines and documents G 
Q: ID for a contract 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

the term, define and document, is explained and formalIy defined later in this chapter 

By relating an n<!hYy to its quality objectives, the following term can be defined: 

QMS Axiorns, Defn4: quallfy_Object/v~f(G,A) 
If one of the goals (o~j<ic~ive.~) of an actii)ity is a quality related one, then there is a quality 
objective of relationship between the p a l  (olykciiw) and the ncriviiy 

G: ID for a quality objective 
A: activity for which G is a quality objective 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

, t fr~~~*~?~. ,s-ahjei*/ i~*~~ is a term bat relates an objective to an activity. This term is Born the 
activity-process mapping ontology. 

A quality objective for the i i t ~ i v @  "inspect line" may be "the defect rate must be less than 1%." 

An enterprise's quality policy is not so closely linked with coniracts. This is because the quality 

poZicy sets the quality strategy for an enterprise, and so, directly attributhg it to one or more 

contracts is difficult. The qualitypolicy should not change as contracts change, so it should not be 

closely coupled with contracts. From the parlance of quality management literature, the quality 
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policy is the one policy statement about quality that applies to the whole organization; this is akin 

to how the mission statement applies to the overall organization. 

QMS Ton, PT-3: q l J ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ k y , ~ f ( Y , O )  
A special o gunkn tiot id poiicy is called a quality policy. This is a primitive term. 

Just 

Y: unique identifier to a quality policy 
O: enterprise for which Y is the quality policy 

as there is one mission staternent for an enterpn'se-and having more than one at a tin 

dilutes its effectiveness- 

QMS Axioms, con-2: One Quality Pollcy for an Enterprise 
An enterprise must have only one qualitypolicy. 

V0Vs [ ~ Y ~ Y O  holdF(qualityqolicy_of(Y,O),s) A enterprise(O),s) 
holds(quality~olicy~ogYo,O),s) 2 

O: an enterprise 
Y,Yo:ïû of the quality policy of the enterprise O 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Developing terminology and axioms to formally state and answer: 

cQ 6.6 1s there a policy of the activity which constrains how the quality goals are to be 
achieved? 

Policies are decomposable; so, the quality policy decomposes to other policies. Of special note 

are policies called procedures. This is a predicate, described as: 

QMS Tenn, PT4: procedure(Y) 
Apolicy which constrains how an activity is to be performed is called apmcedure. This is 
a primitive term. Some, but not all, policies are procedures. 

Y unique identifier to a procedure 

In general, goals and organizational constraints (such as contracts) are hierarchically 

decomposable, as well as policies. This decomposition cm be informally defined as: 

QMS Tenn, Pred-1: decomped~fmn(X~,X)  
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orgunirationul coiutnzint Po) ,  where Xo is decomposed fiom X or is X itself. 

Pmcedures that constrain how an activiQ is to be performed so as to be consistent with the quality 

policy are called quality pmcedures. 

QMS ~em,  ~red-2: qualityrocedure_of(Y,A) 

A pmcedure (Y) is a quality pmcedure of an uctivity (A) if it is deconiposedfiom the 
qualitypolicy of the enteprise in which the activiiy is performed. 

A quality procedure for the uaiiity "inspect line" may be "inspect a random sample of 20 fiorn 

each batch." 

Developing tennlnology and axioms to formally state and answer: 

Ca 6.7 1s there evidence fiom the activity that goals are achiwed? 

Quality procedures specify how an rrctiviy should be done. There also needs to be evidence that 

the ~zcrivip was indeed done right, and that it satisfied its quulity objectives. The following is the 

description for the predicate of the term, objective evidence. 

QMS Terni, PT-5: O bjective-evidence(E) 
Objective evidence is an «~uiiizuiinntzl constiuinr, where the content of the objective 
evidence is a statement of filfiliment or non-fulfilhent of a goal or another convtruLit. 
This texm is a primitive term. 

E: ID for the objective evidence 

Evidence of satisfaction to quality objectives is quality evidence. 

QMS ~erni, PTG: quallty-evidence(E) 
This is objective evidence that is quality-related. This is a primitive term. 

- - - - 

E: ID for the quality evidence 

QMS Axioms. con-3: Quality evidence is a subclass of objective evidence. 

VEVS holds(qualitytYevidence(E),s) 2 holds(objective-evidence(E),s). 

The quality evidence of an activity can be informaily defined as: 
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QMS T O ~ ,  P d - 3 :  qualRy_evidence-of(E,A) 

If e~~idcnce ofan rrctiidty (A) is quality evidence (E), then it is quality evidence to that 
activity. 

If  one of the quality objectives to an uctivit). is that its outputs conferm to tolerance specifications, 

then the quality evidence to that uciiw'y are co~y'i~rmaiicr p«Nzt.s of ows produced fkom that 

ucti v i .  

- - - - - -  

Developlng terminology and axioms to fonnally 8tate and snswer: 
CQ 6.8 Does a given person fill a role within the quality management system? 

A quality system role, then, can be defmed as any organizational role which is constrained by 

quality objectives and quality procedures: 

QMS Axiorns, Defn-5: q~ality~system-role_Of(Ro,A) 
A quality system role for an ucriiti@ has a qualàtyprocedure as apolicy, quality objective 
as an objective, and is a raie ofthe uctiviy. 

VROV AVS [ hol~(qua1itytYsystemmroIeeof(R~) ,s) = 
holds@rocess-responsibility (A,Ro),s) A 

3~ ( holds@asgolicy(Ro,Y),s) A holds(qualityqrocedure(Y),s ) A 

3~ ( hoZds(has_poal(Ro,G),s) A holds(qua1ity-objective(G),s) ) . 
Ro: a quality system role 
Y ID for a quality policy which constrains Ro 

)i 
G: ID for a quality objective which is the goal of Ro 
A: the activity which is perfomed to fil1 Ro 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

prc~cess-rcsyonsii)ili~~~ is a term fiom the activity-process mapping ontology and is defined 
in the appendix; this term relates an organizational role to the activity which is performed to 
fill that role. 

Developing teminolo(ly and axiorns to forrnally state and antwer: 
C a  6.9 Does a given person have quality management responsibility vis-a-vis a given 

ac tivity ? 
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C a  6.10 Does a given person have quality management responsibility over the whole 
quality management s ystem of the enterprise? 

There should be a definition for the roles that manage the quality system: the quality management 

responsibility roles: 

QMS Axioms, Defn-6: management-mp~n~ibility-of(RoJ) 
A management responsibility of an activity is the tale which authorizes a goal orpolicy to 
another d e ,  where the activity is perfonned to fil1 the role. 

VROVAVS [holdî(rnanogenrenfresPonsibilitytYof(nor = 
3I3~ holdî(ro1e-a thority-source(Ro,I,L),s) A holds(process- 

responsibility(A,Ro),s) a. 
Ro: role as a management responsibility 
A: the activity which is performed to fil1 Ro 
1: unique ID for a policy or goal which is sent by Ro 
L: unique ID for an authority link for which 1 is the content 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

r f ~ ~ ~ ? - f t ~ t h r ~ r i f ) ~ - s o u r c 8 ( ~ o , ~ ~  J is defined as: the role Ro authorizes the organizational goal or 
policy 1, where the ID for this authorization is L. It is composed entirely of tems h m  the 
organization ontoIogy. This terni is defined in the activiîy-process rnapping ontology. 

QMS Axioms, Defn-7: q~ality~management~responsibility_of(Ho,A) 
A quality management responsibility of an activity is the management responsibility of an 
ucrndty where that responsibiliîy is a quality system role. 

holds(management-responsibility of(Ro,A),s) A 

holds(quality~system_role(~~),s)~ 
Ro: a quality management responsibility role 
A: activity which is performed to fi l1  Ro 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

The ultimate management responsibility is for the management of the whole enterprise. Hence, an 

executive management responsibility for the whole enterprise is defined as: 

QMS Axioms, ~em-8: executive~management~re8ponsi bility- of(Ro,o) 
An executive management responsibility of an enterprise is management responsibili& 
that does not reccive a- auilioriiy links. 

holds(descendent-processi>rganization(A,O),s) A holdî(enterprise(O),s) 1. 
Ro: an executive management responsibility role 
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A: activity which is performed to fdi Ro 
O: enterprise for which Ro is the executive management responsibiiity 
s: an extant or hypotheticd situation 

rok~-m~~hor~)-info-.rinl;.(Ro~ 1, Ij is defined as: organizationai goal or policy 1 authorizes an 
organizationai role Ro, where the specific message of this authorization is identified by the 
information link ID, L. This t em  is defined in the activity-process mapping ontology, and 
is defined with terms Born the organization ontology. 

Similady, the ultimate responsibility with respect to managhg the quality system is the executive 

quality management responsibility for the enteprise. This is the quality management 

respomibility which is authorized only by the executive management responsibility; the quality 

procedures and quality objectives that constrain the executive quality management respomibility 

are authorized by the executive management responFibiliîy and no other role. 

QMS hiorns, ~efn-9: executive~quallty_management8resp~nsibility~of(~o,0) 
An executive quality management responsibility is the management responsibility that 
receives its quality procedures and quality objectives as <zirthority links only fiom the 
executive management responsibility, and no other role. 

h o l d s ( e x e c u t i v e ~ m a n a g e m e ~ p o n s i b i 1 i ~ o  1,0),s) } 1. 
Ro: executive quality management responsibility role 
A: activity which is performed CO fulfill Ro 
1: iD for a qudity objective or quality procedure that Ro receives 
L: iD for the authority link which has 1 as its content 
ROI: ID for the executive management responsibility that sends 1 to constrain Ro 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

So, the two people who are the most responsible for managing the quality management system are 

the executive manager and esefutive quality manager. The terms required to define these two 

tenns are: 

QMS T O ~ ,  ~rsd-4: employe<hi8-role(M,Ro) 

An employee (M) fills a role (Ro) if it the ernployee is an orpanization agenl with no 
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mrrnbers which is a member of an enterprise, and which fills a position which has an 
associated d e .  

QMS Term, P d - 5 :  9mploy99_0f(M,O) 

An orgunizuzionul t p ~ z f  is an employee of an enterprise (O) if it is an employee 
which is a nzembrr q/'that enterprise. 

The executive manager and the executive quality manager can then be defined as: 

QMS Axioms, Detn-1 O: BXBCU five-manager-of(Mlo) 
An executive manager is an zmployee of the enterprise with krecutive management 
responsibility. 

'd~VOb's3 RO [ holdF(eucutive-managereof(M,0),s) 
hof&(employee~has~role(M,Ro),s) A 

hoZ~(executive~managementtre~p~n~ibiiityCi~f(R~,O),s) 1. 
M: an employee 
O: an enterprise that M is a member of 
Ro: an executive management responsibility role 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

QMS Axioms, Defn-11: e~e~~tI~e~q~ality,rnanager~of(M,O) 
An executive quality manager is an employee of the enterprise with executive quality 
management responsibility, 

VMVOV~RO [ holdF(exocuti~e~qitafi~-manager-~f(~O),s) = 
hoZds(employee~has~role(M,Ro),s) A 

h o ~ d ~ ( e x e c u t i v e ~ q u a l i t y t Y ~ a n a g e m e n t t r e ~ O ) , s )  1. 
M: an employee 
O: an enterprise that M is a member of 
Ro: an executive quality management responsibiiity role 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

In a quality management system, it is important to have accountability. For that, who is in charge 

must be clearly identified. In order to clearly state that the wecutive manager is solely in charge 

of the whole enterprise and the executive qua@ manager is solely in charge of the quality 

management system, the following constraints must be stated: 

QMS Axicms, Can4: Single Executive Manager for an Enterprise 
An enterprise only has one executive rnafiager. 

~ M ~ ~ M $ ~ V O  [ hol&(executive-manager-om1,O 
hoIds(executive~rnanagergo~~O),s) 2 M 16M2 

M l,M2:executive quality manager 
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0: the enterprise in which the executive manager is a member 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

aMs Axioms, Ddn-12: Single Executive Quality Manager for an,Enterpriam 
An enterprise only has one executive quality manager. ' 

M l,M2:executive quality manager 
0: the enterprise that M is a member of 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

In the next section, the competency questiors are forrnally posed using the ontology terminology 

and answered by deduction using the ontology axioms. 

6.4.3 Fonnal Competency Questions 

Ca 6.1 1s this a customer quality requirement? 
rn u .  . . 

9 holds(contract(0),u). 

Ca 6.2 What is the product for which that given requirement:exists? 
a m m  . . 3IU0301 

hofu!s(contractua~lationship (0,O l,R,B),u). 
3R3030 1 ho~ds(contractual-relationship (0,O l,&holden-motora-wntm~t~981 ),SV-actual). 

Ca 6.3 For a given enterprise, who is the customer for that given product? 
O 89 

in0 hoZds(contractual-relationship (QO,p,e),o). 
30 hol&(contractual_relationship 
(bhp-steel-1 ,o,blackform-1 ,holden~motom~contmct~98l),sv~~dual). 

CQ 6.4 b there a chief policy of the enterprise's quality management system? . . 
a 3Y hofords(qua1 ity-po Iicy-O f 

fl,Q>,a). 
3Y holdr(qualityqo1icy-of (Y,bhp-steel-l),sv-adual). 

cQ 6.5 1s there a goal of the activity that is related to improving quality? . . . . . 
O a 33 
hoIds(quality_objective-of (G,a),a). 

cQ 6.6 1s there a policy of the activity which constrains how the quality goals are to be 
achieved? . . . . 

a 3Y 
holds(qualityjrocedure_of v,a),b). 
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CQ 6.7 1s there evidence fiom the activity that goals are achieved? 

CQ 6.8 Does a given person fi11 a role within the quaiity management system? 

CQ 6.9 Does a given person have quality management responsibility vis-a-vis a given 
activity? 

CQ 6.10 Does a given person have quality management responsibility over the whole 
quality management system of the enterprise? 

a 

holds(executivedquality_manager~of(~,S2),u). 

ho~ds(executive~qualitytymanager8nof(w~innmontrose,b hpPst~8ttl ),SV-act ual). 

6.5 Quality Management System Ontology: Quality System 
Documentation 

The key concept that documentation is the means by which quality d e s  are concretely defined 

and is also the means by which evidence of whether these d e s  are pefonned to sat is i  customer 

quality requiremenis is concretely pmvided is the basis for the following principle about 

modelling the quality management system: 

Quality system documentation should be represented to document the goals, policies, and 
evidence that relate to quality. 

The competency questions that characterize what needs to be represented so that an ontology is 

constructed upon this principle is presented next. 
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6.5.1 lnfonnal Competency Questions 
The questions to ask to motivate the development of representations regarding quality system 

documentation are: 

6.11 1s this an activity that defines and documents other activities? 
CQ 6.12 1s there a piece of documentation that documents how an activity of the 

enterprise's quality system is performed? 
CQ 6.13 1s there a piece of documentation that documents the objective evidence of the 

fùlfillment of the goal of an activity which comprises the enterprise's quality 
system? 

CQ 6.14 1s there a piece of documentation that documents the chief policy of the 
enterprise's quality system? 

In order to answer these competency questions, the domain of quality management is analyzed, 

assumptions are stated, and terminology and axioms are developed. 
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6.5.2 Analysis, Assumptions, Teminology, and Axioms 

F igum 6.2 Data Model of Ontology Ternis related to Quality System Documentation 

C W ~ ~ ~ ~ V  pian) docu~enfS 

d " ~ f s  <.cyua~ity poliv> 

A define and document activiîy orttputs a goul or a policy of a quality system role of another 

activity, and also ozqirf,P documentation for that ,god or p d k y :  

QMS Axioms, Defn-13: define-and-document(A) 
- 

V A ~ S ~ I  [ holds(d@ne-and-document(A),s) 
holds@rocess-output(A,I),s) A 

3i, ( holds(documents@,I),s) A holds(process-output(A,D),s) ) A 

~ R O ~ A O  ( holds(quality_system~role~of(Ro,Ao),s) A 

holds(h~olicy(Ro,I),s) v holds(has_goal(Ro,I),s) ) 1. 
A: a define and document activity 
1: ID for a policy or goal dehed and documented in A 
Ro: a role for which 1 is a policy or goal defined and documented by A 
Ao: an activity that is defined and documented by A 
D: document that documents 1 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

The outputs of a define and document process are defined this way: 

QMS Tem, PT-7: documenta(D,t) 
A document documents goals, policies, and ovpn  izu tionui corzstrai~ts. This term is a 
primitive term. 

D: a document resource 
1: ID for a goal, policy, or orgauizational constraint documented by D 

QMS Terni, PT-8: references(D,Do) 
A document references another document. 

D: a document that makes a reference to another document within its content 
Do: a document refeired to by another document 
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QMS Term, PredS: document(D) 

A document (D) is a resortm that documents other enterprise objects. 

QMS Terni, PT-9: ma8t8r-lbt(D) 
A master list is a document that keeps îrack of the current versions of documents of the 
organization. This is a primitive tem. 

A constraint is t h  there cannot exist two diaerent master Iists at a given point in time for 
a  given enterprise. 

QMS Axioms, Defn-14: quality-manual-of(D,O) 
A qualiîy manual @) of an enterprise (O) documents the quality policy. 

D: a quality manual 
0: the enterprise for which D is the quality manual 
Y: ID for the quality policy 
s: an extant or hypothctical situation 

QMS Tem, PM-7: qualityjlan-of(D,A) 
- - - 

A quality plon @) for an ~zciivity (A) documents the quality pmcedure for that uc!ii)iîy. 
All quality plans must be referenced by the qualis, rnanual. 

QMS Terrn, Pred-û: quaMy-r8~0rd(D,A) 
- - -  -- 

A quality record (D) for an arfivizy (A) documents quality evidence for that i ~ c r i v i .  

In the next section, the competency questions are fonnally posed using the ontology teminology 

and answered by deduction using the ontology axioms. 

6.5.3 Formal Competency Questions 

CQ 6.12 1s this an activity that defines and documents other activities? . .  . . . ho1ds(deEineeandddoc1ment(a),o). 
hulds(defme~md~document(def-and~do~~ro~e~~~wg~h~pf~ 260- ),SV-act ual). 

6.13 1s there a piece of documentation that documents how an activity of the 
enterprise's quality system is performed? . . . . @? 3D 
hol&(quaIi@jian-om,a),o). 
3D ho~dr(qua~ityg~an-0f(D,wp~hcpf~260~eplan~1),s~~adua1). 
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CQ 6.14 1s there a piece of documentation that documents the objective evidence of the 
fulfillrnent of the goal of an activity which comprises the enterpnse's quality 
sy stem? . . . . . m? 3D 
hords(qualitytyrecord-ofiD,a),u). 

CQ 6.15 1s there a piece of documentation that documents the chief policy of the 
enterpnse's quality system? . . 

0 *? 3D 
ho~h(quality_manual-o f(D,R),a). 

6.6 Activity-Process Mapping Ontology 

There exists a separate ontology comprised of representations -that translate core ontology 

representations into representations which richly characterize a pmccss. The basic principles 

underlying this ontology are: 

Because of this emphasis on the activity-process translation, this ontology is called the activity- 

process mapping ontology. Although its axioms are used to construct representations of the 

Quality Management System Ontology and ISO 9000 Micro-Theory, this ontology is not 

compnsed of terms germane to quality. It is a usehl ontology for constnicting the Ontologies for 

Quality Modelling, but in and of itself does not warrant full discussion in this chapter. A full 

discussion of the activity-process mapping ontology is found in Appendix Al. 

6.7 Demonstration of Competency: Using the ISO 9000 Quality 
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Advisor 

This demonstration shows how the advisor is used for analyzing the quality management system 

at BHP Steel; in so doing, the advisor is used to answer the following competency questions. 

CQ 6.10 Does a given person have quiility management responsibiiity over the whole 
quelity management system of the enterprise? In order to answer this question, the 
following question is also answered. 

CQ 6.9 Does a given person have quality management responsibiiity vis-a-vis a given 
activity? In order to answer this question, the following question is also answered: 

CQ 6.5 1s there n goal of the activiîy tbat is mlated to hpmviag qunlity? 
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Step 2: Stating Queries for Analyxing Enterpria9 m Repmienthg Formal Cornpetency Questions 

Figure 6.4 Displa Ing Quality Management Systern-Related Queder and Repte~entin~ them as r Forma Competency Quertionr of the Queility Management Syrtem Ontology 

Colin Monborr b 

0 F o ? B H P a a a i c O < p J ~ ~ ~ ~ l r  
k Y r ( = o l l i , c - - L m l l v s ~ n - - - I ~ i C I i ]  

- --4-w*- 
0 D o r i r l . r i i p r i o a k B r r e ( i r h i b u ~ ~ m 7  

FocÿulCQnvoiyqolIkm 
e t & i i ~ ~ r d i r o r ~ ~ i i p b l i . r i b ~ r n ~ a o i u a d l  
* F o r g l I P S s d ~ b r d c o p r ( l g ~ ~ u  

3B CbiUi(puC*~irarivd.irarivd.of@poeriu4t4tf~~~) 

user to the scrccn labellcd (A). Clicking on the link 
labelled (2) takes the advisor user to the scrcen 

~ C ~ Q w a o c i  
labelled (B), and similady (3) leads to (C). 0 ~ ~ n ~ ~ i l ~ ~ ~ i h . ~ n ~ t i d t ~ ~ ~ ~  

Oa<miiC-QurrocI 
0 L o i n r ~ & ~ f œ r a ~ a m a ~ o l  
0 F w B E P S m d d n l a o i i l r ~ q u r i o o r a  
JO )oll(evrrobr-ck~.4)4)a 

Step 3: Stating Data Dictionary of Entetprire88 Termi w Repreientlng Ontology or Micro-Theory 
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Figure 6.5 Dlsplaylng Data Dictionary of an EnterprlseL Quality Management Syrtem-Related 

Clicking on the link lakllcd (l), (2), or (3) 
takes the user to the first-order logic 
definitions for these tcrms. The screens 
corresporiding to these definitions are not 
shown shce thc dcfinitions have dready been 
prcsentcd in this chaptcr. 

Step 4 and 5: Answering Querier m Deducing Answen to Fomal Competency Questions; and 
Explalnlng the Derivation of Anawera kr Tracing Deduction and Dlsplaying Prolog Trace Llst 

Figure 6.6 Displaylng Answers to Quality Management Syatem-Related Queries, and 
Explanations for Answers 

ISO 9000 Qudity Advisor 
BHP Steel: Answm to Queries and Th& 

Explanations 
- -- 

quriirr- 8- -1w 
Colh MoiP#r is b r d œ  qmlity -. in dot$ bi ii ch& ialily 

lA7 by dm pmiiaii  dBHP &ai a nm h a  Miiy Il 

(8) 
Ha hm r rolr iPQ dl k r b  p r o c m  of& W e m  PoicHc4 Coi1 
Feility Quliiy Coiho1 W m  

O f c o u w ,  rhia p r r i  hm quiliîy objectiw: to avmœ ibr pul* 
(C)-iri(rm-.II--l. - (1) 

Clicking on the link Iabelled (4) in Figure 6.4 
Dlsplaylng Quality Management System-Relatsd Quarks 
and Repmsenting them as Fomal Cornpetency Questions 
of ais Quality Management System Ontology, takes the 
advisor user to (A) on this screen. Similarly, 
clicking on (5) Li the same figure brings the user 
to (B), and (6) ltads to (C). 
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Figure 6.7 Displayin? Competency Question Deduction for Quality Management System 
Ontoloav 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
1 Quality Management System Ontology: Trace of 

Competency Question Deduction 
answers [CQ 6.10, pg. 1471 

answers [CQ 6.8, pg. 1471 Ro=bhp,st~I,~manager-rote-1 

A=proc4ss,wp,qc,l 

Ro=bhp-stem1 

I 
T ' 

liddr@rpliddr@rp~w~~-wP-~~~~ * 
bhp---q;~nro~r-m~-l). - -  w,rcMI). 

wp-qcci ObhP-@@e 
p:W=--3). 

* 8~~8etud). , . 

(*) denotes rcprescntations fiom the Activity-Proccss Mapping Ontology 
ENTERPRIS E 
MODEL 

This denotes that dcducing auth of This dcnotcs that pl  has btcn dcduccd 
prcdicatc p 1 requircs dcducing to bc truc with the variable, 
euth of p2. A is the variable A. bound to the fact, a. 
for which its value musc k faund Note: This is only a 
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The Prolog query to answer the question denoted by (A) took 178 deductions. Answering (B) and 

(C) took 14 and 8 deductions, respectively. 

Figure 6.8 Pr01 Query to Anrwer Quality Management System Ontology Competency "S Qumt on 

(2) O Call (multi f ile) : holdo (executive-quality-manager-of (-10529, bhp-steel-1) , -10558) 
(2) 1 Head [IO] : holds (executlve~quality~manager~of (-10529, bhp-steel-1) ,-10558) 
(3) 1 Call (multifile) : holds (employee-has-role(-10529, 13564) ,-10558) 
(3) 2 Head [ 17 1 : holds (employee-has-role (-l0529, -13564 );-l0558) 
(4 1 2 Call (multif ile) : holds (organizationagent (-1OS29) ,-IO558 
(4) 3 Head 166->79] : holds lorgani zation-agent [-lO529) , - lOS5B) 
(4) 2 Exit (multifile) : holds(organization~agent(colin~montrose),sv~actual~ 
(5) 2 Call: not (holds (hasmember (colin-montrose,-13575) , SV-actual) 1 
(5) 3 Head [Il : not (holds (hasrnember ~colindmontrose,~l3575), SV-actual) ) 
(6) 3 C a U  (built-in) : call (user:holds (hasmembet (colin-montrose,-l3575), SV-actual) 1 
(7) 4 Call (multifile) : holds (hasmember (colin~montrose, -13575) , SV-actual) 
(7) 5 Head [47->48] : holds (hasmember (colin-montrose, -l3575), SV-actual) 
(7 1 5 Head [48->49] : holds (hasmember (colin~montrose, -1357 5) , SV-actual) 
(7) 5 Head [49->SOI : holds (hasrnember (colin~montrose,~l3575), SV-actual) 
(7) 5 Head t501 : holds (hasmember (colin-montrose, -l3575), SV-actual) 
(7) 4 Fail (multlfile) : holds (has-mernber ~colin~montrose, -13575) , SV-actual) 
(6) 3 Fail (built-in) : call (user: holds (hasmember (colin-m0ntrose,~l3575), SV-accual) 1 
(5) 2 Done: noe (holds (hasrnember (colin~montrose,~l3575), SV-actual) 1 

(177) 7 Faf 1 (multifile] : holds (hasrnember (-14118, bhp-steel-1) , SV-actual) 
(176) 6 f a i l  (built-in) : call (user:holds (hasmember (-14118, bhp-steel-1) , SV-actual) 
(175) 5 Done: not (holds (hasmember (-14118, bhp-steel-l), SV-actual) ) 
(173) 4 Exit (multifile) : holds (enterprfse (bhp-steel-1) , SV-actual) 
1150) 3 Exit (multifile) : 

ho1d~(executive~management~responsib11ity~0f~bhp~stee1~resident~ro1e~1,bhp~stee1~1~,sv~actua1 
1 
(14 9) 2 ~ x i t  (multif ile 1 : holds ( e x e c u t i v e ~ m a n a g e m e n t _ r e s p o n s i b ~ o ~ e ~ l ~  Sv-actual) 
(13) 1 Exit (multifile) : 

holds(executive~quality_management~responsibility~of~bhp~steel~~manager~role~1,bhp~steel~l~ ,SV 
- actual) 

( 2 )  O Exit (multifile): holds(executive~qualfty~manager~of(colin~montrose,I;hp~steel~l),sv~actual) 

1. Clicking on (1) in Figure 6.6 Displayhg Answcrs to Quality Management Systcm-Rclated Queries, and 
Explanatiom for Answcrs takes the advisor user to this screen. 
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Chapter Secüon: Summry and Concluaion 

6.8 Summary and Conclusion 

The following summarizes the key concepts that are formalized in the Quality Management 

System Ontology: 

A quality management system is modelled to be comprised of an organizational structural 
system for planning and managing quality-related policies and goals that constrain the roles 
of people, and a system for disseminating and documenting these policies and goals. In 
order to assess the capabiiity of the organization to repeatedly satise its customers' needs, it 
is necessary to model an organization using these representations. 

These concepts are formalized by posing competency questions, analyzing the quality 

management system domain, stating assumptions, and developing terminology and axioms. Then, 

the competency of the ontology and the capability of the ontology to be used to gain insights 

about an enterprise are demonstrated by automatically deducing answers to competency questions 

such as: 

Qualiv System Role: 1s there a quality polis> for the company? Does a given person fil1 an 
explicit quality-related role in the company? Who is the main person responsible for quality 
within the company? 

Quality Systern Documentation: 1s there a quality manual for the company? Are the qualiiy 
procedures for a given activity documented? For a given activity, do records exist that 
provide documented evidence that quality goals are being met? 

The design, analysis, and prototypical implementation of the Quality Management System 

Ontology supports the thesis of this dissertation [me m. 71 by: 

Showing that representing an enterprise's organizational structure and information flows for 
managing quality, its quality management system, is important for describing and 
prescribing an enterprise's capability to meet its customers' quality needs. 
Representing an organization's quality goals and policies and their documentation, and the 
organizational structure govemed by these goals and policies. 

Representing quality management system in the enterprise model, so that ISO 9000 
cornpliance regarding an organization's management responsibility, quality system, 
document control, and control of quality records can be objectively prescnbed. 
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-- 

7.1 Précis 

The ISO 9000 Micro-Theory is a forma1 mode1 of the ISO 9000 compliance quality perspective of 

an enterprise, constnicted upon generic quality concepts formalized in the Ontologies for Quality 

Modelling. The micro-theory formalizes those ISO 9000 requirements that are expressible using 

the Ontologies for Quality Modelling tems. These are requirements related to inspection and 

testing, formalized using Measurement Ontology tems; product identijication and traceability, 

formalized using Traceability Ontology tenns; and management of the quality system, formalized 

using Quality Management System Ontology terms. The emphasis in formalizing the ISO 9000 

inspection and testing requirements is upon defining and documenthg the proper procedures that 

dictate how inspection and testing activities should be performed, and on collecting appropriate 

evidence about the perfomance of those activities. The micro-theory formalizations that pertain 

to ISO 9000 requirements upon pmduct traceability and unique identifcation ensure that an 

organization has the capability to, when need be, identiQ and trace quality problems. The micro- 

theory formalizations related to the management of the quality system emphasize assessing the 

organizational cornmitment to delivering quality products to customers, assessed in tenns of 

allotment of resources and personnel, extensiveness of networks of quality-related activities and 

information flows, and broad scope of quality-related responsibilities. In this chapter, one 

iteration o f  the ontological e n g i n e e ~ g  methodology applied to develop the ISO 9000 Micro- 

Theory is presented. 

Introduction 

Customers seek evidence that their suppliers have systems in place to ensure product quality. 

Rather than perfoming an expensive audit on a given supplier, the customer desires ISO 9000 

compliance fiom that supplier. If the supplier demonstrates that it satisfies one of ISO 900 1,9002, 

or 9003-as audited by a third-party registrar-then the customer is w i h g  to accept this as 
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adequate evidence of the supplier's capability to provide products af good quality. Using the ISO 

9000 Micro-Theory, the ISO 9000 requirements can be precisely and unambiguously interpreted 

tbroughout an organization. Moreover, this model can be implemented as an information systems 

model to autornatically evaluate the ISO 9000 cornpliance of an organization. 

The ISO 9000 Micro-Theory is an ISO 9000-cornpliance perspective of quality within the 

enterprise. It is constructed using the representations of the Ontologies for Quality Modelling. Of 

these ontologies the Quality Management System Ontology is predominantly used to fomalize 

the following requirements, widely held to be the most important: 

ISO 900 1 4.1 Management responsibility 

ISO 900 1 4.2 Quality system 

ISO 9001 4.5 Document and data control 

ISO 9001 4.16 Control of quality records 

The Traceability Ontology is used to fomalize the following requirement: 

ISO 9001 4.8 Product identification and traceability 

Finally, the Measurement Ontology is used to formalize the following requirements: 

ISO 9001 4.10 Inspection and testhg 

ISO 9001 4.12 Inspection and test status 

In the micro-theory. ISO 9001 is fmalized, since it is inclusive of the other two standards. Shce 

this micro-theory b o protovpe, not al1 of the ISO 9001 b twenty top-level requimments are 

fonnalîzed. On& those that can be fonnalized using the representations of the Ontologies for 

QuaZity Modelling are. 

ISO 9000 Micro-Theory: Inspection and Testing 
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Requiremen ts 

Inspection and testing is at the core of an enterprise's capability to provide quality products to its 

customers. Inevitably, nonconformities will occur within an enterprise. Inspection and testing is 

the last means by which these nonconformities are prevented fkom being delivered to the 

customers. Cost of dealing with product nonconformities identified by the customers, such as cost 

of recalls and the intangible cost of losing the customers' future business, is staggering relative to 

the cost of identifjbg and fixing problems within the enterprise. Because of this importance and 

because inspection and testing can be represented using the Measurement Ontology, the ISO 9000 

requirements related to inspection and testing are fomalized in the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory. 

7.3.1 Informal Competency Questions 
Complying to ISO 9001 requirement 4.10 Inspection and testing requires complying to its five 

sub-requirements. So, the informal competency questions are: 

CQ 7.1 Does the company comply to ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10.1 General? 

cQ 7.2 Does the company comply to ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10.2 Receiving inspection 
and testing? 

CQ 7.3 Does the company cornply to ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10.3 In-process inspection 
and testing? 

C a  7.4 Does the company comply to ISO 9001 requirement 4.10.4 Final inspection and 
testing? 

CQ 7.5 Does the company comply to ISO 9001 requirement 4.10.5 Inspection and test 
records? 

With the answers to the above questions, the following question c m  be answered: 

CQ 7.6 Does the company satisQ ISO 9001 requirement 4.10 Inspection and testing? 

For the requirement upon status of inspection and testing, the question to ask is: 

CQ 7.7 Does the company satis@ requirement 4.12 Inspection and test status? 

1 
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7.3.2 Analysis, Assumptions, Terminology, and Axiome 

Figure 7.1 Data Model of ISO 9000 Micro-Theory Measurement Terms 

Terms from the Ontologies used to debe  micro-theory terms 

iso 9001 4.10.1 iso 9001 4.10.2 
com~ziant corn  liant 

iso 900143 
A cornpliani 

iso 9001 4.12 
cornpliant 

The dependency relationship fiom microltheory terms to ontology tems 
are abstracted out for ease-of-reading. So (*) denotes that inspection and 
testing controlled agent constraint is dependent upon 4 terms in the ontologies 

I al1 tems except for tenns fÎom the ontologies an agent constraints 
A+B: A depends upon B; e.g. B A C 2 A, where C is another predicate 

Cornpliance to ISO 9001 4.10.1 : General 
ISO 9001 requirernent 4.10.1 States ([ISO 94e], pg. 6): 

(1) The supplier shall estabhh and maintain documented procedures for inspection and 
testing activities in order to verfi that the specified requirements for the product are 
met. 

(2) The required inspection and testing, and the records to be established, shall be detailed 
in the quality plan or documented procedures. 
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The question that characterizes the requirement expressed in (1) is: Does the enteprise 
contml its inspection and testing; that is, are al1 hi.specrion w d  teszing activities consrdlt.d 
by a quulity pmcedun' and documentation for the procedure, the qt(alip pimi? This 
requirement is formalized as: 

iso 9~ Axicms, befn-1: ag~nt~c~n~tCQlint(O,inape~tion~and~testing~controlled) 

holds(inspect-and-test(A),s) 3 
3 R a 3 ~ b  { holdr@rocess-control(A,Ra),s) A 

holds(process-control(A,Rb),s) A 

hold~(qualitygrocedu~e(Ra),s) A holdF(qualityqlan(Rb),s) }]. 
O: an organization that complies to the ISO 9001 requirement upon control of 

inspection and testing activity 
A: an inspection and testing activity 
Ra: an inspection and testing quality procedm 
Rb: an inspection and testing quality plan 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

d~c~~~:i~'iit-pro~es,s-o~gnnizarir,n is a term that relates any activity to the organization 
within which that activity is performed. This t em is defined in the activity-process 
mapping ontology in the Appendix Al. 
procczss-conno2 is a tenn that relates an activity to a resource, tni, or information that 
controls that activity. This term is defmed in the activity-process mapping ontology. 
in.yeçl ctnd :CYZ is a terni fkom the Measurement Ontology 
quaZity y r o c ~ ~ d ~ m  and q d i t y  plan are tems fiom the Quality Management System 
Ont O Iogy. 

The question that characterizes the requirement expressed in (2) is: Does the enteprise 
record its inspection and testing; that is, do al1 inspecriw and resring activities ouplrt 
yu&y cc~*idcwe, and a yudit). rec:ord, the documentation of this midrncc~? This requirement 
is formalized as: 

VOVSVA [ holdF(crgent-constrain t(0,inspectionnanddtestin1precorded), s) 
hoZh(descendent-process-organization(A,O),s) A 

holds(inspect-and-test(A),s) 3 

3 R a 3 ~ b  { hoZds(process-output(A,Ra),s) A holdF(process-output(A,Rb),s) A 

holdr(qua1ity-record(Ra),s) A holdî(quality_evidence(Rb),s) ] 1. 
O: an organization that complies to the ISO 9001 requirement upon recording of 

inspection and testing activity 
A: an inspection and testing activity 
Ra: an inspection and testing quality record 
Rb: an inspection and testing quality evidence 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 
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p~cess-nrt tp~d is a term that relates an activity to a resource, tni, or information that 
controls that activity. This tenu is defined in the activity-process mapping ontology. 

If the enterprise contmls its inspection and testing and recora3 its inspection and testing, 
then the enterprise complies to requirement 4.10.1. This requirement is formalized as: 

ISO 9K Axiorns, ~efn-3: a~ent~constmint(O,iso~9001~4.10.1~compliant) 

VOVS [ holds(agent~coonstraint(O,inspecti0n~and~te~tiag~~ontrol1ed),s) A 

holds(agent~constraint(0,~spection~md~tesgrecorded ,s) 3 
holds(agenLconstraint(09iso~ 900114m 1 Om 1-cornplian t), s) 1. 

O: an organization that complies to ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10.1 
s: an extmt or hypothetical situation 

Compliance to ISO 9001 4.10.2: Receiving inspection and testing 

ISO 900 1 4.10.2 compliance requires compliance to sub-requirements 4.10.2.1 to 4.10.2.3. 

ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10.2.1 states ([HO 94e], pg. 6): 

(3) The supplier shall ensure that incornhg product is not used or processed (except in the 
circumstances described in 4.10.2.3) until it has been inspected or otherwise verified as 
confonning to s pec ified requirements. 

(4) Verification of conforniance to the specified requirernents shall be in accordance with 
the quality plan ancilor documented procedures. 

Assumption about the requirement expressed in (3): Since it is beyond the scope of the 
ontologies to examine activities that occur at a supplàer to the enterprise, it is assumed that 
receiving inspection and testing is the only means to venfL conformance of incoming 
pmducts. So, this sub-requirement is complied to if al1 inpur 1'é:wtrrce uiiits are Niput into a 
receiving iwpectioir and resting ac tivity. This requirement is fonnalized as: 

ISO 9K Axiorns, hfn-4: agent~con~t~a/nt(0,i~o~9001~4~10.2.1~campliant) 

holdF(receiving~inspect~and~test(Ao),s) } 1 
2 h o l d s ( o w ~ c o n s t r ~ i n t ( ~ 9 i s ~ O 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 . ~ ~ m 2 . ~ o c o p l n , s ) ] .  
O: an organization that satisfies the ISO 9001 constraint upon the performance of 

receiving inspection and testing activity 
A: any activity of the o r g h t i o n  
Ao: a receiving inspection and testing activicy 
Rt: an input resource unit 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

yryass-input is a term that relates an activity to a mi or resource that is an input into that 
activity. This is a tenn fiom the activity-process rnapping ontology 
reueiving i r q m x  nnd t a t  is a term h m  the Measurement Ontology, but is not discussed in 
that section for brevity 
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~ w p  IVS ZI'U and inprit ru are terms fiom the Traceabiüty Ontology. 

Assumption about the requirement expressed in (4): This requirement is subsumed by the 
1 

requirement upon verification of all inspection and testing (iriipection and testing 
controlled). so this requimment is not fonnalized. 

ISO 9001 requirement 4.10.2.2 states ([ISO 94e], pg. 6): 

(5) In determinhg the amount and nature of receiving inspection, consideration shall be 
given to the amount of control exercised at the subcontractor's premises and the 
recorded evidence of conformance provided. 

Assumption about the requirement 5xpressed in (5): Th& requirement is subsumed under the 
assumption, already presented, that activities ai the sub-contractors are not examined by the 
micro-theory. So, the requirement expressed in (5) is not fonnalized. 

a 

ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10.2.3 states ([ISO 94e], pg. 6): 

(6) Where incoming product is released for urgent production purposes prior to 
verification, it shall be positively identified and recorded in order to permit immediate 
recall and replacement in the event of nonconfonity to specified requirements. 

Assumption about the requirement expressed in (6): Modellingimmediate recall and the 
release of incoming product for urgent production purposes prior to verification is beyond 
the scope of this micro-theory. 

Furthemore, with the above arsumption, this requirement is subsumed by the requirement 
upon identzfyig and recording receiving inspection and testing, which in turn, is subsumed 
by the requirement upon idenrifying and reconiing inspection and testing, which hm alreudy 
been fonnalized. So, the mquiment  expressed in (6) is no? fohnalized. 

so, 

An enterprise complies to ISO 9001 requirement 4.10.2, if it complies to requirement 
4.10.2.1. This requirement can be formalized as: 

ISO 9K Axioms, ~efn-fi: agent~c0nstra/nt(0,i80~9001~4.10.2~compliant) 

V0Vs [ holdî(agent-constraint(O,isoO90O 1-4.10.2.1-compliant),~) 3 
hoZ&(cgent~constr~ànt(0,iso09001~4.1 U.2-compIàant),s) 1. 

O: an organintion that complies to ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10.2 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 
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Compliance to ISO 9001 4.10.3: ln-proceu inspection end teiting 

The ISO 9001 requirement 4.10.3 states ([ISO 94e], pg. 6): 

(7) The supplier shall inspect and test the product as required by the quality plan and/or 
documented procedures. 

(8) The supplier shall hold product until the required inspection and tests have been 
completed or necessary reports have been received and verified, 

(9) except when product is released under positive-recall procedures. Release under 
positive-recall procedures shall not preclude the activities outlined in 4.10.3a. 

Assumption about the requirement expressed in (7): This requirement is subsumed by the 
requirement on recording al1 inspection and testing activities.. So, the requirement expressed 
in (7) is not formalized. 

Assumption about the requirement expressed in (8): This requirement is subsumed by the 
requirement upon verzj?cution of results as conforming or nonconfoming for al1 inspection 
and testing activities. The fonnalization of the latter requiremen t-called "clea rly shows 
p a s  or fui1 '-is a sub-requirement for 4.10.5. So, the requirement expressed in (8) is not 
fonalized. 

Assumption about the requirement expressed in (9): Sinceposilive recall is not represented, 
this requirement is not fonnalùed. 

So, Requirement 4.10.3 is not fonnalized. 

Compliance to ISO 9001 4.10.4: Final inspection and testfng 
The ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10.4 states ([HO 94e], pg. 7): 

(10)The supplier shall carry out al1 final inspection and testing in accordance with the 
quality plan andlor documented procedures to complete the evidence of conformance of 
the finished product to the specified requirements. 

(1 1)The quality plan a d o r  documented procedures for final inspection and testing shall 
require that al1 specified inspection and tests, including those specified either in receipt 
of product or in-process, have been carried out and that the results meet specified 
requirernents. 

(12)No product shall be dispatched until al1 the activities specified in the quality plador 
documented procedures have been satisfactorily completed and the associated data and 
documentation are available and authorized. 

Assumption about the requirement expressed in (1 O): ?%is requirement is subsumed by the 
requirement upon controlling of all inspection and testing. So, the requirement expressed in 
(10) is not fonnalued. 
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Assumption about the requirement expressed in (1 1): This requirement is subsumed by the 
requirement upon recording of all inspection and testing. Su, the requirement expressed in 
( I I )  is not fonnalized. 

Assumption about the requirement expressed in (12): This requirement is subsumed by the 
requirement upon authorization of al1 inspection and testing activities. The formalization of 
this requirement-called "iden tlfi inspection authority "-is '7 sub-requirement for 4.1 OS.  
So, the requirement expressed in (12) is not fonnalized. 

So, Requirement 4.10.4 U not formalized. 

Cornpliance to ISO 9001 4.10.5: Inspection and test records 
The ISO 9001 requirement 4.10.5 states ([ISO 94e], pg. 7): 

(1 3)The supplier shall establish and maintain records which provide evidence that the 
product has been inspected a d o r  tested. 

(14)These records shalI show clearly whether the product has passed or failed the 
inspections andhr tests according to defined acceptance criteria. 

(1 5)Where the product fails to pass any inspection and/or test, the procedures for control of 
nonconforming product shall apply. 

(1 6)Records shall identiQ the inspection authority responsible for the release of product. 

Assumption about the requhment expressed in (13): This requirement is subsumed by the 
requirement upon recording of all inspection and testing. So, the requirement expressed in 
(1 3) is not formalized. 

The requirement expressed in (14) can be stated as: An enterprise clearly showspaîs or fail, 
i f  al1 ms that are output fiom an inspection and testing activity are marked as either as a 
confoiwanca point or a mnconfo)w~ance poim. This requirement is fonnalized as: 

ISO 9~ Axioms, Defnd: agent~c0n8traint(O,~leariy~sh0~8~a88~fail) 

Q0Vs [ h o l d s ( o g e n ~ c o n ~ t r ~ ~ i n ~ ( O , ~ I e a r ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  f air),) 
ho[cis(agent~constniint(O,inspection~anddtestixiggrecorded),s) A 

VAVR~ [ holds(descendent-process-organization(A,û),s) A 

holds(process-output-tru(A,Rt),s) A holh(i.nspecttnianddtest(A),s) 2 
3 m ~ d ~ p  ( holds(confomanceqt(X,Rt,At,Tp),s) v 

holdî(nonconf~mance~t(x,Rt,At,Tp),s) ) ] 1. 
O: an enterprise that complies to the requirement upon clearly showing p a s  or fail 

in inspection and testing 
A: an inspection and testing activity 
Rt: an inspected tru 
X: the ID for a conformance or nonconformance point 
At: a measured attribute of Rt 
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Tp: the time point of measurement 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

prrice.r.~-output-rru is a term that relates an activity to a tru that is an output f3om an activity. 
This is a term fkom the activity-pracess mapping ontology 

* co~ifi)rn~ill/w and ~ ~ o ~ i c o ~ ~ f v r n ~ m c * ~ ~  point are terms ~ ~ O I L L  the Measurement Ontology 

The requirement expressed in (15) can be stated as: An enterprise controls nonconformities 
of inspection, if al1 nonconfi,rmities are inpur into a co:«n&rol no>rcot!fi,nriip activity. This 
requirement is formalized as: 

ISO 9K Axioms, ~efn-7: agent~cons~aint(O,c~ntr~nonconformit~~îrom~in~pection) 

YOvs [ ho~dî(cp~constraint(o,~~~tr~~nonconfom~~~rom~in~pec~on),s) - - - 
VAVR~ [ ho1dî(descendent-process-organization(A,0)s) A 

holdr(process-output-tni(A,Rt),s) A holds(inspect-and-test(A),s) A 

g f i ~ d ~ p  hol&(nonconformance_qt(x,At,Rt,Tp),s) 3 

3Ao ( holdF(process-input(Ao,Rt),s) A 

holds(control~nonconfonnity(Ao),s) ) ] 1. 
O: an enterprise that satisfies the constraint upon inspection and testing 

nonconformity being controlled. 
A: an inspection and testing activity 
Rt: an inspected and tested ûu 
Ao: a control nonconformity activity 
X: a nonconformance point ID 
At: a measured attribute of Rt 
Tp: the time point at which Rt is measured 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

contnd worrcorforrniv is a primitive term that classifies an activity as an activity that 
controls nonconformities, This is a tenn fiom the activity-process rnapphg ontology 

The requirement expressed in (16) can be stated as: An enterprise identifes its inspection 
authoriîy, if ali t n ~ s  that are «urpri t fkom an hspectio~z and tesring activity have evidenca of 

1 SO 9K Axioms, Defn-8: ag8nt~c0nsfCQint(O,identify~inipection~authority) 

VO V s [ holds(agent- constrain t(0, iden tib- inspe~tion~authority), ) a 
VAVR~ [ holdr(descendent-process-organkation(A~0)s) A 

holds(process-output-tru(A,Rt),s) A holdî(inspect-and_test(A),s) 3 

~ M ~ R O ~ L ~ I (  holdî@rocess-employee(A,M),s) A 

holds(employee~has~role(MyRo),s) A holdî(ro1e-info-link(R~~L~I)~s) A 

holds(~an~authorize~,Rt),s) ) ] 1. 
O: an enterprise that complies to the requirement upon inspection and testing 

output being authorized 
A: an inspection and testing activity 
Rt: an inspected and tested tru 
M. the employee who authorizes the inspection and testing of Rt 
Ro: the role of M in inspecting and testing Rt 
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L: the authority link for inspecting and testing Rt 
1: the policy, goal, or constraint that authorizes the inspecting and testing of Rt 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

p'uce,ss-ernpZoyee is a term that relates an employce to the activity where the employee 
works. This is a term Born the activity-process mapping ontology. 
n~i+iq%-link is a term that relates a communication or authority link to the role that sent or 
received it. This is a tenn from the activity-process mapping ontology. 
cnipiï~vcc hu.9 role relates an employee to the role that hdshe fills. This is a term fiom the 
quality management system ontology. 
zm mrhnrix is a tenn fkom the Core Ontologies explained in the methodology chapter. 

So, an enterprise complies to requirement 4.10.5 iE it satisfies requirements upon clearb 
showing inspection pass or fail, contmlling noncon formities of inspection, and iden tif cation 
of all its inspection authon'ties. This requirernent is fonnalized as: 

ISO QK hioms, Defn-9: agent~c0nstra/nt(0,is0~9001~4.10.5~compliant) 

V O ' ~  [ holds(agent~constraint(O,clear1yY~h~~~~as~Sfail),s) A 

hoZh(agent~coostniint(O,control~nonconfo~ominspection),s) A 

holds(agent~constraint(O,identi~~inspection~au~on~),s) 
2 holds(~gent,con~tr~int(O,is0~9OOI~4~ IO. SScompfiîinf), s) 1. 

O: an organization which complies to ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10.5 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Compliance to ISO 9001 4.10 Inspection and testing 
According to the micro-theory, an enterprise complies to ISO 9001 4.10 if it complies to 

requirements 4. IO. 1,4.10.2, and 4.1 0.5. This requirement is formalized as: 

ISO 9~ Axioms, ~efn-IO: agent~con~tra/nt(O,iso~90OII~4.i0~cornpliant) 

VOVs [ ho2ds(agent~constraint(0,i~0~900 1-4.10.1-compliant),) A 

holds(age~constraint(O,iso~900 1410.2-compliant),~) A 

holh(agent~constraint(OyisoO90O l-4.10.~Scompliant),s) 
2 holds(11~en~cons~aint(0,is0~9001-4~f 0-compliant),s)]~ 
O: an organization which complies to ISO 9001 requirement 4.10 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Compliance to ISO 9001 4.12 Inspection and test status 
The ISO 900 1 requirement 4.12 States (PSO 94e], pg. 8): 

(17)The inspection and test statu of a product shaiî be identified by suitable means, which 
indicate the conformance or nonconformance of product with regard to inspection and 
tests performed. 

(1 8)The identification of inspection and test status shaU be maintained, as defhed in the 
quality plan a d o r  documented procedures, throughout production, installation, and 
servicing of the product to ensure that oniy product that has passed the requued 
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inspections and tests [or released under an authorized concession] is dispatched, used, 
or installed. 

The requirement expressed (17) cm be stated as: al1 tw must be identified as either a 
confo~miy or a no~rcw~fo tnz i~v  at the end of an inspection and testing activity. This 
requirement is fomaiized as: 

ISO 9~ Axioms, ~ e h - i  1: agent~constraint(O,iro,9001~4.12~compliant) 

occurs~activity-durationf~ ,T)) A endqoint(T,Tp),s) 3 

3 ~ 3 ~ t  ( holds(conformancegt0c,Rt,At,Tp) s) v 
holdF(nonconformance~t(X,Rt,At,Tp),s) ) ] 1. 
O: an enterprise that satisfies ISO 900 1 requirement 4.12 
A: an inspect and test activity of O 
Rt: atm 
X: the ID for a conformance or nonconformance point 
At: a measured attribute of Rt 
Tp: the time point of measurement 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Assumption about requirement expressed in ( 1  8): It is assumed that the maintenance of the 
identification of inspection and test statw throughout production, installation, and servicing 
is implied by the previous requirement. So this requirement is not fonnalized. 

7.3.3 Formal Competency Questions 
CQ 7.1 Does the company comply to ISO 9001 requirement 4.10.1 General? 

cQ 7.2 Does the company comply to ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10.2 ReceiWlg inspection 
and testing? 

CQ 7.3 Does the company comply to ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10.3 In-process inspection 
and testing? 

s 

Ca 7.4 Does the Company comply to ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10.4 Final inspection and 
testing? 
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Does the company comply to ISO 9001 requirement 410.5 Inspection and test 
records? 

9001 4.1 
. . 7 

ho1ds(agent~constraint(e,iso~900 14.1 0.5compliant),o). 
ho~dr(agent-~onstraint(bhp~st~1~1 ,isoi900 1 10.5-compliant),sv-aeluai). 

Does the company satisfy ISO 900 1 requirement 4.10 Inspection and testing? 

holds(agent~const~aint(~,iso~9001~4.l0~compliant),o). 

holds(agent-constraint(bhp-stwl-1 &O-90014. 1 Ocornpliant),sv-actual). 

Does the company satisQ requirement 4.12 Inspection and test status? 
O 9001 1 . . ? 

hoZdr(agent-constraint(e,iso-900 1~4.12~compliant),a). 
ho~dr(agent_constraint(bhp_steei_l ,iso-900 14.1  2-compliant),sv-act uei). 

f 

ISO 9000 Micro-Theory: Product Identification and 
Traceability Requirement 

Cornpliance to the ISO 9000 requirement related to product identification and traceability gives 

confidence to an organization's customen that the organization has an adequate system to: 

identiQ and locate products in various stages of production throughout the enterprise 

if there is a nonconformity, trace back to the cause of the nonconformity. 

Because of this importance, and because product identification and traceability can be rnodelled 

by the representations of the Traceability Ontology, this ISO 9000 requirement is modelled in the 

ISO 9000 Micro-Theory. 

7.4.1 lnfonnal Competency Questions 

CQ 7.8 Does the enterprise comply to the ISO 9001 requirement upon product 
identification and classification within the enterprise? 

7.9 Does the enterprise comply to the ISO 9001 requirement upon having product 
traceability capability within the enterprise? 

CQ 7.10 Does the enterprise comply to ISO 9001 requirement 4.8 Product identification 
and traceability? 
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7.4.2 Analysis, Temlnology, Assumptions, and Axioms 

Figure 7.2 Data Model ISO 9000 Micro-Theory Traceability Tenns 

Terms fmm the Ontologies 

iso 9001 4.8 cornpliant al1 tems are agent constraints except for ontology tenns 
A+B: A depends upon B; e.g., B A C 3 A 

where C is another predicate 

iso 9~ ~emis,  ~ m d - 7  : agent~c~nstraint(O,product~ldentiflcation~satis~ed) 
This is a requirement that al1 the trus of aprimitive activity of an enterprise be 
identified as an input, ouput, or intennediary resource unit. 

The tenn i l l r e r~nedhy  raotrrce uni! is defined in the Tnceability Ontology, but not shown 
in the Traceability Ontology chapter, 

Another requirement is that any given îru must be u-uccnble back to at least one iiyul r(wur(:e 

unir, and it must also be traçeabîe forward to at least one oupi<t resourw m i r .  I f  this requirement 

is not complied to, then this demonstrates that there exists a mi that should, but cannot, be traced. 

This is formalized as: 

ISO 9K Axioms, Defn-f 2: agent~constraint(O,traceablIitytYsatisfied) 

V O ~ A ~ R ~ ~ S ~ A ~ A ~ ~ R ~ R ~ ~ ~ S ~ S ~  [ 
holds(ugen~cons~uint~0, truceability-sufisfted), s) 

hoZds(descendent-process-organization(A,O),s) A 

hoZdr(curp_res-tru(A,Rt),s) A holds(tm(Rt),s) A, 

holdî(descendent-process-organization(Aa,O), ') A 

holds(produce-res-tru(Aa,Rta),s ') A holdF(output-ru(Rta),s ') A 

hoZdî(descendent-process-organization(Ab,O),s A 

holdF(consume-res_tni(Ab,Rtb),sd A holdF(Uiput-ru(Rtb),sd A socs A s<sr 
{ Rt#Rta 3 3~~ holds(trutrutrace(Rta,Rt,Ll),s ') ) A 

{ Rt#Rtb 2 3~~ holds(tmtnitrace@t,Rtb,L2,,sO, } 1. 
O: an enterprise that complies to the ISO 9001 requirement upon satisfactory 

traceability 
Rta: an output resource unit 
Rtb: an input resource unit 

an output resource unit that was produced because of the consurnption of Rtb 
Rtb~an input resource unit that was consumed to ultimately produce Rta 
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Aa: the activity that produces Rta 
Ab: the acîivity that consumes Rtb 
Li: trace list fiom Rta to Rtb, 
L2: trace list fiom Rt% to Rtb 
s,sr : extant or hypothetical situations 
s~ an extant or hypothetical situation that occurs before s 

The terms au truce, porluce ves 0-4 ,.md comme rm rnt are defined in the Traceability 
Ontology 

An enterprise complies to the requirement 4.8 if it complies to the production 
identification and traceability requirements. 

7.4.3 Formal Competency Questions 
cQ 7.8 Does the enterprise comply to the ISO 9001 requirement upon product 

identification and classification within the enterprise? 
a to -0 90 . . -: holds(agent~constraint(~producttidentificationnsatisfied),u) 1. 

cQ 7.9 Does the enterprise comply to the ISO 9001 requirement upon having product 
traceability capability within the enterprise? 

a 

a: holds(agent~constraint(~traceability_satisfied),o) 1. 

CQ 7.10 Does the enterprise comply to ISO 9001 requirement 4.8 Product identification 
and traceability? 

to mm- 4-8 in situation a3* . . 
a . . 
holds(agent-constraint(e,iso-900 1 -4.8-compliant),~) 1. 

7.5 ISO 9000 Micro-Theory: Management of Qualtty System 
Requirements 

- - - - ppppp 

The central tenets of a quality management system are that: 

roles of workers of the quality management system are planned; 

the expectations of the roles are documented and dissemioated; and 

al1 workers of the quality management system execute thek roles. 
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ISO 9001 requirements 4.1 Management responsibility and 4.2 Quality system address quality 

system planning. Requirements 4.5 Document and data control and 4.16 Control of quality 

records address quality system documentation and dissemination. Documentation also provides 

evidence of the proper execution of roles. Cornpliance to these requirements gives confidence to 

the customers that the system of ensuring quality is planned, disseminated, and properly executed. 

Because of this importance, and because these requirements can be modelled by the 

representations of the Quality Management System Ontology, these ISO 9000 requirements are 

represented in the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory. 

7.5.1 lnfomal Competency Questions 

The following are some of the examples of the micro-theory competency questions related to 

Management Responsibility: 

c 7.1 t 1s the enterprise compliant to ISO 900 1 requirement 4. l? 
CQ 7.12 Does the enterprise define and document the quality sbjectives in accordance with 

ISO 9001? 
CQ 7.13 Does the enterpnse implement the quality policy in accordance with ISO 9001? 
CU 7.14 1s the enterprise compliant to ISO 900 1 requirement 4.2. l? 

CQ 7-15 Does there exist a quality manual in accordance with ISO 9001? 
cQ 7.16 1s the enterprise compliant to ISO 900 1 requirement 4.5? 

cQ 7.17 Does the master list identiw current revisions of documents in accordance with 
ISO 9001? 

C a  7.18 Does the enterprise retain documents for an adequate amount of time in 
accordance with ISO 9001? 
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Terminology 

Figure 7.3 Data Mode\ ISO 9000 Mlcro-Theory Tems as relevant for Management Responrlbility 
for Quality 

iso 9001 iso 9001 
4.2.3 

Tcrmr from the Ontologies used to dcflne these micro-theory terms 

1. the dependcncy rtlationship from micmtheory tenns to ontology terms am abstractcd out for ease of reading. 
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Figure 7.4 Data Model O ISO 9000 Micro-Theo y Tenm as relevant for Documentation for Quality 
Managemen b 

I 

iso 

predicate 1 ho 9001 4.5 cornpliant ' iso 9001 4.16 compf ianf 

document and 
data adequate 

l I 

Terms from the Ontologies used to defme these micro-theory terms 

For brevity, the definition of these terms are not shown. 

Formal Competency Questions 
These are the forma1 competency questions corresponding to some of the informa1 competency 

questions: 

CQ 7.11 1s the enterprise compliant to ISO 9001 requirement 4. l? 

CQ 7.12 Does the enterprise define and document the quality objectives in accordance with 
ISO 9001? 

2. the depcndency relationstiip fiom micro-theory terms to ontology terms are abstracted out for easc of reading. 
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cQ 7.13 Does the enterprise implement the quality policy in accordance with ISO 9001? 
0 ta M O  9001 1 . . 1 

-in hohokjs(agent~constraint(e,quality~licypemented,) 1. 
holaagent-constraint(bhp,steei_l ,qualityqolicy~implemented,sv~a~uai) 

7.6 Demonstration of Competency: Using the ISO 9000 Quality 
Advisot 

This demonstration shows how the advisor is used for analyzing the quality management system 

at BHP Steel; in so doing, the advisor is used to answer the following competency questions. 

e CQ 7.6 Does the Company satisfy ISO 9001 requirement 4.10 Inspection and testing? In 
order to answer this question, the following question is also answered. 

CQ 7.1 Does the Company comply to ISO 9001 requirement 4.10.1 General? 

Step 1: Stating Facts about an Enterprise w Repreamnting Populated Enterprise Modela. 
There are no additional facts about the enterprise specifically expressed for demonstrating ISO 

9000 compliance of an organization; that is, in expressing facts that are represented in the 

enterprise model, al1 the facts needed to evaluate ISO 9000 compliance have been represented. 

This means that the ISO 9000 evaluation can be done on a sufficientiy well-populated enterprise 

model that was designed for some other purpose than for ISO 9000 analysis. For example, the 
4 

facts about BHP Steel, presented for the demonstrations of competency for the Measurement and 

Quality Management System Ontologies, are sufncient for the demonstration of micro-theory's 

competency. 

The complete, populated enterprise model for BHP Steel is shown in Appendix A 2  For the 

populated model for deHavilland Manufachiruig, refer to [Tham 981. 
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Stap 2: Stating Queries for Analyzing Enterprise w Repmenting Forma1 Competency Questions 

Figure 7.5 Displaylng ISO 9000-Related Queries and Representlng them as Formol Competency 
Quertlons of the ISO 8000 Micro-Theoty 

ISO 9000 QuaMy Advisor 
BHP Steel: Queries for Anaîyis 

Dow BHP Strel colrply to BO 
Tc* 

Docm BHP Stccl c q l y  to BO 
vw cm- 

'Cur rrrmro rwq(4) 

Clicking on the link labcllcd (1)  takcs the advisor user to 
the screen labelled (A). Clicking on the link labeiled (2) 
takes the advisor user to the screen labelled (B). 

Step 3: Stating Data Dictionary of Enterprisda Terma H Reprerenting Ontology or Micro-Theory 
Tenninology and Axioms 
There is no data dictionary since it is unclear whether many terms used for ISO 9000 compliance 

within BHP Steel are outside of the ISO 9000 lexicon used by the micro-theory. The screens 

showing the first-order logic defmitions for ISO 9001 compliance axioms are not displayed, since 

the definitions have aiready been presented in this chapter. 

Steps 4 and 5: Anrwering Queries m Deducing Answen to Formel Competency Questions; and 

- - -- 
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Figure 7.6 Dirplrying Answen to ISO 9000-Relatad Queriea, and Explanations for Anmwen 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
BEP Steel: Answm to Quaies and Th& 

Explanations 

Clicking on the link labelled (1) in Fbum 7.5 
Dbpiaying 60 9000-Related Queries and Repreaenting 
them 88 Formal Cornpetsncy Questions of Vie ISO 0000 
~fcco-~heory, takes the advisor user to (A) on this 
screen. Similarly, clicking on (2) in the sarne 
figure brings the wr to (B). 
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figure 7.7 Displayhg Competency Question Deduction for ISO 8000 ~ i c i o - ~ h r o ~ ~  

ISO 9000 Quahty Advisor 
ISO 9000 Micro-Theory: Trace of Competency Question Deduction 

Rbwp-hcpf-260,~evidence-1 

4.71, pg. 911 

I ~Wquilitv3'jd-? - wpJW3@-a~-t)#wWi - 
---bM--l. h k l r ( q ~ g i o c c s s ( l w p ~ m -  w p w p q c q c ~ X l v ~ *  

~ ~ f Q u B m = L  

r p - w - 1  ~*-d-'~ . 
wpW.-~Xrv-~* ~1;dr(documentir(iivp~eprjao~q.fl00l~l~1, 

I b I d r ( c o ~ o n - W - o f l @ h p H . . e  w p . œ h e p t I ~ 2 6 0 ~ ~ - L 1 1 1 ~ - ~  - 
~ - - - t ( w p ~ ~ -  ~ ~ , w Q j i c p t ~ - q  . ,  . - ., . .? .. 
mQnsOwiient~idet ~ ~ l X I V I V c e t u l ) *  , 

- ,  

wp*prm-lXnXnidud), 
~ b ~ ~ c ~ m m ~ ~ i c ~ i o a ~ ~ ~ !  

- AzI--lFsr* 

LECEND APM dcnotw Activity-Rocess Mapping 
P I ( N  -b p2(aP% PIW ûntology reprcscnmtions; similarly, 

Meas and QMS dcnotc Messument 
This denotes that dtducing mith of This dcnotes that pl  has k n  dcductd and Quality Maaa8ement Systcrn 
pdicatc p 1 requins deduchg to bc truc with the variable, ontologies, rcspcctively. 
tmth of pz. A is the variable A, bound to the kt, a Fr which ik value m u t  bc foutd Note: This is only a 
in ordcr to deduce truth of pl. partial dcduction trace list. 

3. Clicking on (1) in Figure 7.6 Displayhg Answers to ISO 9000-Relatcd Queries, and Expianations for 
Answcrs takes thc advisor user to this men.  
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Figure 7.8 Prolog Query to Anrwer ISO 9000 Micro-Theory Competency Qumtion 

am: . . 

This is an actual Proiog query 
screen of the query evaluating 
BHP Steel's cornpliance to ISO 
900 1 requirement 4.10.1. 
Answering this query took 175 
deductions. (A) in Figure 7.5 

Oisplayhg ISO 9000-Related Queries 
and Representing them as Fonnal 
Cornpetency Questions of the ISO 9000 
k!icro-Theory denotes the 
competency question that 
corresponds to the query. 

7.7 Demonstration of Reducibility: Reducing The Strategic 
AnalysP ISO 9000 Compliance Competency 

The Strategic Analystm is a software similar to the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor in that its primary 

use is for diagnostic intemat quality audits, and it provides an easy-to-use interface for the analyst 

by providing terminology and example help on answering the ISO 9000 requirements. Another 

similarity to the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor is that, unlike most other ISO 9000 assessrnent 

software, it queries much deeper into each of the requirements. For instance, whereas some 

software will pose a high-level question such as "Does the organization implement the quality 

policy throughout the organization?" and expect the analyst to answer the question, The Strategic 

Analystm decomposes such hi@-level questions into lower level questions. This software differs 

f?om the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor in that it needs the lowest level queries to be answered by the 

analyst- who has a cognitive mode1 of the enterprise-whereas the advisor answers the quenes 

by applying the representations of the Ontologies for Quality Modelling and ISO 9000 Micro- 

Theory to the populated, cornputer-based models of the specific enterprise. The computer- 

encodeable ontology for The Strategic AnalystTM is the hierarchical set of questions, the 

- - - 
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relationships between these questions, and the keywords that are defhed in English that comprise 

these questions. 

One of the questions that an analyst must answer in using The Strategic AnaIystTM is: "Does the 

enterprise document its stnitegic intent especially as it relates to quality?" It is noted that strategic 

Uitent is a concept, "sometimes called a mission statement or a corporate vision, it is an 

organizational fiamework into whose context short and long terni &oals comfortably fit" [SA 931. 

So a partial list of the predicates, defmitions, and constraints of "The Strategic AnalystTM 

ontology" is the following: 

enterprise(0). 
document@). 
strategic-intent(S). 
mission-statement(S). 
corportate-vision(S). 
concept(S). 
s hort-term_goal(G). 
longtem_goal(G). 
quaIity_related~oal(G). 
goal-fits-contexto f(G, S). 
enterprise-documents(0,D). 
concept-is-documented-by(S,D). 

If a mission statement or corporate vision has a short or long term goal in its context, 
then the statement or vision expresses strategic intent. 

- - -- - 

(1) 'V 'S~G [ ( missio-tatement@) v corporate-vision(S) ) A 

goal - fits-context-of(G,S) A ( short-term_goal(G) v long-teerm_oaal(G) ) 2 
strategic-intent(S) 1. 

A quality related goal is a short or long term goal. . 

(2) QG [ quality-related_goal(G) 2 short-term_goal(G) v Long-term_goal(G) 1. 
If a mission statement or corporate vision has a short or long terni goal in its 
context, then the statement or vision expresses strategic intent. 

Strategic intent is a concept. 

- 
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If a document of an enterprise documents a concept than the enterprise documents 
the concept. 

The competency question can be fonnally stated in English as "Does the organization document 

its strategic intent as it relates to a specific quality-related goal?' This can be expressed as the 

following : 

Say the following axiom is asserted as a reduction axiom. 

If an enterprise documents its strategic intent which has a goal in its context, then 
the enterprise documents that goal. 

Then the competency question can be reduced to the following 

Does the enterprise document a certain quality-related goal? 

Assuming that a quality-related goal (a The Strategic Analystm term) is a quality obective (an 

ISO 9000 Micro-Theory) term, and that the question is posed in order to achieve ISO 9000 

cornpliance, the competency question can be entirely expressed using the terms of the ISO 9000 

Micro-Theory as "Does an organization defme and document its quality objective in accordance 

with the ISO 9001?" 

303G3 ~ 3 ~ 3 s  
holis(agent~con~traint(O,quality~objective~de~e~doc~ent(A,G,E)),s)~ 

The tem, qucrlity objective define and document, denotes an ISO 9000 Micro-Theory 
constraint that there be a dejine und document actNity A for which the executive manager E 
defines and documents a cpality objective G. 

- - 
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Additional exercises can M e r  demonstrate that The Strategic Analystm competency questions 

about quality management responsibility can be reduced to competency questions regarding 

management responsibility that can be posed and answered using the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory 

representations. This is evidence that the representations of the micro-theory can be re-used to 

evaluate the ISO 9000 cornpliance of organizations, where the set of such organizations not only 

includes BHP and deHavilland, but also includes organizations which use The Strategic 

Analystm software. 

Evaluating ISO 9000 Cornpliance 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor: Systern Architecture Overview 

Throughout this thesis, the use of the advisor has been demonstrated. Properly, the ISO 9000 

Quality Advisor is the overall software system that integrates the different enterprise modelling 

components for ISO 9000 quality analysis. The following is an architectural overview of the 

advisor. 
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Figure 7.9 System Architecture Overview for the iSO 9000 Quality Advisor 
-- 

1 1 Ontologh for Quallty Moddling 

Company- 
Speciflc 

I 

I 1 Measurement, TmceabilNy, and Quallty Management System 0ntologiesl 

Populatad Enterprke Illilodek 
e.~., BHP and dàH8villad Populated Enlmrlse Models 

Generic 
Entemrlse 

1 1 Acüvity-State, Causality, TÏm, Resaum, ana Organization Ontologies 1 

t 

ISO 9000 MkrolThoory 

A 
Enterprise 
Modeliing Enterprise Modei Visualizer 
SûfVicû8 

Ontology Editor 

Enterprise 

ISO 9000 
Quality ISO 9000 Quality Advlsor Access Routines 
Advbor 

Models 

1 ~erv~cer ISO 9060 Qurlity ~ d v k o r  uaet tntertrca 

CompanySpacMc Ondolqiea 
. e.g,, BHP and deHavilland Ontologies 

not yet 1 0 lpmtotyped 1 

The fkont-end of the advisor is of an htrnl user interface which access routines that enable the user 

to query populated enterprise models that are constmcted upon genenc rnodels. The access 

routines aîso enable the user to access information system services that aiiow mode1 visualization 

and editting. Below, the components of the architecture are described. 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor User Interface: HTML documents serve as the user interface 
for the advisor. Clicking on hyperlinks allows the enterprise analyst or ontology builder to 
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pose and receive answers to queries about ISO 9000 compliance or other quality-related 
questions, modiQ ontologies, or visualize a populated enterprise model. 

ISO 9000 Quaiîty Advisor Access Routines: This component includes means to 
translate user input into Prolog queries, process the queries using an inference enghe, and 
then r e m  answers in a format acceptable to the user. A possible feature could be a parser 
that lets the user query and receive answers in natural language. 

Core Ontologies, Ontologies for Quality Modeiling, and ISO 9000 Micro-Theory: 
The representations of these ontologies and micro-theory are encoded in Prolog to support 
automatic reasoning. 

Ontology Editor: This component could work in conjunction with an enterprise model 
visualizer to make the task of creating an ontology easier and more efficient. An 
enterprise analyst CM use the editor, which may have a nahiral language or graphical 
interface, to create a company-specific ontology without hayïng to know details of fust- 
order logic. An ontology builder cm use the editor to more efficiently create genenc 
ontologies. The editor may even be used to translate betweea TOVE Ontologies and 
ontologies construc ted using other languages. 

Enterprise Model Visualizer: This component could be used to more efficiently and 
reliably populate the enterprise model without having to kaow the details of first-order 
logic. The component c m  be used to graphically visualize the relationships between 
entities in the enterprise model. 

Given robust implementations of the generic components-Generic Enterprise Models and 

Enterpnse Modelling Services-a given enterprise, in order to use the advisor for ISO 9000 

quality analysis, must construct company-specific ontologies and then populate the model of it by 

instantiating objects, relations, and attributes fiom both company-specific and generic ontologies. 

An enterprise modeller can do this by using a user-fkiendly Ontology Editor and Enterprise Model 

visualizer. 

Also, the enterprise modeller must customize the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor user interface. The 

interface is comprised of genenc templates for screens, as well as tools for constructing company- 

specific screens from these templates. As an example, the top-level screen [Figun 7.10, W. 2011, which 

lists ISO 9000 requirements and is used to query about compliance to specific requirements, 

needs to be customîzed only slightly; more context-specific screens like the screen for explainhg 

non-cornpliance [Figun 7-72, W. 2021 need much more customization. The access routines must be 

- - - -  -- 
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modified so that they are consistent with the customized user interface. Once again, user-friendly 

features of these components should make customizing easier. . 

7.8.2 ISO 9000 Quality Advisor: Step=byStep Example 
The technical design choices made, as shown in the architectural overview, allow the advisor to 

be used in an interactive manner to analyze different types of information in evaluating ISO 9000 

compliance. Here is a step-by-step example of its use. Let's Say that a BHP Steel analyst wants to 

know about compliance to ISO 9001 requirement 4.12 Inspection and Test Status. The analyst 

would be presented with the following screens and choose the link marked (A). 

- - 
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Figure 7.10 ISO 9000 Quality Advlsot: Initial Screen for ISO 9001 Cornpliance Evaiuatlon 

Then, the analyst would choose the lUlk labelied (B) in [Figun 7.11, m. 2021. This choice executes a 

deduction in the Prolog programming environment to determine whether the ISO 9000 Micro- 
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Theory term correspondhg to the particular query can be proven true. The analyst is shielded 

fiom needing to know ontology or micro-theory terms, or anythmg about Prolog. 

Figum 7.11 Querying about Cornpllance to ISO 9001 Requirement 4.12 

ISO 9000 Qudity Advisor 
BHP Stetl: Queries for Anayis 1 

AAer deduction is performed, the results of the query are shown. 

Figun 7.12 Anawen to the Que y about Compliance to ISO 9001 Requlrement 4.1 2 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
BHP Steel: Answcra to Qunics and Th& Expianations 

Assuming that natural laquage querying and answer capabilities have been augrnented to the 

advisor, it would be possible for the analyst to analyze the causes of noncornpliance to 
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requirement 4.12. The analyst c m  ask questions in natural language to determine the history of a 

problematic coil. The followbg are sample questions. 

What was the matenal flow from raw materials to raw coil #121795, and what were the 
activities performed for this material flow? 

What was the matenal flow ftom raw coil #121795 to a fmal product, and what were the 
activities performed for this material flow? What was the tirne k e  for this flow? 

These are infomal competency questions that cati be translateci into fomal competency questions 

and answered, using the representations of the Traceability Ontology. The analyst can then 

compare the coils in question with another coil. A sample question is: 

For a given raw coil other than # 12 1795 or # 12 1 796, when md where was it assessed that 
the coil was prime or non-prime? 

This question c m  be formally posed and answered using the representations of the Measurement 

Ontology. The answers to these questions may show that for some reason the quality of the coils 

in question was not assessed at a given process when they should have been. To fud out more, the 

analyst can ask: 

Which person had the quality control role at the process when the quality of coils 
# 12 1 795 and # 12 1796 were not assessed? 

Formally posing and answering this question requires the Quality Management System Ontology 

representations. The analyst then can talk to that person and make recommendations about 

changes to the overall quality management system so that in the hhue similar problems will not 

arise. M e r  addressing the reasons for non-cornpliance to requirement 4.12, the analyst can then 

make the changes to the populated enterprise model to see the effect of changes using the 

enterprise model visuaiizer. The analyst can follow similar steps to the one just presented to 

evaluate BHP Steel's cornpliance to other requirements that have been fonnalized for the ISO 

9000 Micro-Theory. 

The capability to use the advisor interactively and analyze disparate information from different 

sources of the enterprise, and the support of different Mews of abstraction-e.g., querybg about 
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compliance to one of the requirements (a high level of abstraction), as well as querying about 

details such as who was working when somethhg happened-make the advisor a usefùl tool not 

just for ISO 9000 compliance analysis, but for different quality analyses within the enterprise. 

7.9 Summary and Conclusion 

The following summarizes how the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory is formalized: 

The micro-theory formalizes those ISO 9000 requirements that are expressible using the 
Ontologies for Quality Modelling representations including: requirements related to 
inspection and testing fomalized using the Mesurement Ontology, product identification 
and traceability formalized using the Traceability Ontology, and management of the quality 
system formalized ushg the Quality Management System Ontology. 

The micro-theory is formalized by posing competency questions, analyzing the ISO 9000 domain, 

stating assumptions, and developing terminology and axioms. Then, the competency of the micro- 

theory is demonstrated by automatically evaluating the ISO 9000 of an enterprise to a subset of 

requirements. The dernonstration of reducibility shows that the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory spans a 

subset of the competency of The Strategic Analyst'V 

The design, analysis, and prototypical implementation of the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory supports 

the thesis of thiç dissertation 1- m. q by: 

Showing that representing and reasoning about ISO 9000 compliance is an appropriate 
application of a descriptive and prescnptive models of quality. 

Representing ISO 9000 requirements using the Ontologies for Quality Modelling. 

Using these representations to automatically evaluate compliance of organizations to a 
subset of ISO 9000 requirements and reason about complianc:. Used in this way, the micro- 
theory objectively prescnbes ISO 9000 compliance for organizations. 
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8. Conclusion, Summary, Contributions, and 
Future Work 

8.1 Conclusion 

The thesis of this dissertation is that quality within an organization can be descnbed by 

representing it in an enterprise model, and ISO 9000 compliance of an organization c m  be 

objectively prescribed by reasoning about quality using the model. This thesis is supported by the 

design, analysis, and prototypical implementation of the Ontologies for Quality Modelling, ISO 

9000 Micro-Theory, and ISO 9000 Quality Advisor. The design, analysis, and implementation 

support the thesis in the following way: 

By showing that a descriptive and prescriptive enterprise rnodel of quality can be 
systematically engineered, rather than haphazardously crafted, using a step-by-step 
methodology, the ûntological Engineering Methodology. 

By showing that a descriptive and prescnptive enterprise model of quality requires 
representing measurement. 

This is done by describing a popular view of quality in an enterprise model-"quality is 
conformance to requirements"-and representing that quality conformance is de tenu id  
through measurement. Then by representing measurement in the enterprise model in the 
Meusurement Ontology, ISO 9000 compliance regarding an organization's measurement 
system is objectively prescnbed. 

By showing that representing traceability capability is important in order to perform quaiity 
analysis. 

This is done by representing and enabling unique identification and traceability-the 
basic capability to diagnose and analyze quality problerns-in the enterprise model. Then 
by representing traceability in the enterprise model in the Traceabili@ Ontology, ISO 
9000 compliance regarding an organization's traceability capability is objectively 
prescribed. - 1 

By showing that representing an enterprise's organizational structure and information flows 
for managing quality-its quality management systern-is important for descnbing and 
prescnbing an enterprise's capability to meet its customers' quality needs. 

This is done by representing an organization's quality goals and policies, the 
organizational structure govemed by these goals and policies, and accompanying 
documentation. Then by representing quality management system in the enterprise model 
in the Quuüty Management System Ontology, ISO 9000 compliance regarding an 
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organization's management responsibility, quality system, document control. and control 
of quaiity records is objectively prescribed. 

O By showing that representing and reasoning about ISO 9000 cornpliance is an appropnate 
application of a descriptive and prescnptive models of quality. 

This is done by representing ISO 9000 requirements-using representations from 
Measurement, Traceability, and Quality Management S y stem Ontologies-as the LSO 
9000 Micro-Theory. Then, this micro-theory is used to evaluate compliance of an 
organization to some ISO 9000 requirements. and in so doing is used to objectively 
prescnbe improvements to the quality of an organization's products and processes. 

By demonstrating how the Ontologies for Quality Modelling and the ISO 9000 Micro- 
Theory can be practically used. 

The representations of the ontologies and micro-theory are implemented in an object- 
oriented database (ROCKm) and a logic programming language (Prolog), and then are 
used to populate models of BHP Steel and deHaviiland. The ISO 9000 Quality Advisor is 
a prototypical analysis tool, used to answer quality-related questions about these models; 
it is an enabling tool for representing and reasoning about quality using enterprise models. 

8.2 Summary 

8.2.1 Design Rationale for Ontologies for Quallty Modelling, ISO 9000 Micro- 
Theory, and ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 

From the outset of the thesis, it was expected that ontology representations would be used to 

construct the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory. Fonnalization of ISO 9000 became the primary need for 

designing the ontologies. ISO 9001 requirement 4.8 Pmduct Identification and Traceability was 

formalized first because relative to the other 20 requirements, it is bnef and ideal for prototyping; 

this requirement is written more precisely than others; and there was a need within the TOVE 

project to extend existing representations of resources to formally represent tracing history of sets 

of resources. The Traceability Ontology was engineered to formalize traceable resource units and 

provide representations with which the prototypical ISO 9001 requirernent could be formalized. 

Traceability is a fundamental capability required to analyze quality problems. This point 

motivated the need to represent how quality problems could be identified. By assuming that 
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quality is conformance to requirements and requirements can be hierarchically decomposed, and 

by representing conformance as assessments of measurements upon entities, it was realized that 

results of these measurement could be used to identi& quality problems. This concept became the 

basis of the Measurement Ontology and Linked measurement with traceability. The Measurement 

Ontology also provided representations with which ISO requirements 4.10 Ihrpection and Testing 

and 4.12 Inspection and Test Siutus could be formalized. 

It is a widely held belief that the most important factor in achieving ISO 9000 compliance is upper 

management buy-in. A~so, ISO 9000 compliance absolutely requires a detailed and effective 

system of documentation about quality. So, it was decided to fomalize the ISO 9001 

requirements relating to these factors: 4.1 Management Responsibility, 4.2 Quality System, 4.5 
4 

Document Control, and 4.16 Conrol of Quality Records. This, then, becarne a requirement for 

constructing the Quality Management System Ontology: to formally represent an enterprise's 

quality management system as compnsed of its management responsibilities and documentation 

system, 

The ISO 9000 Quality Advisor was used as a tool to demonstrate prototypical irnplementations of 

the ontologies and the micro-theory and their application to the enterprise models of BHP Steel 

and deHavilland Manufachiring. The advisor was used to show how the ontologies and micro- 

theory could support the following tasks: quality-related analyses of enterprises conducted by an 

analyst unfamiliar with the details of the ontologies or micro-theory; and analyses of ontologies 

and micro-theory, specifically evaluation of the competency of their representations, conducted by 

an ontology builder unfamiliar with the details of the modelled enterprises. 

8.2.2 Scope 
The h t  challenge of this research was the dficulty in formalizing the concept of quality: 

"Quality is neither rnind nor matter, but a t k d  entity independen: of the two... even though it 

cannot be defmed, you know what it is" (Cpirsig 741, pg. 185,213). Adopting the foilowing 
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definitions-"Quality is the totality of features and characteristics of a product or service that bear 

on its ability to satisQ stated or implied needs." ([ISO 911, pg. 16) and "Quality means 

c o n f o m c e  to requirements." ([Crosby 791, pg. 15)-was an important design decision. 

Therefore, the scope of the Ontologies for Quality Modelling encompasses reasoning about the 

quality of an enterprise, given thut customer needs have been expücitly decornposed to quality 

requirements. As well, the ontologies' scope does rwt encompass evaluating appropriateness and 

validity of these requirements. The ontologies represent the building bloch for defning whut is 

qwlity for a specific organization; it does not explicitly represent Whnr is quulity for a generic 

organization. 

A second challenge was bounding the sufficiency of the representations of the Ontologies for 

Quality Modelling. Some could argue that domains other than measurement, traceability, and 

quality management system should have been fomalized as well as, or instead. Also, the specific 

fomalizations and assumptions of a given ontology could be challenged. The ontologies were 

designed to support the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory and fomalize germane concepts as identified 

fiom the motivating scenarios. The choice of domains and cornpetencies to represent was 

consistent with this. So, the scope of the Ontologies for Qudiîy Modelling encompasses 

forrnalizing representations needed to a m e r  measurement, traceabili@, and q u a l i ~  management 

system competency questions. So as to construct ontologies from existing ontologies, the scope 

also encompasses fonnolizing represenîutions by wing or extending representations from the 

Core Ontologies; it dues not encompass formalizing representarions thut cannot be readily 

comtructed from representations of the Core Ontologies. 

Another challenge was the difficulty in finding consistent and appropriate sources of reference for 

fonnalizing the ISO 9000. The laquage of the ISO 9000 is vague-q., "The quaiity policy shall 

be relevant to the supplier's organizational goals and the expectations and the needs of its 

customers." ([BO 94e], pg. 2). The ISO 9000 document does not define "relevame," 

"expectation," and 'heeds"; it is left to the ISO 9000 registrars to define these temu and apply 
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them to the cornpanies they audit. The registrars' approaches to ISO 9000 compliance generally 

lack formality and generality. Many just document their experiences: "This is how we achieved 

ISO 9000 compliance." Some put forth a repeatable methodology, but these efforts tend to be too 

detailed and contextdependent; it is difficult to abstract generic concepts to formalize. 

The main design decision for the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory was to use the ISO 9000 document as 

the primary reference, and the writings of the registnus as corroborating reference. This was a 

practical decision. It was more productive to clearly state the assumptions for defining tenns and 

then make explicit the rationale for formalizing each of the requirements, than to find, abstract, 

and formalize genenc concepts for which there exists widespread consensus amongst the 

registrars. So, the scope of the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory encompasses representing a generic, 

perspective of the ISO 9000; ir does m t  encompass any specgc auditor's perspective. 

Many assumptions were stated to simplify the formalization of ISO 9000 requirements. Also, the 

fomalizations themselves could be challenged; that a ngourous, real-life ISO 9000 compliance 

analysis using the micro-theory was not conducted could .support this challenge. The 

fonnalizationr and assumptions were consistent with the generic scope of the micro-theory: It 

may be necessary to build upon micro-theory representations tu practically evaluate ISO 9000 

compliance of a specific organization, although the risk that the micro-theory representations will 

be iiuippropBate for a given organization is rninimized. For the requirements that are formalized, 

the micro-theory then has a breadth, not a depth, focus. 

With respect to which requirements were forrnalized, Only 7 of ISO 9001's 20 requirements were. 

Consistent with the scope of the Ontologies for Quality Modelling. the scope of the micro-theory 

encompasses fomliz ing the ISO 9000 requirements that can be represented using measurement, 

traceability, qualiv mawgement system, and Core Ontologies representatiom. 

As for the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor, its construction was always meant to be a secondary 

objective relative to the other two. So, there were significant limitations to the implementation of 
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the advisor, such as the inability to execute an extemporaneous query k m  within the advisor. 

Also, the user must be familiar with ontology and micro-theory tems in order to make changes to 

the populated enterprise model. A systems architecture overview that addresses these limitations 

and specifes requirements for a working sofnilare was designed. So, the scope of the advisor 

encompmses protovping a tool that enables the practical use of the ontologies and micro-theory; 

i f  does not encompass constructing a "production" system. 

In general, satiswing the thesis objectives required prototyping implementations, not constructing 

"production" systems. The expectations set with the industrial partners reflected this. The scope of 

implementing Ontologies for Qicality Modelling, ISO 9000 Micro-Theory, and the ISO 9000 

Quality Advisor encompasses prototyping how organizationoespecially BHP Steel and 

deHavilland Martufacturing-can use ontology -based enterprise models as a m  lysis tools; it does 

not encompass explicitly providing results on industrial partners' enterprise quality. Even though 

a real-world ISO 9000 cornpliance evaluation was not undertaken. there was enough evidence 

through demonstrations of competency that the ontologies, micro-theory, and advisor can feasibly 

be used as the basis for developing a robust evaluation tool. 

Finally, the scope for demonstrations for competency and reducibility were bound. The enterpnse 

models of BHP and deHavilland Manufacturing were populated to provide facts needed to answer 

some, but not dl, competency questions. Terms and axioms required to answer these questions 

were implemented and tested. So, the scope of implementation also encompasses answering a 

prototypical set of competency questions to demomtrate the overall competency of the ontologies 

and micro-theory; it does not encompass annvering all competenc; questions. As well, the scope 

of dernonstratiom of reducibili~ encompasses showing few examples of reductiom as a proof of 

the generaliîy and re-useability of the representations of the ontologies and micro-theory; it 

encompasses demonstrations of reducibility for the Memurement 0.vtology and ISO 9000 Micro- 

Theory, but not for other ontologies. 
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8.2.3 lnsights fmm Applying Ontologies, Micro-Theory, and Advisor ta 
Models of BHP Steel and deHavilland Manufacturing 

Implementing the prototypes-specifically, having the opportunity to test the ontology and micro- 

theory representations on real-life data-provided valuable insights about the ontologies, rnicro- 

theory, and ontological engineering methodology. Moreover, it provided general insights to the 

companies about how ontologies could serve as the basis for useful analyses tools. Some of these 

insights are stated here. 

In using the Quality Management System Ontology to augment the BHP model, the dificulty in 

using the Organization Ontology-one of the Core Ontologies thaî is necessary to construct the 

Quality Management System Ontology-became apparent. The organization ontology contains 

representations that nchly descnbe organizational structure, such as ternis like position, role, and 

skill. However, people often do not delineate between these tems; they implicitly combine d e s  

and skills with the position that a person holds. As a result, the parts of the populated enterprise 

mode1 constructed using the quality management systems ontology were much more difficult to 

explain to BHP people than other parts. 

In the demonstration of competency sections, company-dependent ontologies that link a 

company's tenninology to the TOVE terminology have been shown. Because the way an 

organization is stnictured varies widely across companies, and since organization structure 

concepts as represented using TOVE ontologies are difficult to explain, the first set of 

representations of a company-specific ontology should relate a company's organizational 

structure to TOVE organization and quality management system ontologies. For example, in using 

an analysis tool that encapsulates the BHP Steel ontology, the tool's users shouldn't necessarily 

have to delineate between position, skill, and d e ,  but, the BHP Steel ontology should be able to 

reason, in a given query, whether a user is referring to position, skill, or d e .  

In using the enterpise model for deHavilland Manufacturing, the surprising ease with which the 

existing model could be used was noteworthy. It was populated to serve as a testbed to construct a 
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cost ontology, but only little modification was required to test the Traceability Ontology on the 

model. This experience highlights one of the benefits of using ontologies: that models rigourously 

populated using ontology representations minimize ambiguity in interpretation. Because the 

model was populated by properly applying terms, axioms, and conventions of the Core 

Ontologies, those familiar with the Core Ontologies could easily in!erpret the model. This bodes 

great promise. If enterprise models are carefull y populated using obus t genenc and company- 

dependent ontologies, and the company-dependent ontologies are easy to understand, then it 

would be possible for someone to understand an enterprise mode1 that they did not create. It may 

even be possible to represent and maintain the valuable knowledge that is lost when people leave 

jobs. 

These insights constitute some of the contributions of this thesis. Other contributions are detailed 

in the next section. 

8.3 Contributions 

The contributions of the Ontologies for Quality Modeilhg and the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory were 

the result of fonnalizing these models and charactenzing their re-useability. The main 

contribution of the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor was that it evaluated and highlighted the potential 

use of the ontologies and micro-theory, including how an ontology-based system could be used to 

perform useful ISO 9000 cornpliance evaluation and analysis. 

8.3.1 Measurement Ontology 

Contributions as a result of Model Forrnallzatlon 
A measurement ontology is useful because it formally and systematicaüy represents generic 

concepts about measurement. As a result, implicit axioms are made, explicit, arnbiguous temis are 

more precisely and unambiguously debed, temis are organized and strucnued, and temis and 
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axioms that are generic across different measurernent-related domains are identified. The 

following summarize the generic concepts that were formalized. 

The system for assessing measurements was represented; this included the appropriate 
attribute of an entity to measure. as weli as the mean (p), distribution (a), and cornparison 
operator (a) for that attribute. Measurement of attributes were recorded as measurement 
points in time that are measured as a result of some rneasurement activity. These 
representations are the basic ones necessary to model any form of measurement. 

Quality was represented as some composition of conformance points, where these were 
"confoxming" measurement points with respect to some quality requirement. Representing 
quality requirements, memurement points. and conformance points makes it possible to 
model and assess the quality of any entity within an enterprise. 

Since the semantics of measurement are defined in the ontology as axiorns, measurement terms 

can be interpreted with precision. Additional facts can then be deduced by applying axioms to a 

known set of facts. By implementing the Measurement Ontology as a set of Prolog axioms, 

insights about an enterprise were gained and the competency of the ontology was demonstrated by 

automatically deducing answers to the following competency questions. 

QuaMy Assessment System: What is the mean value for a given attribute of an entity? What 
are its tolerance spec~cations? How is that attribute santpled? 

Measurement and Conformance Points: What is the meusured value for an attribute at a 
given point in tirne? Was it within the tolerance specifications? Over a period of tirne, do the 
measurements lie within the specs? 

Contrlbutîons as a result ot Model Reuseablllty 
Because it is generic across different measurement-related domains, representations of the 

Measurement Ontology can be s h e d  across several domains. If a model of one of these domains 

is needed, rather than modelling that domain fiom first principles, ontology representations can be 

re-used to more rapidly and cheaply develop that model. The following highlight the re-useability 

of the Measurement Ontology. 
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r The ontology representations, for example, can be used to consmct applications that require 
models of measurement, such as statistical quality control (SQC) and quaiity function 
deployment (QFD) software. 

The ontology representations support the construction of the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory, 
specifically the fomialization of ISO 9001 requirements 4.10 Inspection and Testing and 
4.1 2 Inspection and Test Stahts. 

The demonstration of reducibiiity shows that the Measurement Ontology spans a subset of the 

cornpetency of SAP ~ / 3 ~ ~ u a l i t y  module. This provides evidence that Measurement Ontology 

representations can even be used to construct commercial software packages. 

Traceability Ontology 

Contrlbutlons as a result of Model Formalizatlon 
A traceability ontology is useful because it formally and systematically represents generic 

concepts about traceability. As a result, implicit axioms are made explicit, ambiguous tems are 

more precisely and unambiguously dehed, terms are organized and stmctured. and terms and 

axioms that are generic across difTerent traceability-related domains are identified. The following 

summarize the generic concepts that were fonnalized. - 
It was identified that product traceabiiity requires representing homogenous sets of 
resources, traceable resource units (PU), where traceability within a tru is not possible, and 
merging different trus results in a completely different WU. In modelling an enterprise, these 
representations are necessary in order to guarantee unique identification and traceability of 
material flow. 

A node of a traceability path was represented as the tuplet of a nu and the activity that 
consumes, uses, releases or produces that tru. By stating axioms to link these nodes, subject 
to boundary conditions on terminai nodes, a traceability path ùetween two nodes could 
always be found, if it existed. In modelling an enterprise, these representations are necessary 
in order to perform a trace of material flow. 
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Since the semantics of traceability are d e h e d  in the ontology as axioms, traceability tems can be 

interpreted with precision. Additional facts cm be automatically deduced by applying the axioms 

to a known set of facts. By implementing the Traceability Ontology as a set of Prolog axioms, 

insights about an enterprise were gained and the competency of the ontology was demonstrated by 

automatically deducing answers to the following competency questions. 

Quantity Tracing: What is the quantity of a tru at a given point in time? When is the PU 

recognized to exist, and what is the quantity of the tru at that time? As the quantity of a tru 
decreases over a period of time, what does a plot of this variance look like? 

Entity Traceability: 1s there a Race path from one activity that produces a RU to an activity 
that was performed in the past so that the tru could ultimately be produced? What is that 
path? What is the trace path from a given PU of a final product to a nu of one of its raw 
materials? 

ContribuUons as a resuit of Model Re-useability 
Because it is genenc across different traceability-related domains, representations of the 

Traceability Ontology can be shared across several domains. If a model of one of these domains is 

needed, rather than modelling that domain from first principles, ontology representations can be 

re-used to more rapidly and cheaply develop that model. The following highlight the re-useability 

of the Traceability Ontology. - The ontology representations, for example, can be used to construct applications that require 
models of traceability such as workfiow and manufacnuing requirements planning software. 

The ontology representations support the construction of the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory, 
specifically the formalization of ISO 900 1 requirement 4.8 Pruduct Identification and 
Tracea bility. 

The demonstration of reducibility shows that the Traceability Ontology spans a subset of the 

cornpetency of SAP ~ 1 3 ~  materials management module. This provides evidence that 

Measurement Ontology representations can even be used to construct commercial software 

packages 
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Contributions as a result of Model Formalization 
A quality management system ontology is usefbl because it fonnally and systematically 

represents generic concepts about the quality management system. As a result, implicit axioms 

are made explicit, ambiguous ternis about quality management system are more precisely and 

unambiguously defined, terms are organized and structured, and terms and axioms that are 

generic across different quality management system-related domains are identified. The following 

summarize the generic concepts that were formalized. 

A quality management system was modelled to be comprised of an organizational structural 
system for planning and managing quality-related policies and goals that constrain the roles 
of people, and a system for disseminating and documenting these policies and goals. In 
order to assess the capability of the organization to repeatedly satisQ its customers ' needs, it 
is necessary to mode1 an organization using these representations. 

Since the semantics of the quality management system are defined in the ontology as axioms, 

quality management system terms can be interpreted with precision. Additional facts can be 

automatically deduced by applying the axioms to a known set of facts. By implementing the 

Quality Management System Ontology as a set of Prolog axioms, insights about an enterprise 

were gained and the competency of the ontology was demonstrated by automatically deducing 

answers to the following competency questions. 

Quality System Role: 1s there a qualis, policy for the company? Does a given person fiil an 
explicit quality-related role in the company? Who is the main person responsible for quality 
within the company? 

Quality System Documentation: 1s there a qualiv manual for the company? Are the quulity 
procedures for a given activity documented? For a given activity, do there exist records that 
provide documented evidence that quality goals are being met? 

Contrlbutlons as a result of Model Rewseablllty 
Because it is genenc across different quality management system-related domains, 

representations of the Quality Management System Ontology can be shand across several 
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domains. If a model of one of these domains is needed, rather than modelling that domain from 

first principles, ontology representations cm be re-used to more rapi'dly and cheaply develop that 

model. The following highlight the re-useability of the Quality Management System Ontology. 

The ontology representations, for exarnple, cm be used to constnict applications that require 
models of quality management system such as document control software. 

The ontology representations support the construction of the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory, 
specifically the formalization of ISO 9001 requirements 4.1 M a ~ g e m e n t  Responsibility, 4.2 
Qwl@ System, 4.5 Document and Data Contml, and 4.16 Control of Quality Records. 

ISO 9000 Micro-Theory 

Contrlbutfons as a result of Model Formallzatlon 
The micro-theory was used to automatically evaluate an enterprise's compliance to a subset 
of ISO 9001 requirements, where this subset comprises requirements forrnalized using the 
representations from the Ontologies for Quality Modelling. 

The micro-theory is a novel tool for automating ISO 9000 compliance evaluation. Existing 
compliance packages are either bookkeeping tools, which rely almost entirely on the 
subjective judgement of the registrar, or detailed one-off tools, which do not adequately 
separate a model of compliance fkom the mode1 of a specific enterprise. The micro-theory 
removes some of the subjectivity by the objective formalization of requirements and is 
applicable to a generic set of enterprises. 

This fomaiization of ISO 9000 contributes systematic ngour in representing the standard. 
ISO 9000 compliance is represented as compliance to hierarchically organized 
requirements, subject to explicitly stated assumptions. Considering that many ISO 9000 
registrars treat compliance checking as an art over which they have mastery, constructing the 
micro-theory using a transparent and repeatable methodology makes the standard easier to 
understand. 

Contrlbutions as a result of Model Reuseabillty 
If someone disagrees with the formalization of a requirement or a simplifying assumption, 
they c m  rnodify a portion of the micro-theory without gnatiy pertutbing the rest of the 
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model. One of the benefits of models constructed from re-useable components is the de- 
coupling between portions of the model, which facilitates easier model modification. 

The demonstration of reducibility shows that the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory spans a subset of 
the competency of The Strategic Analysta. This provides evidence that the micro-theory 
representations cm be used to construct commercial software packages. 

8.3.5 ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
s The advisor is a prototypical software tool that can be used to perform quality-related 

analyses of enterpnses. An evaluation of the ISO 9000 cornpliance of an enterprise cm be 
performed. As part of this evaluation. or as part of a separate analysis, this tool can be used 
to analyze an enterprise's memurernent system, traceability capability, and quality 
management system. Analysis can be performed by analysts familiar with an enterprise. 
They need not be familiar with the specific terms and axioms of the ontologies and micro- 
theories encapsulated in the tool. 

The advisor is also a prototypical software tool that can be used to evaluate ontologies and 
micro-theones. Ontology buildea can evaluate the competency of an ontology or rnicro- 
theory as long as they are familiar with the terms and axiorns of various ontologies; they 
need not be familiar wiih the details of any modeiled enterprise. 

Inasmuch as these contributions highlight what has been achieved with this thesis, there are many 

ways in which the research can be extended in future work. 

8.4 Future Work 

These are the different directions in which the Ontologies for Quality Modebg and the ISO 9000 

Micro-Theory c m  be extended: 

Works RequVed to Relax Assumptions: One key assumption of the Traceability is that its 
representations can only be used to model non-continuous consumption and production. In 
order to relax this assumption, augmentations to both Activity-State and Traceability 
Ontologies need to be made, based upon motivating scenarios from, Say, a continuous 
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production Company. The key is to discem and then formally represent what traceability 
means in such an enterprise. 

New Ontologies of Quality: Motivating scenarios from other indusaial partners may 
necessitate augmenting existing ontologies or engineering new ones. Because of its 
importance in supporthg different types of quality-related problems, augmenthg the 
Measurement Ontology may be warranted. Some possible future Ontologies for Quality 
Modelling include generic ontologies of improvement and service. 

New Micro-Theorles of Quality: More requirements cm be fomalized for the ISO 9000 
Micro-Theory. There are many possible micro-theories for quality, as many as there are 
difTerent quality techniques. By augmenting the current ontologies, it would be possible to 
formalize micro-theuries of statistical quality control and Malcolm Baldrige analysis. Other 
potential micro-theories are quaiity costing (using the cost ontology), quality function 
deployment, and Taguchi Methods (the 1 s t  two using engineering design ontologies). 

r New Advisors for Quality: A more immediate extension to the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
would be the interactive query capability to the advisor so that the andyst can engage in 
real-time dialogue with the advisor. If some of the future work already discussed were in 
place, a possible endeavour would be a TQM advisor. Such an advisor would add upon the 
existing features of the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor, but would encapsulate additional 
Ontologies for Quality Modelling as weli as different micro-theones of quality techniques. 
For instance, the entepise can be assessed as per dif5erent quality perspectives such as an 
ISO 9000 cornpliance view as well as a quality costing view. 

. Ontologieal Engineering Methodology Rehements: The ontological engineering 
methodology can be further researched to make constnicting an ontology even more 
systematic. Areas of future work are in building ontologies that are even more re-useable, 
and formulating better measures of re-useability. Exarnples include developing more 
rigourous quantitative measures, as well as developing more formal heuristics for reducing 
from a target ontology. 
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Glossary 

advisor 
A software tool which encapsulates, and enables perlorming tasks using, ontologies and 
micro-theories. The tasks for an advisor fall into evaluation, analysis, and guidance. 

analysis capability of an advisor 
capability to use an advisor to predict, monitor, identify, and explain phenornena in a 
domain modelled by ontologies and micro-theories encapsulated by the advisor. 

axiom 
semantics which define, and constrain the use of, the terrninology in a model. 

classification hierarchy 
a taxonorny; a tree structure displaying is-a relationships in a hierarchical manner. 

comrnon-sense model 
A model of a domain in which the core, fundamental concepts of that domain are repre- 
sented such that the model is able to answer cornmon sense questions by means of 
deduction. 

competency 
The capability of a set of representations to support problem solving wlhin one or more 
domains. 

competency question 
A question which characterizes the problem solving or task support capability of an ontol- 
ogy or micro-theory. It must be possible to answer a cornpetecy question using the repre- 
sentations of the ontology or micro-theory that it motivate 

constraining axiorns 
First-order logic sentences that constrain the interpretation upon primitive terms and defi- 
nitions. 

definitions (in an ontology) 
Formalization in first-order logic of terminology already introduced; these are defined in 
terms, of existing terms that have been previously defined. 

descriptive model 
A model that describes the characteristics of a domain. 

domain value 
An allowable value for an attribute of an object. 



enterprise engineering 
The process of using an enterprise model to analyze and design an enterprise; the pro- 
cess of engineering an enterprise by manipulating a model of that enterprise. 

enterprise model 
A computational representation of the structure, activities, processes, information, 
resources, people, behaviour, goals, and constraints of a business, govenment, or other 
enterprise. 

evaluation capability of an advisor 
the capability of an advisor to compare different models along a dimension, such as qual- 
ity or cost, and to evaluate that one model is better as per that dimension. 

first-order logic 
A formal language which supports expressing propositions as well as predicates, where 
predicates may have quantified variables as arguments. In Higher-order logic, the predi- 
cates themselves are quantified. 

formal logic 
A language with restrictive syntax and semantics, which supports deduction or inference 
of propositions given initial propositions and axiorns. 

formal rnodel 
A data model expressed using formal logic. 

formalkation 
Expressions, written in the logic-based language, of the semantics of a model's terminol- 
09'- 

ground Terms 
Primitive terms instantiated with facts. 

guidance capability of an advisor 
the capability of an advisor to suggest alternatives based upon deductions using ontolo- 
gies and micro-theories it encapsulates. 

instantiated model 
A krmal rnodel populated with data. 

ISO 9000 cornpliance 
Satisfaction to one of the ISO 9000 Standards for Quality Management (ISO 9001, ISO 
9002, or ISO 9003). 

ISO 9000 Micro-Theory 



A formal model of ISO 9000 Cornpliance 

ISO 9000 Quality Advisor 
A tool for enterprise engineering which can be used to design and analyze an enterprise 
towards compliance to the ISO 9000. 

micro-theory 
A formal model required to solve a problem in a domain or to describe in detail a subset of 
the domain; a contextually-bounded formal model of knowledge that is often task-oi- 
ented. 

minimal ontological commitment 
A design guideline to restrict axioms of an ontology to those required to minimally 
describe a domain. Thus the ontology offers only minimal commitment to give details or 
facilitate problem solving about the domain. 

object 
A collection of entities organized as one because they share common properties. 

Ontologies for Quality Modelling 
Collective name for ontolgies of measurement, traceability, and quality management sys- 
tem. 

ontology 
A formal description of entities and their properties; it forms a shared terminology for 
objects of interest in the domain, along with definition for the meaning of each of the 
terms. 

pred icate 
An expression of an object or a relationship between objects in a formal language. In first- 
order logic, predicates have one or more arguments, where al1 variable (non-constant) 
arguments must be quantified. 

predicate calculus 
See first-order logic 

predicate logic 
See first-order logic. 

prescriptive model 
A model that prescribes an alternate state for a domain. 

primitive term 
Predicates which are never formally defined in first-order logic. 



quality 
Totality of the features and characteristics of a product or service that bear on its ability to 
satisfy stated or implied needs. 

queries 
A question, expressed in the formal language, that initiates a deduction about the model. 

reducibility 
Demonstration that competency questions of another model- spanning a different compe- 
tency than the evaluated model- can be reasonably translated (reduced) to competency 
questions answerable using representations of the evaluated model. 

relation 
Refationships between objects in a data model. 

representations 
Informal statements of terminology and semantics, e.g., in English, as well as formaliza- 
tions of a model. 

re-useability 
Capability to use portions of a model to solve different problems beyond the problems that 
initially motivated the development of the model. 

semantics 
Meaning of the terminology of a model. 

spans competency 
A native ontology spans the competency of a target ontology if a set of the target ontol- 
ogy's competency questions can be reduced to cornpetency questions expressible and 
answerable using target ontology representations. 

sy ntax 
The gramrnar for composing expressions in a model. 

taxonomy 
a tree str- rture displaying is-a relationships in a hierarchical rnanner 

terminology 
Terms in the vocabulary of a model. 
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A l  .l Qual ity Process Competency 

A 1  .1 .1 Motivating Scenario 
"FPD wants to look at how the way it controls the processes at the product units, and how it handles the 

non-prime that are produced, so that quality of the products can be improved." M. 511 

In order to control the process, much must be known about the process: in particular as relevant to 

this section on quality management system ontologies, it is important to engineer representations 

with which a process can be charactenzed. This requires translation of existing ontology 

representations to terminology more prevalent in the quality management literature, for example , 

is worthwhile. It is stated that since "The organization creates, impioves and provides consistent 

quality in its offerings through the network of processes, a process mode1 is a Fundamental 

conceptual basis for the ISO 9000 family" ([ISO 94~1, pg. 5). Hence some questions are: 

Ca ~ 1 . 1  1s a given entity or information transfomed by a process? 
CQ Al.2 1s a given entity or information the resultant of a transformation by a process? 

A1.3 Does a given entity or information control the performance of the process, but not 
transfonned by it? 

Ca A1.4 1s a given entity a physical aaifact that is required to perform the process, but is not 
transfonned by it? 

~i .5 1s this a constra.int which defmes the scope of a given process? 
CQ A1.6 1s this an objective of a given process? 

cQ AI .7 1s this a policy which constrains the given process? 
c Q  A1.8 1s this a responsibility or role to be hilfilled by the performance of a given process? 
CQ ~ 1 . 9  1s a given process perfonned within a certain enterprise? 
CQ AI .IO 1s a given employee responsible for perfonning a certain process? 

Ca AI .il Does a given employee performing a certain process have authonty over all other 
employees performing a certain process? 

Once the competency questions that motivate the modeilhg of the relationship between processes 

and quality management responsibility are posed, questions that motivate the modelling of 

specifc processes that exist mainly to fuifîll quaiity management responsibility are warranted. 

CQ A1.12 1s this process a process which comprises an enterprise's quality system? 



Chapter Section: Quality Pro- Competency 

CQ A1.13 Which particular function of the enterprise's quality system does this process 
perform? 

A1.1.2 Analysis 

Modelling characterlstlcs of a process 

Figure A l . l  Data Modd of Ontology Tenns related to P ~ O C ~ S S  Characteilzatlon 

- 
process- process- process- process- process- process- 

input- mechanism- input- mechanism- 
resource 

PrOCeSS- process- PrOCeSs- process- Proces$- process- 
output- control- output- control- OWPul- control- 

r e s o ~ ~ e  resource 

rale 

proçess 
4 x denotes a binary relation 4 acfivify Management System Ontology 

In order to specify how to perform an activity, it is noted that the documentation of a procedure 

"usually contains the purposes and scope of an acfvity; what shall be done and by whom; when, 

where and how it shall be done; what rnaterials, equipment and docÿments shaLl be used; and how 

- 
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it shall be controiîed and recordeci" ([ISO 94b], pp. 2). Firstly, a process is just an activiv. Thus 

same type of information will be needed to characterize a process. 

A procedure relates the purposes and scope of the process for which the procedure exists. 

Building from the activity ontology in which the constraints of an activity are related to the states 

of the world before (enable state) and afer (caused by state) the activity execution, the scope of a 

process can be considered the pre- and post- conditions upon which the process depends [Melan 

921. Hence: process-scope(PJ) : There exists a process-scope relation between a process and an 

organizatio~l conîtraint of a related d e  

The purpose or the objective for which the process is being performed, as recornrnended by 

[Carlsen et. al. 921, should also represented: process-objective(P,G) : There exists a process-scope 

relation between a process and a goal of a related role 

That roles that are fulfilled by perfonning the process @rocess-responsibility) must also be 

explicitly represented: 

Expression AI. 1 process-responsi bliIty(PIR) 
VPVRVS [ holdt(proces~-responsibiCi3,(P$) ,s) 

hoUs(hasasrole(P,R),s) A 3~ ho[ds(agent-has-role(A,R),s) 1. 
P: a process 
R: role for which P is king  perfomed 
A: an agent that possesses the role R 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

According to WcRobb 891, the scope of the process may encompass the different functional 

departments that are involved in the process; hence the need to define the term process- 

organization and descendent-process-organization: 

process-organization(P,O) : There exists an organization, where its members perfonn a 
process, if there erists some role of the orgonitaiion which requires the performance of the 
process. 

descendent-process-orgaîÙzation(P,O) : If there exists an organization where a process is 
perfomed within one of its member organizations, or the process is per$ormed within that 
organizution, then the process is a descendent process to the orgaiuzation. 
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Note one of the tenns required to define the tenn descendent-process-organization- has 
descendent member - is from the core ontologies, 

Furthermore, [Maclean 931 states that there should be another section for stating responsibility 

and ownership for the process. So it is dehed that those employees that perform the process is 

responsible for the process; this motivates the term process-employee. It is also defîned that an 

employee who performs a process has ownership of the process if the employee has authority over 

ai i  the other employees who have responsibility for that process; this is aprocess-owner. So: 

process-ernployee(PA) : There exists an employee who is responsible for performing a process, 
if there exists some role of the agent which is fulfüled by perforrning the process. 

process-owneHP,A) : There exists an employee who has ownership over a process, if this 
employee performs the process and has authority in the agent's role vis-a-vis the process over 
al1 the other employees who perform the process. 

The de facto standard process model, SADT/IDEF [Marca & McGowan 88JWEF 961, is used to 

classlfy resources into inputs, ou tputs, controls, and rnechanisrns, w here: Inputs are transformed, 

outputs are the resultant of a transformation, controls represent the things that constrain a process, 

and usually stands for information that directs what processes do, and mechanisms represent 

physical aspects of an activity, such as storage places, people, organizations, and equipment . 
According to [BPR-Bonapart 941, a process model is comprised of information, resource, and 

functional (organizational) models. [Scacchi & Mi 931 combine aspects of al1 these models, when 

they espouse that agents (organizational entities), information technologies (physical resource 

entities), and tasks (informational entities) be consumed and produced. According to the TOVE 

resource ontology, physical resource entities that are transfomecl can be delineated into resources 

or collection of these resources, traceable resoicrce units. According to the TOVE organization 

ontology, organizationai entities are organiratimal agents, and information entities are policies or 

goals that are sent and received between these agents. 
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Below is shown a table of the terms of the Managemeny Systems Ontology, where the terms are 

delineated by 1) how the "item" is used by the process, and 2) what type of an "item" it is. 

Table Ai-1 Table of Terms for the Plocess Model Extensions to the Core Ontologies 

Item type + 
item use L 

input 

process-inpu t 

output 

process-output 

control 

process- 
control 

mechanism 
process- 
mechanism 

process-input- 
resource 

process-ou tpu t- 
resowce 

process-control- 
resowce 

process- 
mec hanisrn- 
resource 

( orgnization 
tru agent 

process-output- 

mechanism-tni mechanism-org- 

process-input-resouree(P,Rc) : A resource is an input resource to aprocess if it is comwned by 
that process, and if it or a descendent elaboration of this resource is not produced by the 
process' sub-activities. 

A nu is an input tru to a process if it is comumed by thatprocess, and if it or a descendent 
elaboration of this tru is not produced by the process' sub-activities. 

Expression A1.2 ~ ~ o c ~ s S - i  np~t-tr~(P, Rt) 
- 

V ~ v ~ t ' d s 3  RC [ holds@rocess-inpw-tru(P$t) ,s) = 
holds(consume-res-tru (P,Rt) ,s) A holdF@as-tru(Rc,Rt) ,s) A 

V P ~ V R ~ J R C ~  ( holds(has-subactivity(P,Pd,s) A 

holds(has-descendent(Rc,Rc&s) A 

( hold~(ha~-eni(R~~Rt&) v Rt=Rb) A 

3 -holdî@roduce-resStni(P0R~,s) ) 1. 
P: a process 
Rt: an input m of P 
Rc: an input resource of P 
Po: a subactivity to P 
RQ a descendent elaboration of Rt 
R c ~  a descendent elaboration of Rc 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation - process-input-info(PJ) : Information is input information if it it is the content of  a link received 

by an agentfuljiling a role for the process; the information is not a goal, policy, or corutraint of 
the process; and if it or a descendant eloboration of it is not contained in a link sent by a role of 
the process' subactivities. 
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process-inpuî(P,X) : Inputs to a process may be its input resource, input nu,  or input 
information. 

i f  an entity or information is an input to a given process and the process has sub- 
activities, then this or a descendent elaboration of this must be an input to a sub-activity 
of the process. 

process-ou@irt-resource(P$c) : A resource is an output resource to a process if it is produced 
by that process, and if it or a descendent elaboration of  this resource is not consumed by the 
process' sub-activities. 

process-ou@ut-tru(P$t) : A tru is an output tni to a process if it is produced by t h t  process, 
and if it or a descendent elaboration of this tru is not consumed by the process' sub-activities. 

process-ou@ut-info(P,Z" : Information is output information if it it is a communication Zuik sent 
by an agentfulfilling a role for the process; if it is not a goal, policy, or constrainf of the process, 
and if it or a descendant elaboration of  this policy or goal is not received by a d e  of the 
process' subactivities. 

process-output(PJ) : Output to a process may be its output resource, output pu, or output 
information. 

If an entity or informution is an output to a given process and the process hus sub- 
activities, then this or a descendent elaboration ofthis must be an output tu a sub-activity 
of the process. 

Unless al2 of a process' primitive activities are ouîput activities, a process has output 
resources and output trus. 

Expression AI .3 All Processes have Outputs unless Comprised of Output Activities 

V P V ~ P ,  [ holds(has~descendent~subactivity(P,PO,,s) A primitive-ac tivity(Po) A 

~hoZds(output-activity(Pd,s) 3 

~ R C ,  holds(process-output(P,R 1. 
P: a process 
Rc,: an output to P 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

Informution is control information if it is the content of the communication Zink or authori@ link 
received by an agentfuljïlling a role for the process, and the information is a goal or a policy. 

Expression AI .4 pr~cesslcontml-Info(P,I) 

t / 2 b ' 1 V s 3 ~ ~  [ holdî(process-con&oZ=infofPJ) ,s) = 
holds(has_process(RP) ,s) A 

hoMs(r01e-lînlc-info-shk(R,I,L),s) A 

[ horaî(has_poai(R,I),s) v holds(has-policy(R,I),s) v 
holrls(has-constraint@,I),s)] 1. 
P: a process 
1: information that is a control to P 
R: roleofPthatreceivesL 

- - 
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L: a communication or autbority lhk for which 1 is the content. 
T: position nIled by O in perfonning P in order to fulfiil R 
s: an extant or bypotheticd situation 

process-control-resource(P,Rc) : A resource is a control resource if it is a document which is 
used b y  the process, and documents contml information about the process. 

Note that the tenn use resource or tru is defined in the traceability competency section. 

process-control-tru(P,Rt) : A tru is a control tru if it is a iru of a docwnent which is used by the 
process, and its resource type documents control information about the process. 

process-conîrol(P,X) : Control to a process may be its controt resource, control PU, or control 
information. 

If an entiv or information LF an input to a given process and the process has sub- 
activities, then this or a descendent elaboration of this mua be a control to a sub-activity 
of the process. 

process-mechnism-resource(P#c) : A resource is a mechanism resource if it is a resource 
which is used b y  the process, and is not a contml resource. 

process-meclurnisni-@u(P#t) : A tru is a mechanism tru if it is a nu which is used by the 
process, and is not a control tru. 

An organizational agent is a mechanism organizational agent to aprocess, if it is an 
organization of the process or an employee of the pmcess. 

Expression A? .5 process-mechan/srn-org-agent(P,A) 

' ~PVAVS [ holdî(pcei.s-mechnism-org.ogenf(P~),s) 
holds(process-organization(P,A),s) v holdî(process-employee(P,A),s) 1. 

P: a process 
A: an organization agent required to perform the process 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

process-mechunism(P,X) : Mechanisms to a process may be its rnechanism resource. 
mechnnism tru, or mechanism organizational agent. 

Ifan entity or information is a mechanism to a given process and the process has sub- 
activities, then this or a descendent eloboration of this must be o mechanisrn to a sub- 
activiîy of the process. 

fipression AI .6 Abstraction of Process Mechanlsrn 

' ~ P V R C ~ P ~ V S  [ holds(process-mechanism(P,Rc),s) A 

ho&( has_subactivity(P,P&s) 3 

3 ~ c d  { hol&@rocess-mechanism~oRc~,s) A 

( ho&(hasasdescendent(Rc,Rc~,s) v Rc-Rc,) ) 1. 
P: a process with sub-activities 
Rc: a mechanism to P 
P6 a sub-ac tivity to P 
Rco a mechanisrn to Po and which is a descendent elaboration of Rc 
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s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

With these definitions, it is now possible to define: 

process-procedure(P,Q) : There exists a process-procedure relation between a process and the 
procedure which controls it. 

process-evidence(P,E) : There exists a process-evidence relation between a process and the 
objective evidence which is outputted from it. 

Modeliing processes of a quaiity system 

Quality 
Ontology 

L I process 

According to the activitylstate and organization ontologies, activities are performed by agents 

fulfilling their roles to satisfy goals. Since a process is synonymous with an activity, a quality 

systern pmcess then is dehed to be a process which is performed to fbîfîil a quality sysiem mle: 

hpression AI .7 quaIitY,system~rocess(P) 
VP'V'S~ R [ holds(qu1Jiryirysystem-process(P) ,s) = 

hoZds(has-process(R,P) ,s) A holdr(qua1ity-sy stem_role(P),s) ] . 
P: quality system process 
R: quality system tole of P 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

A quality system process has the folîowing associated axioms: - al1 quality system processes must have a qwlity procedure - al1 quality system processes must have a relrited organization 
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all quality system processes mus? have a rehted responsibili~ 

all quality system processes must have a n  employee 

all quulity system processes must have an objective 

all quality system processes must have exacdy one owner 
Expression AI .8 All Quallty System Processes must have exactly one ûwner 

V P ~  AV AOVS [ holds(process-owner(P, A) ,s) A holds(process-owner(P, Ao) ,s) A 

holds(quality_system~process(P) ,s) 3 

A-& 1. 
P: a process 
A: agent which owns P 
s: an extant or hypothetical situation 

As rnotivated by [Juran 881 and [ISO 94b], The quality munagement process constitutes the 

collective process of all the qwility system processes of the enterprise, and is comprîsed of the 

following processes. 

quulity planning 

quality control 

quality assurance 

And so, 

conîrol~nonconformiîy(P) : A process mus t be asserted to be a process w hich controls 
nonconformi ties. 

correct-nonconfonnity(P) : A process must be asserted to be a pmcess w hich corrects 
nonconfonnities. 

prevent-nonconfonnity(P) : A process must be asserted to be a process which prevents 
nonconformities. - q~lity-pZanning(P) : A quality planning process is a quality system process process with the 
following sub-activities: only define and document processes. 

0 define and document processes are defined Iater 

quale-control(P) : A quality control process is a quality system process with the following 
sub-activities, memure and control nonconfonnity processes. - q~itytyizssurance(P) : A quality assurance process is a quality system process which has, as its 
sub-activities, only prevent nonconformiity and correct nonconformity pmcesses. 

. -. 
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qualityityma~gemenl(P) : A quality management process is a quality system process with the 
the following sub-activities: quality planning, quality control, and-qwlity assurance. 

Two difeerent quality manugement processes must never exist for the same enterprise. 

So then a process is charactrnzed by the representations related to the process dehed so far. 

Since these representations are discemed, in the enterprise model, through relations of various 

enterprise objects to the enterprise object. role, when all the roles for a process are defined and 

documented, the process can be considered to be fully characterized. 

A1.1.3 lnformal Competency Questions 

cQ A l . l  1s a given entity or information transformed by a process? 
e 1s a niven resource K a  ~rocess-inout-resource to a Drocess u in a situation O?: 

ho&(process-input-resource(a,~),o). . . 
a ven tru ut-cni to a ~rocess a rn a situation a?: holdr(process-input- 

W a s ) , ~ ) .  
a ut-info to a ~rocess CL 

hoZ&(process-input-info(a,8),u). 

CQ Ai.2 1s a given entity or information the resultant of a transformation by a process? 
ven resource K a ~rocess-oumut-resource to a ~rocçss a 

blds(process-output-resource(a,~).d). 
1s a dven tm K 8 ~rwe~~-o\it~ut-tru to a Drocess a in a situation: holds(process-output- 
W~,K)*O) .  
Is a eiven information identified bv 8 a arocess-outout-info to a Drocess a in a situation a?: 
holds(process-output-info(a,8),u). 

CQ A1.3 Does a given entity or information control the performance of the process, but not 
transformed by it? 

O 1s a eiven resource K a ~r0cesscon&01-resource to a urocess a in a situation a?: 
holdiF(pmess-control-resource(a~~),@. . . 
u i v e n  tru K a mess-control-in to urocess a in a si-: holdr(process-contrai- 
m(a,~) ,u) .  . .  . 1s a eiven information iden hfied bv 8 a urocess-control-info to a ~rocess a in a situation a?: 
hotdir(process-control-infO(a,O),o). 

CQ ~ 1 . 4  1s a given entity a physical artifact that is required to perfom the process, but is not 
transformed by it? 

1s a eiven resource K a D . . rwess-mechanism-resource to a mxess cc in a situation o?: 
hofds(pmess-rnechanism-resource(a,~),u). 
1s a given tru K a mocess-mechanism-tni to a Drocess a in a situation a?: holdF@rocess- 
mechanism-tru(a,~),a). . . 

O ven went cd a p c e s s  ess in a s i m o n  a?: 
holdr(pmcess-mechanism(a,w),u). 

CQ AIS 1s this a constraint which defines the scope of a given process? 
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CQ A1.6 1s this an objective of a given process? 
1: inG [ holdholds(process- 

cQ A1.7 1s this a policy which constrains the given process? . . 
b re ess a ln a ?: 3Y [ holtis(process- 

policy(a*Y)*a)l. 

C a  A1.8 1s this a responsibility or roie to be fulfilîed by the performance of a given process? 
9 r -es  a in -situation O 

. . 1: holdr(process- 

responsibility(a~),o). 

CQ ~ 1 . 9  1s a given process performed within a certain enterprise? 

CQ ~ 1 . 1 0  1s a given employee responsible for performing a certain process? 
b vee o a 

employee(a,o),o). 

cQ AI .i 1 Does a given employee perfonning a certain process have authority over al1 other 
employees performing a certain process? 

cQ Al.12 1s this process a process which comprises an enterprise's quality system? 
1s a a ciualitv svstem Drocess in a situation a 2: holdF(quality~system-grocess(a),o)]. 

A1.13 Which particular function of the enterprise's quality system does this process 
perform? 
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A2. Appendix II: Populated Enterprise Model for 
BHP Steel 

FILE: bhp.rocù 
BHP MODEL VERSION: 3.0 
DATE: January 26,1996 
FlLE START DATE: January 26,1996 

FILE: referenœ-attnbutes.ro& 
BHP MODEL VERSION: 3.0 
DATE: January 29,1996 
FILE START DATEJanuary 29,1996 

base-attribute,classBHP,entity-attribute 
{ subdassOf:{ kb-Attribute, BHP-entity 1; 

value-type: k b ~ 4 N Y  
cardinality:muftiple; 

1 

/""""""rr*..l 
Il SETS OF ATTRIBUTES ( NOT BHP ATTRIBUTE OBJECTS ) 

base-ambu te-dasscosthistory 
( su bdaçsOf:BHP,entity,attnbute; 

value,type:double; 
cardinality:rnultiple; 

1 

base-attri bute-dasstime-history 
( subdass0f:BHP-entity-attribut@; 

value,type:dou ble; . 
cardinality:multiple; 

1 

base,attribute,classstatus-history 
( su bdass0f: BHP-entity-atîri bute; 

value,type:kb,FRAME-ID; 
cardinality:multiple; 

1 



base-attribute,dassbatch,history 
{ suMass0f:BHP-entity-atttibute; 

value-type:dou ble; 
cardinality:multiple; 

1 

baxattribute-classbatch-name 
{ subdass0f:BHP-entity-attnbu te; 

value-type: kb-FRAME-I D; 
cardinality:multiple; 

1 

base,attribute,dassplanned,downtime 
( subdass0f:BHP,entity,attfibu te; 

~alue~type:double; 
cardinality:multiple; 

1 

base,attfibute,classmpair,time 
{ subdass0f:BHP,entity,attn'bu te; 

~alue~type:dou ble; 
cardinalitysingle; 

1 

basebase,attnbute_dassplanned,repair_ümeattnbute-dassplannededmpair-time 
{ subdass0f:BHP-enüty-attnbute; 

valuevalue,type:double;type:dou ble; 
cardinality:multiple; 

1 

{ subdass0f:BHP-enuly-ambute; 
value-type: k b-FMME-ID; 
cardinality:single; 

1 

base-attribute-dassheld-time-range 
( subdass0f:BHP-enüty-attfibute; 

valueJype:double; 
cardinality : mu ltipte; 

1 

base-attribute-class processingJime 
{ subdass0f:BHP,entity,attribu te; 

value,type:double; 
cardinality: single; 

1 

base-attribute-dass throughput 
{ suMass0f:BHP-enüty-attnbute; 

value& padouble; 
cardinality: single; 

1 

base-atîribute,class setup-tirne 
( subdassOf:8HP,entity,attribute; 

value,type:dou ble; 
cardinality: single; 

base,attnbute,classprobability 
{ subdass0f:BHP-entity-attnbute; 

value,type:double; 
cardinality: multiple; 

1 

base,attribute,dassholdin~nonpnme-r8~~wstunit 
{ s~bdass0f:BHP-mti~~attnbute; 

value-type: k b-FRAME-ID; 
cardinality :single; 

1 

FILE: bhp-referenœ-mlations.rodc 
BHP MODEL VERSION: 2.0 
DATE: September 28,1995 

- -- - -- 
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FILE START DATE:September 28, tg95 

base_relation-dassBHP,relation 
{ subdassCX( kb-Relation, BHP-enlity 1; 

cardinality: multiple; 
inverse-relation:NULL-VALUE; 

1 

base-relation-dasshas-schedule 
{ subdassOf:BHP-relation; 

carâinality: multiple; 
in~ers8~relation:singIe schedule-of; 

f DOMAIN: bhp-activity 
RANGE: bhp-schedule'l 

1 

base,relation,dassschedule,of 
{ su bdass0f:BHP-relation; 

cardinality: single; 
inverse_relation:multiple has-schedule; 

/' RANGE: bhpgrod~ction~unit 
DOMAIN: schedule'l 

1 

base-relation-dasshas-feed 
{ su bdass0f:BHP-relation; 

cardinality: multiple; 
inver~~~refation:multiple f e e o f ;  

P DOMAIN: bhp-product 
RANGE: bhp-feed'l 

1 

base,relation,dassfeedeedof 
( su bdassOf0HP~elation; 

cardinality: muttiple; 
inverse,relation:mul~ple has-feed; 

l' RANGE: bhpjroduce 
DOMAIN: bhp-feed'l 

1 

{ suMass0f.BHP,relation; 
cardinality: multiple; 
inverse-relation:single faality-of; 

P DOMAIN: bhp-organization 
RANGE: bhp-facility'l 

1 

base,relation,dasçfaciti~-of 
{ subdass0f:BHP-relation; 

cardinality: single; 
inverse,relation:mulüple has-facility; 

P RANGE: bhp-organization 
DOMAIN: bhp-facility'l 

1 

base-relation-dasshasgroduct,type 
{ subdassOf:BHP,relation; 

cardina1ity:single; 
inverse,relation:mul tiple product-type-of ; 

P DOMAIN: bhpjroducî 
RANGE: biipgroduct-type'/ 

1 

base-relation-dassprod~cttype~of 
{ subdass0f:BHP-relation; 

cardinality: multiple; 
inverse,relation:single has-producî-type; 

P RANGE: bhpjroduct 
DOMAIN: bhp-producttype'l 

1 

base,relatlon,dasshasgroductctmute 
{ subdass0f:BHP-relation; 

cardinality: multiple; 
inverse,telation:muttiple producî-route-of; 

r DOMAIN: bhpgroduct 
RANGE: bhpgroduct-route'l 

1 

base,relation,dassprOductmute-of 
{ su bdass0f:BHP-relation; 

cardinality: multiple; 
inverserserelation:multiple has-produc!,route; 

P RANGE: bhpgroduct 
DOMAIN: bhp_produ&route*l 
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named-instance-frame sq-actual 
( instancm bh p-situation ; 

attributes: 
situation-type = actuai-situation; 

1 

named-instance-frame sq-intended 
{ instanceûf: bhp-situation; 

attributes: 
situation-type = intendeci-situation; 

1 

nameciinstance-frame sv_actual 
{ instanœCX bhp-situation; 

attti bu tes: 
situation-type = actual-situation; 

1 

named-instance-frame svjntended 
( instanœ0f: bhp-situation; 

attri butes: 
situation-type = intendeci-situation; 

1 

FILE: enterprise-bhp-attn'bute.rock 
BHP MODEL VERSION: 2.1 
DATE: January 28,1996 
FILE START DATEJanuary 28,1996 

mmr+m 1 
II BHP QUALITY CLASSIFICATION OBJECTS 

relaüons: 
elaboration-of = quality,dassification; 
attribute-of = WP,produce,wil; 
empty ha-distribution; 

attri butes: 
unitof-measuremen t = 'days'; 
qualitative-range = ( 'prime-firsLtirnen, 

'prime-held', 
'rework', 
'scrap' ); 

probability = ( 0.927,0.03,0.021,0.022 }; 
held-tirne-range = ( 0,1,3,1 1; 

1 

r+m+m---1 
II BHP DOWNTIME R'REPAIR TlME OBJECTS 

relations: 
elaboraüon-of = downtirne; 
athi bute-of = WPjroduœ-ail; 
empty has-distribution; 

attributes: 
quantitative-mean = 0.025; 
quantitative-deviation = 0.0087; 
unit-of-rneasuremen = 'days'; 
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relations: 
elaboration-of = repair-Ume; 
attribute-of = WPgroduce-mil; 
empty has-distribution; 

aHri butes: 
quantitative-mean = 0.01 389; 
quantitative-deviation = 0.00234; 
~nit.-of~rneasurernen t = 'days'; 

FILE: enterprise-bhp-costobjed.rock 
BHP MODEL VERSION: 3.0 
DATE: January 28,1996 
FILE START DATE:January 28,1996 

dass,tramenull-costobject 
{ subdass0f:res-mtobjec!; 

relations: 
empty costobject-of; 

attn butes: 
one-tirne-cost = 0; 
cost-tirne-rate = 0; 
costtirne-quantity-rate = 0; 

1 

dass-frameWP-HSM,240,processing,ws~object 
{ su bdass0f:bhpqrocessing_costobject; 

relations: 
mstobjectof = bhpjrocessing-start; 

attributes: 
one-time-wst = 0; 
mstUrne,rate = 36767; 
wstJime,quantity,rate = 0,44343; 

1 

das~,frameWP,HSM-240,setup~~0s~object 
{ subdass0f: bhp-setup-wst-objecî; 

relations: 
mstobject-of = bhp-setup-start; 

dass-frameWP-HSM-240-in-down timeecost,object 
{ subdass0f:bhp~in~downtime,cos~object; 

relations: 
rnst-objectof = bhp-domitirne-start; 

atîributes: 
one-tirne-cost = 0; 
cost-tirne-rale = 99176; 
wsîJime,qua~~tity~rate = 0; 
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dass-frarneWP-HSM-240-holding~1onprirne-cost-object 
{ subdass0f:bhp-holdinanonpnme-costobject; 

relations: 
mst-abject-of = tart; 

attributes: 
one-tirne-cost = 0; 
cost-tirne-rate = 36767; 
cos~time,quantitylyrate = 0.36325; 

1 

dass-frameWP,HSM-240,idIin~ws~object 
( subdass0f:bhp-idlinkwstobjed; 

relations: 
rnstobject-of = bhp-idle-start; 

attributes: 
one-tirne-cost = 0; 
mst-tirne-rate = 99176; 
wsttime-quantity-rate = 0; 

1 

FILE: enterprise-bhp-activity.rodc 
DATE: May 6,1996 
FILE START 0ATE:May 6,1996 

dass-ftame the-bhp-steeigroœss 
( subdass0f: bhp-acüvity; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sqintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedinstanœCBfrarne the-bhp,steel,pmss,l 
{ instanœ0f: the-bhp-steel-process; 

relations: 
bas-situations = { s~actual, SV-adual ); 

1 

relations: 
bas-subactivity = { process-wp-hsd, prmss,wpgrdn, 

p=s-wp-qc 1; 
subactivit y-of = the-bh p-steelgrocess; 
has-situations = { sq-intendeci, svintended ); 

1 

relations: 
has-subactlvity = @rocess,wp,hsd-1, 

P ~ T o c B s ç w p 9 ~ n - 1 ,  
P=s-wp,qc-l); 

su bacüvity-of = the,bhp,steel,pi0c8ssSl ; 
has,situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

1 
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pmss-wp-hcpd-265 }; 
subacüvity-of = process-wp; 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

dass-frame process-wpgrdn 
{ su bdass0f: bh p-activity; 

relations: 
has-subacüvity = { process-wp-hsm-240, 

pr=-wp-pkl-270 ); 
su bactivity-of = process-wp; 
has-situations = { sq-iintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

narned-instance-frarne proœss-wppdn-1 
{ instance0f. process-wpgrdn; 

relations: 
has-su bactivity = { process-wp-hm-240-1, 

~--wp-~k270-1); 
subactivity-of = process-ml; 
hm-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame process-wp-qc 
{ su bdass0f: bh p-activity; 

relations: 
has-subactivity = pr0~~ss,wp-hcpf~260; 
su bactivity-of = process-wp; 
has-situations = { seintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame process-wqc-1 
{ instanœ0f: process-wp-qc; 

relations: 
has-subactivity = process-wp-hcpf-260-1; 
subactiviîy-cf = proœssrOceSSwp,l ; 
has-situztions = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

dass-frame process-wp-sh-230 
( subdass0f. bhp-activity; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

namedinstance-frame process-wp-sh-230-1 
{ instance0f: process-wp-sh-230; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame proces-wp-hsm-240 
( subdass0f: bhp-activity; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

relations: 
( enablesi-by = { esjroass-wp-hsm-240-1); 
slotcontrol: enabled-by; 

1 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame process-wp-rcs-250 
( subdassûf: bhp-activity; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

relations: 
( enabled-by = { es-wp-rcs-250-1 ); 
slotcontroi: enabled-by; 

1 
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relations: 
has-situations = { s~actual, SV-actual ); 

dass-frame pm-wp-hcpf-260 
( subdass0f: bhp-activity; 

relations: 
has-situations = ( srlintendeci, SV-intended }; 

1 

named-instance-frame process,.,hqf,260-1 
{ instance0f: process-wp-hcpf-260; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

ciass-frame process-wp-hcpd-265 
( su bdass0f: bhp-activity ; 

relaff ons: 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

narned-instance-frame ptocess-wp-hcpd-265-1 
{ instancea pms-wp-hcpd-265; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

dass-frame process-wpgkl-270 
{ subdass0f: bhp-aûivity; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

relations: 
( enabled-by = ( e~~wp~ki-270,l); 
slo~wntrol: enabled-by; 

) 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame process,wpglp,280 
{ subdass0f:bhp-activity; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sqintended, SV-intended ); 

named-instance-frarne proœss-wpglp-280-1 
{ instancem process-wpglp-280; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-acîual, SV-actual ); 

1 

- pp -- pp - 
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FILE: enterpnse,bhp,resourœ2.rock 
BHP MODEL VERSION: 3.0 
DATE: May 6,1996 
FILE START DATE:May 6,1996 

nameci-instance-frame bhp-facility-1 
{ instanceof: bhp-facility; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

1 

nameâ-instance-frame bhp-feed-1 
{ instanceof: bhp-feed; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

1 

named-instance-fmme bhp-produ&type,l 
{ instance0f: bhpgroductype; 

relations: 
has,situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

ciass-frame bh p-wp-facility 
{ subdass0f: bhp-facility; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame bhp-wp-facility-1 
( instanœm bhp-wp-facility; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq,actual, SV-actual ); 

? 

dass-frame bh p-~p~feed 
{ subdass0f: bhp-feed; 

relaüons: 
has-situations = { s~intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instanœframe bhp-wp-feed-1 
{ instance0f: bhp-wp-feed; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sqactuaf, SV-actual }; 

{ subdassOf: bhpjroducttype; 
relations: 

has-situations = { skintended, svintended ); 
1 

named-instance-frame bhp-wpqroducttype-1 
( instance0f: bhp-wpgroducttype; 

relations: 
has,situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

1 

dass-frame wp-sh-230,facility 
{ subdassûf: bhp-wp-facility; 

relations: has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended); 
1 

named-instance-frame wp-sh-230facility-1 
{ instanœ0f: wp,sh,230,facility; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-aual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame wp-hsm-246,facility 
{ subdass0f: bhp-wp-facility; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended); 

1 

narned-instance-frame wp-hsm-240-facility-1 
{ instanceof: wp-hsm-240facility; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-fmme wp,rcs,250,facility 
{ subdass0f: bhp-wp-facility; 

relations: 
has-situations = ( scljntended, SV-intended); 

1 

named-instance-frame wpframrcsCS250,facilityJ 
( instance0f: wp,rcs,250,facility; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, ~v~actual ); 

1 

dass-frarne wp-hcpf-260,faality 
( su MassCX bhp-wp-faci'lity; 

relations: has-situations = (sqJ~tended, SV-intended); 

- - -  -- -- - --- -- - - 
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named-instance-frame wp-hcpf,260-facility,1 
{ instanceûf: wp-hcpf-260-facility; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-adual ); 

1 

dass-frarne wp-hcpd-265,facility 
{ subdass0f. bhp-wp-facility; 

relations: has-situations = { skintended, SV-intended); 
1 

named-instance-frame wp-hcpd-265-facility,t 
( instanoe0f: wp-hcpd-265,faci6lity; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frarne wpjkl,270,faciIity 
{ subdass0f: bhp-wp-facility; 

relations: 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame wpgkl-270-faality-1 
( instanœ0f: wpgkl-270,fatility; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frarne wpglp,280,faa'lity 
{ subdass0f: bhp-wp-fadlity; 

relations: 
has-situations = ( sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-inst ance-frame wpglp-280-facility-1 
( instanceOf: wpglp,280,faci'lity; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frarne wp-slab 
( subdass0f: bhp-wp-feed; 

relations: 

has-situations = { sq-intended, sv-intended ); 
1 

named-instanœframe wp-slab-1 
{ instanœûf: wp-SI&; 

relations: 
has-situations = { stactual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame blackform 
{ subdass0f: bhp,wpgrodu&type; 

relations: 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intended }; 

1 

named,instanœ,frame blackfom-1 
{ instanœûf: blackfom; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame wp-raw-ail 
( subdass0f: bhp-wp-feed; 

relations: 

named-instance-frame wp-raw-mil-1 
{ instanœCR wp-raw-mil; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-aual ); 

1 

da%-frame wpjickled-coi1 
{ su bdassOf: bhp-wp-feed; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sqjntended, sv-intended ); 

1 

namedjnstanœ-frarne wp-pickled-ail-1 
( instancew wp~idded-mil; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq_actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame brighfforrn . 
{ subdm0f:bhp-wpgrodu&type; 

relations: 
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has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

named-instance-frarne brightfon-1 
{ instanceof: brighîfon; 

relations: 
has-situations = ( stactuaf, SV-actual ); 

1 

FILE: ente~dse-bhp-state.rock 
BHP MODEL VERSION: 3.0 
DATE: January 28,1996 
FILE START DATE:January 28,1996 

dass-frarne es,process-wp-sh-230 
{ subdassûf:bhp,state-conjunction; 

relations: 
enables = prooess-wp-sh-230; 
has-situatiocs = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedjnstanœ-fmme esgrocess,wp-sh-230-1 
{ instanœ0f:esgrocess-wp,sh-230; 

relations: 
enables = process-wp-sh-230-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

da=-frame cbs~rocess-wp-sh-230 
{ subcJassOf:bhp~slate,conjunction; 

relations: 
caused-by = process-wp-sh-230; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

narnedjn~tanœ~frame cbsgrocess-wp,sh-230-1 
( instanœ0f:cbs,process,wp,sh,230; 

relations: 
caused-by = pmcessc8wp,sh-230-1; 
fias-situations = { sq-actual, SV-aciual ); 

1 

dass-frarne us~rocess-wp-sh,230 
{ subciass0f:usage; 

relations: 
conjuncof = esgrocess-wp-sh-230; 
uses = wp-sh-230,facility; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intendeci ); 

1 

narned-instance-fiame u s ~ l ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ w p ~ s h - 2 3 0 - 1  
{ instanœ0f:usqr0ce~~~wp-~h,230; 

relations: 
uses = ~p,sh-230~f~lity_l; 
amjunctof = esqr0ee~~~wp~sh,230-1; 
has-situations = { cactual, SV-aâual ); 
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dass-frame rs~roceçs-wp-sh-230 
{ su bdass0f:release; 

relations: 
conjunctof = cbsgrocess-wp-sh-230; 
released = wp-sh-230-faciiii; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame rwrocess-wp-sh-230-1 
{ instance0f:rçgms-wp-sh-230; 

relations: 
released = wp-sh-230-faciMy-1; 
conjunctof = cbs,pms-wp_sh,230,1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-adual ); 

1 

dass-frame psgrocesç-wp-hsm-240 
{ subdass0f: produce; 

relations: 
wnjunctof = cbsg~ocess,wp_hsm-240; 
produced = wp,rawrawcuil; 
has-situations = { suntended, SV-intended); 

1 

1 
dass-frame psgrocess-wp-sh-230 
[ suMass0f:produce; 

relations: 1 
conjunct-of = cbsgroceçs-wp-sh-230; 
produced = wp-slab; 
has-situations = { skintended, SV-intended }; 

1 

named-instance-frame ps-process-wp-sh-230-1 
{ instanceOf:psgrocess,wp,çh330; 

relations: 
produœd = wp-slab-1 ; 
conjunctof = cbsgrocess,wp-st1-230J; 
has-situations = { scpAual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame esgrocess-wp-hsm-240 
( subdass0f: bhp-state-conjunction; 

relations: 
enables = proœss,wp,hsm,240; 
has-situations = { s~intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

relations: 
( enables = { process-wp-hsm-240-1 ); 
slot,control: enables; 

1 
has,situaüons = { SQ-actual, ~v~ac iua l  ); 

relations: 
( produœd = wp-raw-mil-1 ; 
slotcontrol: produced; 

conjunctof = cbs~rocess,wp-hsm-24OJ ; 
has-situations = ( sq,actual, SV-adual }; 

dass-frame rs-proceçs-wp-hsm-240 
{ subdass0f: release; 

relations: 
conjunct-of = cbsgrocess,wp_hsm-240; 
released = wp-hsm,24O,facility; 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

relations: 
( released = wp-hsm-240,facility-1; 
slot-control: released; 

1 
conjunct-of = cbsgrocess,wp,hsm,240-1; 
has-situations = {SQ-actual, sv-adual ); 

1 

dass-frame cbs,pr0~~~~~wp~hsrn~240 
{ subdass0f: bhp-state-mnjundion; 

relations: 
caused-b y = piocess-wp-hm-240; 
has-situations = ( sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 
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relations: 
( caused-by = { process-wp-hsm-240-1 }; 
slo~wntrol: caused-by; 

1 
has-situations = { sq-acîual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame csqrocess-wp-hsm-240 
{ subdass0f: consumption; 

relations: 
consumes = wp-slab; 
cunjunctof = esgroœss-wp-hsm-240; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named,inslance,ftame csgrocess-wp-hsm-240-1 
( 
instanœûf: cs,p~oc~s... .wp-hsm-240; 

relations: 
( wnjunct-of = { es~rocess-wp,hsm,240,1); 
slo~wntrol: conjuncî-of; 

1 
( consumes = { wp-slab-1 ); 
slot-control: consumes; 

1 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

dass-frame us,process,wp_hsm-240 
{ subdaçs0f: usage; 

relations: 
uses = wp-hsm-240-facility; 
conjund-of = esgrocess-wp-hm-240; 
ha-situations = { sq-intended, SV-Intended ); 

1 

relations: 
( conjuncî-of = { e s g ~ ~ w p , h s r n ~ 2 4 0 ~ 1 ) ;  
slotcontrol: conjunct-of; 

1 
( uses = ( wp-hsm-240,faality-1 ); 
slotcontrol: uses; 

1 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame es,wp-~cs-250 
{ subdass0f: bhp,çtate,conjunction; 

relations: 
enables = process_wp,rcç,250; 
has-situatior:~ = { sqintended, SV-tntended }; 

1 

relations: 
( enables = { process,wp,rcs,250,1); 
slotcantml: enables; 

1 
has-situations = ( s~actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

relations: 
( enables = { process-wp-rcs-250-2 }; 
slotcontrof: enables; 

1 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

dass-frame or-wp-rcsi250 
{ subdass0f: bhp,state,dlsjunction; 

relations: 
cilnjund-of = es,wp,rcs,250; 
bas-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedjnstance-frame or,wp-rcsICS250,1 
{ instance0f: or_wp,rss,250; 

relations: 
conjunct-of = es-wp-rcs-250; 
has-situations = { sqjritended, SV-intended }; 

1 

narned-instance-frarne or-wp-rcs-250-2 
{ instance0f: or-wp-TCS-250; 

relations: 
conjunct-of = es-wp_rcs_250-2; 
has-situations = { sgjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 
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dass-frame use,wp,rcs,250,facility 
{ subdass0f: usage; 

relations: 
uses = wp-rcs-250-facility; 
conjunaof = es-wp-rcs_250; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

relations: 
( uses = wp~cs~250-faalityl ; 
slotmntrol: uses; 

) 
conjuncof = es-wp,rcs,250-1; 

hassituations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 
1 

relations: 
( uses = wp-~cs~250,faalityJ ; 
slotcontml: uses; 

1 
conjuncof = es,wp,rcs,250,2; 

has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 
1 

dass-frarne use-wp-rawrawcoiI 
{ subdass0f: usage; 

relations: 
uses = wp,rawrawcoil; 
disjunctof = or-wp-rcs-250; 
has-situations = { sqintended, SV-intended }; 

1 

relations: 
( disjunaof = { or-wp,rcs_250,1}; 
slotwntrol: disjunct-or; 

) 
( uses = { wp,rawrawwil-1 ); 
slot,control: usas; 

1 

relations: 
( disjunctaf = { or-wp-rcs-250-2); 

slot-mnîrol: disjunct-of; 
1 
( uses = { wp-raw-wii-1 ); 

do!-wntrol: uses; 
1 

has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actuaf 1; 
1 

dass-frame consume,wp,rawrawcoil 
( subdassOf: usage; 

relations: 
consunies = wp-raw-mil; 
disjunct-of or_wp,rcs_250; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended }; 

1 

dass-frame pro,~p~rcs~250 
( subdass0f: bhp-state-amjunction; 

relations: 
caused-by = pmœss,wp~rcs,250; 
has-situations = { sqintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

relations: 
( caused-by = { process,wp,rcs_250-1); 
dot-control: causeci-by; 

1 
( conjunds = { rel-wp~tcstCS25O,facili~-l, rel-wp,raw,coil,l ); 
slo~wntrol: wnjuncts; 

1 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

1 

relations: 
( caused-by = { pr~-wp~rcsCS250,2 1; 
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dot-mtrol: caused-by; 
1 
( mnjuncts = ( rel-wp-rcs,250-facility-2, rel-wp-raw-ail2 ); 
slotpntrol: conjuncts; 

1 
has-situations = { sq-actual, sv,actual); 

1 

dass-frarne OR-wp-m-250 
( subdass0f: bhp-state-disjunction; 

relations: 
mnjunds = pro-wp-rcs-250; 
has-situations = { sqJntended, svjntended }; 

1 

narned-instance-frame or2-wp-rcs-250-1 
{ instance0f:oQ-wp-rcs-250; 

relations: 
conjunds = pro-wp-rcs-250-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

named,lnstance,frame or2-wp-rcs-250-2 
{ instanœ0f: or2-wp-rcs-250; 

relations: 
mnjuncts = pro-wp-rcs-250-2; 
has,situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame ml-wp-raw-ail 
{ subdass0f: release; 

relations: 
released = wp-raw-ail; 
disjunct-of = or2,wp,rcç,250; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, svjntended ); 

1 

relations: 
( released = wp-rawrawcoil,l ; 
slot-contml: releâsed; 

1 
( disjundsf = { or2-wp-rcs-250,l ); 
dot-control: disjund-of; 

1 
has-situations = { sq-dual, SV-actual 1; 

1 

relations: 
( released = wp,rawrawwil,l ; 
dot-control: &a&; 

1 
( disjunctof = { od!-wp_rcs_250,2 ); 
dot-amtrol: disjunct-of; 

1 
has-situations = { madual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frarne ps_wp_rcs,250 
{ subdassOf: produce; 

relations: 
produced = blackfom; 
disjuncof or2_wp_rcç,250; 
has-situations = { sqintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

dass-frame rel-wp-rcs-250-faality 
{ subdass0f: release; 

relations: 
released = wp-rcs-250,facility; 
conjund-of = pro-wp-rcs-250; 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intended }; 

1 

relations: 
( released = wp-rcs-2%facility-1; 

slo~control: released; 
1 

bas-situations = {sq-actual, SV-adual }; 
1 

relations: 
( released = wp-rcs-250-faciliîy-1; 
dot-control: released; 

1 
has-situations = ( sq-adual, SV-actual ); 

1 

- - 
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dass-frame es-wp-hcpf-260 
{ subdassOf: bhp-state-wnjunction; 

relations: 
enables = pms-wp_hcpf-260; 
has,situations = { sq-intendeâ, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame eç,wp,hcpf-260-1 
( instanceOf: es-wp-hcpf-260; 

relations: 
enables = process-wp-hcpf-260-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

dass-frarne cbs-wp-hcpf-260 
{ subdass0f: Mp-date-conjunction; 

relations: 
caused-by = proœss-wp-hcpf-260; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended }; 

} 

named-instance-frame cbs-wp-hcpf-260-1 
{ instanm cbs_wp,hcpf-260; 

relations: 
caused-b y = process-wp-hcpf-260-1 ; 
has-situations = { sq-adual, SV-actual }; 

1 

dass-frame or l  ,wp-hcpf-260 
( subdassûf: bhp,state,disjunction; 

relations: 
conjun<of = es-wp_hcpf-260; 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-fmme 01-1-wp-hcpf-260-1 
{ instance0f: orl-wp-hcpf-260; 

relations: 
conjunctof = es-wp-hqf-260-1; 
has-situations = ( sq,actual, SV-actual }; 

nameci-instance-fme csf -wp,hcpf-260-1 
{ instanœ0f: csl-wp,hcpf,26û; 

relations: 
consumes = wp,rawrawcoil-1; 
disjunaof = orl-wp-hcpf-260-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-aduai ); 

1 

das-frarne cs2-wg,hcpf-260 
{ suldass0f: consumption; 

relations: 
consumes = wpgidtled-mil; 
disjunct-of = or1 -wp_hcpf_260; 
has-situations = { sq-idended, SV-intended ); 

1 

dass-frarne us-wp-hcpf-260 
( subdass0f: usage: 

relations: 
uses = wp-hcpf-260,fadiity; 
a~njunctof = es-wp-hcpf-260; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frarne us-wp-hcpf-260-1 
{ instances us-wp-hcpf-260; 

relations: 
uses = wp-hcpf-260-faci1iîy-l; 
conjund-of = es-wp-hcpf-260-1; 
has-situations = ( sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

dass-frame rs-wp-hcpf-260 
{ subdass0f: release; 

relations: 
released = wp-hcpf-260-facility; 
conjunct-of = cbs-wp_hcpf,260; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

1 namedjnstance-frame IS-wp-hcpf-260-1 
{ instance0f: rs-wp-hcpf-260; 

relations: 
dass-frarne ~$1-wp,hcpf-260 mleased = wp-hcpf-260,facili ty-1; 
{ subdass0f: mnsumption; conjunct-of = cbs,wp,hcpf-260-1; 

relations: has-situations = { stq-aciual, SV-actual 1; 
consumes = wp-raw-ail; 
disjunct-of = orl-wp-hcpf-260; 

1 

has-situations = { sq.-intended, SV-intended ); 
1 dass-frame or2,wp-hcpf-260 
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{ subdass0f: bhp-state-disjunction; 
relations: 

wnjunct-of = cbs-wp-hcpf-260; 
has-situations = { s~intended, SV-intended }; 

1 

namedjnstance-frarne or2-wp-hcpf-260-1 
{ instanoe0f: OR-wp-hcpf-260; 

relations: 
conjunct-of = cbs-wp-hcpf-260-1; 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

dass-frame pst ,wp,hcpf,260 
{ subdass0f: produce; 

relations: 
produceci = blxkform; 
disjunct-of = or2-wp-hcpf-260; 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intended }; 

1 

named-instance-frame psl ,wp-hcpf-260-1 
{ instanceof: psi ,wp,hcpf-260; 

relations: 
produced = blacûform; 
disjunctof = or2-wp-hcpf-260-1; 
has-situations = ( sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frarne ps2-wp-hcpf-260 
{ subdass0f: produce; 

relaff ons: 
produced = bnghtfom; 
disjunaof = or2-wp-hcpf-260; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

dass-frame es-wp-ha265 
{ subdass0f: bhp,state,conjunction; 

relations: 
enables = process,wp,hcpd-265; 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intended }; 

1 

narned-instanceframe es-wp-hcpd-265-1 
{ ins tanca es-wp-hcpd-265; 

relations: 
enables = process-wp-hcpd-265-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

dass-frame cbs-wp-hcpd-265 
{ subdass0f: bhp-state-conjundion; 

relations: 
caused-by = process-wp-hcpd-265; 
has-situations = { %intendedl SV-intended ); 

named-instance-frame cbs-wp-hcpd-265-1 
( instanceW. cbs-wp-hcpd-265; 

relations: 
caused-by = pmœss-wp-hcpd-265-1; 
has-situations = { sq_actual, sv-actual 1; 

1 

dass-frame us-wp-hcpd-265 
{ subdassûf: usage; 

relations: 
uses = wp-hcpd-265-facility; 
conjuncî-of = es-wp-hcpd-265; 
has-situations = { saintendedl SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-hme us,wp,hcpd,265,1 
{ instanceûf: us-wp-hcpd-265; 

relations: 
uses = wp-hcpd-265-facility,I ; 
conjunct-of - es-wp-hcpd-265-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, sv-actual ); 

1 

dass-frarne or-wp-hcpd-265 
{ suMass0f: bhp,state,disjuncîion; 

relations: 
conjunctof = es-wp,hcpd-265; 
l'tas-situations = { sq-intendeci, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame or-wp-hcpd-265-1 
{ instanœ0f: or-wp-hcpô-265; 

relations: 
an junaof  = es-wp-hcpd-265-1; 
has-situations = { scactual, SV-aual ); 

1 

dass-frarne csl,wp,hcpd,265 
{ subclass0f: consurnption; 

relations: 
consumes = blackfom; 
disjunctof = or-wp-hcpd-265; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended }; 
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named-instance-frame csl-wp,hcpd,265,1 
{ instance0f: cst ,wp,hcpd-265; 

relations: 
consumes = blackform-1; 
disjuncof = or,wp,hcpd,265,1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

1 

dass-frame cs2-wp-hcpd-265 
( subdass0-f: consumption; 

relations: 
consumes = brigh!fom; 
disjunaof = or-wp-hcpd-265; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, sv-intended }; 

dass-fiame rs-wp-hcpd-265 
{ subdass0f: release; 

relations: 
released = wp-hcpd-265,facility; 
conjunctof = cbs,wpwphcpd,265; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, svintended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame rç-wp_hcpd,265,1 
( instance0f: rs-wp-hcpd-265; 

relaüons: 
released = wp-hcpd-265,facility-l; 
atnjund,of = cbs,wp,hcpd,265,1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, sv,actual); 

dass-frame es-wpgkl-270 
{ subdass0f: bhp,state,conjundion; 

relations: 
enables = process,wpgk1,270; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended 1; 

1 

named-ins tance-frame es,wpgk1,270,1 

( conjunets = { use_wpqW-270-faulity_l, cons-wp-rawawwil-1 }; 
slotcontrol: conjuncts; 

1 
has-situations = { sq-actuai, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frarne cons-wp-raw-mil 
{ subdassOf: consumplion; 

relations: 
consumes = wp-raw-mil; 
conjunct-of = es-wpgkl-270; 

named,instanœ,frame con~,wp,raw~coil-l 
{ 
instance0f: consumption; 

relations: 
( conjunctof = { es-wpgkl-270-1 }; 
slotcontrol: wnjuncî-of; 

1 
( consumes = { wp,raw,coil-1 ); 
slotcantrol: consumes; 

1 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

dass-frame use-wpgkl-270,faciIity 
{ subdassOf: usage; 

relations: 
uses = wpgk1,270,faciIity; 
conjunct-of = es-wp-pkl-270; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

relaüons: 
( conjuncof = { es,wpgkl~270,1}; 
dot-control: conjunct.or; 

1 
( uses = { wp,pki,270,faciIity-l}; 
dot-contral: uses; 

1 
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has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 
1 

dass-frame pro,wp-pki,270 
{ subdassOf: bhp-state-conjunction; 

relations: 
caused-by = process-wpjkl-270; 
has-situations = { scintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame pro-wpgkl-270-1 
{ 

relztions: r 
( caused-by = { process-wpjkl-270-1 ); 
slotcontrol: caused-by ; 

1 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame pro-wp-pickled-ail 
{ su bdassOf: produce; 

relations: 
produced = wp-pickled-mil; 
conjunctof = pro,wpgkI-270; 
has-situations = ( sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

relations: 
( produced = wpgickled-mil-1; 
slotcontrol: proâuced; 

slotcontml: conjunct-of; 
1 

has-situations = ( sq-actual, SV-actual ); 
1 

dass-frame rd-wpgk-270-facility 
{ su bciass0f: release; 

relations: 
released = wpgk-270,facility; 
conjunct-of = pro-wpgkl-270; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

relations: 
( released = wp_pkl-270-facility-l; 
slo~contml: released; 

) 
has-situations = ( sq-acîual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame es-wp,plp-280 
{ subâass0f: bhp-state-wnjunction; 

relations: 
enables = pmss-wpglp-280; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

relations: 
( enables = { process-wp-plp-280-1 j; 
dot-control: enables; 

1 

dass-frame or-wp-plp-280 
( subdassûf: bhp-st2te-disjunction; 

relations: 
conjunctof = es-wpjlp-280; 
has-situations = { scintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedjnstanœ,ftame or-wpglp,280,1 
{ instanceW. or-wpglp-280; 

relations: 
conju na-of = es-wp-plp-280-1; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

dass-frame use,wp,plp,280,facility 
{ subdassOf: usage; 

relations: 
uses = wpglp,280,facility; 
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reta tions: 
( uses = wpglp-28û80facility-l ; 
slot-mnhl uses; 

1 
conjunctof = es-wpglp-280-1; 

has-situations = { sq-adual, SV-actual }; 
1 

dass-frarne us,wpqickled,coil 
{ subdass0f: usage; 

relations: 
uses = wpgickled-mil; 
disjuncî-of = or-wpglp-280; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

relations: 
( caused-by = ( process-wp-plp280-1); 
sloLcontrol: causecby; 

) 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame or2-wpglp-280 
{ subdass0f: bhp-state-disjunction; 

relations: 
conjunct-of = pro-wpglp-280; 
has,situations = ( s~intended, SV-in tended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame 01-2-wpglp-280-1 
{ instanceof: oR,wp,plp,280; 

relations: 
amjunct-of = pro-wpglp-280-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-adual ); 

1 

dass-frame rd-wpgidtld-coi1 
dass-frame cs,wpglckled-mil { subdass0f: release; 
{ subdass0f: consumption; relations: 

relations: released = wp,pickled-ail; 
consumes = wpqickled-mil; wnjunctof = or2-wpglp-280; 
disjuncof = or-wpglp-280; has,situations = { sqintended, SV-intended ); 
has-situations = { slintended, SV-intended ); 1 

1 

named-instance-frame CS-wp-pickled-mil-1 
{ instancem cs,wp,pickled,wil; 

relations: 
consumes = wpjickled-ail-1; 
disjunaof = or-wpglp-280-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-adual ); 

1 

dass-frame ps-wpgickled-mil 
{ subdassûf: produce; 

relations: 
produced = brightform; 
conjunct-of = or2-wpglp-280; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, sv-intended }; 

1 

namedjnstanœ-frame 9s-wpqidtled-mil-1 
{ instancem ps-wp~ickled-coii; 

dass-frame pro-wpglp-280 relations: 
{ subdassof: bhp-state-canjundion; produced = brightform-1 ; 

relations: conjunct-of = or2-wp-plp-2ûO-1; 
caused-by = process-wpglp-280; has-situations = { s q ~ ~ t u a l ,  SV-actual ); 
has,siluations = ( sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 
1 
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{ subdassof: release; 
relations: 

released = wpglp,28O,facility; 
wnjunctof = prc~wpglp-260; 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intended 1; 

1 

named-instance-frame rel-wp,plp-2B0,faality,l 
{ 
instanceW. rel-~jlp-280,facility; 

relations: 
( released = wpqlp,280,faality,l; 
slo~control: released; 

1 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame es-theg hp-steelgrocess 
{ subdassOf:bhp,state,conjunction; 

relations: 
enables = the-bhp-steel,process; 
has-situations = { s~intended, sv-intended ); 

1 

named,instance_frame es-the-bhp-steeljms-1 
[ instanœûf: es-the-bhp-steelgmss; 

relations: 
ena bles = the-bhp,steelgmceçs-1; 
has-situations = ( sq&ual, SV-in tended 1; 

1 

dass-frarne cbs-the-bhp-steeljr~s 
{ subdass0f:bhp-state-mnjunction; 

relations: 
caused-by = the-bhp-steel-process; 
has-situations = { sqintended, svintended ); 

1 

narned-instance-frame cbs-the-bhp-steelsrocess-1 
{ instancéof.. cbs-the,bhp-steel~rocess; 

relations: 
caused-by the,bhp,steel~rocess~l; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-intended ); 

1 

dass-frame us-the-bh p-steelgrocess 
{ subdass0f: usage; 

relations: 
uses = bhp-facility; 
mnjunctof = es-the-bh p-steelgmss; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

named-instance-frame us-the-bhp,steelgrocessSl 
( instance0f: us-the,bhp-steelgrocess; 

relations: 
uses = bhp-facility-1 ; 
w njuncof = es-üie-bhp,steelgr~~~ss~l; 
has-situations = { sq-actuaj, SV-adual ); 

1 

dass-frame rs-the-bhp-steeljrocess 
{ subdassOf: release: 

relations: 
released = b hp-faci'iity ; 
conjund-of = cbs-the-bhp-steelgrocess; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedinstanœ-frame ~~-the,tihp-steelgroceçs,I 
{ instance0f:rs-the,bhp,steelgroœss; 

relations: 
released = bhp-facility-1; 
mnjunct-of = rs- the-bhp,steelgr~~~~~~l ;  
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

1 

class-frame CS-the-bhp-steel~rocess 
{ subdass0f: mnsumption; 

relations: 
consumes = bhp-feed; 
wnjunct-of = es,the,bhp,steelqrocess; 
has-situations = { sqJntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

narned,instance,frame c~~the~bhp-steel~rocess,l 
{ instance0f: cs-the-bhp-steelgroceçs; 

relations: 
ansumes = bhp-feed-1; 
w njund-of = es,the,bhp,stwlgr0c8ssSSl ; 

dass-frame ps-the-bhp-steelgrocess 
( subdassof: produce; 

relations: 
produced = bhpjroducttype; 
wnjunct-of = cbsJhe,bhp,steelgrocess; 
has,situaüons = { sejntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedinstanœ-fme ps-the-bhp-steel,process-1 
{ instanœ0f: ps-the-bh p-steelgrocess; 

relations: 

- - 
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produced = bhpgroducî-type-1; 
conjunctof = rs-the-bh p-steeCprocess-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-aual ); 

dass-frarne esjroceçs-wp 
{ subdassûf: bhp-state-mnjuncüon; 

relations: 
enables = process-wp; 
has-situations = { s~intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedinstance-frama esgrocess-wp-1 
{ instance0f: esjrocess,wp; 

relations: 
enables = process,wp,l; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

dass-frame cbs~~rocess-wp 
{ su bdassûf: bhp-state-mnjundion; 

relations: 
caused-by = process-wp; 
has-situations = {sqintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frarne c b s g ~ ~ ~ ~ s s ~ w p - 1  
{ instance0f: cbs-process-wp; 

relations: 
causeci-by = process-wp-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

1 

dass-ffame usqrocess-wp 
{ subdass0f: usage; 

relations: 
conjunas = esgrocess-wp; 
uses = bhp-wp-facility; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended }; 

1 

named,instance,frame u s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s - w p _ l  
{ ins tanca us~rocess~wp; 

relations: 
conjunds = esgrOCeSSOCeSSwp,l ; 
uses = bhp-wpwpfaciacility,l ; 
has-sluations = { sqsîual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame rsgrocess-wp 
{ sutdassOf: release; 

relations: 
conjunds = cbsgroœss-wp; 
reieased = bhp-wp-facility; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedjnstance-frame rçgrocessyp-1 
{ instanœ0f: rs-process-wp; 

relations: 
conjuncts = cbsgrocess-wp-l ; 
released = bhp-wp-facility-l ; 
has-situations = { sq-acîual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-fmme csg~oc~sç-wp 
{ subdassOf: wnsumption; 

relations: 
conjunds = esgrocess-wp; 
consumes = bhp-wp-feed; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended 

1 

named-instanœframe csgrocess,wp,l 
{ instance0f: csjrocess-wp; 

relations: 
conjunds = esgrocess-wp-1; 
consumes = bhp-wp-feed-1; 
has-situations = { sq,actual, SV-adual ); 

1 

dass-frame psgrocess-wp 
{ subdass0f: produce; 

relations: 
conjunds = cbsgroœss-wp; 
consumes = bh p-wpgroduct-type; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instanœ-frame ps-proc~ss~wp-1 
{ instanœ0f: psjrocess-wp; 

relations: 
mnjuncts = cb-sgrocess,wpJ; 
consumes = bhp-wp-producî-type-1; 
has,situations = { sq,achiai, ~v~actua l  ); 

1 

- 
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dass-frame esgrocess,wp,hsd 
{ subdass0f: bhp-state-amjunction; 

relations: 
ena bles = process-wp-hsd; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 
wnjuncts { us-prooess-wp, 

use,wp-rawrawcoilI 
us,wp~i&led,coil, 
csl ,wp,hcpd265, 

named-inst ance-frame esgrocess-wp-hsd-1 
{ instancm esgroœss-wp-hsd; 

relations: 
enables = procsss-wp-hsd-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 
mnjuncts = { us-proœss,wpI1 , 

use,wp,raw_mil,l, 
csl-wp-hcpd-265-1); 

1 

dass-frame cbsjrocess-wp-hsâ 
( subdassûf: bhp-state-conjunction; 

relations: 
caused-by = process,wp,hsd; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 
conjuncîs = { rsgrocess,wp, 

psqrocess-wp-sh230, 
rd-wp-raw-coil, 
rel,wp_pickled-mil); 

1 

named-instance-frame cbsjrocess-wp-hsd-1 
{ instance0f: cbs-process-wp-hsd; 

relations: 
enables = pr~cess~wp~hsd,l; 
has,sltuations = { s~.actual, SV-actual ); 
conjuncts = { rsg~oc~sç~wp,l, 

psgroce~~,wp_çh-230-~, 
rel,wp,rawrawcoil-1 }; 

dass-frame esjrocessrOCeSSwpjrdn 
[ subdaçs0f: bhp-slate-mnjunction; 

relations: 
cunjunctof = esgroœss-wp; 
enables = process-wpstdn; 

narned,instance,frame esgrocess-wpgrdn-1 
{ instanceof: es,processrOceSSwp-prdn; 

relations: 
wnjunct-of = esfhe,bhp-steelgr~ssSSl ; 
enables = process-wpjrdn-1; 
has,situations = { sq-actual, sv-actual ); 

dass-frarne cbsgroce~s~wp-prdn 
{ subdassûf: bhp-state-amjundion; 

relations: 
conjunct-of = cbsgrocess-wp; 
caused-by = pmcess-wpgrdn; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, sv-intended ); 
conjunds = { psgroœss,wp,hsm,240, 

pro-wpqickled-coil ); 
1 

named-instance-frame cbsgrocess,wpgrdn,l 
{ instancew cbsgiacess-wpgrdn; 

relations: 
conjunctof = cbsgrocess-wp; 
enables = proces-wp~rdn; 
has-sttuations = { sq-actual, SV-adual }; 
con juncts = ( psgroces~,wp,hsrn-240~1, 

pro,wp~ickled,coil-1 }; 
} 

dass-frame esgrocess-wp-qc 
{ subdass0f: bhp-state-conjundion; 

relations: 
conjunctof = esgrocess-wp; 
enables = process-wp-qc; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 
wnjuncts = es-wp-hcpf-260; 

namedinstance-frame esgroc~ss-wp~qc,l 
{ instanœ0f: esgrocess-wp-qc; 

relations: 
conjunctof = es,the,bhp,steel~l~~e~~~l; 
enables = pro&s,wp,qc,l; 
has-situations = { sq-adual, SV-aciual ); 
conjunds = es-wp-hcpf-260-1; 

1 
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dass-frame cbs,proœss~wpwpqc 
{ su bdass0f: bh p-state,conjunction; 

relations: 
wnjunctof = c b s ~ ~ ~ s w p ;  
caused-by = pms-wp-qc; 
has,situationç = { stintended, SV-intended ); 
conjuncts = cbs_wp_hcpf,260; 

1 

named-instance-frarne cbsgrocess-wp-qc-1 
{ instance0f: cbsgrocess,wp,qc; 

relations: 
wnjunct-of = cbs,process-wp; 
enables = proœss-wp-qc; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 
cunjunc!s= cbs-wp-hcpf-260-1; 

FILE: enterprise-bhp-organization2.rock 
bhp MODEL VERSION: 3.0 
DATE: May 6,1998 
FILE START DATE:May 6,1996 

dass-framebh p 
{ subdass0f: bhp-mmpany; 

relations: 
has,situaüons = { sq-intendecl, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-fmme bhp-1 
{ instance0f:bhp; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

1 

dass-framebhp-steel 
{ subdass0f:bhpgroup; 

relations: 
has-member = { sppd, scpd, Ipd ); 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame bhp-steel-1 
{ instandIf: bhp-steel; 

relations: 

dass,framebhp~steel~executive~management 
{ su bdass0f: bhp-management; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

narned-instance-frame bhp-steel-8x~~~tive,managernenLl 
{ instanceûf: bhp,steel,aecutive-management; 

relations: 
bas-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 
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( subdass0f: bhp-worker; 
relations: 

member-of = bhp-steel,executive,management; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frime ron-rncneilly 
{ instanœ0f: bhp-steelgresident-mnt; 

relations: 
rnembr-of = bhp-steel-~~ecutive,rnanagmenLl; 
has-situations = { scp3ual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-fmme bhp-steel,quality,rnanager-agent 
{ su bâass0f: bh p-worker; 

relations: 
member-of = bhp-steel-executive-management; 
has-situations { sqintended, SV-intended }; 

1 

narned-instance-fmme colin-montrose 
{ instanœûf: bhp-steel-quality,manager,agent; 

relations: 
rnember-of = bhp-steel,executive,managementf ; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame bhp,steel~company,role 
( subâass0f: bhp-role; 

relations: 
has-ouagent = bhp-steel; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 
has-proceçs = the,bhp,steelgrocess; 

1 

named,lnstance,frarne bhp-steel-company-rom 
{ instanceof: bhp,çteel,company,role; 

relations: 
has-org-agent = bhp-steel-1; 
has-situations = ( sq-actual, SV-adual ); 
hasjrocess = the-b hp,steeIgrocessJ ; 

1 

dass-frarne bhp-steel-executive-managementrole 
{ subdass0f: bhp,ro:-, 

relations: 
has-omagent = bh p-steel,executive,managernent; 
has-situations = ( ~ in tended,  SV-intended ); 
hasqrocess = the-bhp-steet~mss; 

1 

relations: 
has-019-agent = bhp-steel-executive,managemen~I : 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 
hasgtocess = the-bhp-steel_process,l; 

1 

dass-frarne bhp-steelgresidenmsition 
{ subdass0f: bhpgosition; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 
has-agent = bh p-steelgresidentagent; 

1 

nameci-instanœframe bhp-steelqresident 
{ instanœûf: bhp-steeljresidentposition; 

relations: 
has-situations = { s~acîual, SV-actual ); 
has-agent = ron-mcneilly; 

1 

dass-frame bhp-steel,quality-manager-position 
{ su bclass0f: bhpgosition; 

relations: 
bas-situations = { sqhtended, SV-intended ); 
has-agent = bhp-steel,quality,manager,agent; 

} 

namedjnstanœ-frame bhp-steel,quality,manager 
{ instance0f. bhp,steel,quality-manager-siüor.; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 
has-agent = colin-montrose; 

1 

dass-frarne bhp-steeljresidentrole 
{ su bdass0f: bhp-role; 

relations: 
hasgrocess = the-bhp-steelqrocess; 
role-of = bhp-steelgresidentposition; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, svintended ); 

1 

narned-instance-frame bhp-steelgresidentrole-1 
{ instanœ0f: bhp-steelgresident-mie; 

relations: 
hasgromss = Vie,bhp,steelgrocess-1 ; 
rote-of = mn-mcneilly; 
has,situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 
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relations: 
hasqrocess = process-mqc; 
mle-of = bhp-steel-quality-manqergosition; 
has-situations = { sqJn tended, SV-in tended }; 

} 

named-instance-frame bhp-steel-quality-manager-role-1 
{ instanceûf: bh p-steel-quality-manager-rote; 

relations: 
hasqrocess = proces-wp-qc-1; 
role-of = bhp-steel,quality_manager; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

dass-frarne bhp-steel-hsd-role 
( su bdass0f: bhp-role; 

relations: 
hasgroms = process-wp-hsd; 
role-of = bhp-steelqresidentposition; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

} 

named-instance-frame bhp-steel-hsd-role-1 
{ inslance0f: b h p-steel-hsd-role; 

relations: 
hasqroœss = process-wp-hsd-l ; 
role-of = ron-mcneilly; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame bhp-steeIjrdn,role 
{ subdassOf: bhp-role; 

relations: 
hasqrocess = proces-wpjrdn; 
rolo-of = bh p-steel_presidentposition; 
has,situations = { stintended, SV-in tended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame bhp,steelgrdn,roleJ 
{ instanceW. bhp-steelqrdn-role; 

relations: 
hasgrocess = proces-wpjrdn-1; 
role-of = ron-mmeilly; 
has,situations = ( sq,actwl, SV-adual ); 

relations: 
member-of = bhp-steel; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, sv-intended 1; 

1 

named-instance-frame sppd-1 
( instanœ0f: sppd; 

relations: 
member-of = bhp-steel-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-ftarnescpd 
{ sufflassOf:bhp,division; 

relations: 
member-of = bhp-steel; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intendeci }; 

1 

namedjnstance-frame scpd-1 
( instanœ0f: scpd; 

relations: 
mernber-of = bhp-steel-1; 
bas-situations = { sq,actual, SV-actual }; 

1 

dass-frame scpd-management 
( subdassûf: bhp-management; 

relations: 
member-of = bhp-steel-executive,management; 
has-situations = { sqjntendeâ, SV-intended ); 

1 

nameci-instance-frame scpd-management1 
{ instanœ0f: scpd-management; 

relations: 
mem ber-of = bhp-steel-executive~fflanagemen~l ; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frarne scpdgm-agent 
{ su~ass0 f :  bhp-worker; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd-management; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, sv-intended ); 

1 

nameci-instance-frarne john-gross 
( instanœCX scpdgm-agent; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd-managemenu ; 
bas-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

- - - - 
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dassframe scpd-division-mle 
{ subdass0f: bhp-role; 

relations: 
has-org-agent = scpd; 
has,situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 
hasgroœss = process-wp; 

1 

named-instance-frame scpd-division-role-1 
{ instance0f: scpdbivision,role; 

relations: 
has-org-agent = scpd-1; 
has-situations = { s~actual, SV-actual }; 
hasgrocess = proces-wp-1; 

1 

dass-frame scpd,managernentrole 
{ su bdass0f: bhp-rofe; 

relations: 
has-org-agent = scpd-management ; 
has-situations = ( sqintended, SV-intended ); 
haslproceçs = prmss,wp; 

1 

narned-instance-frame scpd,managementmle-1 
( instanœ0f: scpd-managementrote; 

relations: 
has-org-agent = scpd-managemencl; 
has-situations = ( sq-actual, sv,adual ); 
hasgrocess = process-wp-1; 

1 

dass-frame scpdgmgosition 
( suMassCX bhpgosition; 

relations: 
has-agent = scpdjm-agen 1; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame scpddm 
{ instanceof: scpd~mgosition; 

relations: 
has-agent = johnsross; 
has-situations = ( s~actuaf, SV-actual ); 

1 

ciass-frame scpdgm-role 
{ su bdass0f: bhp-role; 

relations: 

rote-of = scpdjmgosition; 
hasqrocess = proœss-wp; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame scpdgrn-rote-1 
( instanceOf: scpd,gm,role; 

relations: 
foie-of = scpdgm; 
hasgrw;ess = proces-wp-l ; 
hasçituaüons = { sq-actuai, SV-actual }; 

1 

dass-framelpd 
{ subdassûf:bhp,division; 

relations: 
member-of = bhp-steel; 
ernpty has-member; 
empty has-psition; 
empty hasgrocess; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-htended ); 

1 

named-instance-frarne Ipd-1 
{ instanœ0f: Ipd; 

relations: 
mem ber-of = b h p-steel-1 ; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

dass-framewp-hsm-240 
{ subdassOf:bhp_production-unit; 

relations: 
mern ber-of = scpd; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedinstance-frame wp-hsm-240-1 
{ instanœ0f: wp-hsm-240; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd-1; 
has-situations = { skactual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frarne wp,hsm,24O~ole 
{ su bdass0f: bhp-rois; 

relaüons: 
h ~ t g - - a g e n i  = wp-hsm-240; 
hasgrocess = p r 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w p ~ h s r n ~ 2 4 0 ;  

- -- - - - - - - 
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named-instance-frame wp-sh-230-role-1 
( instanceof: wp-sh-230,role; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-adual ); 
has-org-agent = wp-sh-230-1; 
hasgrocess = process-wp-sh-230-1; 

1 

dass-frame wp-sh-230-management 
( subdass0f: bhp-managefient; 

relations: 
rnember-of = scpd-management; 
has-situations = { skintended, SV-intended 1; 

1 

named-instance-frame wp-sh-230-management1 
( instanceOf: wp-sh-230-management; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd-management1 ; 
has-situations = { sq-adual, SV-adual ); 

1 

dass-frame wp-sh-230-management-mle 
{ su bdass0f: bhp-rote; 

relations: 
has-erg-agent = wp,sh,230,rnanagemen t ; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended 1; 
h a s g m s  = process-wp-sh-230; 

1 

named,instance,frame wp,çh-230-management~ole,l 
( instanœûf: wp-sh-230,managementrole; 

relations: 
bas-org-agent = wp-sh-230-managemenL1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-adual ); 
hasgrocess = process-wp-sh-230-1; 

1 

dass-frame wp-sh-230,manager-agent 
{ subdass0f: bhp-worker; 

relations: 
member-of = wp-sh-230,management; 
bas-situations = { se in  tended , SV-intended ); 

1 

nameci-instance-frame peter-mccarttiy 
{ instanceOf: wp-sh-230,manager-agent; 

relations: 
mernber-of = wp,sh,230-managemen~l; 
bas-situations = ( sq-actual, s ~ ~ x t u a l ) ;  

1 

dass-frarne wp-sh-230,manager-mle 
{ subdaçs0f: bhp-mle; 

relations: 

has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended }; 
has_process = process-wp-sh-230; 

1 

named-instance,frame wp-sh-230-manager-role-1 
{ instance0f: wp-sh-230,manqer-role; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, sv,actual); 
hasgrocess = process-wp-sh-230-1; 

1 

dass-frarne wp-sh-230,managergosition 
( subdass0f: bhpgosition; 

relations: 
has-role = wp-sh-230-manager-role; 
has-agent = wp-sh-230-manager-agent; 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame ;*p-sh-230-manager~io~l  
{ instance0f: wp-sh_23O,manager,position; 

relations: 
has-role = wp-sh-230-manager-role-1; 
has-agent = peter-mccarth y; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-adual ); 

1 

dass-framewp~rcs~250 
{ subdassOf:bhp_production_unit; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namecfinstance-frarne wp-rcs-250-1 
{ instance0f: wp-rcs-250; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd-1; 
has-situations = { scp3ual, sv-actual }; 

1 

dass-frame wp-rcs-250-role 
( subdassOf: bhp-role; 

relations: 
has-erg-agent = wp-rcs-250; 
hasgrocess = p~c~ss~wp-ta-250; 
has-situations' = { sajntended, SV-intended ); 

1 
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has-situations = { s9-.actual, SV-aual ); 
has-04-agent = wp_rcç_250-1; 
hasqrocess = process-wp-rcs,250,1 ; 

1 

dass-frame wp,rcs,250,management 
{ subdassûf: bhp-management; 

relations: 
mern ber-of = scpd-management; 
has-situations = { skintended, SV-intended }; 

1 

named-instance-frame wp-ics-250-managernenu 
{ instance0f: wp-rcs-250,management; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd-management-1; 
has,siiuations = { sq-actual, SV-adual ); 

1 

dass-frarne wp-rcs-250,management,role 
{ subdass0f: bhp-rote; 

relations: 
has-erg-agent = wp-rcs-250-management; 
has-situations = { s~intended, SV-intendad); 
hasgrocess = procesç-wp-rcs-250; 

1 

narned-instance-frame wp-rcs-250-managementrote-1 
{ instanœ0f. wp,rcs~250,managementrole; 

relations: 
has-org-agen t = wp,rcs,250,management-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 
hasjroœss = process-wp,rcs,25OJ ; 

1 

dass-frarne wp-rcs-250-manager-went 
{ su bdass0f: bhp-worlcer; 

relations: 
member-of = wp-rcs-250,management; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended }; 

1 

named-instance-frame kevinjeotge 
{ instancem wp,rcs_250,manager,agent; 

relations: 
rnember-of = wp-rcs,250_managementl ; 
has-situations = { s~actual ,  SV-Mual ); 

1 

cfass-frame wp-rcs,250-manager,role 
{ su bdassOf: bh p-role; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 
hasjroceçs = p r o c e ~ s ~ w p ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 2 5 0 ;  

1 

namedjnstance,frarne wp-rcs,250,manage~role-1 
( instanœûf: wp-rcs-250,manager-role; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sqa%ual, SV-actual ); 
hasgrocess = proœss,wp-0x250-1; 

1 

dass-frame wp-rcç_250-manager_position 
{ su bdassûf: bhp-posiüon; 

relations: 
has-role = wp_rcs_250_rnanager~ole; 
ha-agent = wp-rcs,25O,manager,agent; 
bas-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

narned-instance-frarne wp-rcs-250-managergosition-1 
{ instanœ0f: wp,rcç,250,managergosition; 

relations: 
has-rote = wp~m~250~manager,role,l; 
has-agent = kevingeorge; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

1 

dass-framewp-hcpf-260 
{ subdass0f:bhpgroduction,unit; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended }; 

1 

narned-instance-frame wp-hcpf-260-1 
( instanceof: wp-hcpf-260; 

dations: 
mem be r-of = scpd-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 

1 

dass-ftame wp,hcpf-26û-role 
( subdassOf:bhpICSrole; 

relations: 
has-erg-agent = wp-hcpf-260; 
hasgroœss = process-wp-hcpf-260; 
has,situations = ( s q i n  tended, SV-intended ); 

1 

nameclinstance-ffame wp,hcpf,260-role,l 
{ instanœm wp-hcpf-260,role; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-adual, SV-actual }; 
has-oraagen t = wp-hcpf-260-1; 
hasgrooess = process,wp,hcpf,260-1; 
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dass-frame wp-hcpf-260,management 
{ su bdass0f: bhp-managemen t; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd-managemen t; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

narned-instance-frame wp-hcpf-260,management-1 
{ instance0f: wp-hcpf-260,management; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd-rnanagement-l ; 
has-situations = ( sq-actual, sv-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame wp-hcpf-260,managementrole 
( subdassûf: bhp-role; 

relations: 
has-org-agent = wp,hcpf,26û_management; 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intendeci ); 
hasgrocess = process,wp,hcpf-260; 

1 

named-instance-frarne wp-hcpf-260,management-role-1 
{ instanceof: wp-hcpf,260,management~ole; 

relations: 
has-okagent = wp-hcpf-260-managementl ; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, sv_adual); 
hasgtoœss = pmss-wp-hcpf-260-1; 

dass-frame wp-hcpf-260-manager-agent 
{ subdass0f: bhp-worker; 

relations: 
rnember-of = wp,hcpf,260,management; 
has-situations = { skintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frarne adrian-smythe 
( instanceOf: wp,hcpf,260,manager,agent; 

relations: 
member-of = wp-hcpf-260,managementt ; 
has-situations = ( sq-actual, SV-adual ); 

1 

dass-frarne wp,hcpf_2€'-manager-mle 
{ subciassût bhp-rote; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-intended, svjntended ); 
hasgroceçs = p t0ce~~~wp~hcp f~260 ;  

1 

relations: 
has-situations = { s~actual ,  SV-actual ); 
hasgrocess = pmsç,wp,tiçpf_260_I; 

dass-frarne wp,hcpf,260~manager~ition 
{ subdasç0f: bhpgosition; 

relations: 
ha-role = wp-hcpf-260-manager-role; 
has-agent = wp-hcpf-260,manager-qent; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedinstance,frarne wp-hcpf-260-managerpsition-1 
{ instanceûf: wp-hcpf-260manager-position; 

relations: 
has-foie = wp-hcpf-260-manager-role-l ; 
haagent  = adrian-smythe; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

dass,framewp,hcpd,265 
{ subdass0f:bhp~roduction-unit; 

relations: 
rnember-of = scpd; 
has,situations = ( sqJn tended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedjnstance-frarne wp-hcpd-265-1 
{ instanœ0f: wp-hcpd-265; 

relations: 
rnern ber-of = scpd-1; 
bas-situations = { sq_aciual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame wp-hcpd-265,role 
( su bdass0f: bhp-role; 

relations: 
has-erg-agent = wp-hcpd-265; 
hasjroceçs = process,wp,hcpd,265; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedjns tance-frame wp-hcpd-265-tale-1 
{ instanceOf: wp-hcpd-265,role; 

relalions: 
ha-situations = { sq-actual, SV-adual 1; 
bas-erg-agen t = wp_hcpd,265,1; 
hasjrocess = pro~ess-~p,hcpd,265,i; 

1 

-- - - 
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{ subdassOf: bhp-management; 
relations: 

mem ber-of = scpd-managemen t; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

narned-instance-frame wp,hcpd,265,rnanagernent.-1 
{ instanceOf: wp-hcpd-265-management; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd,management.J ; 
has-situations = { sq-acîual, SV-ma l  1; 

1 

dass-frarne wp-hcpd-265-managementrote 
{ suMass0f: bhp-rote; 

relations: 
has-org,agent = wp_hcpd_265,rnanagement; 
has-situations = { skintended, SV-intended ); 
haSQt'CU3SS = process-wp-hcpd-265; 

1 

narned-instance-frame wp-hcpd-265-managementmle,l 
{ instanœ0f: wp-hcpd-265,management-roie; 

relaüons: 
has-org-agent = wp,hcpd,265,rnanagemen t-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual }; 
hasgrocess = process-wp-hcpd-265-1; 

1 

dass-frame wp-hcpd-265,manager-qent 
{ subdass0f: bhp-worker; 

relations: 
rnember-of = wp-hcpd-265,management; 
has-situations = { sqintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frarne michaelJohaus 
{ instance0f: wp-hW-265,managetagent; 

relations: 
mernber-of = wp-hcpd-265,managementl; 
has-situations = [ sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frarne wp,hcpd,265,manager,role 
{ su bciassOf: bhp-rote; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intended }; 
hasjrocess = process,wp,hcpd,265; 

1 

namedinstanœ-frame wp-hcpd-265-manager-mle-1 
{ instance0f: wp-hcpd,265,manager~ole; 

relations: 
has-situations = { SQ-actual, SV-aûual }; 
hasjrocess = proœssSSwpwphcpd,265-1 ; 

dass-frame wp_hcpd_265_manager_poçition 
( subdass0f: bhpgosition; 

relations: 
has-role = wp-hcpd-265,manager-rote; 
has-agent = wp-ha-265,manager-qent; 
has-situations = { scintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frarne wp-ha-265,managergosition-1 
{ instance0f: wp,hcpd-265_manager_pasition; 

relations: 
has-role = wp-hcpd-265-manager-role-1; 
has-agent = michael-lohaus; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass,frarnewp~k1~270 
{ subdass0f:bhpgroduction-unit; 

relations: 
rnember-of = scpd; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frarne wpjkl-270-1 
{ instanœ0f: wpgki-270; 

relations: 
mem ber-of = scpd-1; 
has-situations = ( sqactual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frarne w p g  k1-270,mle 
{ subâass0f: bhp-role; 

relations: 
has-erg-agent = wpgkl-270; 
hasgocess = process-wpjk1-270; 
has-situations = { sq-lntended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frarne wpgk1,27O-role,l 
{ instanœ0f: wpgkl-270,mle; 

relations: 
has-situations = ( scactual, SV-actual ); 
has-ornagent = wpgkl-270-1; 
hasgrocesç = pr0~~~~~wpgkl-270,1; 

1 

dass-frame wp~1k1-270-rnanagement 
{ subdass0f: bhp-management; 

relations: 
memhr-of = çcpd-management: 
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has-situations = { sqintended, SV-intendai }; 
1 

named-instance-frame wpgkl-270-management1 
{ instanceOf: wpgkl-270,management; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd-management-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame wpjkl-270,managementrole 
( subdass0f: bhp-rote; 

relations: 
has-org-agent = wpqkL270,management; 
has-situations = { sq-intendeâ, SV-intended ); 
hasgrocess = process-wp-pkl-270; 

1 

namd-instance-frame wp_pk1,270-rnanagemen~roIe-l 
{ instanceof: wpgkl-270,management~ole; 

relations: 
has-erg-agent = wpqkl-270,management-l; 
has-situations = { sq-acîual, SV-actual ); 
hasgroœss = process-wpgkl-270-1; 

1 

dass-frame wpgkl-270-manager-agent 
{ subdassOf: bhp-worker; 

relations: 
mem ber-of = wpgk1,270_managemen t; 
has-situations = { stintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame richard-mulgrave 
( instanceof: wpjk1-270,manager,agent; 

relations: 
member-of = wpgkl-270,rnanagement-1; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-aduat ); 

1 

dass-frame wpqM-270-manager-fol8 
{ subdassm bhp-role; 

relations: 
has-situations = { çc~intended, sv-intended ); 
hasgrocess = process-wpgkl-270; 

1 

namedinstance-frame wpgk1,270,manager~mle-l 
( instance0f: wp~kl-270,manager,role; 

relations: 
has-situations = { s~actual, SV-actual ); 
hasjrocess = process_wpgkJ-270-_1 

{ su bdassOf: bh pgosition; 
relations: 

bas-mle = wp_pkl-270-manager-role; 
has-agent = wpgkl-270,manager-agent; 
bas-situations = ( stintended, SV-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frame wpgkl-270-managermsition-f 
{ instanœ0f: wpgkl-270-manager~osition; 

relations: 
has-role = wpjkl-270-manager~ole-1; 
has-agent = richard-mulgrave; 
has,siîuatioris = { sq-actual, SV-adual 1; 

1 

dass-framewpglp-280 
{ subdassOf:bhpgroduction,unit; 

relations: 
mernber-of = scpd; 
has-situations = { sgjntendeâ, SV-intended ); 

1 

namedinstance-frame wpglp-280-1 
{ instanceof: wpqlp-280; 

relations: 
mernber-of = scpd-1; 
has-situations = ( sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame wpjlp-280~ole 
{ subdass0f: bhp-role; 

relations: 
has-org-agent = wpjlp-280; 
hasqrocess = process,wp~~lp,280; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, sv-intended ); 

1 

named-instance-frarne wpjlp_280-role,l 
{ ins tanm.  wpglp-280-role; 

relations: 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 
has,org,agen! = wpglp-280-1; 
has-process = process,wpgtp,280-1; 

1 

dass-frarne wpglp-280-management 
{ su bdass0f: bhp-management; 

relations: 
member-of = sqd-management; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 

1 

-- - 
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named-instance-frame wpqlp-280-management1 
{ instanceof., wpglp-280,management; 

relations: 
member-of = scpd-management1 ; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame wpglp,280,managementrole 
{ subdass0f: bhp-rofe; 

relations: 
has-org-agent = wpglp-280,management; 
has-situations = { sq-intended, SV-intended ); 
hasgrocess = process-wpjlp-280; 

1 

named-instance-frame wpqlp-280-rnanagement~ole,i 
{ instanceof: wpglp,280,managementrole; 

relations: 
has-org-agent = wpjlp-280,rnanagementl; 
has-situations = { sq-actual, SV-actual ); 
hasjrocess = process-wpqlp,280,1; 

1 

dass-frarne wpglp-280-manager-agent 
{ subdass0f: bhp-worker; 

relations: 
member-of = wpglp,280-management; 
has-situations = { sq-inlended, SV-intended ); 

1 

nameci-instance-frame vincen~kotsopoulous 
{ instanm: wpjfp-280,manager-qent; 

relations: 
rnember-of = wpglp-280-managernenu ; 
has-situations = ( scactual, SV-actual ); 

1 

dass-frame wpqlp-280-manager-mle 
{ su bdass0f: bhp-role; 

relations: 
has-situations = { çajnlended, svjntended ); 
hasqrocess = process~wp~Ip,280; 

1 

narned-instance-frame wpglp,280,manager~ole-1 
{ instance0f: wp~1lp-280,manager,role; 

rel~tions: 
has-situations = ( sq-acîual, SV-actual ); 
hasqrocess = proce~~~wpjlp-280,1; 

dass-frame wpglp~28O,manager,position 
{ subdassOf: bhpgosition; 

relations: 
has-role = wpqlp-280-manager,iole; 

has-agent = wpglp-280-manager-agent; 
has-situations = { sqjntended, SV-intendôd ); 

narnedjnstance-frarne wpjlp-280-manager~osition-1 
{ instanm0f: wpglp,280,manager~ition; 

relations: 
has-rote = wpglp-280-manager-role-l ; 
has-agent = vinœn~kotsopoulous; 
has-situations = ( sq-actuaf, SV-actual 1; 

1 
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P" BHP Steel Measutetnent Processes "1 holds(evidence(wp,hcpf_260~~evidenœ~l),sv~actual). 

f" activity: pmcess,wp,hcpf,260,sens~meas_l "1 

P" activity: process,wp,hcpf,260-1 " 1  

P" organ ization: wp-hcpf-260-1 "1 
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